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Based on information theory, a number of entropy measures have been proposed since the 1990s
to assess systems’ irregularity, such as approximate entropy, sample entropy, permutation entropy,
intrinsic mode entropy, and dispersion entropy to cite only a few. Among them, sample entropy has
been used in a very large variety of disciplines for both univariate and multivariate data. However,
improvements to the sample entropy algorithm are still being proposed because sample entropy is
unstable for short time series, may be sensitive to parameter values, and can be too time-consuming
for long data.

At the same time, it is worth noting that sample entropy does not take into account the multiple
temporal scales inherent in complex systems. It is maximized for completely random processes
and is used only to quantify the irregularity of signals on a single scale. This is why analyses of
irregularity—with sample entropy or its derivatives—at multiple time scales have been proposed to
assess systems’ complexity.

This Special Issue invited contributions related to new and original research based on the use of
sample entropy or its derivatives. The papers published in this Special Issue can be divided into two
categories. First, some papers present new applications of sample entropy or its derivatives. Second,
some papers propose improvements to sample entropy or its derivatives.

In addition to these articles, Sun et al. [1] performed a systematic review to summarize the
complexity differences of important signals in patients with asthma. They obtained the overall trend of
entropy change in the physiological signals related to asthma, evaluated the potential of using entropy
of biological dynamics as new clinical indices, and discussed possible strategies for future research.
The authors mention that entropy of heart rate variability (HRV), airflow, center of pressure, and respiratory
system impedance are lower in patients than in healthy people, whereas the entropies of respiratory
sound, airway resistance, and reactance are higher in patients than in healthy people. This might be
explained by the unstableness of local respiratory tract and the increase in breathing difficulty.

1. Applications of Sample Entropy or Its Derivative

In the biomedical field, Liao et al. used multiscale entropy to study complexity of skin blood
flow in type 2 diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy and in healthy controls [2]. Skin blood
flow was recorded at the first metatarsal head using laser Doppler flowmetry in response to locally
applied pressure and heating. Indeed, quantification of skin blood flow responses to loading pressure
and thermal stresses may be a reasonable way to assess the risk of diabetic foot ulcer. Multiscale
entropy was computed using a modified sample entropy algorithm. The results showed that during
reactive hyperemia and the biphasic response induced by local heating, the modified sample entropy
in diabetics presents only small changes compared to baseline but undergoes significant changes in
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controls. Moreover, during baseline and skin blood flow responses—except for the pressure loading
period—the modified sample entropy at small scales exhibits different transitions between the two
groups. The findings support the use of nonlinear measures of skin blood flow responses induced by
mechanical and thermal stresses to assess the risk of diabetic foot ulcer.

Simons et al. studied electroencephalogram (EEG) of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and age-matched
control subjects [3]. For this purpose, they used fuzzy entropy. Their results showed that fuzzy entropy
is lower in Alzheimer’s patients than in control subjects for electrodes T6, P3, P4, O1, and O2. Moreover,
fuzzy entropy led to better results than approximate entropy or sample entropy when diagnostic
accuracy was computed with the receiver operating characteristic curves. However, the authors note
that the results are dependent on the input parameters used in the fuzzy entropy computation.

Ruiz-Gomez et al. aimed to detect AD and its prodromal form (i.e., mild cognitive impairment,
MCI) from healthy controls through an EEG-based methodology [4]. For this purpose, after a data
preprocessing step, the authors used a combination of spectral measures and nonlinear methods,
with both frequency (spectral features) and time domain (nonlinear features: Lempel–Ziv complexity,
central tendency measure, sample entropy, fuzzy entropy, and auto mutual information) analyses
applied to EEG recordings. Furthermore, to avoid redundant features sharing similar information,
an automatic feature selection stage based on the fast correlation-based filter (FCBF) was used. Finally,
different multiclass classifiers were tested: logistic discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant
analysis (QDA), and multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP). The results showed that both
AD and MCI elicit changes in the EEG background activity, including a slowing of EEG rhythms,
alterations in the frequency distribution of the power spectrum, a complexity loss, a regularity increase,
and a variability decrease. Spectral and nonlinear features allowed the brain abnormalities associated
with AD and MCI to be characterized. Moreover, the brain activity in AD patients is less complex,
more regular, and less variable than in MCI and healthy control subjects.

In their work, Kumar et al. proposed a method for an automatic diagnosis of myocardial
infarction (MI) using ECG beat with a flexible analytic wavelet transform (FAWT) method [5]. For this
purpose, using lead-2 ECG signals, first, a preprocessing step was performed to remove the baseline
wandering and other noise present in the ECG signals. Then, ECG signals were segmented into
the beats. Furthermore, these beats were decomposed up to the 24th level of decomposition using
FAWT. Sample entropy was computed from each sub-band signal, which was reconstructed from the
corresponding coefficients of the FAWT-based decomposition. The computed features were subjected
to random forest (RF), J48 decision tree, back propagation neural network (BPNN), and least-squares
support vector machines (LS-SVM) classifiers to separate the ECG beats of MI and normal classes.
The authors found that lower frequency sub-band signals show higher sample entropy values for
normal ECG beats than MI ECG beats and that higher frequency sub-band signals extracted from
normal ECG beats have lower values of sample entropy. Finally, the method used by the authors
achieved 99.31% accuracy using LS-SVM classifier with radial basis function kernel.

Fazan et al.’s work is related to the analysis of the changes in physiological complexity entailed
by physical training [6]. This work was performed through the study of HRV time series recorded
in rats divided into two groups: rats that performed medium intensity training and a sedentary
group. HRV signals were recorded five days after the experimental protocol. The analysis of the HRV
time series was done with different algorithms: multiscale entropy, multiscale dispersion entropy,
and multiscale SDiffq. Multiscale SDiffq is a measure of entropic differences, and differences of
entropy between time series and its uncorrelated version, i.e., surrogate data, are used to represent the
complexity. From the latter, three quantities (q-attributes) were computed: SDiffqmax, qmax, and qzero
(SDiffqmax represents the maximum value for SDiffq in the range of q, whereas qmax and qzero
represent the q-value where SDiffq finds its maximum and zero values, respectively). The results
showed that the significant difference was only found between trained and sedentary rats in the mean
qmax at long time scales. Physical training therefore increased the system complexity. The authors also
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conclude that multiscale SDiffq is an alternative tool for characterizing the complexity of HRV time
series as it can add information in some situations where multiscale entropy is not accurate enough.

Shi et al. studied the within-subject changes of HRV during walking with a regular speed of
5 km/h on a treadmill (the Walk protocol) compared to those in a resting seated position (the Rest
protocol) [7]. The analysis of the time series was performed with eight different entropy measures:
approximate entropy, corrected approximate entropy, sample entropy, fuzzy entropy without removing
local trend, fuzzy entropy with local trend removal, permutation entropy, conditional entropy, and
distribution entropy. The authors also explored the potential effects of nonstationary linear or very
low-frequency trend. From their results, the authors note the importance of stating whether detrending
has been performed in studies and, if so, which process has been performed.

Bakhchina et al. were interested in the “mind–body” relationship and explored how the system
organization of behavior could be reflected in the irregularity of the heart rate, as measured by sample
entropy [8]. Thus, they proposed a model explaining HRV in relation to neuronal processes in the brain.
For this, they studied the sample entropy of the heart rate in different conditions. The results revealed
that irregularity of the heart rate reflects the properties of a set of functional systems subserving
current behavior, with higher irregularity corresponding to later-acquired and more complex behavior.
This showed that the dynamics of functional systems supporting current behavior is reflected not only
in activity of the brain but also in the activity of the rest of the body. The authors finally conclude
that sample entropy of the heart rate can be used as a new tool to study psychological processes and
organization of behavior.

Ye et al. proposed a method for the recognition of driving fatigue [9]. They used sample entropy
associated with kernel principal component analysis to recognize driving fatigue. The framework
was tested on EEG data. Using support vector machine for classification, a driving fatigue state
recognition model was constructed. The results were compared with the ones given by sample
entropy alone, fuzzy entropy, and combination entropy. The authors showed that their approach
significantly improved the classification recognition rate compared with the traditional sample entropy,
fuzzy entropy, and combination entropy. Moreover, fuzzy entropy and combination entropy associated
with kernel principal component analysis give worse results than those obtained with sample entropy
and kernel principal component analysis.

In another field of application, Lin et al. [10] proposed a structural health monitoring (SHM)
system based on multiscale cross-sample entropy (MSCE) to detect damage locations in multibay
three-dimensional structures. Through MSCE, the degree of dissimilarity between the response signals
of vertically adjacent floors was used to localize damage for each bay analysis. Moreover, a damage
index was proposed for rapidly and efficiently diagnosing the damaged floor, axis, and bay in the
structure. The work of the authors shows the feasibility and further potential of the proposed SHM
system for the detection and localization of damage in large and complex structures.

In a completely different context, Yin et al. analyzed the complexity of carbon market and an
illustration was performed on pilot carbon markets in China [11]. Because of the short length of the
time series used, the analysis was done through the use of the modified multiscale entropy proposed
by Wu et al. in 2013. The results showed an overall low complexity in those carbon markets, far smaller
than that in the European carbon market. Furthermore, the complexity of the carbon market (except
Chongqing) was found higher in small time scales than in large scales. Moreover, complexity level in
most pilot markets increased as the markets developed, showing an improvement in market efficiency.

2. Improvements of Sample Entropy or Its Derivatives

Sample entropy has the drawback of necessitating a long computational time. This is why Manis
et al. presented three algorithms to compute sample entropy quickly [12]. The first algorithm is an
extension of the kd-trees algorithm, customized for sample entropy. The second one is an extension of
an algorithm initially proposed for approximate entropy—the bucket-assisted algorithm—customized
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for sample entropy. The last one is the most rapid for specific values of m, r, time series length,
and signal characteristics.

Looney et al. proposed an analysis dealing with multivariate sample entropy [13]. The authors
first revisited the embedding of multivariate delay vectors. They also proposed a new multivariate
sample entropy algorithm. Their results showed the improved performance of this new algorithm over
existing work for synthetic data and for classifying wake and sleep states from real-world physiological
data. Moreover, they showed that synchronized regularity dynamics are uniquely identified via the
new multivariate sample entropy analysis.

Chen et al. proposed the hierarchical cosine similarity entropy (HCSE) to overcome some
limitations of the multiscale sample entropy, such as undefined entropy value for short time series [14].
HCSE takes both lower and higher frequency components into consideration. The algorithm proposed
by the authors is composed of three steps. First, the hierarchical decomposition is used to decompose
the time series under study into subsequences. Second, the sample entropy is modified using Shannon
entropy rather than conditional entropy. Moreover, angular distance is used instead of Chebyshev
distance. Third, the complexity of each subsequence is quantified by the modified sample entropy.
An application of HCSE is shown first on synthetic signals and then on the classification accuracy
of real ship-radiated noise, which is the main signal source of passive sonar for underwater target
detection and recognition. The results show the superiority of the new algorithm over traditional
multiscale entropy.

Azami et al. proposed to assess the impact of coarse-graining in multiscale entropy estimations
based on both sample entropy and dispersion entropy [15]. Thus, the computation of multiscale
entropy relies on two steps: (i) a coarse-graining approach, which is a combination of moving average
filter and downsampling process; (ii) computation of the sample entropy for each scale factor, i.e.,
for each coarse-grained time series. A low-pass Butterworth filter was proposed as an alternative to
moving average. Thus, the authors compared existing and newly proposed coarse-graining approaches
for univariate multiscale entropy estimation. Among others, their results show that the downsampling
may lead to increased or decreased values of entropy depending on the sampling frequency of the time
series. The authors also concluded that downsampling within the coarse-graining procedure may not be
needed to quantify the complexity of signals, especially for short ones. Moreover, the authors showed
that dispersion entropy leads to more stable results than sample entropy in the estimations based on
coefficient of variation values and ensures that the entropy values are defined at all temporal scales.

Fuzzy entropy is a derivative of sample entropy that has shown to give better results than sample
entropy in some situations; fuzzy entropy presents a stronger relative consistency and shows less
dependence on data length than sample entropy. However, fuzzy entropy still has some drawbacks as
it depends on the number of samples in the data under study: The shorter the signal, the lower is the
precision of the fuzzy entropy values. This is why Girault et al. proposed a new fuzzy entropy measure
that presents better precision than the standard fuzzy entropy [16]. This is performed by increasing the
number of samples used in the computation of the entropy measure without changing the length of
the time series. For this purpose, the constraint of the mean value in the comparison of the patterns is
removed. Moreover, not only translated patterns, but reflected, inversed, and glide-reflected patterns
are also considered. The new measure (so-called centered and averaged fuzzy entropy) was applied to
synthetic and biomedical signals (fetal heart rate time series). The results showed that the centered
and averaged fuzzy entropy leads to more precise results than the standard fuzzy entropy does.

Acknowledgments: I express my thanks to the authors of the above contributions and to the journal Entropy and
MDPI for their support during this work.
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Abstract: Asthma is a chronic respiratory disease featured with unpredictable flare-ups, for which
continuous lung function monitoring is the key for symptoms control. To find new indices to
individually classify severity and predict disease prognosis, continuous physiological data collected
from monitoring devices is being studied from different perspectives. Entropy, as an analysis method
for quantifying the inner irregularity of data, has been widely applied in physiological signals.
However, based on our knowledge, there is no such study to summarize the complexity differences
of various physiological signals in asthmatic patients. Therefore, we organized a systematic review to
summarize the complexity differences of important signals in patients with asthma. We searched
several medical databases and systematically reviewed existing asthma clinical trials in which entropy
changes in physiological signals were studied. As a conclusion, we find that, for airflow, heart rate
variability, center of pressure and respiratory impedance, their entropy values decrease significantly
in asthma patients compared to those of healthy people, while, for respiratory sound and airway
resistance, their entropy values increase along with the progression of asthma. Entropy of some
signals, such as respiratory inter-breath interval, shows strong potential as novel indices of asthma
severity. These results will give valuable guidance for the utilization of entropy in physiological
signals. Furthermore, these results should promote the development of management and diagnosis
of asthma using continuous monitoring data in the future.

Keywords: entropy; irregularity; asthma; physiological signal; individualized treatment

1. Introduction

Asthma is a chronic respiratory disease with an increasing incident rate (8% in 2009 vs. 7% in 2001,
globally) and its typical symptoms include breathing constriction, reduced oxygen intake, limitation
of activity, and even life-threatening respiratory failures that require immediate intervention [1]. It is
reported that asthma affects 234 million people around the world and places a heavy burden on
patients and their families [2]. The foremost purposes of asthma therapy are to achieve and maintain

Entropy 2018, 20, 402; doi:10.3390/e20060402 www.mdpi.com/journal/entropy6
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the control of symptoms, reduce respiratory impairments, and prevent exacerbation [3]. Appropriate
management of asthma can help patients live a relatively high quality of life [2]. The lung function
is the key indicator of potential risk assessment, thus continuous monitoring of lung function plays
a pivotal role in the treatment and care of asthmatic patients.

Besides the classical measurement of static lung function tested at particular time points,
increasing attention is being paid to the study of pulmonary function dynamics in expectation of
discovering novel indices that can reflect and predict fluctuation of respiratory function during
a longer period [4,5]. For this reason, nonlinear analysis methods are widely used to study the
complexity of biological data collected from continuous monitoring devices. One of the meaningful
characteristics of these dynamic biological data is the irregularity measured by entropy. Currently,
several extended concepts of entropy, such as approximate entropy (ApEn) [6], cross-approximate
entropy (Cross-ApEn) [7], sample entropy (SampEn) [8] and multi-scale entropy [9,10] are being
applied in the quantification of inner irregularity of physiological signals and classification of different
disease phases or severities. Entropy has been applied in the classification of different biological
parameters of various diseases [10–12]. Research articles have been published on the patterns of
entropy change of electroencephalogram (EEG) or electrocardiogram (ECG) signals of epilepsy [13],
ECG segments or sound signals of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, heart rate variability (HRV) of
cardiovascular diseases, respiratory signals in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and so
on [11,14–16].

In the area of asthma research, several clinical trials investigating the entropy of various
physiological signals associated with asthmatic disease have already been carried out [17–24].
These signals include airflow, heart rate variability, center of pressure and respiratory impedance,
respiratory sound, airway resistance, and so on. Do all these signals have the same trend of changes
in entropy? In what types of signals does entropy show high potential as novel indices of asthma
severity? To answer these questions, a systematic review on all available key literatures in this field
has yet to be conducted. Therefore, we present this systematic review in which we obtain the overall
trend of entropy change in the physiological signals related to asthma, evaluate the potential of
using entropy of biological dynamics as new clinical indices and discuss possible strategies of future
research. These results will give valuable guidance for the utilization of entropy in physiological signals
measured by health monitoring devices as well as for research on complexity in asthma. Furthermore,
these results should promote the development of management and diagnosis of asthma in the future.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Search Strategy and Inclusion Criteria

Databases of EMBASE, PubMed, and Google Scholar were searched for papers on the application
of entropy analysis in asthma until May 2017. Key words used for our search included “asthma”,
“asthmatic”, “respiratory tract diseases”, “respiratory disorders”, and “entropy”. The search in these
databases resulted in 812 articles and 40 articles remained after removal of duplicates and exclusion
of records based on title and abstract. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) workflow is shown in Figure 1.

Trials included in the final discussion met the following criteria: (1) patients with asthma were
studied; (2) entropy of asthma associated physiological signals was analyzed; and (3) study results
were published. Conference abstracts were excluded for the uncertainty of their reliability as they had
not been strictly peer-reviewed. After the search, 11 trials meeting the criteria were reviewed.
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Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram.

2.2. Information Extraction and Quality Evaluation

The following information, if possible, was gathered from the reviewed studies: study type,
study design, subject number, age, gender ratio, pulmonary function, physiologic signals, entropy
types and results.

Jadad’s GRADE (grading of recommendations assessment, development, and evaluation) scale
was used to evaluate the quality of the publications [25]. Overall quality of the articles was assessed
based on their study type, study design (randomization and blinding methods), and description of
participants’ outcome. The strength of the recommendation to conduct our systematic analysis using
these studies was finally graded as very low, low, moderate, or high (Table 1).

Table 1. GRADE analysis: applied entropy to physiologic parameters related with asthma.

OutcomeMeasure
N

(Arms)
Risk

of Bias
Limitation of Study Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision Effect Size

Quality of
Evidence

Airflow 128(3) No No obvious limitations No No indirectness No Significant High

HRV 24(1) No No obvious limitations No No indirectness No Significant High

entre of Pressure 39(1) No No obvious limitations No No serious
indirectness No Significant Moderate

Respiratory sound 51(3) No Limitation in study
design and data collection No No serious

indirectness No Significant Low

Respiratory impedance 74(1) No No obvious limitations No No indirectness No Significant High

Airway resistance 186(2) No Limitation in study
design and data collection No No indirectness No Significant Moderate
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2.3. Brief Introduction of Entropies

The concept of entropy was proposed for the first time in 1865 by Rudolf Clausius. Physicist
Ludwig Boltzmann deduced the physical nature of entropy which can be associated with internal
disorder in 1870. In 1948, Shannon extended the concept of entropy in statistical physics to the
process of channel communication, thus creating the discipline “information theory”. Since Shannon’s
extension of the initial thermodynamic concept of entropy, the application of entropy was gradually
expanded to the area of statistics [26], information theory [27,28], physical system [29,30], and then
physiological dynamic system.

Shannon’s definition of “entropy” is also known as “Shannon entropy” or “information
entropy” [31], which is calculated as:

S(p1, p2, . . . , pn) = −K
n

∑
i=1

(pi log pi)

In the formula, i stands for all possible samples in the probability space, pi is the probability
of occurrence of the sample, and K is a constant. Kolmogorov entropy calculates the change rate
of Shannon entropy of a system. The calculation of Kolmogorov entropy is rather complicated.
Thus, the lower bound of Kolmogorov entropy is commonly used [28]. For the analysis of short
and noisy time series, Pincus [6] introduced a family of measures termed approximate entropy as
approximate estimation to the lower bound of Kolmogorov entropy. Then, sample entropy was
introduced to eliminate self-matches effect in approximate entropy. Sample entropy [8] has the
advantage of being less dependent on time series length and showing relative consistency over
a broader range of parameter values. In the 2000s, the multiscale entropy (MSE) was promoted by
Costa et al. [10] to represent the complexity of a signal in different time scales. MSE relies on the
computation of the sample entropy over a range of scales. In the MSE algorithm, coarse-grained time
series, which represent the system dynamics on different scales, are analyzed with the sample entropy
algorithm. For scale one, the MSE value of a time series corresponds to the sample entropy value.

3. Results

In the studies resulted from our database search, various asthma associated physiological signals
have been collected and analyzed. The signals we studied include airflow, heart rate variability, center
of pressure, respiratory impedance, airway resistance, respiratory sound, etc. (Table 2).
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3.1. Airflow

The pathophysiology of asthma is characterized by chronic airway obstruction which gradually
affects the entire tracheobronchial tree. Therefore, asthma patients may have altered airflow pattern,
control of respiration, and entropy in respiratory dynamics [25]. There are studies aiming to
characterize the complexity of respiratory patterns using nonlinear dynamical analysis [32–34].

Veiga et al. [21] conducted an observational clinical trial on the relationship between
increased airway obstruction and changes of ApEn in the airflow dynamics of asthmatic patients.
Totally, 26 subjects were involved in this study: 5 healthy subjects compared with 21 asthmatics patients
with different levels of airway obstruction (5 normal spirometry exam (NE), 5 mild, 6 moderate,
and 5 severe). It was found that there was a significant decrease in asthmatic patients in ApEn of
airflow (p < 0.002) which was significantly correlated with the airway obstruction indices of Forced
Expiratory Volume in the first second (FEV1) (R = 0.60; p < 0.001). Viega et al. then conducted an
enlarged study [35] with 62 subjects: 11 healthy controls and 51 asthmatic patients with different levels
of airway obstruction (11 NE, 14 mild, 14 moderate, and 12 severe). Significant decrease of ApEn
was observed in asthma groups (p < 0.02) which was significantly correlated with FEV1 (%) (R = 0.31;
p = 0.013). Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted, which shows that the area
under the curve (AUC) for ApEn of airflow reached acceptable values for clinical use in discriminating
healthy subjects from patients with mild, moderate, and severe airway obstruction (AUC > 0.8).

Raoufy et al. [36] used four nonlinear analysis methods (sample entropy, cross-sample entropy,
largest Lyapunov exponents, and detrended fluctuation analysis) to compare the respiratory complexity
pattern in asthmatic patients with that of healthy subjects. Forty subjects were enrolled in this study:
10 healthy subjects and 30 patients with different types of asthma (controlled atopic asthma (CAA),
uncontrolled atopic asthma (UAA), and uncontrolled non-atopic asthma (UNAA), with 10 patients
for each group). The metrics of inter-breath interval (IBI) and lung volume (LV) were continuously
recorded and analyzed using nonlinear analysis methods. Significant decrease of SampEn in IBI
(p < 0.001) and LV (p = 0.002) was observed in the asthma group than in the healthy control, while no
significant difference was found in SampEn of LV between the patients in UNAA group and healthy
subjects. Cross-sample entropy between IBI and LV was further calculated, which showed increased
synchronization in UAA and UNAA groups (p < 0.001). ROC curve was drawn and SampEn showed
a high clinical potential as a complexity index in differentiating asthmatic patients from healthy people
(AUC = 0.95, 95% CI: 0.89–1.02).

3.2. Heart Rate Variability

Cardiac function is often highly influenced by breath difficulty in asthma patients. The increased
obstruction during respiration gradually causes imbalance in the autonomic regularity of heart rhythm.
One clinic index used to measure the variation of cardiac function is heart rate variability (HRV) which
assesses the variation in the R-wave intervals.

Garcia-Araujo et al. [19] studied the HRV in the supine, seated positions and during the
respiratory sinus arrhythmia maneuver (M-RSA) in 14 asthmatic and 10 healthy subjects. Nonlinear
analysis methods including ApEn, SampEn, and Shannon entropy were used to evaluate the
complexity/irregularity of HRV. It was found that, in the asthma group, the patients had a higher
SampEn in the supine position than in the seated position (p < 0.05). During the M-RSA, a significantly
lower value (p < 0.05) of ApEn was observed in asthma group than that in control group. The correlation
between airway obstruction and HRV entropies also showed potential as biological markers of
cardiovascular function impairment due to asthma.

3.3. Center of Pressure

Long-term asthma may lead to alteration in motor function and decrease in postural control.
Postural control is clinically evaluated by the magnitude of variability of the center of pressure (COP)
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during standing in different conditions. Kuznetsov et al. [37] conducted research to investigate the
ability of postural control in 21 young asthma patients and 18 age-matched control participants.
The results showed no significant difference in the task completion between asthma and control group,
while SampEn of COPAP (anterior-posterior COP data, collected by a Bertec force plate) was lower in
the asthma group (p = 0.04).

3.4. Respiratory Sound

The respiratory sound signals of asthmatic patients carry important information might be used
for discriminating different disease stages. The complexities of respiratory sound signals are higher in
patients with lung function impairment than in healthy people because of the existence of additional
auxiliary signals in unhealthy lungs. However, the complexity of respiratory sound dynamics makes
it difficult to access the disease status using the baseline entropy measures. Recently, some novel
algorithms have been proposed to improve the accuracy and sensitivity in distinguishing different
types of respiratory sounds.

Jin et al. [38] conducted an observational study to test a novel statistical algorithm. It uses
SampEn histograms of the respiratory sound signals to identify wheeze segments, a type of lung
sound featured with periodic waveforms at a dominant frequency above 100 Hz and with a duration
of over 100 ms. The sound signal recordings were collected from seven healthy and seven asthmatic
subjects as well as from two lung sounds databases. Sample entropy of the sound data was calculated
followed by mapping a histogram of mean distortion of the SampEn. This algorithm had an overall
accuracy of 97.9% when detecting high-intensity wheezes and an accuracy of 85.3% when identifying
low-intensity wheezes.

Aydore et al. [24] tested their algorithm for dividing wheeze and non-wheeze segments within
respiratory sounds. The respiratory sound signal recoding from patients with asthma and COPD
was collected in hospital’s database. The sound signals were divided into wheeze and non-wheeze
segments based on the calculation of their four features: kurtosis, Renyi entropy, f50/f90 ratio and
mean-crossing irregularity. Then, all data were projected into four-dimensional feature space applying
Fisher Discriminant Analysis and then was tested using Neyman–Pearson hypothesis. In the training
dataset, their method had a final classification rate of 95.1% and, in the testing dataset, leave-one-out
approach of the method resulted a correction rate of 93.5%.

Mondal proposed and tested a new classifier consisting of four statistical parameters: kurtosis,
skewness, lacunarity, and sample entropy [24,39]. The experimental sound data, which was collected
from various resources, contained 120 cycles of recordings from 10 normal and 20 abnormal individuals.
The pathological problems being involved in this experiment contained asthma, COPD, and interstitial
lung disease (ILD). Extreme learning machine and support vector machine networks were used to
evaluate the efficiency of this method on discriminating abnormal sound signals from normal ones.
The results, which were five-fold cross-validated, showed that the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
of this algorithm were 92.86%, 86.30%, and 86.90%, respectively.

3.5. Respiratory Impedance and Airway Resistance

The increase in the airflow obstruction in patients with asthma causes modification of system
resistance during respiration. The forced oscillation technique (FOT) is the most commonly used
method in clinic to collect physiology metrics of system impedance in respiratory tracts, such as airway
resistance, airway reactance, and respiratory impendence (Zrs) [40]. It should be noted that there is
relationship between airway resistance and respiratory impedance as described below. FOT applies
external force oscillations on the spontaneous breathing, measures the pressure–flow patterns and
determines lung mechanical parameters. Que et al. revealed that when the force oscillation has
a frequency near 5 Hz, the impedance has a resonance and the magnitude of system impedance
is approximately equal to the airway resistance [4]. Impulse oscillometry is a kind of FOT which
utilizes impulse-shaped external pressure oscillation to estimate the airway resistance or the real part
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of respiratory impedance. The detected resistance is actually a component of the pressure drop over
the entire respiratory system in phase with flow and normalized with flow at certain frequencies.
Because the chest wall also has resistance, technically impulse oscillometry measures total respiratory
resistance instead of airway resistance. However, when oscillation frequency is above 5 Hz, most of
the detected resistance comes from the airways.

Veiga et al. [22] conducted a trial to study the relationship among the severity of airway obstruction
in asthmatic patients, their approximate entropy of respiratory impedance (ApEnZrs) and entropy
of the density of respiratory impedance recurrence period (RPDEnZrs). Totally 74 subjects were
enrolled including 12 healthy subjects and 62 asthmatic patients with no (NE, n = 12), mild (n = 20),
moderate (n = 18), and severe (n = 12) airway obstruction. Respiratory impedance was measured at 5
Hz using forced oscillation technique. The resulting signals of pressure (P) and airflow (Q) were used
to calculate the respiratory impedance (Zrs = P/Q). It was found that both ApEnZrs and RPDEnZrs
decreased significantly (p < 0.002 and p < 0.00001, respectively) with the increase of airway obstruction.
The association was accessed using Pearson’s correlation which showed that ApEnZrs and RPDEnZrs
presented inverse correlation with Zrs (p < 0.0001). ROC curve indicates that ApEnZrs presents
AUCs < 0.80 in all the study groups while RPDEnZrs reached acceptable value for diagnostic use
(AUCs > 0.80).

Gonem et al. [20] studied the pattern of SampEn in airway resistance of asthmatic patients and
its correlation with the frequency of asthma symptom exacerbation. This study involved 66 patients
with severe asthma (33 on Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) treatment step 4 and 33 on GINA
treatment step 5) and 30 healthy people with matched demographics. A Jaeger MasterScreen Impulse
Osillometry (IOS) system was used to record airway resistance and reactance in a frequency range of
5–35 Hz. Data were collected both at baseline and following bronchodilator administration. The results
showed that, compared with healthy subjects, asthmatic patients had increased SampEn of airway
impedance. For example, median SampEn of reactance area at baseline was 0.42 in healthy group,
compared to 1.05 in GINA 4 group and 1.19 in GINA 5 group (p < 0.0001). The results also showed
that, among all the 6 parameters studied in this trial, SampEn of R5–R20 (resistance at 5 Hz minus that
at 20 Hz, a measure of the diversity of bronchial tree obstruction) was the only variable independently
associated with frequent exacerbations (defined as two or more exacerbations in the previous year)
(p = 0.016, odds ratio = 3.23:0.1).

Umar et al. [41] investigated entropy changes in airway resistance of 66 patients with severe
asthma (GINA Stage 4/5) and 27 controls. IOS system was used to measure the airway resistance
in the 5–35 Hz range, both at baseline and after salbutamol inhalation. The results showed that the
SampEn of airway resistance in severe asthma group increased significantly compared to control
group (p = 0.007 and 0.009 at baseline and post bronchodilation, respectively), and was correlated
significantly with the exacerbation frequency (r score = 0.3 both at baseline and post bronchodilation).

3.6. Summary

For the airflow, respiratory system impedance, heart rate, and center of pressure, the entropy of
these signals are lower in an asthmatic patient when compared with a healthy subject. The loss of
entropy in airflow, HRV, and respiratory impedance associate with the increase in airway obstruction.
ApEn and SampEn of Airflow, and RPDEnZrs have shown acceptable potential as clinical indices when
evaluated using the ROC curve (AUC area > 0.8) (Figure 2). For the respiratory sound and airway
resistance and reactance, the entropy increases in asthmatic subjects. This general result discussed here
is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. AUC area of Receiver Operating Characteristic curve. AUCs of some trials were calculated
to evaluate the diagnostic ability of entropy for the severity of asthma. An index has an AUC value
over 0.8 is considered good enough, and a value over 0.9 is considered excellent. SampEn of IBI
has an excellent performance in distinguishing asthma patients from healthy people, ApEnZrs also
performs excellently in distinguishing severe asthma patients. Besides, the ApEn of airflow has a good
performance when distinguishing healthy subjects from patient with mild, moderate or severe asthma,
ApEnZrs has a good performance in identifying moderate asthma patient, RPDEnZrs also performs
well in distinguishing patients with moderate and severe asthma.

 
Figure 3. Complexity change in asthma. Entropy results are extracted and drawn to the same scale.
Entropies of airflow, HRV and respiratory system impedance decrease associated with the disease
progression. On the contrary, SampEn of airway impedance had a 2–3-fold increase in severe asthma
patients. This contradiction might be explained by the way in which airway resistance is measured.
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4. Discussion

With the rapid development of large data storage technologies and mobile network technologies,
continuous monitoring of physiological signals is becoming increasingly important in the diagnosis
and treatment of asthmatic patients [42,43]. Based on the continuous monitoring data, scientists hope
to establish novel clinical indices for diagnosis and prognosis of asthma. Different from existing
clinical examinations, these new indices will be able to classify patients into more precise disease
types, so that more individualized treatment can be prescribed. Furthermore, the trends of some of
these indices fluctuate prior to that of asthma symptoms, so that prevention can be addressed to avoid
possible exacerbation.

Nonlinear analysis methods have been introduced to study the characteristics of these continuous
dynamic data [39,40]. Recently, several studies have been conducted to explore the regularity
of physiological signals in asthmatic patients [21,35–37]. To explore the pattern of complexity
changes in asthma related physiological signals, we conducted this systematic review on available
literature articles.

The quantified complexity of physiological signals obtained by entropy analysis provided novel
perspective on the changes in asthma pathophysiology. Moreover, this review may contribute to the
clinical evaluation of asthmatic patients and prediction of disease progression. From the summarized
results, we can see that the pattern of entropy change in asthma may differs in different physiological
signals. The entropy of physiological signals of HRV, airflow, center of pressure, and respiratory
system impendence (Zrs = P/Q) are lower in a patient than in a healthy person, whereas the entropies
of respiratory sound, airway resistance and reactance are higher in patients than in healthy people
(Table 2).

The patterns of entropy in the physiological signals of airflow, HRV, and respiratory system
impendence (Zrs) are similar to the results in previous studies on cardiovascular and COPD
patients. This can be well explained by the widely accepted hypothesis proposed by Goldberger [44],
who considered complexity as a kind of variability that “generates scale-invariance (self-similarity) and
long-range organization”, said that the disease states are correspondingly characterized by a “loss of
complexity”. The physiological signals of airway resistance and reactance, although detected in
a similar method as that for respiratory system resistance, had an opposite patterns of entropy change.
The reason for this inconsistency is currently unclear, but there may be several possible contributing
factors. Firs, the method of impulse oscillometry in the published study is not as reliable as the
standard forced oscillation technique using sinusoids. Second, the airway resistance is calculated
differently from the impedance of entire respiratory system. As to respiratory sounds, the higher
complexity in asthmatic subjects may be explained by the inclusion of sound signals which are more
complex or heterogeneous in nature, such as wheeze or crackle. These highly irregular sound signals
are products of the impaired respiratory tracts associated with the asthma progression [39].

ROC analysis is performed in some of these trials. The area under ROC is an index commonly used
to evaluate whether the sensitivity and specificity of a new index are high enough to ensure reasonable
type 1 and 2 error rates. Sample entropy of IBI has the highest AUC of 0.95 when comparing asthma
and healthy subjects, however it did not have a high enough score when discriminating controlled from
non-controlled asthma patients, or non-atopic from atopic asthma (AUC < 0.8). Approximate entropy
of airflow, ApEnZrs, and RPDEnZrs had acceptable AUC values when comparing healthy subjects
to asthma patient with moderate or severe airway obstruction. ApEn of airflow had an AUC > 0.8
when discriminating patient with mild airway obstruction to healthy people. None of the indices
have an acceptable AUC value when comparing healthy subjects to asthmatic patient with normal
spirometry exam. This is reasonable because, by definition, NE patients have normal lung function
test; thus, the complexity of their biological dynamics is still unaffected.

Although the entropy of respiratory sounds is generally accepted to be higher than that of
a healthy person, the characteristics of the complicated sound waveforms make it difficult to identify
abnormal sound signals from normal ones only based on the calculation of single complexity feature
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such as entropy. Two of the newly developed machine learning algorithms are based on entropy and
other nonlinear analysis methods and have demonstrated high ability to discriminate variant types
of sound signals with acceptable sensitivity and specificity. More algorithms such as neural network
has been developed with outstanding performance in data analysis of various biological signals,
such as detection of sleep apnea syndrome [45], arrhythmias [46] and sputum [47,48], and classification
and evaluation of EEG waves [49]. Therefore, we suggest future investigation for establishing new
diagnostic indices might be conducted with the help of novel deep learning algorithms.

Our review demonstrates the potential for entropy as a novel index of individualized diagnosis
and prognosis prediction for asthma severity. However, before being fully developed as a valid
tool in clinical practice, more investigations need to be done. First, the overall pattern of entropy
changes should be explored in different statuses of diseases as we did in this review. There are other
types of entropies, such as MSE and phase entropy computed using higher order spectra. We may
need to explore the utility of these types of entropy in asthma related physiology signals. Second,
analysis methods of entropy should be further optimized for different physiological signals. Per our
review, practicable complexity analysis method has not been well developed for respiratory sound
signals. For many signals, entropy results did not reach acceptable AUC values in every study group.
Furthermore, the analytic results of entropy vary due to individual differences. Therefore, standardized
value ranges of healthy subjects based on their vital biological information (sex, age, height, weight, etc.)
are required as the foundation of the discrimination and classification of disease status. Besides, to
evaluate the predictive power of entropies, we suggest longitudinal studies to reveal long-term time
relations between the change of entropies and that of patients’ conditions.

In this paper, we systematically reviewed existing studies on entropy changes in asthma associated
physiology signals and discussed their possible role in facilitating individualized medical sciences.
Due to the limitation of our inquiry, certain articles might have been missed if they: (1) were published
very recently; (2) were not included in the databases we searched; or (3) were written in a language
other than English.

5. Conclusions

We reviewed existing research articles and summarized the entropy changes of physiology
metrics associated with asthma. We found a significant correlation between complexity changes of
physiological signals of asthmatic patients and the severity of asthma. For most signals we studied,
such as airflow, HRV, COP and respiratory system impedance, their entropies decrease with the
exacerbation of asthma. For respiratory sounds and airway resistance, their entropies increase in
asthma patient. This might be explained by the unstableness of local respiratory tract and the increase
of breath difficulty. ROC analysis demonstrated that entropies of several physiology signals have
excellent sensitivity and specificity (AUC > 0.8 or even 0.9) when they were used to discriminate
different severities of asthma. For future work, we suggest more clinical trials should be conducted
to probe the entropy analysis for diagnosis and management of asthma. Besides, we also advise
researchers to pay attention to the application of deep learning algorithms which has already shown
extraordinary capability in physiological data analysis. The summarized result obtained through this
review should give valuable guidance for further research on complexity patterns of physiological
signals in asthma and provide basis for the use of entropy as a clinic indicator aiming for more
individualized diagnosis and patient care.
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Abstract: Diabetic foot ulcer (DFU) is a common complication of diabetes mellitus, while tissue
ischemia caused by impaired vasodilatory response to plantar pressure is thought to be a major factor
of the development of DFUs, which has been assessed using various measures of skin blood flow
(SBF) in the time or frequency domain. These measures, however, are incapable of characterizing
nonlinear dynamics of SBF, which is an indicator of pathologic alterations of microcirculation in the
diabetic foot. This study recruited 18 type 2 diabetics with peripheral neuropathy and eight healthy
controls. SBF at the first metatarsal head in response to locally applied pressure and heating was
measured using laser Doppler flowmetry. A multiscale entropy algorithm was utilized to quantify
the regularity degree of the SBF responses. The results showed that during reactive hyperemia
and thermally induced biphasic response, the regularity degree of SBF in diabetics underwent only
small changes compared to baseline and significantly differed from that in controls at multiple scales
(p < 0.05). On the other hand, the transition of regularity degree of SBF in diabetics distinctively
differed from that in controls (p < 0.05). These findings indicated that multiscale entropy could
provide a more comprehensive assessment of impaired microvascular reactivity in the diabetic foot
compared to other entropy measures based on only a single scale, which strengthens the use of
plantar SBF dynamics to assess the risk for DFU.

Keywords: multiscale entropy; regularity; skin blood flow; diabetic foot ulcers

1. Introduction

Diabetic foot ulcer (DFU) is a common complication of diabetes mellitus [1,2] and a major cause
of hospitalization and non-traumatic lower-extremity amputations among people with diabetes [3].
The yearly and lifetime incidences of DFU are estimated to be about 2% and 15–25%, respectively [1],
and the amputation rates in diabetics were reported to be 10–30 times higher than in the non-diabetic
population [4,5]. Since treatment of DFUs is challenging and its economic burden is high [1,2],
prevention of DFUs is highly important and has been recognized as a priority of diabetes healthcare [2].

The formation and development of DFUs involve a number of risk factors, among which
peripheral neuropathy and peripheral arterial disease are crucial factors [1,2]. Diabetic peripheral
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neuropathy induces a series of pathologic alterations in the foot such as a loss of protective sensation for
detecting mechanical stresses and/or trauma, foot deformities may result in elevated plantar pressure,
and dryness of the skin that contributes to skin breakdown [6]. These alterations increase the risk of
trauma and subsequent ulceration [6]. Also, it has been found that the majority of foot ulcers involve
tissue ischemia [3], which is thought to be a major factor of the development of DFUs [6]. In the diabetic
foot, impaired vasodilatory response to repetitive plantar pressure during walking is a main cause of
plantar tissue ischemia [7], while impaired vasodilatory response to elevated temperature of the foot
can aggravate tissue ischemia, because elevated skin temperature increases the metabolic demands
of local cells and tissues, thus requiring an increase in skin blood flow (SBF) to meet the metabolic
demands. Therefore, quantification of SBF responses to loading pressure and thermal stresses may be
a reasonable way to assess the risk of DFU [7,8].

Traditionally, SBF response to mechanical stress is quantified using time-domain parameters such
as normalized mean blood flow (divided by basal blood flow) during mechanical stress and measures
of hyperemia [7,9]; SBF response to local heating is quantified using normalized first peak, nadir,
and second peak (divided by basal blood flow) [7,9]. Moreover, wavelet-based spectral analysis has
been utilized to investigate the underlying mechanisms of the responses [7]. It has been found that
blood flow oscillations (BFO) in the human skin contain six characteristic frequency components in the
frequency interval 0.005–2 Hz [10,11]. Two components with higher frequencies are originated from
cardiac activity (0.4–2 Hz) and respiration (0.15–0.4 Hz), respectively. The other four components are
associated with the myogenic activity of vascular smooth muscle (0.05–0.15 Hz), the neurogenic activity
of the vessel wall (0.02–0.05 Hz), nitric oxide-related endothelia activity (0.0095–2 Hz), and nitric
oxide-independent endothelia activity (0.005–0.0095 Hz), respectively. Jan et al. [7] investigated SBF
responses at the first metatarsal head of diabetics induced by pressure loading and local heating,
and showed an attenuated myogenic component during reactive hyperemia and attenuated metabolic,
neurogenic, and myogenic components in response to local heating compared to healthy controls.

Although time-domain parameters provide direct features of the SBF responses, and wavelet
analysis provides a mean for characterizing the state of the regulatory mechanisms of SBF during the
responses, they are unable to characterize the nonlinear features of BFO [12], which are the structural
features of BFO, e.g., complexity and self-similarity, rather than the magnitude of variability. There is
evidence that altered nonlinear properties of physiological signals are an indicator of pathologic
changes in the physiologic system [8,13–15]. In our previous study [8], we utilized a modified sample
entropy method [13] to quantify the regularity degree of SBF in diabetics, and showed promising
results. However, because we used a fixed parameter, i.e., the time delay between neighboring data
points of the sequences to be compared, we were unable to gain insight into how the regularity degree
of BFO changed with time scales, which is likely associated with the homogeneity degree of the
combination of characteristic frequency components. Therefore, the objective of the current study was
to investigate the regularity degree of SBF responses at the first metatarsal head of diabetics induced by
loading pressure and thermal stress at multiple scales and how regularity degree changed at various
scales. We hypothesized that the transition of regularity degree of BFO could reflect microvascular
dysfunction in diabetics.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants and Data Collection

Eighteen people with type 2 diabetes and peripheral neuropathy (13 men and 5 women) and
eight healthy controls (four men and four women) were recruited into this study. The demographic
data of participants and experimental protocols were presented in our previous publication [8]. Briefly,
the diabetic subjects had a mean age (standard deviation, SD) of 48.5 (9.4) years, body mass index (BMI)
of 28.3 (7.1) kg/m2, duration of diabetes of 15.2 (5.1) years, and HbA1c level of 7.8 (0.9) %. Each of them
suffered from peripheral neuropathy and had a history of foot ulcers. The healthy controls had a mean age
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(SD) of 21.8 (2.4) years and BMI of 25.8 (3.3) kg/m2. This study was approved by a university institutional
review board (IRB #14707).

The experiments were conducted in a research laboratory with the room temperature being
maintained at 24 ± 2 ◦C. Prior to any test, the subject was acclimated to the room temperature
for at least 30 min. Then, the subject lay in a supine position and underwent two experiments.
The first experiment was aimed to examine SBF response to locally applied pressure at the first
metatarsal head. SBF and skin temperature were measured with a sampling rate of 32 Hz using
a Laser Doppler flowmetry (PeriFlux 5001, Perimed, Ardmore, PA, USA), and a probe with heating
function (Probe 415–242, Perimed). This protocol included a 10-min basal measurement, followed by
a 3-min period during which a 300 mmHg pressure was applied to the probe via a computer-controlled
indenter [7], and a 17-min recovery period. Figure 1A shows SBF responses in a diabetic subject and
a healthy control; Figure 1C shows normalized SBF during the loading period and normalized peak
hyperemia in two groups.

The second protocol was aimed to examine SBF at the first metatarsal head in response to local
heating. This protocol included a 10-min basal measurement, a 30-min heating period during which
the skin was heated to 42 ◦C in 2 min and the temperature was maintained at that level, followed by
a recovery period lasting 10 min. Figure 1B shows SBF responses in a diabetic subject and a healthy
control. This response was quantified using three indices: first peak (P1), nadir, and second peak
(P2) divided by basal blood flow. Because SBF exhibited a plateau during the later period of heating
(Figure 1B), the mean value of SBF during the last 10 min was defined as P2. Figure 1D shows the
results of normalized P1, nadir, and P2 in two groups.

Figure 1. (A,B) Skin blood flow (SBF) responses to a loading pressure of 300 mmHg (A) and local heating
(B) at the first metatarsal head of a diabetic subject and a healthy control. pu, perfusion unit. (C) Normalized
SBF (divided by basal SBF) during the loading period and normalized peak hyperemia in two groups.
(D) Normalized SBF during P1, nadir, and P2 in two groups. Data are represented as mean ± standard
error. The differences in SBF between two groups were examined using Mann–Whitney U tests.
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2.2. Sample Entropy and Its Derivatives

Sample entropy (Es(m, r, N)) is defined as the negative natural logarithm of the conditional
probability that two sequences of m points within a tolerance r remain within the tolerance at the
next point [16]. A smaller (larger) value of Es indicates a higher degree of regularity (irregularity).
It has been demonstrated that Es depends on the relationship between the frequency of the dominant
oscillations and the sampling rate [13]. Oversampling may lead to misleading results, i.e., the obtained
Es value does not reflect the regularity degree of the dominant oscillations [13]. To address this problem,
we recently developed a modified sample entropy algorithm [13]. Its procedures are presented briefly
as follows. Figure 2 illustrates a main procedure of the algorithm.

Figure 2. Illustration of a main procedure for calculating the modified sample entropy (EMS) in the case
of m = 2, τ = 12, and r = 0.2× SD (the standard deviation of the series). (A) For a m-component template
sequence xτ

m(i) = {x(1), x(13)}, i.e., i = 1, there are four sequences xτ
m(j) = {x(19,x(31)), {x(20),x(32)},

{x(21),x(33)}, and {x(27),x(39)}, i.e., j = 19, 20, 21, and 27, satisfying d[xτ
m(i), xτ

m(j)] < r, |j − i|> τ .
This procedure is repeated for the next template vector xτ

m(i) = {x(2),x(14)}, i.e., i = 2, and so
on. The dotted horizontal lines around data points x(1) and x(13) represent x(1)±r and x(13)±r,
respectively. (B) The above procedure is repeated for all (m + 1)-component sequences xτ

m+1(i),
e.g., {x(1), x(13),x(25)}.

For a time series {x(i), i = 1, . . . , N}, consider the m-point sequences:

xτ
m(i) = {x(i + kτ), 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − mτ, (1)

where τ is a lag. The condition 1 ≤ i ≤ N − mτ ensures that xτ
m+1(i) exits for i = N − mτ. The distance

between two sequences xτ
m(i) and xτ

m(j) is defined as

d[xτ
m(i), xτ

m(j)] = max{|x(i + kτ)− x(j + kτ)|, 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1}, |j − i|> τ . (2)

For a given sequence xτ
m(i), let ni be the number of xτ

m(j) satisfying |j − i|> τ and nm
i (r) the numbers

of xτ
m(j) satisfying d[xτ

m(i), xτ
m(j)] < r, |j − i|> τ , where r is a tolerance, usually being set to be
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proportional to the SD of the time series. The constraint condition |j − i|> τ is aimed to reduce
influence of the correlation on entropy estimation [13]. Thus, Cm

i (r) = nm
i (r)/ni represents the

probability that any sequence xτ
m(j) is within r of xτ

m(i), and Cm(r) = ∑N−mτ
i=1 Cm

i /(N − mτ) represents
the probability that any two sequences xτ

m(i) and xτ
m(j) are within r. Likewise, Cm+1(r) represents the

probability that any two sequences xτ
m+1(i) and xτ

m+1(j) are within r. The modified sample entropy is
defined as:

Ems(m, r, τ) = limN→∞ − ln
Cm+1(r)

Cm(r)
, (3)

which is estimated by:

Ems(m, r, τ, N) = − ln
Cm+1(r)

Cm(r)
. (4)

In our previous study [13], we tested Ems using simulated time series and SBF data. The results
indicated that Ems yielded consistent values for various sampling rates, but Es cannot [13].

Another representative derivative of Es is the fuzzy entropy Ef (m, n, σ, N) [17], which differs
from Es in two aspects. First, when calculating the distance between two sequences xm(i) and xm(j),
they are converted to have zero means. Second, the similarity between two sequences is quantified
using an exponential function exp(−(dm

ij )
n/σ), where dm

ij is the distance between them. It was reported
that Ef is more robust than Es when applying to short time series [17]. We tested the performance of Ef
and Es using sinusoidal signals with frequencies of 0.1, 0.3, and 1 Hz, respectively, and examined how
they changed with increasing values of r (or σ). The frequencies of the sinusoidal signals are roughly
equal to the central frequencies of myogenic, respiratory, and cardiac components of BFO, respectively;
their length is equal to that of SBF signals during the pressure loading period (3 min, 5760 points).
The parameters m= 2, n= 2 were used. The later was selected using an approach recommended by
the authors who proposed Ef [17]. The results showed that Ef yielded very small values for 0.3 Hz
and especially 0.1 Hz sinusoidal signals (Figure 3B). This suggests that when applied to SBF signals,
Ef may be unable to reflect altered dynamics of the low-frequency components of BFO, e.g., metabolic
(~0.01 Hz), neurogenic (~0.03 Hz), and myogenic (~0.1 Hz) components.

Figure 3. Es(m, r, N) (A) and Ef (m, n, σ, N) (B) of 0.1, 0.3, and 1 Hz sinusoidal signals sampled at a rate
of 32 Hz. The parameters m = 2, n = 2, and N = 5760 were used. The parameter n = 2 was selected
using an approach recommended by the authors who proposed Ef [17].

2.3. Multi-Scale Entropy

Despite Es being widely used to assess the complexity of time series, it is actually a measure of
regularity, and this is the case for its various derivatives. Currently, complexity has not been well
defined [18], and it is intuitively associated with “meaningful structural richness” [19]. A major problem
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of Es and its derivatives is that they yield the highest values for white noise, which is unpredictable
but without structural complexity, and they may also yield higher values for physiological signals in
health condition and lower values in pathological conditions [8,13]. In this context, several multiscale
entropy (MSE) methods were introduced to quantify the regularity degree of a time series at multiple
scales [20–22]. The first MSE method was proposed by Costa et al. [20], in which the original time series
is divided into non-overlapping segments, and a new series is constructed using the average of each
segment with its order being preserved. Then, Es is computed for each new series. This method, however,
has been found to have several limitations. First, the procedure for constructing new series is similar to
applying a low-pass filter to the original time series followed by a downsampling procedure. It has been
found that the frequency response of the low-pass filter shows side lobes in the stop band, which lead
to aliasing during the downsampling and thus produce artifacts [22]. Second, the SD of the new series
likely decreases with increasing scales, whereas in the MSE algorithm, a constant tolerance (a constant
proportion of the SD of the original time series) is used for all scales, resulting in decreasing entropy
values with increasing scales. Finally, the length of the new series decreases rapidly with increasing scales,
impeding reliable estimations of the entropy at large scales. The drawbacks of the MSE method and
several improved algorithms have been discussed in Reference [23].

Recently, a technique called reshape scale (RS) method was proposed to construct new time series
from the original one [21]. Its main procedures are as follows. For a time series {x(i), i = 1, . . . , N}
and a scale factor τ, a new time series is constructed as:

y(τ) = {b1, b2, . . . , bτ}, (5)

where bi = {x(i), x(i + τ), . . . , x(i + kτ)}, i = 1, 2, . . . , τ, and k is the maximal integer satisfying
i + kτ ≤ N. Note that the length of y(τ) is also N and when τ = 1, it retrieves the original time series.
Thus, a combination of the RS method and Es (or Ef ) is a multiscale entropy method (denoted as RS-Es

and RS-Ef , respectively). Figure 4 illustrates the relationships among the aforementioned entropy
methods. Also, Ems(m, r, τ, N) is a multiscale entropy method when τ takes multiple values. The RS
method is essentially similar to the first procedure of the Ems(m, r, τ, N) algorithm (Equation (1)).
A main difference between them is that in the RS method the segment bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , τ, can be
randomly appended to other segments.

Figure 4. A flow diagram illustrating the relationships among the aforementioned entropy methods.
RS, the reshape scale method [21].

We tested the performance of three MSE methods, i.e., RS-Es, RS-Ef ), and Ems, using SBF signals.
The following parameters were selected: m=2; for RS-Es, r was 0.2 × SD of the constructed signal;
for Ems, r was 0.2 × SD of the original signal; for RS-Ef , by using an approach recommended by
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the authors who proposed Ef [17], we selected n= 2 and σ being 0.2 × SD of the constructed signal.
The results showed that Es was almost identical to Ems at each scale, both of which monotonically
increased at the scales from 1 to around 10 and then reach a plateau. The values of Ef showed a similar
trend but were much smaller than Es and Ems. Figure 5A shows an example of the testing results.
Further, we performed the following tests. For a given SBF signal, we computed Es, Ef , and Ems for
20 phase-randomized surrogate data sets at each scale. When computing Es and Ef , surrogate data
were generated from the new signal constructed by using the RS method, whereas when computing
Ems, surrogate data were generated from the original signal. The results showed that each of RS-Es,
RS-Ef , and Ems for surrogate data showed similar trend compared to that for the real data (Figure 5A).
However, RS-Ef yielded smaller differences between surrogate data and real data compared to RS-Es

and Ems. A possible reason is that Ef is insensitive to structural changes of low-frequency components
(see Figure 3B) caused by the phase randomization procedure. These testing results suggest that RS-Ef
has no superiority over RS-Es or Ems for assessing the complexity of BFO.

Figure 5. (A) Results of RS-Es, RS-Ef , and Ems of a SBF signal from a diabetic subject (Figure 1A, 1–10 min).
The following parameters were used: m = 2; r = 0.2 × SD (the generated signal at scale τ ) for Es(m, r, N);
r = 0.2 × SD (the original signal) for Ems(m, r, τ, N); n = 2; σ = 0.2 × SD (the generated signal at scale τ ).
The results of surrogate tests are presented as means ± standard errors. surEs, surEs, and surEms refer to
Es, Ef , and Ems of phase-randomized surrogate data, respectively. For RS-Es and RS-Ef , 20 surrogate data
sets were generated from the new signal at scale τ; for Ems, 20 surrogate data sets were also generated
from the original signal for each scale τ. (B) Relative wavelet amplitudes (Ar) of the metabolic, neurogenic,
myogenic, respiratory, and cardiac frequencies of the generated signal at each scale τ using the RS method.

2.4. Multi-Scale Entropy of SBF Data

The above testing results (Figure 5A) indicate that Ems was almost identical to RS-Es and much
larger than Ef at each scale, while the transitions of Ems and RS-Es with increasing scales were similar
to that of Ef . Therefore, we applied Ems to the SBF data collected from 18 diabetic patients and eight
healthy controls. For the loading protocol, Ems was calculated for three segments of the SBF signal:
baseline (1–10 min), loading period (11–13 min), and reactive hyperemia (a 5-min period following
the peak hyperemia [8]); for the heating protocol, Ems was calculated for three segments of the SBF
signal: baseline (1–10 min), P1 (a 5-min period following the beginning of the increase in SBF), and P2
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(the last 10-min segment of the heating period). To eliminate the influences of possible ascending
and/or descending trends as well as noise on Ems, each data segment was filtered by decomposing
it using the ensemble empirical mode decomposition method [24] and reconstructing a new signal
from the intrinsic mode functions with frequencies between 0.0095 and 2 Hz [8]. Then Ems(m, r, τ, N)

was computed for the filtered data at the scales from τ= 1 to 20. The parameters m= 2, r= 0.2 × SD
were used.

2.5. Relative Wavelet Amplitude of BFO at Multiple Scales

To understand the underlying mechanisms responsible for the transition of Ems, we applied
wavelet analysis to the signals constructed from the original one using the RS method. For a constructed
signal at scale τ, y(τ) = {y(i), i = 1, . . . , N} (Equation (5)), its continuous wavelet transform was
defined as w(s, t) =

∫ +∞
−∞ ψs,t(u)y(u)du, where ψs,t =

1√
s ψ( u−t

s ), ψ(u) is the mother wavelet function,
s is the scale corresponding to the central frequency of ψs,t, and t is time. In this study, we used
the Morlet wavelet ψ(u) = π−1/4e−iω0ue−u2/2 as the mother wavelet function, for which s is the
reciprocal of the central frequency of ψs,t when ω0 = 2π. Then we calculated the average amplitudes
of the wavelet transform over time and over the frequency interval of five frequency components:
metabolic (0.0095–2 Hz), neurogenic (0.02–0.05 Hz), myogenic (0.05–0.15 Hz), respiratory (0.15–0.4 Hz),
and cardiac (0.4–2 Hz) components. Finally, the averaged wavelet amplitudes of the five frequency
components were normalized (divided) by that of the frequency interval 0.0095–2 Hz to yield relative
wavelet amplitudes (Ar). Figure 3B shows the Ar values of the five frequency components of the SBF
signal for calculating Ems. A prominent feature of the changes in Ar was that Ar of the metabolic and
cardiac components show persistent decrease and increase with increasing scales, respectively.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

The differences in multiscale entropy Ems and relative wavelet amplitude Ar between two groups were
examined using Mann–Whitney U test; the within-group differences in these measures were examined
using Wilcoxon signed-rank test. These tests were performed using SPSS 16 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results

A common feature of the multiscale entropy, Ems, was that it rose with increasing scales at
small scales and then reached a plateau (Figures 6 and 7). Applied pressure resulted in a significant
increase in Ems at all scales in diabetics (p < 0.01, Figure 6C) but not in controls (p > 0.05, Figure 6A).
During reactive hyperemia, Ems in diabetics showed little change compared to baseline (Figure 6C),
whereas in controls it showed a significantly decrease at the scales τ= 3 to 7 and τ= 10 to 20 (Figure 6A).
Compared to controls, Ems in diabetics was significantly lower at the scales τ= 1 to 8 and τ= 14 to
16 during baseline (p < 0.05, Figure 7A,B), but was significantly higher at the scales τ= 13 to 18 during
reactive hyperemia (p < 0.05, Figure 7E).

During thermally induced biphasic response, Ems in diabetics showed only small changes at all
scales (Figure 6D), whereas in controls it significantly decreased at the scales τ= 1 to 7 and τ= 16 to
18 during P1 and at the scales τ= 1 to 7 during P2 (p < 0.05, Figure 6B). Compared to controls, Ems in
diabetics was significantly lower at the scales τ= 1 to 4 and τ= 8 to 12 during P1 (p < 0.05, Figure 7D)
and at all scales during P2 (p < 0.05, Figure 7F).

Figure 8 shows the mean values of Ar of the characteristic frequency components at multiple
scales in two groups. A prominent feature was that Ar of the metabolic component declined at small
scales during baseline and the SBF responses except for thermally induced first peak (Figure 8A,B),
while Ar of cardiac component initially underwent a transient decrease followed by a sustained
increase (Figure 8I,J). During thermally induced first peak, Ar of metabolic component at small scales
showed a pronounced increase followed by a substantial decrease (Figure 8B), while Ar of neurogenic
component exhibited similar changes but at larger scales (Figure 8D).
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Figure 6. Within-group comparisons of Ems(m, r, τ, N). Data are represented as means ± standard
errors. (A) In controls, comparison of Ems between hyperemia period and baseline yielded p < 0.05 at
τ =1 to 7 and τ =16 to 18. (B) In controls, comparison of Ems between P1 and baseline yielded p < 0.05 at
τ = 1 to 7 and τ =16 to 18, while comparison of Ems between P2 and baseline yielded p < 0.05 at τ =1 to
7. (C) In diabetics, comparison of Ems between the pressure period and baseline yielded p < 0.01 at all
scales. (D) In diabetics, Ems(m, r, τ, N) yielded similar values during three periods of heating protocol.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Comparisons of Ems(m, r, τ, N) between two groups. Data are represented as means ± standard
errors. (A) During the baseline period of the pressure loading protocol, Ems in diabetics was significantly
lower (p < 0.05) at the scales τ = 1 to 8 and τ = 14 to 16. (B) During the baseline period of the local heating
protocol, Ems in diabetics was significantly lower (p < 0.05) at all scales. (C) During the loading pressure
period, there was no significant difference between two groups. (E) During hyperemia, Ems in diabetics
was significantly higher at τ = 13 to 18. (D) During P1, Ems in diabetics was significantly lower (p < 0.05)
at τ = 1 to 4 and τ = 8 to 12. (F) During P2, Ems in diabetics was significantly lower (p < 0.05) at all scales.

Figure 8. Relative wavelet amplitudes (Ar) of metabolic (A,B), neurogenic (C,D), myogenic (E,F),
respiratory (G,H), and cardiac (I,J) components of blood flow oscillations (BFO) at multiple scales in
response to loading pressure (left panels) and local heating (right panels). Data are represented as
mean values in two groups. CB, CP, CH, CP1, and CP2 refer to baseline, loading pressure, hyperemia,
first peak, and second peak periods in controls, respectively; DB, DP, DH, DP1, and DP2 refer to the
same periods in diabetics.
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4. Discussion

The main findings of this study are as follows. First, during reactive hyperemia and the biphasic
response induced by local heating, Ems in diabetics showed only small changes compared to baseline
but in controls it underwent significant changes (Figure 6). As a consequence, Ems in diabetics
significantly differed from that in controls at multiple scales (Figure 7). Second, during baseline
and the SBF responses except for the pressure loading period, Ems at small scales exhibited different
transitions between two groups (Figure 7). These findings indicated that multiscale entropy could
provide a more comprehensive assessment of SBF dynamics compared to entropy measures on a single
scale. Since the SBF data were recorded from the first metatarsal head, one of the most common sites
of DFU, our findings support the use of nonlinear measures of SBF responses induced by mechanical
and thermal stresses to assess the risk of DFU.

In this study, we utilized a modified sample entropy algorithm [13] for computing multiscale
entropy of BFO by varying the lag between neighboring data points of the sequences to be compared.
We have demonstrated that this method yielded almost identical entropy values compared to the RS-Es

method (Figure 5A), which is a combination of sample entropy [16], and a method for generating new
signals from the original one, called reshape scale (RS) method [21]. We have also demonstrated that
RS-Ef has no superiority over Ems for assessing the complexity of BFO. Since computing Ef is very
time consuming, this measure may be more suitable for short series data, e.g., RR interval series.

A common feature of Ems of BFO was that it showed a rise with increasing scales at small scales,
possibly including a rapid rise followed by a slow rise, and then reached a plateau (Figures 6 and 7).
To get an insight of the underlying mechanisms for this phenomenon, we calculated the relative wavelet
amplitudes (Ar) of the characteristic frequency components of BFO and examined how they changed
with increasing scales. A prominent feature of changes in Ar was that Ar of metabolic component
deceased with increasing scales during baseline and the SBF responses except for thermally induced
first peak (Figure 8A,B), while Ar of the cardiac component initially showed a transient decrease and
then underwent a sustained increase (Figure 8I,J). Therefore, we speculate that Ems of BFO reflects
the homogeneity degree of the combination of the characteristic frequency components. Thus an
augmentation of any frequency component, e.g., metabolic or cardiac components, will contribute to
lowering Ems. In this sense, any entropy measures on a single scale, e.g., sample entropy, only reflect the
homogeneity degree of a specific combination of the characteristic frequency components. For instance,
sample entropy (τ= 1) reflects the regularity degree of BFO where metabolic component and possibly
cardiac component play a dominant role (Figure 8). In our previous study [8], because we used a fixed
parameter τ= 12, we observed a significant influence of cardiac component on Ems during the thermally
induced second peak.

Our results showed that during baseline and the SBF responses except for the pressure loading
period, Ems in diabetics significantly differed from that in controls at multiple scales (Figure 7). Also,
the transition of Ems in diabetics was different from that in controls. For instance, during baseline,
Ems in diabetics showed a fairly rapid increase at the scales from τ= 1 to around 8 (Figure 7A,B),
while in controls Ems showed a rapid increase at the scales from τ= 1 to 3, followed by a slow rise at
the scales from τ= 3 to around 8 (Figure 7A,B). This distinct difference was partially due to different
changes in Ar of the metabolic component between two groups. As shown in Figure 8A,B, in diabetics
Ar of the metabolic component decayed slowly at small scales, whereas in controls it decayed rapidly.

The association between Ems of BFO and Ar of the characteristic frequency components can
also be observed during the SBF responses. However, it should be kept in mind that Ems is a global
measure of the structural properties of BFO, and may be influenced by all frequency components
and the interactions among them [8]. Ems could reveal some global features of BFO that cannot be
distinctively reflect by Ar and vice versa. For example, we observed significantly higher values of Ems

in diabetics at the scales from τ= 6 to 9 and from τ= 12 to 18 during reactive hyperemia (Figure 7C),
but Ar of each frequency component in diabetics was similar to that in controls (Figure 8, left panels).
In contrast, during the thermally induced first peak, Ems in diabetics showed only small changes
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compared to baseline (Figure 6D), but the Ar of each frequency component showed pronounced
changes (Figure 8, right panels). Therefore, Ems and wavelet analysis could be mutually complementary
in assessing SBF responses.

There are several limitations of this study. The sample size was small, which might impede the
power of the statistical analysis. We did not have an age, sex, or BMI matched control. Factors such as
age, sex, and BMI may affect our results. Since ageing can lead to altered dynamics of skin BFO [12,13],
we focused on examining whether age significantly contributed to the results observed in this study.
For example, we observed a significant increase in Ems during the pressure loading period compared
to baseline in diabetics (Figure 6C) but not in controls (Figure 6A) and a significant decrease in Ems

during hyperemia compared to baseline in controls (Figure 6A), but not in diabetics (Figure 6C).
We thus examined whether the changes in Ems (denoted as ΔEms) were related to age. Figure 9 shows
the results in the case of τ= 6. On one hand, ΔEms was significantly different between two groups
(p < 0.05 for pressure loading period and p < 0.001 for hyperemia). On the other hand, although ΔEms

exhibited an increasing trend with age in both groups, the increasing rate (the slop of the fitting line) in
diabetic group is much smaller than that in control group (Figure 9A,B). In particular, ΔEms in diabetic
group during hyperemia was almost independent of age (Figure 9B). These results suggested that the
significant difference in ΔEms between two groups was mainly attributed to impaired microvascular
reactivity in the diabetic foot and that age has a marginal effect on BFO dynamics compared to diabetes.
Future studies may follow up the development of DFU in a larger sample size with matched controls
to validate our findings.

Figure 9. (A) Examination of the effect of age on changes in Ems during the pressure loading period
compared to baseline (denoted as ΔEms, scale factor τ = 6). ΔEms was significantly larger in diabetics
than in controls (p < 0.05). (B) Examination of the effect of age on ΔEms (τ = 6) during hyperemia.
The absolute value of ΔEms was significantly larger in controls (p < 0.001).

5. Conclusions

The present study indicated that during reactive hyperemia and the biphasic response induced
by local heating, the regularity degree of SBF at the first metatarsal head of diabetics underwent only
small changes compared to baseline, and significantly differed from that in healthy controls at multiple
scales. On the other hand, the regularity degree of SBF in the diabetic foot displays distinctively
different transitions compared to controls. This study suggests that multiscale entropy could provide
a more comprehensive assessment of impaired microvascular reactivity in the diabetic foot compared
to any entropy measures on a single scale and may be used to assess the risk for DFU.
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Abstract: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most prevalent form of dementia in the world, which is
characterised by the loss of neurones and the build-up of plaques in the brain, causing progressive
symptoms of memory loss and confusion. Although definite diagnosis is only possible by necropsy,
differential diagnosis with other types of dementia is still needed. An electroencephalogram (EEG)
is a cheap, portable, non-invasive method to record brain signals. Previous studies with non-linear
signal processing methods have shown changes in the EEG due to AD, which is characterised
reduced complexity and increased regularity. EEGs from 11 AD patients and 11 age-matched control
subjects were analysed with Fuzzy Entropy (FuzzyEn), a non-linear method that was introduced as an
improvement over the frequently used Approximate Entropy (ApEn) and Sample Entropy (SampEn)
algorithms. AD patients had significantly lower FuzzyEn values than control subjects (p < 0.01) at
electrodes T6, P3, P4, O1, and O2. Furthermore, when diagnostic accuracy was calculated using
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, FuzzyEn outperformed both ApEn and SampEn,
reaching a maximum accuracy of 86.36%. These results suggest that FuzzyEn could increase the
insight into brain dysfunction in AD, providing potentially useful diagnostic information. However,
results depend heavily on the input parameters that are used to compute FuzzyEn.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease; electroencephalogram; non-linear analysis; complexity; irregularity;
Fuzzy Entropy; Sample Entropy

1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a form of dementia that is characterised by progressive impairments
in cognition and memory [1]. The cause of AD is not known [2], and the course of the disease can
last several years before death [1]. As AD is currently the most prevalent dementia worldwide [3,4]
the impact of the disease is significant. Current clinical diagnosis is based on the National Institute
of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and Alzheimer's Disease and Related
Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) criteria [5], and, although definite diagnosis is only possible
by necropsy, a differential diagnosis with other types of dementia would be of great use.

The electroencephalogram (EEG), a recording of the electrical activity of the brain, shows great
potential to characterise changes in brain activity as a result of AD. There are several reasons for this;
the first being that AD is a cortical dementia [1] and, therefore, changes to the electrical activity of
the brain resulting from AD could be registered on EEGs. Furthermore, the EEG can be recorded
non-invasively, with portable equipment and at much lower cost than other imaging techniques that
are used in AD diagnosis. Therefore, the application of signal processing algorithms to extract features
from EEG signals may help in the characterisation of the changes that are associated with AD. In fact,
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several EEG features appear to be abnormal in AD patients, where a shift of the power spectrum to
lower frequencies, a decrease of coherence among cortical areas, perturbed synchrony, and reduced
complexity have been observed (for detailed reviews, please see [1,6]), although in the early stages of
the disease, the EEG may show similar features to that of age-matched healthy controls [7]. In spite
of these findings, there is room for the introduction of novel signal processing techniques for further
study of the EEG. In particular, entropy algorithms quantifying irregularity in data could be useful to
capture subtle changes in the EEG that might be caused by AD.

Different entropy algorithms have been introduced over the years to characterise the EEG,
with greater entropy being associated with increased irregularity in the EEG. Embedding entropies
are algorithms where entropy is used to provide information about how the EEG signal fluctuates
with time by comparing the time series with a delayed version of itself [8]. The introduction of
Approximate Entropy (ApEn) by Pincus [9] made the reliable characterisation of the entropy of short
and noisy biomedical signals possible in ways that were, up until its introduction, not achievable.
ApEn measures the regularity in data by examining time series for similar epochs and assigning
a non-negative number to the sequence, with larger values corresponding to more complexity or
irregularity in the data [9]. Given a time series with N samples, a sample length m and a tolerance
window r, ApEn(m, r, N) measures the logarithmic likelihood that samples of patterns that are close
(within r) for m contiguous observations remain close (within the same tolerance width r) on subsequent
incremental comparisons [9]. The ApEn algorithm counts each sequence as matching itself to avoid the
occurrence of ln(0) in the calculations. The effect of self-matches provides a biased estimate of entropy,
giving a false impression of determinism [10]. Furthermore, ApEn values depend heavily on the record
length, with ApEn being lower than expected for short time series, and it also lacks consistency when
different input parameter values are used to evaluate the same time series [11]. It was subsequently
superseded by Sample Entropy (SampEn), as introduced by Richman and Moorman [11]. As it is
also the case with ApEn, two input parameters, m and r, must be specified to compute SampEn.
SampEn(m, r, N) is the negative logarithm of the conditional probability that two sequences similar for
m point vectors remain similar at the next point, where self-matches are not included in calculating
the probability. SampEn would be lower for signals that show a higher degree of self-similarity,
i.e., more regular. In addition to overcoming some of the limitations of ApEn, SampEn is easier to
compute [11]. For both ApEn and SampEn, the recommended range of values for input parameters
are m = 1 or 2 and r between 0.1 and 0.25 times the standard deviation of the input data [11].

Different algorithms that are attempting to improve SampEn have been suggested. Quadratic
Sample Entropy (QSE) was introduced to reduce the influence of the arbitrary constants m and r on
SampEn and to reduce the skewing of results when either the top or the bottom of the conditional
probabilities was very small or very large [12]. Input variables are the same (i.e., a sample length m
and a tolerance window r) though the recommended values are different, with r not being limited
to the range suggested for ApEn and SampEn. Another attempt to improve SampEn was with the
introduction of Fuzzy Entropy (FuzzyEn) [13], based on the concept of fuzzy sets to determine a fuzzy
measurement of similarity of two vectors based on their shapes.

In this pilot study, FuzzyEn was used to characterise the broadband activity in the EEG of patients
with AD. It was hypothesised that FuzzyEn would identify differences between the entropy of EEG
signals from AD patients and age-matched control subjects, and that these differences could be used
to help in the classification of EEG signals with respect to their class (AD patient or control subject).
The quality of the classification would be evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves [14]. Furthermore, FuzzyEn results would be compared with SampEn to ascertain whether the
claims that the former is a superior method to the latter hold true in the context of EEG analysis in AD.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the EEG database that is used in this
study and introduces FuzzyEn. Results obtained with all of the input parameters tested in this pilot
study are presented in Section 3, whilst the discussion of the findings, focusing on a comparison of the
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results obtained with FuzzyEn and other related entropies, and the conclusions from this study follow
in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects and EEG Recording

The database used in this study consisted of 11 patients with a diagnosis of AD (five men;
six women; age: 72.5 ± 8.3 years, mean ± standard deviation (SD)), recruited from the Alzheimer’s
Patients’ Relatives Association of Valladolid (AFAVA), Spain, and 11 age-matched controls (seven men;
four women; age: 72.8 ± 6.1 years, mean ± SD). AD diagnosis was supported by clinical evaluation
(clinical history, physical, and neurological examination) and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE),
which is generally accepted as an effective way to evaluate cognitive function [15], was also performed.
The average MMSE score for the AD patients was 13.1 ± 5.9 (mean ± SD), indicating moderate to
severe dementia, and the score was 30 for all of the control subjects, indicating no mental impairment.
All of the subjects and caregivers gave their informed consent for participation in the study.

EEG signals were recorded with the subjects in a relaxed state with eyes closed at the Hospital
Clínico Universitario de Valladolid (Spain) using Oxford Instruments Profile Study Room 2.3.411 EEG
equipment and the international 10–20 system with electrodes referenced to the linked ear lobes of
each subject. More than 5 min of EEG data were recorded for each subject with a sampling rate of
256 Hz. Two AD patients were taking lorapezam at the time of recording the EEG, but no prominent
rapid rhythms were observed in the visual examination of their EEGs. None of the other subjects who
took part in the study were using medication that could be expected to influence the EEG.

Artefact-free sections of the EEG signals (split into 5-second epochs with no movement artefacts
and no electroencephalographic signs of sleep) were selected by Dr Pedro Espino, the specialist
physician that was overseeing the recording of the EEGs. On average, 30.0 ± 12.5 epochs (mean ± SD)
were selected from each electrode for each subject. All of the epochs selected were filtered using a
Hamming window FIR filter with order 426 and cut-off frequencies at 0.5 Hz and 40 Hz to remove
residual noise (DC offset and mains hum) prior to the computation of FuzzyEn. Zero-phase filtering
was used to make sure the use of a filter of such high order did not result in edge effects.

2.2. Fuzzy Entropy

Both ApEn and SampEn measure the similarity of the vectors being compared using a Heaviside
function, which can be represented as:

θ(z) =

{
1, i f z ≥ 0
0, i f z < 0

(1)

This leads to a two-state binary classifier, where the vectors are either close or not. However,
this might not be able to capture in the most appropriate way the boundaries between different classes,
which in real biomedical data might be more ambiguous [13]. Therefore, FuzzyEn was introduced to
overcome this limitation with a fuzzy function instead of the Heaviside function used to calculate the
similarity degree between vectors.

Since its introduction, FuzzyEn has been used to characterise different types of biomedical signals,
such as electromyograms [13,16–18], EEGs [19,20], gait [20], or heart rate variability [20,21]. Comparative
studies with ApEn and SampEn suggest that FuzzyEn outperforms them [17,19]. Furthermore, recent
evidence suggests that FuzzyEn is a robust entropy estimator when there are missing samples in the
biomedical signals being analysed [20].

Given N data points from a time series {x(n)} = x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N), FuzzyEn can be calculated
using the following algorithm [13]:

1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1, form m-vectors Xm(1) . . . Xm(N − m + 1) defined as:
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Xm(i) = [x(i), x(i + 1), . . . , x(i + m − 1)]− x0(i) (2)

These vectors represent m consecutive x values, commencing with the ith point, with the baseline
(x0(i) = 1

m ∑m−1
j=0 x(i + j)) removed.

2. Define the distance between vectors Xm(i) and Xm(j), dij,m, as the maximum absolute difference
between their scalar components.

3. Given n and r, calculate the similarity degree Dij,m of the vectors Xm(i) and Xm(j) with a fuzzy
function:

Dij,m = μ
(
dij,m, r

)
= exp

(
−(dij,m

)n
r

)
(3)

4. Define the function φm as:

φm(n, r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

(
1

N − m − 1

N−m

∑
j=1,j �=i

Dij,m

)
(4)

5. We increase the dimension to m + 1, form vectors Xm+1(i), and, subsequently, obtain the function
φm+1 repeating steps 2 to 4.

6. For time series with a finite number of samples N, FuzzyEn can be estimated with the following
equation [13]:

FuzzyEn(m, n, r, N) = ln φm(n, r)− ln φm+1(n, r) (5)

Given that FuzzyEn is based on the original SampEn algorithm, as introduced by Richman
and Moorman in [11], it can be therefore computed as the negative logarithm of the conditional
probability that two sequences similar for m points—where similarity is measured using the fuzzy
function introduced in Equation (3), instead of the Heaviside function used in the ApEn and
SampEn algorithms—remain similar when the size of the vectors being considered is increased
by one. The algorithm, as is also the case with SampEn, does not include self-matches when
calculating the probability aforementioned. Thus, it does not show the bias that is associated with
ApEn [11]. Furthermore, lower values of FuzzyEn indicate more self-similarity in the time series being
characterised with this algorithm.

It is obvious that FuzzyEn values would depend on the values of the input parameters m, n, r,
and N, and comparisons should only be attempted for fixed values of these parameters. N is the length
of the time series and is determined, in this particular study, by the sampling frequency of 256 Hz
and the epoch length of 5 s. Parameter m determines the length of the sequences to be compared,
as in ApEn and SampEn. On the other hand, r and n determine the width and gradient of the fuzzy
exponential function.

In principle, larger values of m allow for a better reconstruction of the dynamics of the system
being characterised. However, the accuracy and confidence of the entropy estimate improve with a
greater number of matches of vectors of length m and m + 1. Therefore, it is usually recommended to
choose small values of m [11].

Figure 1 shows the changes in the shape of the fuzzy exponential function changes with n and r.
It has been recommended to use small integer values of n [13] and set the tolerance width as r times
the standard deviation (SD) of the original data sequence [11]; the latter would give FuzzyEn scale
invariance [9].

Based on these recommendations, in this pilot study, values of m = 1 and m = 2, n = 1, n = 2,
and n = 3, and r = 0.1, r = 0.15, r = 0.2, and r = 0.25 times the SD of the original time series were
used. This led to 24 variable combinations tested. FuzzyEn was therefore computed using 24 input
parameter combinations for channels Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, and T6.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 1. Fuzzy function for n = 1 (a), n = 2 (b), and n = 3 (c) and the different values of r used in
the study.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The distribution of the FuzzyEn results was evaluated with the Lilliefors test. Depending on
the results from the Lilliefors test, Student’s t-test, or Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to evaluate the
statistical significance of differences between groups of subjects at each electrode. In all of the above
statistical analyses, statistical significance was at p < 0.01.

Results from the electrodes where statistically significant differences between AD patients
and controls were found were then analysed with ROC curves, and sensitivity (true positive rate,
i.e., percentage of AD patients correctly classified), specificity (true negative rate, i.e., proportion
of control subjects correctly identified), accuracy (percentage of total subjects classified precisely),
area under the curve, and the optimum threshold (FuzzyEn value that maximises diagnostic accuracy)
were computed.
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3. Results

FuzzyEn was computed for all the 24 input parameter values. Results were averaged based on
all of the artefact-free five second epochs within the five-minute period of EEG recordings for the
22 subjects. For all the possible combinations of m, n, and r values, and most electrodes, FuzzyEn
was higher for the EEG of control subjects than that for AD patients. The tables in the Supplementary
Materials section contain all of the results for the 24 combinations of input parameter values tested.

The results depended heavily on the choice of input parameters. For n = 1, the FuzzyEn values
were found to follow a normal distribution. Therefore, Student’s t Test was used to evaluate the
statistical significance of the findings. For all the values of r and m = 1, FuzzyEn was significantly
lower (p < 0.01) for AD patients at electrodes Fp1, T6, P3, and O2. With m = 2 and all the values of
r, FuzzyEn was significantly lower (p < 0.01) for AD patients at electrodes T6, P3, P4, O1, and O2.
These results suggest that AD is associated with a significant decrease of entropy—as estimated by
FuzzyEn—in some, but not all, areas of the brain.

For n = 2 and n = 3 the results did not to follow a normal distribution and the Kruskal-Wallis test
was used to evaluate the statistical significance of the findings. With n = 2, the number of electrodes
where significant differences (p < 0.01) between both groups were found dropped significantly when
compared to results obtained with n = 1. FuzzyEn was significantly lower in AD patients’ EEGs at P3
(with m = 1 and all values of r, and m = 2 and r = 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25) and O2 (with m = 1 and r = 0.1,
0.15, and 0.2, and m = 2 and r = 0.2, and 0.25). With n = 3 and m = 1, FuzzyEn was only significantly
lower (p < 0.01) in AD patients’ EEGs at electrode O2 (for all combinations of r). With n = 3 and m = 2,
the only electrode where FuzzyEn was significantly lower (p < 0.01) in AD patients was P3, and this
only for r = 0.2 and r = 0.25. Furthermore, the dispersion of FuzzyEn values increased significantly for
n = 3, suggesting a less reliable entropy estimate (see results in the Supplementary Materials section).

Figure 2 summarises the average FuzzyEn values for n = 1, m = 2, and r = 0.25 times the SD of the
EEG time series, the combination of input parameters that highlights the biggest differences between
both groups for all possible input parameter combinations. The decrease in entropy in AD patients is
particularly evident for electrodes that are placed over the parietal, occipital, and temporal regions.

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Average Fuzzy Entropy (FuzzyEn) values with n = 1, m = 2 and r = 0.25 times the Standard
Deviation (SD) of the time series for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients (a) and controls (b).

The possible usefulness of FuzzyEn in a diagnostic context was evaluated with ROC curves.
The greatest accuracy, at 86.36%, was found when n = 1. This was the case in 9 of the 36 electrode
and variable combinations where significant differences between the controls subjects and the AD
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patients had been found using that value of n. The largest area under the curve (0.9091) was found
at electrode P3 when n = 1, m = 2, and r = 0.1 times the SD of the time series, closely followed by the
area at P3, when n = 1, m = 2, and r = 0.25 times the SD of the time series with 0.9008. These did not
correspond to the highest accuracy found, with 81.82% accuracy in both cases. Maximum sensitivity
was 90.91%, whilst there were some combinations of electrode and input parameter values resulting in
100% specificity. The complete results for FuzzyEn with n = 1 are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and area under the ROC curve for FuzzyEn (n = 1) for all
the electrodes and combinations of m and r, for which statistically significant differences between AD
patients and control subjects were found. The threshold is the FuzzyEn value that maximises accuracy.

m r Electrode Threshold Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Area Under Curve

1 0.1 Fp1 1.1169 63.64 81.82 72.73 0.7934
T6 1.3916 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8182
P3 1.1755 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8595
O2 1.2918 81.82 90.91 86.36 0.8595

1 0.15 Fp1 0.8015 63.64 81.82 72.73 0.7934
T6 1.0217 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8182
P3 0.8516 81.82 90.91 86.36 0.8678
O2 0.9393 81.82 90.91 86.36 0.8678

1 0.2 Fp1 0.6248 63.64 81.82 72.73 0.7934
T6 0.8040 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8182
P3 0.6669 81.82 90.91 86.36 0.8678
O2 0.7362 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8554

1 0.25 Fp1 0.5105 63.64 81.82 72.73 0.7934
T6 0.6662 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8182
P3 0.5473 81.82 90.91 86.36 0.8678
O2 0.6054 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8512

2 0.1 T6 0.8755 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8182
P3 0.7847 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.9091
P4 0.7380 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8099
O1 0.8414 81.82 72.73 77.27 0.8264
O2 0.8197 90.91 81.82 86.36 0.8512

2 0.15 T6 0.7127 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8182
P3 0.6295 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8843
P4 0.5885 63.64 90.91 77.27 0.8099
O1 0.6879 81.82 72.73 77.27 0.8182
O2 0.6617 90.91 81.82 86.36 0.8678

2 0.2 T6 0.6018 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8264
P3 0.5301 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8926
P4 0.4895 63.64 100 81.82 0.8182
O1 0.5743 81.82 72.73 77.27 0.8099
O2 0.5523 90.91 81.82 86.36 0.8595

2 0.25 T6 0.5206 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8264
P3 0.4564 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.9008
P4 0.4182 63.64 100 81.82 0.8182
O1 0.4926 81.82 72.73 77.27 0.8099
O2 0.4727 90.91 81.82 86.36 0.8595

ROC results when n = 2 are summarised in Table 2. For this particular value of the fuzzy function,
there were 12 combinations of electrode and input parameter values that showed a significant decrease
of FuzzyEn in AD patients. The greatest accuracy was 81.82% and the largest area under the curve was
0.8843. Neither sensitivity nor specificity reached values that were greater than 81.82% in any case.

With n = 3, there were even fewer combinations (six in total) of electrode and input parameter
values showing a significant decrease of FuzzyEn in AD. Accuracy reached a maximum value of
81.82%, whilst the largest area under the curve was 0.8678 (for an accuracy of 77.27%). As was also the
case for n = 2, neither sensitivity, nor specificity, exceeded 81.82%. ROC results for these results are
held in Table 3.
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Table 2. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and area under the ROC curve for FuzzyEn (n = 2) for all
the electrodes and combinations of m and r for which statistically significant differences between AD
patients and control subjects were found. The threshold is the FuzzyEn value that maximises accuracy.

m r Electrode Threshold Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Area Under Curve

1 0.1 P3 1.0782 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8347
O2 1.4320 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8512

1 0.15 P3 0.8648 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8264
O2 1.1963 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8430

1 0.2 P3 0.7279 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8264
O2 1.0326 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8430

1 0.25 P3 0.6377 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8264

2 0.15 P3 0.7627 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8843

2 0.2 P3 0.7231 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8843
O2 0.7832 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8264

2 0.25 P3 0.6875 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8843
O2 0.7493 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8347

Table 3. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve for FuzzyEn (n = 3) for all the electrodes and combinations of m and r for which statistically
significant differences between AD patients and control subjects were found. The threshold is the
FuzzyEn value that maximises accuracy.

m r Electrode Threshold Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Area Under Curve

1 0.1 O2 1.4739 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8430

1 0.15 O2 1.3153 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8554

1 0.2 O2 1.2030 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8678

1 0.25 O2 1.1147 72.73 81.82 77.27 0.8512

2 0.2 P3 0.7747 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8306

2 0.25 P3 0.7571 81.82 81.82 81.82 0.8347

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Resting state EEG activity of 11 AD patients and 11 control subjects was characterised with
FuzzyEn in this pilot study. FuzzyEn was introduced to overcome some limitations of ApEn and
SampEn [13], in particular, the fact that both algorithms use a Heaviside function to measure the
similarity of the embedding vectors from the time series being compared [13].

FuzzyEn was lower in the EEG of AD patients for all possible combinations of m, n, and r
values and for most electrodes. The greatest number of electrodes (Fp1, T6, P3, P4, O1, O2) showing
significant FuzzyEn differences between the EEG of AD patients and controls were seen when n = 1,
i.e., the steepest gradient of the exponential function. Furthermore, the highest values of accuracy
and area under the ROC curve were also obtained with this value of n. Our results suggest that
brains affected by AD show a more regular electrophysiological behaviour in the parietal and occipital
regions, something that is in agreement with previous studies [22–26].

Relevant findings in the changes in the EEG with AD using this same database include a significant
reduction in complexity, as measured with the Lempel-Ziv algorithm, at electrodes T5, P3, P4, and O1,
with classification accuracies between 72.73% and 81.82% [22]. Some of those electrodes showing
reduced complexity (measured with Lempel-Ziv complexity) coincide with those where a significant
decrease of irregularity in AD patients’ EEGs has been highlighted by FuzzyEn. However, it is worth
noting that FuzzyEn was able to find differences in a greater number of electrodes than Lempel-Ziv
complexity. A significant loss of complexity in the EEG of AD patients at T5, T6, P3, P4, O1, and O2 was
also found with a method based on auto-mutual information, with classification accuracies ranging
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from 81.82% to 90.91% [23], as well as with multiscale entropy (MSE), for which significant differences
between the MSE of AD patients and controls were found at F3, F7, Fp1, Fp2, T5, T6, P3, P4, O1,
and O2, with accuracies from 77.27% to 90.91% [24].

More relevant though are previous studies with this same EEG database using ApEn [23],
SampEn [25], and QSE [26]. It was found that ApEn was significantly lower in AD patients than
in controls at electrodes P3, P4, O1, and O2. However, classification accuracies that were obtained
using ROC curves at these electrodes ranged from 72.72% to 77.27% (with the latter value found at P3,
O1, and O2). The largest area under the curve was 0.8595 (at P3 and O1). Nevertheless, ApEn results
should be interpreted with great care, as this is a biased entropy estimator, and, therefore, not as
reliable as other algorithms [10,11]. SampEn values were also significantly lower for AD patients’ EEGs
than for age-matched controls’ EEGs at O1, O2, P3, and P4. Moreover, with SampEn the classification
accuracy obtained with ROC curves reached 77.27% at all of those electrodes, supporting the superior
discriminating power of SampEn when compared to ApEn, which could arise from the fact of SampEn
being an improvement over ApEn. Nevertheless, the largest area under the curve (0.8595 at O1) was
similar to the one that is found with ApEn. These results are also supported by recent findings with
QSE, with accuracies of 77.27% at P3, O1, and O2, for m = 1, m = 2, and a range of values of r [26]. All of
these results support that EEG activity of AD patients is significantly more regular (less complex) than
in a normal brain in the parietal and occipital regions. Table 4 summarises the results obtained with all
these methods.

It is worth noting that the detection of a significant decrease of entropy in the EEG of AD patients
is heavily dependent on the input parameters that are used in the different entropy estimators. In the
case of SampEn, the combination of input parameters that yielded the best results were m = 1 and
r = 0.25 times the standard deviation of the time series [25], whilst for QSE, similar results were
obtained with m = 1, m = 2, and a wide range of values of r [26]. On the other hand, for FuzzyEn,
the combination of input parameters that resulted in the greatest number of electrodes showing a
statistically significant decrease of entropy in AD (five in total: T6, P3, P4, O1, O2) and the highest
accuracies, was n = 1, m = 2, and r = 0.25 times the standard deviation of the time series. In fact,
with n = 1, m = 1, and r = 0.25, FuzzyEn was significantly lower for AD patients at electrodes Fp1,
T6, P3, and O2, but no significant differences were found at P4 and O1, unlike with SampEn or QSE.
Therefore, recent claims of FuzzyEn being superior to ApEn and SampEn in the discrimination of
EEG signals in AD patients [19] need to be evaluated with great care, as that might not necessarily be
the case for all the combinations of input parameters. Furthermore, our results suggest that FuzzyEn
becomes a much less reliable entropy estimator when n = 3 than when n = 1 or n = 2.

Our study is not the first time that the concept of FuzzyEn has been used to evaluate the complexity
changes in the EEG in AD patients. Fuzzy versions of ApEn and SampEn (the latter corresponding to
the algorithm used herein) were used to compute the complexity of the EEG in the delta, theta, alpha,
and beta bands [19]. It was shown that the fuzzy entropies could distinguish EEGs of AD patients
from those of controls in a better way than ApEn and SampEn, with a significant decrease in the alpha
band, particularly at electrodes T3 and T4. A classification accuracy of 88.1% using fuzzy SampEn
and a support vector machine classifier was reported. However, results cannot be compared directly
to those that are presented above, as the analysis in [19] focused on different EEG frequency bands,
with significant differences being found only in the alpha band. In our study, we have characterised
the entropy of a much broader bandwidth of the EEG at rest, therefore limiting the impact of any
technique used to extract the EEG activity in different frequency bands. Furthermore, recent evidence
suggests that the presence of broadband activity of the EEG is required for a proper evaluation of
complexity in the context of AD [27].
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Table 4. Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for all the electrodes where significant differences between
AD patients and control subjects were found with a selection of relevant non-linear methods previously
used in the analysis of the same electroencephalogram (EEG) database.

Method Electrode
ROC Classification Results

Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

LZC (3 symbol conversion) [22]

T5 72.73 72.73 72.73
P3 81.82 81.82 81.82
P4 72.73 90.91 81.82
O1 90.91 72.73 81.82

Slope of MSE (m = 1, r = 0.25,
12 scales) for large time scales [24]

F3 81.82 81.82 81.82
F7 81.82 72.73 77.27

Fp1 90.91 90.91 90.91
Fp2 100 72.73 86.36
T5 90.91 81.82 86.36
T6 81.82 81.82 81.82
P3 81.82 90.91 86.36
P4 72.73 90.91 81.82
O1 81.82 90.91 86.36
O2 81.82 81.82 81.82

ApEn (m = 1, r = 0.25) [23]

P3 72.73 81.82 77.27
P4 63.64 81.82 72.73
O1 81.82 72.73 77.27
O2 90.91 63.64 77.27

AMI rate of decrease [23]

T5 90.91 72.73 81.82
T6 81.82 81.82 81.82
P3 100 81.82 90.91
P4 81.82 81.82 81.82
O1 81.82 81.82 81.82
O2 81.82 81.82 81.82

SampEn (m = 1, r = 0.25) [25]

P3 72.73 81.82 77.27
P4 63.64 90.91 77.27
O1 81.82 72.73 77.27
O2 90.91 63.64 77.27

* QSE (m = 1 and m = 2, different
values of r) [26]

P3 NR NR 77.27
P4 NR NR 77.27
O1 NR NR 77.27
O2 NR NR 77.27

NR: not reported; * denotes the studies in which leave-one-subject-out cross-validation was used.

The reasons for the decrease of irregularity in the EEG of AD patients that are highlighted by
FuzzyEn are not clear and might be a result of neuronal death, a consequence of neurotransmitter
deficiency, and/or loss of connectivity of local neural networks as a result of nerve cell death [1].
These changes might be explained by the theory of AD being a disconnection syndrome [28]: the loss
of connections between neurones in the cortex is a result from plaques and cell death [29], and this
could lead to a much more regular EEG signal (recording of cortical brain activity).

Our pilot study has some limitations that should be mentioned. Although FuzzyEn is able to
highlight subtle differences between EEG signals from AD patients and controls, the sample size used
was small (11 AD patients and 11 control subjects). Therefore, the multiple comparisons might have
resulted in an overestimation of the differences between the entropy of the EEG from AD patients
and controls. Furthermore, the EEG changes that were detected by FuzzyEn might not be specific
to AD. The detected increase of EEG regularity (or decrease of complexity) is also present in several
physiological and pathological states, including, but not limited to, sleep [30], anaesthesia [31], the
Creutzfeld-Jakob disease [32], vascular dementia [33], schizophrenia [34], or Parkinson’s disease [35].
Thus, future studies on FuzzyEn of the EEG in patients suffering from other dementias or mild cognitive
impairment need to be completed to ascertain the possible usefulness of this signal processing method
in the diagnosis of AD.
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Other potential future lines of research include the combination of FuzzyEn with MSE (used
in [24] with SampEn as the entropy estimator) and the recently introduced refined composite
MSE [36,37]. This could lead to further improvements in the characterisation of the EEG in AD.
In fact, preliminary evidence suggests that refined multiscale FuzzyEn is able to detect differences due
to AD in magnetoencephalograms [37]. Furthermore, a multivariate implementation of FuzzyEn could
also be used in the analysis of the EEG in AD. This could potentially increase the discriminating power
of the method, as shown with multivariate MSE with SampEn in [27]. However, it could also lead to
the loss of the relevant spatial differences that are highlighted in this study (i.e., EEG changes in AD are
not significant at all electrodes). Last, but not least, given that complementary information from EEG
signals in AD can be highlighted by different methods, the combination of linear and non-linear signal
processing algorithms could improve discrimination power. Among some of the entropy methods
that could be tested, conditional entropy and corrected conditional entropy [38] and permutation
entropy [39] show promise.

In summary, in spite of the aforementioned limitations, our findings with FuzzyEn suggest that
this entropy estimator has potential to increase the insight into brain dysfunction in AD, as it detects
subtle EEG differences between patients and controls with greater accuracy than SampEn or QSE.
However, although our results generally support the notion of FuzzyEn outperforming these methods,
as outlined in [17,19], one has to be very careful when comparing results, as that might be the case for
certain combinations of input parameters, but not all.
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Abstract: The discrimination of early Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and its prodromal form (i.e., mild
cognitive impairment, MCI) from cognitively healthy control (HC) subjects is crucial since the
treatment is more effective in the first stages of the dementia. The aim of our study is to evaluate the
usefulness of a methodology based on electroencephalography (EEG) to detect AD and MCI. EEG
rhythms were recorded from 37 AD patients, 37 MCI subjects and 37 HC subjects. Artifact-free trials
were analyzed by means of several spectral and nonlinear features: relative power in the conventional
frequency bands, median frequency, individual alpha frequency, spectral entropy, Lempel–Ziv
complexity, central tendency measure, sample entropy, fuzzy entropy, and auto-mutual information.
Relevance and redundancy analyses were also conducted through the fast correlation-based filter
(FCBF) to derive an optimal set of them. The selected features were used to train three different
models aimed at classifying the trials: linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant
analysis (QDA) and multi-layer perceptron artificial neural network (MLP). Afterwards, each subject
was automatically allocated in a particular group by applying a trial-based majority vote procedure.
After feature extraction, the FCBF method selected the optimal set of features: individual alpha
frequency, relative power at delta frequency band, and sample entropy. Using the aforementioned
set of features, MLP showed the highest diagnostic performance in determining whether a subject is
not healthy (sensitivity of 82.35% and positive predictive value of 84.85% for HC vs. all classification
task) and whether a subject does not suffer from AD (specificity of 79.41% and negative predictive
value of 84.38% for AD vs. all comparison). Our findings suggest that our methodology can help
physicians to discriminate AD, MCI and HC.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease; mild cognitive impairment; electroencephalography (EEG); spectral
analysis; nonlinear analysis; multiclass classification approach

1. Introduction

Dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder associated
with cognitive, behavioral and functional alterations. AD prevalence increases exponentially with
age, from 1% in people between 60 and 64 years up to 38% in people over 85 years [1]. Since
AD is increasingly being recognized as a modern epidemic, growing efforts have been devoted to
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exploring its underlying brain dynamics. Despite the considerable progress made to understand
AD pathophysiology, a better characterization of its early stages is still required [1]. Mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) subjects exhibit a memory impairment beyond what would be expected for their
age, but do not fully accomplish the criteria for dementia diagnosis [2]. In this regard, further research
is essential to identify incipient AD, since subjects with MCI have high risk of developing it [3].
Recent studies estimated that the conversion rate from MCI to AD is approximately 15% per year [4],
whereas this rate is only 1–2% from global population [1]. Despite the fact that current pharmacological
treatments and non-pharmacological therapies are not able to heal AD or MCI, an early diagnosis is
still crucial since these are more effective in the first stages of the dementia [5].

Several neuroimaging techniques have been used during the last decades with the aim of
distinguishing AD and MCI patients from cognitively healthy control (HC) subjects: functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, electroencephalography (EEG), and magnetoencephalography (MEG), among others [6].
PET and fMRI show a good structural accuracy, but both offer a limited temporal resolution. By
contrast, EEG and MEG are non-invasive techniques with high temporal resolution, allowing for
studying the dynamical processes involved in the regulation of complex functional brain systems [7].
Particularly, EEG is widely used due to its portability, low cost, and availability. Moreover, EEG has
already shown its usefulness to characterize brain dynamics in AD and MCI [7–14].

The abnormalities that AD and MCI elicit in EEG activity have been traditionally analyzed using
simple signal processing methods, such as spectral techniques [13,14]. Spectral analyses seem to
discriminate AD and MCI patients from HC subjects through a power increase in low frequency bands,
as well as a decrease in higher frequencies [13,14]. Since the mid 1990s, nonlinear analysis techniques
have also been widely used in order to provide complementary information to spectral measures [10].
Previous studies suggested a more regular EEG activity for AD and MCI patients when compared to
HC subjects [11,14]. Other authors reported a decrease of variability and complexity as the disease
worsens [7–9,12]. However, almost all these studies only applied one or a few methods to partially
characterize the brain dynamics in AD and MCI.

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the diagnostic usefulness of an EEG-based
methodology by means of different multiclass classifiers: logistic discriminant analysis (LDA),
quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) and multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLP). We
hypothesize that the combination of spectral measures and nonlinear methods can be useful to
help in AD and MCI diagnosis. For this reason, our proposed methodology is based on both frequency
(spectral features) and time domain (nonlinear features) analyses applied to EEG recordings. However,
this exhaustive characterization of EEG may lead to obtaining redundant features sharing similar
information. In order to avoid this issue, an automatic feature selection stage based on the fast
correlation-based filter (FCBF) is followed [15]. Finally, a classification approach is also conducted.
Previous studies performed a binary classification approach facing AD vs. HC, MCI vs. HC and AD
vs. MCI [16–20]. Only McBride et al. reported a three-way classification, but via binary classifiers [21].
Additionally, their approach was validated through a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure, leading
to multiple models. By contrast, our proposal focuses on building a single multiclass model to
determine the group for each subject. This is an essential feature for a simplified screening protocol
in the future. Afterwards, the group for each subject was settled with a trial-based majority vote
procedure, as proposed in previous studies involving early AD recognition [22].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

EEG data were recorded from 111 subjects: 37 AD patients, 37 MCI patients, and 37 elderly HC
subjects. Patients with dementia or MCI due to AD were diagnosed according to the clinical National
Institute on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) criteria, whereas HC were elderly subjects
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without a cognitive impairment and with no history of neurological or psychiatric disorder [23].
Inclusion and exclusion criteria for each group can be found in our previous study [20].

All participants and patients’ caregivers were informed about the research background and the
study protocol. Moreover, all of them gave their written informed consent to be included in the study.
The Ethics Committee at the Río Hortega University Hospital (Valladolid, Spain) endorsed the study
protocol, according to The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

2.2. EEG Recording

Five minutes of spontaneous EEG activity were recorded using a 19-channel EEG system (XLTEK®,
Natus Medical, Pleasanton, CA, USA). Specifically, EEG activity was acquired from Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4,
F7, F8, Cz, C3, C4, T3, T4, T5, T6, Pz, P3, P4, O1, and O2, at a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. Subjects
were asked to stay in a relaxed state, awake, and with closed eyes during EEG acquisition. During
the recording procedure, EEG traces were visually monitored in real time, and muscle activity was
identified to avoid high-frequency noise. Additionally, independent component analysis (ICA) was
performed to minimize the presence of oculographic, cardiographic, and myographic artifacts [7].
Afterwards, EEG signals were digitally filtered using a finite impulse response filter designed with
a Hamming window between 1 and 70 Hz and a notch filter to remove the power line frequency
interference (50 Hz, Butterworth filter). Finally, an experienced technician selected artifact-free epochs
of 5-s by visual inspection.

We randomly divided our EEG database into training and test sets. The training set was formed
by: 20 AD patients (45.85 ± 8.36 trials per subject, mean ± standard deviation, SD), 20 MCI subjects
(46.85 ± 10.68 trials per subject) and 20 HC subjects (45.60 ± 7.93 trials per subject). The recordings
not selected for the training set were assigned to the test set: 17 AD patients (44.53 ± 10.10 trials per
subject), 17 MCI subjects (49.82 ± 8.29 trials per subject) and 17 HC subjects (44.24 ± 7.81 trials per
subject). No statistically significant differences were found in age (p-value > 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis test)
and gender (p-value > 0.05, chi-squared test) among AD, MCI, and HC groups. Table 1 shows relevant
socio-demographic and clinical data for each group.

Table 1. Social-demographic and clinical data for each group.

Training Set Test Set

HC MCI AD HC MCI AD

Number of subjects 20 20 20 17 17 17
Number of trials 912 937 917 752 847 757

Age (years) 75.6 77.9 80.7 76.4 75.3 82.4
(median [IQR]) [74.1, 77.6] [67.9, 79.8] [74.7, 83.3] [73.6, 78.9] [69.8, 82.0] [77.7, 83.9]

Gender (Male:Female) 8:12 8:12 5:15 4:13 8:9 7:10
MMSE 1 29 27.5 21 29 27 22

(median [IQR]) [28, 30] [26.5, 29] [18.5, 22.5] [28, 30] [27, 28] [20, 24]
B-ADL 2 1.1 2.9 5.8 1.2 2.8 6.4

(median [IQR]) [1.0, 1.2] [2.4, 3.3] [5.1, 7.2] [1.0, 1.3] [2.3, 2.5] [5.0, 4.3]
Education level (A:B) 3 5:15 11:9 8:12 5:12 12:5 10:7

1 MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; 2 B-ADL: Bayer-Activities of Daily Living; 3 A: primary education or
below, B: secondary education or above.

2.3. Methods

The methodology followed in this study is represented in Figure 1. After EEG-signal recording
and data pre-processing, both spectral and nonlinear features were computed. Then, FCBF was
applied to the training set to automatically select an optimum set of features. Finally, three different
multiclass classification approaches (LDA, QDA, and MLP) were adopted to settle the group for each
trial and subject.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the steps followed in the EEG analysis: data collection, pre-processing,
feature extraction, feature selection and classification.

2.3.1. Feature Extraction

Spectral Analysis

A typical approach to characterize electromagnetic brain recordings is based on the analysis of
their spectral content [24–26]. Spectral parameters are based on the normalized power spectral density
in the frequency band of interest (PSDn). In this request, the following spectral parameters have been
calculated from the PSDn: relative power (RP), median frequency (MF), individual alpha frequency
(IAF), and spectral entropy (SE).

• RP represents the relative contribution of different frequency components to the global power
spectrum. RP is more appropriate than absolute power to analyze EEG data, as RP provides
independent thresholds from the measurement equipment and lower inter-subject variability [27].
RP is obtained by summing the contribution of the desired spectral components:

RP( f1, f2) =
f2

∑
f1

PSDn( f ), (1)

where f1 and f2 are the low and the high cut-off frequencies of each band, respectively.
In this study, RP was calculated in the conventional EEG frequency bands: delta (δ, 1–4 Hz),
theta (θ, 4–8 Hz), alpha (α, 8–13 Hz), beta-1 (β1, 13–19 Hz), beta-2 (β2, 19–30 Hz) and gamma
(γ, 30–70 Hz).

• MF offers an alternative way to quantify the spectral changes of the EEG, and it is a simple index
that summarizes the whole spectral content of the PSDn. MF is defined as the frequency that
comprises 50% of the PSDn power:

MF

∑
1Hz

PSDn( f ) = 0.5
70Hz

∑
1Hz

PSDn( f ). (2)

Previous studies suggested that MF provides a better performance for the characterization of
brain activity than mean frequency, whose original definition is based on the computation of the
spectral centroid [28].

• IAF evaluates the frequency at which the maximum alpha power is reached. Alpha oscillations
are dominant in the EEG of resting normal subjects, with the exception of irregular activity in
the delta band and lower frequencies. This issue involves that the PSD displays a peak around
the alpha band. The IAF estimation in the present work is based on the calculation of the MF in
the extended alpha band (4–15 Hz), as previous EEG studies on AD recommended [29]. This is
shown in the following equation:

IAF

∑
1Hz

PSDn( f ) = 0.5
15Hz

∑
4Hz

PSDn( f ). (3)
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• SE estimates the signal irregularity in terms of the flatness of the power spectrum [30]. On the
one hand, a uniform power spectrum with a broad spectral content (e.g., a highly irregular signal
like white noise) provides a high entropy value. On the other hand, a narrow power spectrum
with only a few spectral components (e.g., a highly predictable signal like a sum of sinusoids)
yields a low SE value. The equation for calculating SE would be:

SE = −
70Hz

∑
1Hz

PSDn( f )· log[PSDn( f )]. (4)

Nonlinear Analysis

Alterations caused by AD and MCI also modify complexity, variability and the irregularity of the
EEG activity [9,12,31–34]. Hence, to complement the spectral analysis, five global nonlinear methods
were also calculated: Lempel–Ziv complexity (LZC), central tendency measure (CTM), sample entropy
(SampEn), fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn), and auto-mutual information (AMI).

• LZC estimates the complexity of a finite sequence of symbols. LZC analysis is based on a
coarse-graining of measurements. Therefore, the EEG signal must be previously transformed
into a finite symbol string. In this study, we used the simplest possible way: a binary sequence
conversion (zeros and ones). By comparison with a threshold Td, the original signal samples are
converted into a 0–1 sequence P = s(1), s(2), . . . , s(N) with s(i) defined by:

s(i) =

{
0 i f x(i) < Td
1 i f x(i) ≥ Td

. (5)

The threshold Td is estimated as the median value of the signals amplitude in each channel because
it is more robust to outliers. The string P is then scanned from left to right and a complexity
counter c(N) is increased by one every time a new subsequence of consecutive characters is
encountered in the scanning process. In order to obtain a complexity measure that is independent
of the sequence length, c(N) should be normalized. For a binary conversion, the upper bound of
c(N) is given by b(N) = N/ log2(N) and c(N) can be normalized via b(N):

LZC =
c(N)

b(N)
. (6)

LZC values are normalized between 0 and 1, with higher LZC values for more complex time series.
The detailed algorithm for LZC measure can be found in [35].

• CTM quantifies the variability of a given time series on the basis of its first-order differences.
For CTM calculation, scatter plots of first differences of the data are drawn. The value of CTM
is computed as the proportion of points in the plot that fall within a radius ρ, which must be
specified [36]. For a time series with N samples, N − 2 would be the total number of points in
the scatter plot that can be plotted by representing x(n + 2)− x(n + 1) versus x(n + 1)− x(n).
Subsequently, the CTM of the time series can be computed as:

CTM =
∑N−2

i=1 δ(di)

N − 2
, (7)

where

δ(di) =

⎧⎨⎩ 1 i f
[
(x(i + 2)− x(i + 1))2 + (x(i + 1)− x(i))2

] 1
2
< ρ

0 otherwise
. (8)
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Thus, CTM ranges between 0 and 1, with higher values corresponding to points more concentrated
around the center of the plot (i.e., corresponding to less degree of variability).

• SampEn is an embedding entropy used to quantify the irregularity. It can be applied to short and
relatively noisy time series [37]. To compute SampEn, two input parameters should be specified:
a run length m and a tolerance window r. SampEn is the negative natural logarithm of the
conditional probability that two sequences similar for m points remain similar at the next point,
within a tolerance r, excluding self-matches [37]. Thus, SampEn assigns a nonnegative number
to a time series, with larger values corresponding to greater signal irregularity. For a time series
of N points, X(n) = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N)}, the k = 1, . . . , N − m + 1 vectors of length m are
formed as Xm(k) = {x(k + i), i = 0, . . . , m − 1}. The distances among vectors are calculated as
the maximum absolute distance between their corresponding scalar elements. Bi is the number
of vectors that satisfy the condition that their distance is less than r. The counting number of
different vectors is calculated and normalized as [37]:

Bm(r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

Bi
N − m − 1

. (9)

Repeating the process for vectors of length m + 1, Bm+1(r) can be obtained and SampEn can be
defined as:

SampEn(m, r) = −ln
[

Bm+1(r)
Bm(r)

]
. (10)

• FuzzyEn provides information about how a signal fluctuates with time by comparing the time
series with a delayed version of itself [38]. As SampEn, higher FuzzyEn values are associated
with more irregular time series. To compute FuzzyEn, three parameters must be fixed. The first
parameter, m, is the length of the vectors to be compared, like in SampEn. The other ones, r and
n, are the width and the gradient of the boundary of the exponential function, respectively [38].
Given a time series X(n) = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N)}, the FuzzyEn algorithm reads as follows:

1. Compose N − m + 1 vectors of length m such that:

Xm
i = {x(i), x(i + 1), . . . , x(i + m − 1)} − x0(i), (11)

where x0(i) is given by:

x0(i) =
1
m

m−1

∑
j=0

x(i + j). (12)

2. Compute the distance, dm
ij , between each two vectors, Xm

i and Xm
j , as the maximum absolute

difference of their corresponding scalar components. Given n and r, calculate the similarity
degree, Dm

ij , between Xm
i and Xm

j through a fuzzy function μ(dm
ij , n, r):

Dm
ij (n, r) = μ

(
dm

ij , n, r
)
= exp

[
−
(dm

ij )
n

r

]
. (13)

3. Define the function φm as:

φm(n, r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

(
1

N − m + 1

N−m

∑
j=1, j �=i

Dm
ij

)
. (14)
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4. Increase the dimension to m + 1, form the vector Xm+1
i and the function φm+1. Finally,

FuzzyEn(m, n, r) is defined as the negative natural logarithm of the deviation of φm from
φm+1:

FuzzyEn(m, n, r) = ln[φm(n, r)]− ln
[
φm+1(n, r)

]
. (15)

• AMI is the particularization of mutual information applied to time-delayed versions of the same
sequence. Mutual information is a metric derived from Shannon’s information theory to estimate
the information gain from observations of one random event on another [31]. AMI estimates, on
average, the degree to which a time-delayed version of a signal can be predicted from the original
one. Thus, more predictable time series, and accordingly more regular, lead to higher AMI values.
The AMI between X(n) and X(n + k) is [31]:

AMI = ∑
X(n), X(n+k)

PXXτ[X(n), X(n + k)] log2

{
PXXk[X(n), X(n + k)]

PXk[X(n)] PXk[X(n + k)]

}
, (16)

where PXk[X(n)] is the probability density for the measurement X(n), while
PXXk[X(n), X(n + k)] is the joint probability density for the measurements of X(n) and
X(n + k). In this study, the AMI was estimated over a time delay from 0 to 0.5 s and was then
normalized, so that AMI(k = 0) = 1.

2.3.2. Feature Selection: Fast-Correlation-Based Filter

The aforementioned characterization of the EEG may lead to the extraction of several features
that provide similar information about the brain dynamics in AD, MCI, and HC. Consequently, a
feature selection stage was also included. In our study, FCBF was used to discard those redundant
features that share more information with the other ones than with the variable that defines the group
membership. FCBF is based on symmetrical uncertainty (SU), which is a normalized quantification of
the information gain between each feature and the group membership variables [15]. It consists of two
steps: relevance and redundancy analyses of the features.

• In the first step, a relevance analysis of the features is done. Thus, SU between each feature Xi
and the group membership Y is computed as follows:

SU(Xi, Y) = 2
[

H(Xi)− H(Xi|Y)
H(Xi) + H(Y)

]
, i = 1, 2, . . . , I, (17)

where H(·) is the well-known Shannon’s entropy, H(Xi|Y) is the Shannon’s entropy of Xi
conditioned on Y, and I is the number of features extracted (in our study, I = 14 features). SU is
normalized to the range [0, 1], with a value of SU = 1, indicating that, when knowing one feature,
it is possible to completely predict the other, and a value of SU = 0 indicates that the two variables
are independent. Then, a ranking of features is done based on their relevance since the higher the
value of SU is, the more relevant the feature is.

• The second step is a redundancy analysis used to discard redundant features. SU between each
pair of features SU(Xi, Xj) is sequentially estimated beginning from the first-ranked ones. If Xi
shares more information with Xj than with the corresponding group Y, SU(Xi, Xj) ≥ SU(Xi, Y)
(with Xi being more highly ranked than Xj), the feature j is discarded due to redundancy and it is
not considered in subsequent comparisons. The optimal features are those not discarded when
the algorithm ends.

2.3.3. Classification Approach

The described AD-MCI-HC diagnosis problem corresponds to a pattern classification task.
Specifically, it can be modeled as a three-class classification problem. Bayesian decision theory
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establishes the rule to make such a decision to minimize the probability of misclassification [39]. We
have implemented LDA, QDA, and MLP models to ensure that our conclusions take into account a
variety of classification methodologies. In this study, we classify trials using each trained model, and,
then, every subject is classified by means of a majority vote of all its trials [22].

Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (LDA and QDA)

LDA takes an input vector and assigns it to one out of the K classes using linear hyperplanes
as decision surfaces [40]. This classifier assumes that different classes generate data based on
different Gaussian distributions, whose parameters are estimated with the fitting function during
the training. In order to predict the classes of new data, the trained model finds the class with
the smallest misclassification cost assuming that the covariance matrices of each class are identical
(homoscedasticity) [40].

QDA is a classification approach closely related to LDA. However, there is no assumption that the
covariance of all classes are identical among them and it establishes a quadratic decision boundary
between classes in the feature space [40].

Multi-Layer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network (MLP)

MLP is an artificial neural network that maps an input vector onto a set of output variables using
a nonlinear function controlled by a vector of adjustable parameters. The use of neural networks for
classification issues has some advantages. First, no prior assumptions about the distribution of the
data are required, since neural network algorithms adjust themselves to the environment by means of
the training or learning process. Thus, complex relationships can be modeled by these algorithms [41].

An MLP consists of three or more layers (an input and an output layer with one or more hidden
layers) of neurons, with each layer fully connected to the next one. In our study, we have evaluated
MLP networks with a single hidden layer of neurons, since networks with this architecture are capable
of universal approximation [42]. MLP utilizes backpropagation in conjunction with an optimization
method, such as gradient descent, with the aim of finding appropriate weights to connect neurons
each other. Backpropagation is based on the definition of a suitable error function, which is minimized
by updating the weights in the network [39].

In order to predict the classes for new data, the trained MLP model provides the posterior
probability of belonging to each class. A three-class classification problem involves the use of three
output neurons, one neuron per group. In our study, the number of neurons in the hidden layer (nh)
and a regularization parameter (u) were optimized by cross-validation leaving all trials of a subject out
in every iteration in the training set. This procedure was carried out 30 times to minimize the effect of
network random initialization and then the results were averaged [43]. NETLAB toolbox was used to
implement the neural network classifier [44].

2.4. Statistical Analysis

The three-class diagnostic ability of the models was assessed in terms of accuracy (Acc, overall
percentage of subjects rightly classified) and Cohen’s kappa (k). k measures the agreement between
predicted and observed classes, avoiding the part of agreement by chance [45]. On the other hand,
the performance of the models for HC vs. all and AD vs. all comparison was described by sensitivity
(Se, percentage of positive subjects appropriately classified), specificity (Sp, percentage of negative
subjects correctly classified), Acc, positive predictive value (PPV, proportion of positive estimations of
the models that are true positive results) and negative predictive value (NPV, proportion of negative
estimations of the models that are true negative results).

3. Results

According to the proposed methods, we calculated 14 features from each EEG channel. Nine
spectral features: RP(d) (where RP(d) represents de RP value for the d band), RP(q), RP(a), RP(b1),
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RP(b2), RP(g), MF, IAF, and SE, and five derived from the nonlinear methods: LZC, CTM, SampEn,
FuzzyEn, and AMI. The results were obtained based on all the artifact-free trials within the five-minute
period of recording. Results from all EEG channels were averaged in order to achieve one value per
trial for each method.

3.1. Training Set

In order to select the optimal value of the different input parameters of each feature, only a training
set was used. The optimal value for r (CTM) was obtained by evaluating the range r ∈ [0.01, 0.5]
(step = 0.005). Values of r <0.01 were not considered, since they led to a CTM value close to 0 for every
subject, whereas values of r >0.5 were also discarded since they led to CTM values equal to 1 regardless
the group. For both SampEn and FuzzyEn, m and r optimal values were obtained by evaluating all the
combinations for m = 1, 2 and r ∈ (0.1·SD, 0.25·SD) (step = 0.05), where SD is the standard deviation of
the time series [38,46]. In the case of FuzzyEn, values of n = 1, 2, 3 were also evaluated to obtain its
optimal value [38]. We chose those configurations (r = 0.075 for CTM; m = 1 and r = 0.1·SD for SampEn;
and m = 1, r = 0.1·SD, and n = 3 for FuzzyEn) for which the corresponding CTM, SampEn, and FuzzyEn
values showed the lowest p-value (Kruskal–Wallis test) among the three groups. Table 2 summarizes
the averaged results for each group, taking into account only the training set. After feature extraction,
FCBF was applied to the training set. The final FCBF optimal set was composed of three features: two
spectral measures (IAF and RP(d)) and a nonlinear one (SampEn).

Table 2. Averaged results (median (interquartile range)) for each group and for each feature taking
into account only the training set.

Features HC MCI AD

RP(δ) 0.227 [0.179, 0.277] 0.164 [0.102, 0.221] 0.158 [0.103, 0.229]
RP(θ) 0.111 [0.083, 0.131] 0.122 [0.087, 0.155] 0.143 [0.103, 0.188]
RP(α) 0.243 [0.174, 0.291] 0.317 [0.224, 0.544] 0.279 [0.192, 0.447]
RP(β1) 0.128 [0.101, 0.155] 0.101 [0.081, 0.160] 0.101 [0.073, 0.141]
RP(β2) 0.111 [0.084, 0.138] 0.105 [0.048, 0.135] 0.091 [0.060, 0.119]
RP(γ) 0.097 [0.074, 0.168] 0.087 [0.037, 0.145] 0.089 [0.047, 0.141]

MF 10.584 [9.690, 11.900] 10.467 [8.639, 12.285] 9.971 [9.030, 10.997]
IAF 9.502 [8.751, 9.996] 9.404 [8.519, 9.972] 8.811 [8.510, 9.474]
SE 0.813 [0.760, 0.822] 0.796 [0.695, 0.816] 0.782 [0.733, 0.809]

LZC 0.684 [0.6331, 0.7360] 0.667 [0.551, 0.731] 0.663 [0.589, 0.713]
CTM 0.101 [0.076, 0.129] 0.111 [0.086, 0.165] 0.116 [0.077, 0.183]

SampEn 1.366 [1.288, 1.540] 1.312 [1.103, 1.489] 1.274 [1.034, 1.489]
FuzzyEn 0.532 [0.466, 0.624] 0.514 [0.395, 0.618] 0.508 [0.427, 0.584]

AMI −0.149 [−0.184, −0.130] −0.149 [−0.175, −0.124] −0.145 [−0.164, −0.128]

The MLP model was obtained according to the optimal values for nh and u. Both were optimized
by cross-validation, leaving all trials for each subject out in every iteration. For each value of u between
0 and 100 (step = 5), we varied the number of neurons in the hidden layer from 1 to 20 (step = 1)
in order to compute the k value. This procedure was carried out 30 times to minimize the effect of
network random initialization. Then, the k values were averaged [43]. The optimal values (highest k
for trials) were u = 45 and 11 neurons in the hidden layer, as Figure 2 shows. On the other hand, since
LDA and QDA models have no tuning parameters to be optimized, these were trained using all trials
in the training set.
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Figure 2. Optimal regularization parameter (υ) and number of neurons in the hidden layer (nh) for MLP.

3.2. Test Set

Once the models were trained, their diagnostic ability was only evaluated using the test set.
The overall accuracy of the models in the three-class classification task was 58.82% with LDA,
60.78% with QDA, and 62.75% with MLP. Additionally, we obtained k values of 0.3824 with LDA,
0.4118 with QDA and 0.4412 with MLP. These results show that MLP outperformed the discriminant
analyses classifiers.

Table 3 displays the confusion matrices of each model, i.e., the model class estimation for each
subject versus their actual group. As expected, the three models had higher difficulties when classifying
MCI trials and subjects, as this is an intermediate state between HC and AD.

Table 3. Confusion matrices of each model: trials and subjects’ classification in the test set.

LDA QDA MLP

Actual ↓\Estimated → HC MCI AD HC MCI AD HC MCI AD

HC 11 4 2 13 3 1 12 3 2
MCI 4 7 6 4 7 6 4 8 5
AD 2 3 12 3 3 11 2 3 12

Table 4 shows Se, Sp, Acc, PPV and NPV for each method for HC vs. all and AD vs. all, derived
from confusion matrices. MLP showed the highest diagnostic performance when determining whether
a subject is not healthy (HC vs. all classification tasks: Se = 82.35% and PPV = 84.85%). Furthermore,
the network showed the highest diagnostic capability when determining whether a subject does not
suffer from AD (AD vs. all comparison: Sp = 79.41% and NPV = 84.38%). LDA and QDA showed
similar tendencies although reaching lower diagnostic performance than MLP, as Table 4 shows.
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Table 4. Diagnostic performance for HC vs. all and AD vs. all, derived from confusion matrices.

HC vs. All AD vs. All

LDA QDA MLP LDA QDA MLP

Se (%) 82.35 79.41 82.35 70.59 64.71 70.59
Sp (%) 64.71 76.47 70.59 76.47 79.41 79.41
Acc (%) 76.47 78.43 78.43 74.51 74.51 76.47
PPV (%) 82.35 87.10 84.85 60.00 61.11 63.16
NPV (%) 64.71 65.00 66.67 83.87 81.82 84.38

4. Discussion

4.1. Spectral and Nonlinear Characterization of AD and MCI

Our spectral results suggested that AD and MCI elicit a slowing of spontaneous EEG activity.
Further inspection of RP values revealed that AD patients reached higher RP values in low frequency
bands (q) and lower RP values in high frequency bands (b1, b2 and g) than HC subjects. For the
MCI group, a slight slowing of neural oscillations was found in comparison with HC. This increase
of slow rhythms in spontaneous EEG activity was also observed by means of MF and IAF. Both
spectral parameters were lower for AD patients than for MCI and HC subjects. These findings confirm
the trend reported in previous studies: AD and MCI are accompanied by a progressive slow-down
of EEG [24,25]. Finally, our SE results showed changes in the frequency distribution of the power
spectrum. However, the physiological explanations for all of these alterations are not clear. The most
extended hypothesis is that a significant cerebral cholinergic deficit underlies cognitive symptoms,
as memory loss. A loss of cholinergic innervation of the neocortex might play a critical role in the EEG
slowing associated with AD [24]. Analogously, the slowing of neural oscillations in AD could also be
due to the loss of neurotransmitter acetylcholine, since the cholinergic system modulates spontaneous
cortical activity at low frequencies [26].

Regarding the nonlinear parameters that quantify the complexity and irregularity of EEG
recordings, our findings showed lower LZC, SampEn, FuzzyEn and higher AMI values for AD patients
than for HC subjects. For these measures, MCI subjects showed intermediate values between AD and
HC. Previous EEG studies also reported a loss of complexity and irregularity associated with early AD
and MCI by means of nonlinear measures [9,12,31–34]. Additionally, CTM values were higher in AD
patients and lower in HC subjects. This result suggests a decrease on variability in AD, as Abásolo
et al. previously reported [12]. Taking into account the different nature of the nonlinear parameters,
our results showed that the brain activity from AD patients is less complex, more regular and less
variable than in MCI and HC subjects. These changes can be associated with both loss of information
content and alterations in information processing at the cerebral cortex [47]. The decrease of EEG
complexity can also be due to the loss of neurons or synapses, since they are associated with the
complex dynamical processing within the brain neural networks [33].

4.2. Towards a Screening Protocol of AD

Previous studies explored several EEG features for AD and MCI discrimination from HC, focusing
on binary discrimination problems (AD vs. HC, MCI vs. HC and AD vs. MCI) [16–20]. To the best of
our knowledge, only one study performed a three-way classification, although via binary classifiers [21].
McBride et al. reached an accuracy value of 85.42% when comparing HC vs. all and 83.33% for AD vs.
all (eyes closed resting condition) [21]. Although their results are slightly higher than ours (78.43% and
76.47% for both comparisons, respectively), several advantages of our methodology should be noticed.
Firstly, their database was composed by only 47 subjects, in contrast to the 111 subjects recruited for
our study. This data limitation also led the authors to validate its proposal through a leave-one-out
cross-validation procedure instead of using a hold-out approach (training and test sets). As they
obtained a different model for each iteration, the inclusion of new subjects would imply changes in
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every iteration of cross-validation. However, once our model is trained, the subsequent runtime to
apply new data is trivial. It allows us to classify new data just feeding the trained model with the
standardized version of them, simplifying the screening protocol.

In contrast to the above-mentioned studies, our MLP single model can be used not only for the
three-class classification task but also in binary assessments of healthy vs. cognitively impaired subjects.
As derived from Tables 3 and 4, it has shown the ability to detect whether a subject suffers from AD
or MCI in 28 out of the 34 non-healthy subjects (82.53% Se)—with a positive post-test probability of
84.85% (28 subjects rightly classified out of 33 subjects predicted as AD or MCI)—and only predicting
two out of 17 AD patients as HC. In addition, the same model also showed the ability to discard AD
in 27 out of the 34 subjects not suffering from it (79.41% Sp), including 15 out of the 17 HC (88.24%).
These results highlight the clinical usefulness of our proposal, which might be expressed as a screening
strategy similar to:

1. If the MLP model predicts AD, recommend beginning a treatment since most probably (89.47%,
17 out of 19 subjects) the patient suffers from AD or MCI.

2. If the MLP model predicts HC, do not treat the patient, since most probably (88.89%, 16 out of
18 subjects) he/she does not suffer from AD; consider a regular evaluation of the subject in the
persistence of symptoms in order to minimize the number of AD and MCI missed subjects.

3. If the MLP predicts MCI, conduct a regular evaluation of the patient since doubts arise about the
cognitive status of the subject.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research Lines

Despite the fact that we showed the usefulness of our proposal, some limitations need to be
addressed. Although we used a large data sample to train and validate the models (5122 trials), they
were obtained from 111 subjects. Hence, analyzing more recordings from different subjects would
enhance the generalization ability of our results. Moreover, taking into account the MCI heterogeneity,
it would be useful to characterize different subtypes and conduct a longitudinal analysis to characterize
subjects with stable MCI and those who progress to AD. Finally, only three classification approaches
(LDA, QDA, and MLP) have been used in this study. In future research works, the usefulness of
other advanced classification methods, such as spiking neural networks and support vector machines,
should be evaluated.

5. Conclusions

To sum up, our results show that both AD and MCI elicit changes in the EEG background
activity: a slowing of EEG rhythms, alterations in the frequency distribution of the power spectrum, a
complexity loss, a regularity increase and a variability decrease. Our proposal has shown that spectral
and nonlinear features allows us to characterize the brain abnormalities associated with AD and MCI.
In addition, we have shown the high diagnostic ability of different three-class models trained with
this EEG information, particularly when predicting AD and HC status. These results highlight the
usefulness of our proposal in order to help physicians classify AD, MCI and HC from EEG data.
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Abstract: Myocardial infarction (MI) is a silent condition that irreversibly damages the heart
muscles. It expands rapidly and, if not treated timely, continues to damage the heart muscles.
An electrocardiogram (ECG) is generally used by the clinicians to diagnose the MI patients. Manual
identification of the changes introduced by MI is a time-consuming and tedious task, and there is
also a possibility of misinterpretation of the changes in the ECG. Therefore, a method for automatic
diagnosis of MI using ECG beat with flexible analytic wavelet transform (FAWT) method is proposed
in this work. First, the segmentation of ECG signals into beats is performed. Then, FAWT is applied
to each ECG beat, which decomposes them into subband signals. Sample entropy (SEnt) is computed
from these subband signals and fed to the random forest (RF), J48 decision tree, back propagation
neural network (BPNN), and least-squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) classifiers to choose the
highest performing one. We have achieved highest classification accuracy of 99.31% using LS-SVM
classifier. We have also incorporated Wilcoxon and Bhattacharya ranking methods and observed no
improvement in the performance. The proposed automated method can be installed in the intensive
care units (ICUs) of hospitals to aid the clinicians in confirming their diagnosis.

Keywords: Myocardial infarction (MI); electrocardiogram (ECG) beats; flexible analytic wavelet
transform (FAWT); sample entropy; classification

1. Introduction

Myocardial infarction (MI) is a condition that indicates the injury of a heart cell due to the lack of
oxygenated blood in the cardiac arteries [1]. The main cause of MI is coronary heart disease (CHD),
which is responsible for nearly one-third of all deaths in the age group of above 35 years [2,3]. MI is
silent in nature and may lead to fast and non-recoverable damage to the muscles of heart [3]. If MI
is not controlled timely, then myocardial structure and functions of the left ventricle (LV) continue
to be damaged further. For the diagnosis of MI, the electrocardiogram (ECG) is used due to its low
operating cost and non-invasive nature [4]. Vital information related to the functioning of the heart
can be assessed by analyzing the ECG signals. Moreover, the MI results in the ST deviations and T
wave abnormalities in the ECG signal [4]. Manual identification of the changes in the ECG signals is
a difficult task. Only 82% ST-segment elevation in MI subjects may be recognised by the experienced
cardiologists [5]. Therefore, an automated identification system for MI patients is needed to facilitate
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the clinicians in their accurate diagnosis.The classification of ECG signals and the extracted beats from
ECG signals have been studied in the literature for diagnosis of heart disorders [6–8].

In literature, various studies are performed for the detection of MI patients. In [9], a total integral
of one ECG cycle and T-wave integral are suggested as features for the detection of MI. Time-domain
features computed from 12-lead ECG signals are explored with fuzzy multi-layer perception (FMLP)
network to classify the MI ECG signals [10]. In [11], a new multiple instance learning based approach is
proposed for the detection of MI. The Hermite basis functions are used to decompose the multilead ECG
signals and the obtained coefficients are found effective for the detection of acute MI [12]. The phase
space fractal dimension features and the artificial neural network classifier are explored to detect the
MI [13]. In [4], authors have applied neuro-fuzzy approach for the diagnosis of MI patients using
multilead ECG signals. A hybrid approach based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) and Gaussian
mixture models (GMMs) is proposed to distinguish the MI and normal ECG signals in [14].

In [15], characterization of the QRS complex of normal and MI subjects is performed using discrete
wavelet transform (DWT). Three different wavelets are used to decompose the ECG signals up to
the fourth level of decomposition. The Daubechies wavelet performed best among the three chosen
wavelets. The DWT technique is incorporated to extract the QRS complex of ECG signals, and it
is found that identification of the MI subject is possible by detecting the QRS complex [16]. In [17],
the phase of the complex wavelet coefficients obtained from the dual tree complex wavelet transform
(DTCWT) of 12-lead ECG signals is computed. Then, multiscale phase alteration values are used
as features to identify the normal, MI, and other abnormal ECG signals. In [18], the ECG signals of
normal, MI, and coronary artery disease (CAD) are applied to DWT, empirical mode decomposition
(EMD), and discrete cosine transform (DCT) techniques. The authors in this study achieved the best
performance when features obtained using DCT technique are subjected to the k-nearest neighbour
classifier (k-NN) classifier. Contourlet transform (CT) and shearlet transform (ST) based technique
is proposed to distinguish normal, MI, CAD, and congestive heart failure (CHF) subjects using ECG
beats in [19]. The performance of the CT based technique is found to be better in comparison to the ST
based method.

Our aim is to develop a method for automated diagnosis of MI patients in this work. We have
analyzed normal and ECG beats using sample entropy (SEnt) in flexible analytic wavelet transform
(FAWT) [20,21] framework. First, preprocessing is performed to remove the baseline wandering
and other noise present in the ECG signals. Then, ECG signals are segmented into the beats.
Furthermore, these beats are decomposed up to the 24th level of decomposition using FAWT. Sample
entropy (SEnt) is computed from each subband signal, which is reconstructed from the corresponding
coefficients of the FAWT based decomposition. The computed features are subjected to the
random forest (RF) [22], J48 decision tree [23,24], back propagation neural network (BPNN) [25],
and least-squares support vector machines (LS-SVM) [26] classifiers for separating the ECG beats of
MI and normal classes. The steps performed in the present work are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The proposed method to diagnose the myocardial infarction (MI) patients.
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The organization of the remaining sections of the paper is as follows: the dataset used,
preprocessing and segmentation of the ECG signals into beats, FAWT, SEnt, and classification methods
are provided in Section 2. The obtained results in this work are given in Section 3 and discussed in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of the work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Dataset Studied in This Work

The dataset, containing normal and MI ECG signals, has been obtained from Physikalisch
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) diagnostic ECG database from the Physiobank [27,28]. Each signal was
acquired at the sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The dataset contains normal ECG recordings of 52 subjects
and MI ECG recordings of 148 subjects. The ECG signals obtained from the lead-2 have been used in
present work.

2.2. Preprocessing and Segmentation of ECG Signals

We have used Daubechies 6 (db6) wavelet basis function to eliminate baseline wander and
noise present in the ECG signals [29]. After preprocessing, each ECG signal is segmented into beats
based on R-peak detection. The Pan–Tompkins algorithm is applied to identify the R-peaks [30].
The 250 samples from the left and 400 samples from the right of the R-point are considered as one
ECG beat [3]. Thus, each ECG beat contains 651 samples. Finally, we have 40,182 MI ECG beats and
10,546 normal ECG beats.

2.3. Computation of Features in FAWT Framework

In this work, we have computed SEnt in FAWT domain to classify MI and normal ECG beats.
The brief explanation of FAWT method is given below.

• FAWT

The FAWT is a rational-dilation wavelet transform, which allows one to easily adjust the dilation
factor, Quality (Q)-factor, and redundancy (R). The FAWT employs the fractional sampling rate in
high pass and low pass channels. Moreover, it provides analytic bases by separating positive and
negative frequencies in high-pass channels [20]. Employing fractional sampling rate and analytic bases
in FAWT provides shift-invariance, tunable oscillatory bases, and flexible time-frequency covering [21].
These properties make this transform suitable for analysing the transient and oscillatory components
of the signals. Q-factor controls the frequency resolution of FAWT. The high Q-factor provides finer
filter banks for analysing the signals in the frequency domain. For fixed dilation and Q-factors,
the redundancy controls the position of the wavelet.

The mathematical expressions of the filter banks for FAWT are given in Table 1. This table also
provides expression for perfect reconstruction condition for FAWT.

In Table 1, A and B are used to adjust the sampling rate of the low-pass channel, and C and D are
used to adjust the sampling rate of high-pass channels. The ωp and ωs are the cutoff frequencies of the
pass-band and stop-band for the low pass filter, respectively. The ω0 and ω3 are the stop-band cutoff
frequencies for the high pass filter, and ω1 and ω2 are the pass-band cutoff frequencies.

The relation between β and the Q-factor is as follows [20]:

Q =
2 − β

β
. (1)

Redundancy is defined as follows [20]:

R =

(
C
D

)
1

1 − (A/B)
. (2)
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We have used A = 5, B = 6, C = 1, D = 2 and β = (0.8 × C)/D [21,31,32] in the
present work. Level of decomposition is kept at J = 24. The selection procedure of J is given in
Section 3. FAWT has been utilized for detecting the CAD in [31,32], in order to diagnose CHF in [33],
to identify electroencephalogram (EEG) signals of focal and non-focal classes in [34], and for the
faults identification in rotating machinery [21]. We have used the Matlab toolbox (İ Bayram, İstanbul
Technical University, İstanbul, Turkey) available for FAWT implementation at [35].

Table 1. Mathematical expressions for filters and perfect reconstruction condition of flexible analytic
wavelet transform (FAWT).

Filters and Parameters
Mathematical Expressions

Used in FAWT

Low pass filter [20]

H(w) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(AB)1/2, |w| < wp

(AB)1/2θ
(

w − wp
ws − wp

)
, wp ≤ w ≤ ws

(AB)1/2θ
(

π − w + wp
ws − wp

)
, −ws ≤ w ≤ −wp

0, |w| ≥ ws

where,

wp =
(1 − β)π

A + ε
A , ws =

π
B

High pass filter [20]

G(w) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2CD)1/2θ
(

π − w − w0
w1 − w0

)
, w0 ≤ w < w1

(2CD)1/2, w1 ≤ w < w2

(2CD)1/2θ
(

w − w2
w3 − w2

)
, w2 ≤ w ≤ w3

0, w ∈ [0, w0) ∪ (w3, 2π)

where,

w0 =
(1 − β)π + ε

C , w1 = Aπ
BC , w2 = π − ε

C ,

w3 = π + ε
C , ε ≤ A − B + βB

A+B π.

Condition for perfect

|θ(π − w)|2 + |θ(w)|2 = 1

reconstruction [20]

(
1 − A

B

)
≤ β ≤

(
C
D

)
where,

θ(w)= [2 − cos(w)]1/2[1 + cos(w)]
2 for w ∈ [0, π]

2.4. Sample Entropy

SEnt [36] measures the complexity of the time series. It improves the performance by excluding
the bias due to the self matches counted in the computation of approximate entropy. Higher values of
SEnt indicate more complexity of the signal; on the other hand, the lower value of SEnt shows less
complexity of the signal.

Let us consider a time-series (y1, y2, ..........., yP) of length P for which the SEnt can be
computed as [37]:

SEnt(m, r, P) = − ln
(

Im+1(r)
Im(r)

)
, (3)

where Im(r) is defined as follows [37]:

Im(r) =
1

(P − mτ)

P−mτ

∑
j=1

Cm
j (r) (4)
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and

Cm
j (r) =

Sr
j

P − (m + 1)τ
, (5)

where Sr
j is the total count for which L [Y(j), Y(k)] ≤ r without considering the self-matches.

The parameter L [Y(j), Y(k)] is the distance between Y(j) and Y(k) vectors. Y(j) and Y(k) can be
given as [37]:

Y(j) = {yj, yj+τ , .........., yj+(m−1)τ},

Y(k) = {yk, yk+τ , .........., yk+(m−1)τ},

where j and k vary from 1 to P − mτ and k �= j.
In this work, we have experimentally chosen threshold (r) = 0.35, delay (τ) = 1, and embedding

dimension (m) = 5. Parameter selection procedure has been explained in the Section 3.

2.5. Studied Classification Techniques

We have used RF, J48 decision tree, BPNN, and LS-SVM in this work to perform the classification
of normal and MI ECG beats based on the extracted features. In this work, we have used Waikato
environment for knowledge analysis (WEKA) toolbox (version 3.7.13, The University of Waikato,
Hamilton, New Zeland) for the implementation of RF, J48 decision tree, and BPNN classifiers [38].
We have used default parameters provided in WEKA toolbox for RF, J48 decision tree, and BPNN
classifiers. Recently, RF, J48 decision tree, and BPNN classifiers have been used to analyze the sleep
stages from EEG signals in [39].

Mathematical expression for decision making function of LS-SVM is given as follows [26]:

I = sign

[
Z

∑
z=1

αzwzE(y, yz) + b

]
. (6)

In the above expression, E(y, yz), αz, yz, b, wz, and Z represent a kernel function, Lagrangian
multiplier, the z-th input vector of D-dimensions, bias term, target vector, and total data points,
respectively.

Kernel functions are used with LS-SVM to map the input space to the higher dimension space and
the two classes can be separated using an optimal hyperplane [26]. In this work, linear, polynomial,
radial basis function (RBF), and Morlet wavelet kernels are employed with LS-SVM to perform the
classification. The mathematical expressions of these kernels are provided in Table 2. In Table 2,
x represents the order of the polynomial kernel, σ determines the width of RBF kernel, and q and D
represent the scale factor of the Morlet wavelet kernel and the dimension of the feature set, respectively.
LS-SVM is widely used in various biomedical signals classifications [40–44].

In the present work, we have evaluated the classification performance in terms of accuracy,
specificity, and sensitivity [45].

Table 2. Different kernel functions and their mathematical expressions.

Kernel Functions Mathematical Expressions

Linear [26] E(y, yz) = yT
z y

Polynomial [26] E(y, yz) = (yT
z y + 1)x

Radial basis function (RBF) [46] E(y, yz) = e
−‖y − yz‖2

2σ2

Morlet wavelet [47,48] E(y, yz) = ∏D
n=1 cos

[
k0

yn − yn
z

q

]
e
−‖yn − yn

z ‖2

2q2
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3. Results

First, we have segmented the MI and normal ECG signals into the beats. Each ECG beat of both
classes is decomposed into different subband signals using FAWT. The sample entropies are computed
from these different subband signals. We start performing the experiments with J = 5 and initial
parameters for SEnt m = 2, τ = 1, and r = 0.15 are choosen [37]. Typical subband signals extracted
from the decomposition of normal and MI ECG beats at the 5th level of decomposition using FAWT
are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively. In Figure 2, subband signals SB1 to SB5 are reconstructed from
the detail coefficients from level 1 to level 5, and SB6 is reconstructed from the approximate coefficients
at level 5.

We fed the features to the RF classifier for selecting the suitable parameters. Variation of classification
accuracies for various values for m and τ is provided in Table 3. It can be inferred from the table
that accuracy of classification is highest for m = 5 and τ = 1. Classification accuracy for various
values of r is shown in Figure 3. We have achieved the maximum classification accuracy for r = 0.35.
Hence, we have used the parameters m = 5, τ = 1, and r = 0.35 to compute the sample entropies
in this work. Moreover, we have increased the decomposition level to J = 6, and observed that the
classification accuracy is increased to 91.95%. Hence, we further increased the decomposition level
up to the maximum possible decomposition level using FAWT with parameters values A = 5, B = 6,
C = 1, D = 2 and β = (0.8 × C)/D, which is J = 24 [35]. The plot of classification accuracy versus
decomposition levels is shown in Figure 4. We can observe that accuracy is increasing with increase in
the decomposition level. The highest classification accuracy of 97.10% is achieved with RF classifier
at J = 24. We have employed a 10-fold cross-validation procedure for the training and testing of the
classifier [49]. The classification accuracy achieved using J48 decision tree and BPNN classifiers are
93.97% and 92.85%, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Plot of decomposed subband signals: (a) normal electrocardiogram (ECG) beat, (b) MI ECG beat.
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Table 3. Classification accuracies computed using random forest (RF) classifier for different values of
m and τ using Sample entropy (SEnt) with r = 0.15.

m−→ 2 3 4 5
τ↓
1 87.716% 89.353% 89.353% 89.629%
2 88.92% 89.128% 89.32% 89.075%
3 89.126% 88.84% 88.739% 88.84%

Figure 3. Plot of accuracy (%) versus r of SEnt with RF classifier.

Figure 4. Plot of accuracy (%) versus level of decomposition with RF classifier.

Furthermore, we have also tested the features with LS-SVM classifier with different kernel
functions, namely, polynomial, linear, RBF, and Morlet wavelet kernels at J = 24. Variation of
classification accuracy (%) with the RBF kernel parameter σ is shown in Figure 5. We can observe from
Figure 5 that classification accuracy of LS-SVM is at a maximum for RBF kernel parameter σ = 2.2.
Plot of changes in the value of accuracy (%) for variation in the parameter q of Morlet wavelet kernel
is shown in Figure 6. LS-SVM showed maximum accuracy with Morlet wavelet kernel at q = 11.
The performance of LS-SVM, using four different kernels used in our work, is summarized in Table 4.
LS-SVM yielded the highest classification performance with RBF kernel, and achieved an accuracy,
specificity, and sensitivity of 99.31%, 98.12%, and 99.62%, respectively.

We have also employed Wilcoxon and Bhattacharya ranking methods for improving the
performance of the proposed system [50,51]. The plots of the classification accuracy (%) for various
ranked features are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for RBF and Morlet wavelet kernels, respectively.
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It can be noted that the ranking methods are not able to improve the classification performance.
The discrimination ability of the features is determined by computing the p-values using the
Kruskal–Wallis (KW) test [52]. Recently, the KW test has been explored to test the statistical significance
of the features in various biomedical signal analysis applications [53–55]. The p-values are found
significantly low (p < 0.0001) for all the features (SEnt computed from 25 subband signals), which
indicate good discrimination ability of all the computed features. Mean and standard deviation values
for features are provided in Table 5. In Table 5, SEnt refers to the sample entropy and the subscript
refers to the corresponding subband signal from which SEnt is computed.

Figure 5. Plot of accuracies versus σ of RBF kernel.

Figure 6. Plot of accuracies versus q of Morlet wavelet kernel.

Table 4. Classification accuracy (%) of least-squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) for different
kernel functions.

Kernel Function Parameters Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Linear 83.32 81.83 89.02

Polynomial x = 2 96.30 96.01 97.43
x = 3 96.74 96.44 97.92

RBF σ = 2.2 99.31 99.62 98.12

Morlet wavelet q = 11, k0 = 0.25 99.30 99.64 97.92
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Figure 7. Plot of accuracy (%) versus number of features using LS-SVM with RBF kernel.

Figure 8. Plot of accuracy (%) versus number of features using LS-SVM with Morlet wavelet kernel.

Table 5. Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) for normal and MI classes.

Feature
Normal Class MI Class

(M ± SD) (M ± SD)

SEntSB1 0.0111 ± 0.0248 0.0448 ± 0.0651
SEntSB2 0.0250 ± 0.0385 0.0742 ± 0.0664
SEntSB3 0.0030 ± 0.0039 0.0071 ± 0.0112
SEntSB4 0.0032 ± 0.0026 0.0058 ± 0.0070
SEntSB5 0.0282 ± 0.0298 0.0660 ± 0.0491
SEntSB6 0.0625 ± 0.0431 0.0971 ± 0.0483
SEntSB7 0.0727 ± 0.0390 0.0973 ± 0.0420
SEntSB8 0.0696 ± 0.0388 0.0965 ± 0.0413
SEntSB9 0.0501 ± 0.0324 0.0722 ± 0.0338
SEntSB10 0.0493 ± 0.0246 0.0596 ± 0.0257
SEntSB11 0.0569 ± 0.0251 0.0680 ± 0.0244
SEntSB12 0.0674 ± 0.0305 0.0902 ± 0.0205
SEntSB13 0.0627 ± 0.0354 0.0928 ± 0.0288
SEntSB14 0.0599 ± 0.0340 0.0754 ± 0.0374
SEntSB15 0.0501 ± 0.0305 0.0663 ± 0.0380
SEntSB16 0.0480 ± 0.0221 0.0597 ± 0.0329
SEntSB17 0.0521 ± 0.0162 0.0607 ± 0.0247
SEntSB18 0.0894 ± 0.0151 0.0978 ± 0.0227
SEntSB19 0.1437 ± 0.0129 0.1442 ± 0.0157
SEntSB20 0.1491 ± 0.0056 0.1515 ± 0.0070
SEntSB21 0.1501 ± 0.0066 0.1475 ± 0.0087
SEntSB22 0.1230 ± 0.0100 0.1197 ± 0.0104
SEntSB23 0.0904 ± 0.0030 0.0911 ± 0.0038
SEntSB24 0.0665 ± 0.0010 0.0663 ± 0.0013
SEntSB25 0.0420 ± 0.0087 0.0363 ± 0.0107
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Furthermore, we test the classification performance with balanced dataset (10,546 beats of each
class) with the same parameter values of SEnt and FAWT. Classification accuracy for this case using
LS-SVM classifier is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Classification accuracy (%) of LS-SVM with different kernel functions for balanced dataset.

Kernel Function Parameters Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Linear 85.74 84.64 86.83

Polynomial x = 2 94.06 92.61 95.52

x = 3 96.88 95.98 97.77

RBF σ = 2.2 98.27 99.13 97.40

Morlet wavelet q = 11, k0 = 0.25 98.19 99.20 97.17

4. Discussions

In the present work, the ECG beats are decomposed into the 24th level of FAWT for obtaining
subband signals. Furthermore, SEnt is computed from each of the subband signal. We can observed
from Table 5 that SEnt computed from the lower frequency subband signals (SB21, SB22, SB24,
and SB25) showed higher values for normal ECG beats in comparison to the MI ECG beats. Therefore,
lower frequency subband signals show higher complexity for normal ECG beats than MI ECG beats.
However, lower values of SEnt are observed for higher frequency subband signals extracted from
normal ECG beats. Hence, complexity of higher frequency subband signals is lower for normal ECG
beats. Finally, our method achieved 99.31% accuracy using LS-SVM classifier with RBF kernel.

Summary of the comparison of the present work with the other existing work is provided in
Table 7. In [56], and time-domain features are computed from 12-lead ECG signals. The computed
features are fed to the BPNN classifier, which yielded sensitivity of 97.5%. In [57], the time-domain
method is used for extracting the features from the ECG signals to diagnose the MI patients. The authors
have used 12-lead ECG signals of 20 normal and 20 MI subjects. They achieved a sensitivity of 85%
to detect the MI subjects. In [58], the authors proposed a method based on the spectral differences
of cross wavelet transform (XWT) of the ECG signals. Furthermore, they proposed threshold based
classifier and achieved 97.6% classification accuracy. In [5], an algorithm based on the parametrization
of ECG signal is developed. In this algorithm, a 20th order polynomial is fitted with the ECG signal.
Their method showed 94.4% classification accuracy with J48 decision tree model for the diagnosis
of MI. The approach presented in [59] utilized the evaluation of multiscale energy and eigenspace
(MEES) features. The suggested method used support vector machine (SVM) classifier with RBF
kernel and achieved 96.15% classification accuracy. In [3], ECG beats are decomposed up to the 4th
level of decomposition using DWT. From the DWT coefficients, 12 nonlinear parameters are extracted.
The authors achieved 98.8% accuracy using a k-NN classifier. They also performed statistical tests for
determining the significance levels of the studied features. A method to automatically detect the MI
using ECG signals is also proposed in [60]. The achieved accuracies were 93.53% and 95.22% using
convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithms for the ECG beats with noise and without noise
removal, respectively.

We have achieved highest accuracy in comparison to the existing methods that are mentioned
in Table 7. Moreover, the methods suggested in [5,56–59] used ECG recordings of the multiple leads.
However, our method uses only lead-2 ECG recordings, which makes our method less complex
than multiple leads methods. The method suggested in [3] also requires ECG records of one lead
(lead-11) only. However, the method in [3] achieved 98.8% classification accuracy with 47 features.
In comparison to the method in [3], our method has achieved 99.31% accuracy with 25 features.
Our method showed better results than the method in [3] with a lesser number of features. The study
proposed in [60] also used lead-2 ECG signals and achieved 95.22% accuracy with an 11-layer deep
neural network. This method is more complex than our method and also time-consuming.
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Table 7. Summary of automated diagnosis of MI using ECG.

Author Year Dataset
Analyzing Number Classification 10-Fold Cross Classification
Method of Leads Method Used Validation Performance (%)

Arif et al. [56] 2010 PTB diagnostic Time-domain 12-lead BPNN No Sensitivity = 97.5
ECG dtabase method

Al-Kindi et al. [57] 2011 PTB diagnostic Time-domain 12-lead - No Sensitivity = 85
ECG dtabase method

Banerjee et al. [58] 2014 PTB diagnostic XWT based 3-lead Threshold based No Accuracy = 97.6
ECG dtabase method classifier

Liu et al. [5] 2015 PTB diagnostic ECG polynomial 12-lead J48 No Accuracy = 94.4
ECG dtabase fitting decision tree

Sharma et al. [59] 2015 PTB diagnostic MEES based 12-lead SVM with No Accuracy = 96.15
ECG dtabase method RBF kernel

Acharya et al. [3] 2016 PTB diagnostic DWT, Nonlinear One lead k-NN Yes Accuracy = 98.8
ECG dtabase features (lead-11)

Acharya et al. [60] 2017 PTB diagnostic No feature extraction One lead CNN Yes Accuracy = 95.22
ECG dtabase and selection (lead-2)

Present method PTB diagnostic FAWT and One lead LS-SVM Yes Accuracy = 99.31
ECG dtabase SEnt (lead-2)

5. Conclusions

In this work, normal and MI ECG beats are analyzed using SEnt in FAWT framework. We have
achieved the highest classification performance using lead-2 ECG signals as compared to the reported
works. We have identified the suitable parameters to compute the SEnt in FAWT domain for the
detection of MI subjects accurately. Parameters for the computation of SEnt and the decomposition
level in FAWT domain are selected on the basis of classification accuracy computed using an RF
classifier. Achieved classification accuracies with RF, J48 decision tree, BPNN, and LS-SVM classifiers
are 97.10%, 93.97%, 92.85%, and 99.31%, respectively, using the entire dataset. Our method achieved
classification accuracy of 98.27% with LS-SVM using balanced data set. Therefore, we can conclude
that our methodology has performed well for the detection of MI patients using both balanced and
unbalanced (entire) datasets. Our automated system can be used to assist cardiologists to cross check
their diagnosis. It can be extended to diagnose the severity of MI. Along with the echocardiography,
it can be used to localize the MI.
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Abstract: Quantifying complexity from heart rate variability (HRV) series is a challenging task, and
multiscale entropy (MSE), along with its variants, has been demonstrated to be one of the most
robust approaches to achieve this goal. Although physical training is known to be beneficial, there
is little information about the long-term complexity changes induced by the physical conditioning.
The present study aimed to quantify the changes in physiological complexity elicited by physical
training through multiscale entropy-based complexity measurements. Rats were subject to a protocol
of medium intensity training (n = 13) or a sedentary protocol (n = 12). One-hour HRV series
were obtained from all conscious rats five days after the experimental protocol. We estimated MSE,
multiscale dispersion entropy (MDE) and multiscale SDiffq from HRV series. Multiscale SDiffq is
a recent approach that accounts for entropy differences between a given time series and its shuffled
dynamics. From SDiffq, three attributes (q-attributes) were derived, namely SDiffqmax , qmax and qzero.
MSE, MDE and multiscale q-attributes presented similar profiles, except for SDiffqmax . qmax showed
significant differences between trained and sedentary groups on Time Scales 6 to 20. Results suggest
that physical training increases the system complexity and that multiscale q-attributes provide
valuable information about the physiological complexity.

Keywords: sample entropy; dispersion entropy; multiscale entropy; complexity; heart rate variability;
rat; exercise; physical training; conditioning

1. Introduction

The study of system complexity is very challenging and has attracted much attention in the
past few years [1–3]. Physiological complexity reflects the interoperability and correct functioning of
regulatory processes as a whole, so the higher the complexity, the higher the system ability to adapt to
different situations in daily life [4].

Heart rate variability (HRV) series, derived from the electrocardiogram (ECG) or arterial pressure
signals, is one of the most important sources of information about system physiological status.
Heart rate is actively controlled by the autonomic nervous system and can respond to many situations
when the organism is challenged. A number of studies demonstrated that many indices extracted from
HRV are powerful risk predictors of morbidity and death, for cardiac and non-cardiac diseases [5–7].

One of the most substantial challenges in the quantification of complexity from HRV time
series is the difficulty in finding out a single measurement capable of doing this task consistently.
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In other words, most of the complexity measurements are capable of extracting some properties
that regard complexity itself, but none of them are enough to characterize all the complex traits of
a system. Mono- and multi-fractal measurements [8,9], irreversibility estimations [10,11], symbolic
methods [12,13], network analysis [14,15], as well as entropy-based approaches [16,17] have been
proposed to infer the system complexity.

Multiscale entropy (MSE) is an important example of an approach that has been shown to be quite
robust and consistent to characterize the system complexity from HRV time series. Like many other
approaches, it has some limitations depending on the situation, and improvements or refinements have
been proposed since MSE has emerged [18]. For example, the entropy estimator used in MSE (sample
entropy) can be replaced by other estimators, such as permutation entropy [19], fuzzy entropy [20],
distribution entropy [21], dispersion entropy [22], Rényi entropy [23] and bubble entropy [24],
among others. Some other entropy-based proposals, such as entropy of entropy [25] and multiscale
SDiffq (a measure of entropic differences) [26], are markedly different from the MSE original framework,
although notably inspired by MSE.

Mild intensity aerobic exercise has been shown to improve several systemic functions and
prepare the organism for sudden changes in the body. Experimental models using physical training
have demonstrated that gaining physical conditioning, before an induced pathology, can reduce the
disturbances caused by the disease [27,28]. In other words, physical conditioning seems to increase
the system physiological complexity level. However, controversial findings have been reported about
complexity and exercise, and scarce studies applied multiscale complexity approaches to identify how
the aerobic training can increase the complexity in healthy subjects [29–33].

In the present study, we applied MSE and two other complexity measurements derived from MSE,
namely multiscale dispersion entropy and multiscale SDiffq, to quantify the increase of complexity
with physical training in experimental models of healthy rats. Results show that all measurements
point to the same direction, but significant findings were obtained only with multiscale SDiffq.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Protocol

Male Wistar rats (210 g on average) were obtained from the Animal Care Facility at the Campus of
Ribeirão Preto of the University of São Paulo. The animals’ usage was according to the Ethical Principles
in Animal Research adopted by the National Council for the Control of Animal Experimentation,
approved by the Local Animal Ethical Committee from the School of Medicine of Ribeirão Preto of the
University of São Paulo.

The study divided animals into trained (n = 13) and sedentary groups (n = 12). Since animals
could have distinct initial physical conditioning, they were individually tested for maximum velocity
(Vmax). For the Vmax test, the animals were placed on a treadmill, with no inclination, and the speed
was increased in steps of 3 m/s every 3 min. The stage where the animal fatigued, as well as the time
spent on the incomplete stage were noted to calculate the Vmax of each rat [34].

The trained group underwent a physical training protocol on the treadmill with no inclination
for 9 consecutive weeks, 5 days per week. The training protocol consisted of a medium intensity
training that initiated at 50% of Vmax for 20 min and ended, at the ninth week, at 70% of Vmax for 60 min
(Adapted from [35]). At the fifth week, the trained group underwent a new Vmax test to adjust the
training protocol as some animals acquire physical conditioning quicker than others. The sedentary
group followed the same protocol, but the treadmill was kept off.

2.2. Data Acquisition and Processing

Two to three days after the end of the physical training protocol, rats were anesthetized with
a mixture of ketamine and xylazine (50 and 10 mg/kg, ip) and implanted with subcutaneous
electrodes for ECG recordings. Two days after surgery, with the animals conscious and under free
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movement conditions, the electrodes were connected to a bioelectric amplifier (Animal BioAmp
FE136, ADInstruments, Bella Vista, Australia), and ECG recordings were acquired (2 kHz) by
an IBM/PC coupled to an analog-to-digital interface (ML866 PowerLab 4/30, ADInstruments,
Bella Vista, Australia).

ECG was recorded during one hour, so that multiscale measurements could be confidently
estimated from HRV series. ECG recordings were processed using computer software (LabChart Pro,
ADInstruments, Bella Vista, Australia) that creates HRV series as the sequence of R-R intervals,
i.e., the time interval between adjacent R waves. All ECG recordings were carefully inspected,
and missing beat detections and artifacts were manually corrected. HRV series are 20,000 beats
in length, on average.

2.3. Multiscale Sample Entropy

Multiscale sample entropy (MSE) is a widely-known procedure to quantify the irregularity of time
series within a time-scale range [36,37]. The MSE algorithm consists of creating multiple scaled versions
of the original time series and calculating sample entropy (SampEn) from each scaled time series.

Consider a time series given by u(1), u(2), . . . , u(N). Let xm(i) be the set of consecutive samples
in u from i to i + m − 1, i.e., xm(i) = [u(i), u(i + 1), u(i + 2), . . . , u(i + m − 1)]. Thus, SampEn is
defined as [38]:

SampEn(m, r, N) = − ln
Um+1(r)

Um(r)
(1)

where:

Um(r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

Um
i (2)

Um
i =

[# of xm | d[xm(i), xm(j)] ≤ r]
N − m − 1

(3)

and:

Um+1(r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

Um+1
i (4)

Um+1
i =

[# of xm+1 | d[xm+1(i), xm+1(j)] ≤ r]
N − m − 1

. (5)

The distance function d is given by:

d[xm(i), xm(j)] = max
k=1,...,m

(|u(i + k − 1)− u(j + k − 1)|). (6)

In Equations (3) and (5), 1 ≤ j ≤ N − m, j �= i. In SampEn equations, m is the pattern length or
embedding dimension and r is the tolerance factor assumed for similarity between samples.

To estimate MSE, multiple scaled versions of u are created by a coarse-graining procedure, where
each element j in a τ-scaled series is defined by:

uτ(j) =
1
τ

jτ

∑
i=(j−1)τ+1

u(i), 1 ≤ j ≤ N/τ. (7)

Next, SampEn is calculated from each scaled time series uτ , resulting in a curve of entropy versus
scale. It is worth noting that the higher the time scale (τ), the slower the dynamics that the scaled time
series is representing. Importantly, the tolerance factor (r) of SampEn is kept fixed for all time scales
(τ) in MSE.

In the present study, we calculated MSE with the most widely-used parameter setting, i.e., m = 2
and r = 15% of the original time series standard deviation. The maximum scale calculated was τ = 20.
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2.4. Multiscale Dispersion Entropy

Multiscale dispersion entropy (MDE) is similar to MSE and also quantifies the complexity of time
series [39]. However, instead of calculating SampEn for each scaled time series, dispersion entropy
(DispEn) is used to estimate irregularity.

Consider the same time series given before (u). First, u is filtered by a normal cumulative
distribution function (NCDF) with mean μ and standard deviation σ, resulting in a filtered time series
u f , which ranges from 0 to 1. This procedure is intended to better treat outliers. Next, u f is mapped
into c classes (1 to c), according to zc(j) = round(c ∗ u f (j) + 0.5), a function that linearly maps the
range [0, 1] to [1, c].

Now, let ym(i) be the set of consecutive samples in zc from i to i + m − 1, i.e., ym(i) =

[zc(i), zc(i + 1), zc(i + 2), . . . , zc(i + m − 1)], i = 1, 2, . . . , N − m + 1. Each vector ym(i) represents
a dispersion pattern. Considering that each value in ym can assume one of the c possible classes, there
will be cm potential dispersion patterns.

The probability of occurrence of each dispersion pattern ym(i) in zc can be calculated as the
number of times the pattern ym(i) appears on zc, divided by the total number of patterns in zc (i.e.,
N − m + 1). This procedure will result in a probability distribution for all possible dispersion patterns,
p[ym(i)]. Finally, the DispEn is defined as the Shannon entropy of p[ym(i)] [22]:

DispEn(m, c) = −
cm

∑
i=1

p[ym(i)] log(p[ym(i)]) (8)

MDE uses the same coarse-graining procedure of MSE. Thus, MDE estimation consists of the
creation of scaled versions of the original time series using Equation (7) and the calculation of DispEn
from each scaled time series. However, the NCDF function applied to each scaled version is the same
as that applied to the first scale, i.e., the original time series. This procedure has a similar effect of
keeping r fixed at all time scales in MSE and can be achieved choosing the same μ and σ of the NCDF
function at all scales.

Parameters of MDE were set as m = 2, c = 6 and maximum time scale τ = 20. NCDF was
generated with μ and σ as the mean and standard deviation of the original time series, respectively.

2.5. Multiscale SDiffq

An alternative proposal for multiscale complexity measurement is the multiscale SDiffq

analysis [26]. Although still inspired by MSE in the sense of multiscale analysis, multiscale SDiffq

do not use the entropy values over scales directly to characterize complexity. Instead, differences of
entropy between the time series and its uncorrelated version, i.e., surrogate data, are used to represent
the complexity. The difference of entropy is evaluated for a range of q-values, which is a parameter
derived from nonadditive mechanical statistics [40,41]. The so-called nonadditive q-entropy has three
regimes, namely classic additive when q = 1, sub-additive when q > 1 and super-additive when q < 1.

SDiffq accounts for the difference between the SampEnq of a given time series and the mean
SampEnq of a set of surrogate series. SampEnq is a generalization of SampEn inspired by nonadditive
statistics, which introduces the nonadditive parameter q to SampEn. Its equation is given by [42]:

SampEnq(m, r, N) = logq Um(r)− logq Um+1(r) (9)

where logq is defined as [43]:

logq(x) =
x1−q − 1

1 − q
, [x ∈ R

∗
+; q ∈ R; log1(x) = log(x)] (10)

and [Z]+ = max{Z, 0}. The definitions of Um(r) and Um+1(r) are the same as presented in
Equations (2) and (4) for SampEn.
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To calculate SDiffq, one has to follow the steps:

• From a given time series u, S surrogate series are generated from u. The surrogate series is
obtained by simply shuffling u [44];

• Next, values A = Um(r) and B = Um+1(r) are calculated from u;
• Values of Um(r) and Um+1(r) are also calculated from each surrogate instance, obtaining their

mean values C = Um(r) and D = Um+1(r);
• Finally, SDiffq is defined by Equation (11) below:

SDiff q = logq(A)− logq(B)− [logq(C)− logq(D)]

= logq(A) + logq(D)− logq(B)− logq(C). (11)

Both SampEnq and SDiffq are parametrized in q so that they represent a curve of entropy,
or entropy difference, as a function of q. From SDiffq curves, three attributes (q-attributes) are obtained
to characterize the time series dynamics, namely SDiffqmax , qmax and qzero. The SDiffqmax represents the
maximum value for SDiffq in the range of q. The qmax and qzero represent the q-value where SDiffq

finds its maximum and zero values, respectively. qmax is the q parameter that gives the largest entropic
separation between the actual time series and its surrogate versions, whereas qzero is the q parameter
where original and shuffled dynamics have the same entropy. For more details on the calculation of
q-attributes, please refer to [26,42].

The extension of SDiffq to a multiscale measurement is straightforward. Scaled versions of the
original time series are created using the same coarse-graining procedure of MSE, given by Equation (7).
Then, for each scaled time series, the SDiffq curve is calculated and q-attributes are obtained, so that it
ends up with multiscale q-attributes.

Multiscale SDiffq parameters were set with the same values chosen for MSE, i.e., m = 2, r = 0.15
and maximum time scale τ = 20. The number of surrogate instances generated for each time scale was
S = 20, and the nonadditive q parameter ranged from −2 to 2 to estimate the q-attributes.

It is worth emphasizing the fact that q-attributes represent the SDiffq behavior. Furthermore, the
q parameter comes with the power law equation proposed for nonadditive entropy (q-entropy) [40,43].
Therefore, one can say that qmax and qzero indicate where this power law results in maximum entropy
differences regarding surrogates and where this difference is null (zero-crossing), respectively.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

We assessed mean MSE, MDE and multiscale q-attributes values in two range segments: short
(1 to 5) and long (6 to 20) time scales. Those variables were checked for normality by the Shapiro–Wilk
test. Differences between trained and sedentary groups were verified by Student’s t-test or the
Mann–Whitney rank sum test when required. Significance was assumed when p < 0.05.

3. Results

The curve profiles of MSE and MDE were very similar for both trained and sedentary rats
(Figure 1A,B). Likewise, no difference was found between the groups in the mean values of MSE and
MDE grouped by short (1 to 5) and long (6 to 20) time scales (Figure 1C,D), although for higher scales,
there was a tendency of increasing differences among groups (Figure 1A,B).

The curve profiles of qmax and qzero were very similar to each other (Figure 2B,C), which in turn
were also very similar to MSE and MDE (Figure 1A,B), regardless of the experimental group. On the
other hand, those curves are entirely different from the profile of SDiffqmax (Figure 2A). For qmax

and qzero, the curve values decrease for the first two or three scales; after that, they start to increase
(Figure 2B,C). However, in the case of SDiffqmax , values increase for, approximately, the first six scales,
and then, the values are virtually stable (Figure 2A). A significant difference was found between
trained and sedentary rats in the mean qmax at long time scales (6–20) (Figure 2E). No difference was
observed among groups in the mean SDiffqmax (Figure 2D) or mean qzero (Figure 2F).
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Figure 1. MSE or MDE did not detect differences between HRV complexity from trained and sedentary
rats. Curve profiles are presented for MSE (A) and MDE (B), obtained from trained and sedentary
groups. Bar graphs show mean entropy values obtained from MSE (C) and MDE (D) curves, grouped
by short (1 to 5) and long (6 to 20) time scales. MSE: multiscale sample entropy; MDE: multiscale
dispersion entropy; SampEn: sample entropy; DispEn: dispersion entropy; HRV: heart rate variability.
Bars represent the mean ± standard error.

Figure 2. Multiscale q-attributes calculated from HRV series of trained and sedentary rats. Curve
profiles are presented for SDiffqmax (A), qmax (B) and qzero (C), obtained from trained and sedentary rats.
Bar graphs show mean q-attributes values, obtained from SDiffqmax (D), qmax (E) and qzero (F), grouped
by short (1 to 5) and long (6 to 20) time scales. SDiffqmax : maximal SDiffq; qmax: q value where SDiffq is
maximal; qzero: q value where SDiffq is zero; HRV: heart rate variability. Bars represent the mean ±
standard error. * p < 0.05 when compared to the trained group.
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4. Discussion

The characterization of system physiological complexity from a univariate variable, such as HRV,
is a hard task. Previous studies have reported on MSE as a powerful tool to assess the complexity of
HRV [37,45–48]. Many studies have proposed and evaluated modifications in MSE, given its success
in characterizing complex dynamics. Some of them are based on the replacement of sample entropy by
another entropy measurement, such as MDE, attempting to improve the accuracy of MSE in specific
situations. In the present study, we applied MSE and MDE to account for the complexity changes
due to physical training in rats. However, neither MSE nor MDE were able to detect any difference
between HRV complexity from trained and sedentary rats.

On the other hand, multiscale SDiffq is a recent proposal of complexity measurements
(q-attributes), inspired by MSE, but with a different theoretical background. It relies on nonadditive
statistics and uses the difference of q-entropy between the actual and surrogate HRV time series to
characterize the complexity. Interestingly, from all the multiscale measurements studied, only qmax

was able to distinguish the complexity of HRV between trained and sedentary animals. Moreover,
the difference was found only at long time scales (6 to 20). Recent studies have pointed out that
short time scales of MSE are more associated with the vagal control of HRV, whereas long time
scales seem to be more related (although not exclusively) to the sympathetic control of HRV [46,49],
reinforcing the existence of long-term memory in the components of the autonomic nervous system.
Extending this interpretation to SDiffq, one could say that the difference between sedentary and trained
HRV is more related to differences in the sympathetic control. This seems a reasonable assumption,
given that (1) q-attributes use the same coarse-graining procedure of MSE to create the scaled time
series and (2) physical training promotes, among other benefits, a lower sympathetic activity and
modulation [50,51].

Even though there is a significant difference in qmax between trained and sedentary groups,
the difference is not huge. An interesting question to ask is: how much is changed in the physiological
complexity with physical training? Another question would be: how do the interactions between
physiological systems change in a physically trained animal? One has to bear in mind that all those
multiscale measurements represent a general view of the system function. In other words, those
complexity measurements extract the overall complexity of the system, which is the result of several
mechanisms contributing to the homeostasis. Considering that the sedentary animals are healthy,
a tremendous increase would not be expected in the complexity after physical training, given that
most of the regulatory mechanisms are supposed to be already working at a high complexity level.
Therefore, results suggest that systemic changes induced by physical training increase the system
complexity to a slightly higher level.

The ability of those multiscale measurements to quantify the overall system complexity of HRV
is a distinguishing feature. Many classical HRV indices seek to extract information related to the
sympathetic or vagal autonomic modulation, not to mention that they are all linear models. Those
indices are usually very sensitive to the environment and behavioral conditions and cannot represent
the physiological complexity [4]. For example, during one hour of ECG recording, the rat may explore,
sleep, groom, dig and other typical rat behaviors. All those situations will change the autonomic
balance, and it is difficult to say what is the real sympathetic and vagal modulation of the rat during
the whole one-hour period. On the other hand, applying the multiscale complexity measurements
during the whole period, it was possible to identify that the dynamics of HRV has higher complexity
in the trained rat compared to the sedentary one, even though the rat can change its physiological
state several times during the recording. It is worth noting that all multiscale approaches were also
applied to differential HRV series, but no difference was found between trained and sedentary animals,
for any measurement [52].

The classical concept of entropy, e.g., SampEn and DispEn, relies on the quantification of the
irregularity of a given series. The more irregular (unpredictable) the series, the higher the entropy.
Thus, the entropy of any series is supposed to be lower than the entropy of its shuffled version
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(surrogate), even though the correlation properties of the dynamics were broken when samples are
shuffled. However, with q-entropy, it is possible to achieve the same entropy values for both situations
(qzero). Therefore, if we consider the classical entropy (q = 1), surrogate data will always be assigned
to a higher entropy value, but if we consider q near 0.5 (super-additive), the two dynamics will be
assigned the same q-sample entropy. More interestingly, there are some values of q where the actual
dynamics is assigned higher entropy regarding its surrogate (also for super-additive q). Hence, qmax

can be interpreted as the nonadditive parameter that maximizes the complex properties present in the
actual dynamics.

In summary, results with multiscale SDiffq confirmed previous findings that qmax and qzero provide
similar, although not equivalent information, which is quite different from SDiffqmax . Furthermore, MSE,
MDE, qmax and qzero presented very similar curve profiles, despite their different theoretical definitions,
and qmax was the only measurement that detected differences in the physiological complexity after
physical training. There is no doubt that MSE represents a relevant tool for complexity analysis.
This study reinforces that multiscale SDiffq is an alternative tool for characterizing the complexity of
HRV time series, which can add information in some situations where MSE is not accurate enough.
Multiscale SDiffq could also be used to help to characterize the complexity of HRV time series in
different pathophysiological conditions, as well as in situations where the signal source is other
than HRV.
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Abstract: Entropy measures have been extensively used to assess heart rate variability (HRV),
a noninvasive marker of cardiovascular autonomic regulation. It is yet to be elucidated whether
those entropy measures can sensitively respond to changes of autonomic balance and whether
the responses, if there are any, are consistent across different entropy measures. Sixteen healthy
subjects were enrolled in this study. Each subject undertook two 5-min ECG measurements, one in
a resting seated position and another while walking on a treadmill at a regular speed of 5 km/h.
For each subject, the two measurements were conducted in a randomized order and a 30-min rest
was required between them. HRV time series were derived and were analyzed by eight entropy
measures, i.e., approximate entropy (ApEn), corrected ApEn (cApEn), sample entropy (SampEn),
fuzzy entropy without removing local trend (FuzzyEn-g), fuzzy entropy with local trend removal
(FuzzyEn-l), permutation entropy (PermEn), conditional entropy (CE), and distribution entropy
(DistEn). Compared to resting seated position, regular walking led to significantly reduced CE and
DistEn (both p ≤ 0.006; Cohen’s d = 0.9 for CE, d = 1.7 for DistEn), and increased PermEn (p < 0.0001;
d = 1.9), while all these changes disappeared after performing a linear detrend or a wavelet detrend
(<~0.03 Hz) on HRV. In addition, cApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn-g, and FuzzyEn-l showed significant
decreases during regular walking after linear detrending (all p < 0.006; 0.8 < d < 1), while a significantly
increased ApEn (p < 0.0001; d = 1.9) and a significantly reduced cApEn (p = 0.0006; d = 0.8) were
observed after wavelet detrending. To conclude, multiple entropy analyses should be performed to
assess HRV in order for objective results and caution should be paid when drawing conclusions based
on observations from a single measure. Besides, results from different studies will not be comparable
unless it is clearly stated whether data have been detrended and the methods used for detrending
have been specified.

Keywords: exercise; short-term heart rate variability (HRV); complexity; entropy; approximate
entropy (ApEn); conditional entropy (CE); distribution entropy (DistEn); fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn);
permutation entropy (PermEn); sample entropy (SampEn)

1. Introduction

Reduced heart rate variability (HRV), a sign of impaired cardiovascular autonomic control [1],
has been associated with elevated risk for cardiovascular disease in the general population [2–4],
and increased mortality in patients with various circulatory system diseases [5–8]. HRV, by definition,
indicates the tiny fluctuations of the time intervals between consecutive normal sinus heartbeats.
It can easily be extracted from the electrocardiographic (ECG) recordings. Since the measurement is

Entropy 2017, 19, 568; doi:10.3390/e19100568 www.mdpi.com/journal/entropy86
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simple, non-invasive, and cost-efficient, HRV has emerged as a promising tool for assessing risk for
cardiovascular diseases and monitoring disease progression.

In common clinical settings, HRV is usually measured under well-controlled conditions
(e.g., resting supine or seated position) over a short period (e.g., 5–30 min). Ambulatory HRV
monitoring, however, appears to attracted increasing attention nowadays [9]. The long-term
ambulatory measurement facilitates the track of HRV changes with activities of free living
(e.g., exercise) [10]. The exercise-evoked HRV changes could potentially provide disease-related
information [11] but may easily be overlooked by single laboratory assessments that usually do not last
long. A couple of previous studies have examined acute HRV changes induced by different activity
patterns, e.g., intense exercise or low-intensity exercise, isometric or dynamic exercise [12–21].

Regulated by a feed-back control network that involves balanced spontaneity (as a result of
the spontaneous depolarization and repolarization of the sinoatrial node) and adaptability (as a
consequence of the regulation of the autonomic nervous system [ANS]), HRV is accepted to be
nonlinear in nature [22]. Nonlinear methods can potentially better capture the tiny but physiologically
important changes in HRV which, on the contrary, cannot be caught by traditional linear methods.
Amongst a vast number of nonlinear approaches, several entropy measures derived from the
theory of chaos have witnessed their broad suitability in especially short-term HRV analysis.
Those established entropy measures include approximate entropy (ApEn) [23], sample entropy
(SampEn) [24], fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn) [25], permutation entropy (PermEn) [26], conditional entropy
(CE) [27], and distribution entropy (DistEn) [28], etc. Different entropy measures likely capture
different dynamical properties [29]. However, to our knowledge, there are no published studies that
have examined whether those entropy measures respond to exercise in the same way and which
entropy measure responds to the stimuli more sensitively.

Therefore, in this study we aimed to test how different entropies of HRV change during exercise.
In particular, we focused on the effect of common daily exercise. To imitate daily exercise in the
laboratory, walking at a regular speed of 5 km/h on a treadmill was used as a proxy. To examine the
within-subject changes, each participant undertook a walking protocol and a rest protocol. The next
section explains in detail the subjects, experimental protocols, and analysis methods. Experimental
results are summarized in the Results section, followed by discussions in the Discussion section.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

Sixteen healthy college students (four females/12 males; age: 20.1 ± 0.6 years old (mean ± standard
deviation unless otherwise indicated)) were enrolled in this study. Health status was confirmed by
questionnaires on the subjects’ cardiovascular disease history, neurological disorders, and diabetes.
Subjects should not be taking medications with known effects on the ANS within two weeks before
participation. Subjects were asked to have adequate sleep during the night before coming to the
laboratory, and not to have performed vigorous exercise during the test day and the day before.

2.2. Protocols

All tests were performed in a quiet, temperature-controlled (23 ± 1 ◦C) measurement room.
After a 30-min rest to stabilize the cardiovascular system, each participant underwent two 5-min ECG
measurement protocols: (i) a “Rest” protocol during which the participant was in a resting seated
position; and (ii) a “Walk” protocol during which the participant kept walking at a speed of 5 km/h on
a treadmill (ZR11, Reebok, Canton, MA, USA). A 30-min rest was scheduled between the two tests.
To minimize possible training effect, eight randomly selected participants (two females) undertook the
Rest protocol first and the remaining eight participants undertook the Walk protocol first. ECG was
recorded using a Holter (DiCare-mlCP, Dimetek Digital Medical Tech., Ltd., Shenzhen, China) with a
sampling frequency of 200 Hz. Standard unipolar chest lead V5 was applied.
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2.3. Extraction of HRV Time-Series

After data collection, ECGs were imported into a self-designed MATLAB program for all
subsequent analyses. First, all data recordings were visually inspected for quality issues. After a
thorough visual check, we confirmed that all the recordings were with high signal quality.
Then, R peaks were detected based on a template-matching procedure [30] followed by a second-round
visual inspection to remove incorrectly identified peaks (either false positive or false negative) and
ectopic beats. We confirmed that no ectopic beats occurred in those subjects. HRV time-series were
finally constructed by the consecutive R-R intervals.

2.4. Entropy Measures

2.4.1. Algorithm of ApEn

ApEn evaluates the irregularity of time-series by measuring the unpredictability of fluctuation
patterns, i.e., the more repetitive patterns the more predictable (less irregular) the time-series. For a
time-series of N points {u(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N}, ApEn can be calculated using following steps [23]:

1. State space reconstruction

Form (N − mτ) vectors Xm(i) by Xm(i) = {u(i), u(i + τ), · · · , u(i + (m − 1)τ)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − mτ.
Here m indicates the embedding dimension and τ the time delay.

2. Ranking similar vectors

Define the distance between Xm(i) and Xm(j) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − mτ) by di,j =

max(|u(i + k)− u(j + k)|, 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1). For a given i, calculate the percentage of the vectors Xm(j)
that are within r of Xm(i) (i.e., di,j ≤ r):

Cm
i (r) =

Nm
i (r)

N − mτ
. (1)

where Nm
i (r) indicating the number of vectors Xm(j) that are within r of Xm(i).

Define Φ(m)(r) the average of the percentages over 1 ≤ i ≤ N − mτ after logarithmic transform,
i.e., Φ(m)(r) = ∑N−mτ

i=1 ln
[
Cm

i (r)
]
/(N − mτ). Repeat steps (1) and (2) to calculate Φ(m+1)(r) for

dimension (m + 1). Here, r indicates the threshold parameter.

3. Calculation

The ApEn value of the time-series {u(i)} can be calculated by:

ApEn(m, τ, r) = Φ(m)(r)− Φ(m+1)(r). (2)

ApEn is accepted to be a biased estimator since it allows self-matches (i.e., the distance
between Xm(i) and itself) [24]. In order to reduce the bias, a corrected ApEn (cApEn) algorithm
has been proposed [31]. Briefly, if limiting the number of vectors to N − (m + 1)τ for dimension

m, Equation (2) can be rewritten as − 1
N−(m+1)τ ∑

N−(m+1)τ
i=1 ln Nm+1

i (r)
Nm

i (r) , which is exactly the formula

for cApEn. In addition, when Nm+1
i (r) = 1 or Nm

i (r) = 1 that implies the occurrence of self-match,

the ratio Nm+1
i (r)
Nm

i (r) in cApEn formula should be substituted with 1
N−(m+1)τ .

2.4.2. Algorithm of SampEn

SampEn is mathematically the negative natural logarithm of the conditional probability that two
vectors (in the state space representation) that are similar for m points (i.e., the distance between them
is within r) remain similar at the next point [24]. The following algorithm can be used to determine the
SampEn value of a time-series of N points {u(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N}:
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1. State space reconstruction

Form (N − mτ) vectors Xm(i) by Xm(i) = {u(i), u(i + τ), · · · , u(i + (m − 1)τ)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − mτ.
Here m indicates the embedding dimension and τ the time delay.

2. Ranking similar vectors

Define the distance between Xm(i) and Xm(j) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − mτ, i �= j) by di,j =

max(|u(i + k)− u(j + k)|, 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1). Denote A(m)
i (d, r) the average number of vectors Xm(j)

within r of Xm(i) (i.e., di,j ≤ r) for all j = 1, 2, · · · , N − mτ and j �= i to exclude self-matches.

Similarly, we define A(m+1)
i (d, r) to rank the similarity between vectors with the next point added in

the comparison. Here, r indicates the threshold parameter.

3. Calculation

The SampEn value of the time-series {u(i)} can be calculated by:

SampEn(m, τ, r) = − ln
∑N−mτ

i=1 A(m+1)
i (d, r)

∑N−mτ
i=1 A(m)

i (d, r)
. (3)

2.4.3. Algorithm of FuzzyEn

FuzzyEn is methodologically the same to SampEn except that the average number of vectors
Xm(j) that are within r of Xm(i) (in step 2 of the algorithm of SampEn) is replaced with the
average degree of membership. Specifically, for a given fuzzy membership function e− ln (2)(x/r)2

,

A(m)
i (d, r) = ∑N−mτ

j=1,j �=i e− ln (2)(di,j/r)2
is applied in FuzzyEn [25]. In addition, in the original FuzzyEn

algorithm [25], the local mean of the corresponding vector is removed before calculating the
distance, i.e., di,j = max

(∣∣[u(i + k)− ui]−
[
u(j + k)− uj

]∣∣, 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1
)
, wherein ui and uj are

the local means for vectors Xm(i) and Xm(j), respectively (i.e., ui = m−1 ∑m−1
k=0 u(i + k) and

uj = m−1 ∑m−1
k=0 u(j + k)). In this way, FuzzyEn evaluates the similarity between vectors based on

mainly their shape. However, the memory effect of the autonomic regulation may be manifested in the
low frequency component which cannot be captured after removing the local trend. Thus, here we
calculated two FuzzyEn values that are with and without local trend removal, respectively, and denoted
these two versions by FuzzyEn-l and FuzzyEn-g. In a previous study, a fuzzy measure entropy was
developed by combining (i.e., linearly adding them up) those two versions [32]. Since the underlying
meanings of the two different approaches could clearly be uncovered by each individual version,
here we did not apply this combined measure.

2.4.4. Algorithm of PermEn

PermEn evaluates the diversity of ordinal patterns within a time-series [26]. First, a
permutation vector π can be obtained by resorting the state-space vectors Xm(i) =

{u(i), u(i + τ), · · · , u(i + (m − 1)τ)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − mτ, in an increasing order (π is defined by the
index of elements in Xm(i) when resorting it). Note that the orders of two equal values are defined
according to the orders of appearance. Here, we denote the frequency of each πj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m! as
pj(m, τ). Then, the PermEn of the time-series {u(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N} can be calculated by:

PermEn(m, τ) = − 1
log2 m!

m!

∑
j=1

pj(m, τ) log2
[
pj(m, τ)

]
. (4)

2.4.5. Algorithm of CE

CE evaluates the information carried by a new sampling point given the previous samples by
estimating the Shannon entropy of the vectors with length m and vectors with the new sampling point
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added (i.e., with length m + 1) [27,33]. Specifically, for a time-series of N points {u(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N},
CE can be calculated by the following steps:

1. Coarse-graining

The full range of dynamics is divided into a fixed number of ξ values labelled from zero to ξ − 1.
The coarse-graining resolution thus equals [max(u)− min(u)]/ξ. It renders u(i) sequences of symbols
û(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , N. Here ξ indicates the quantization level.

2. State space reconstruction

Form Xm(i) and Xm+1(j) by:

Xm(i) = [û(i), û(i − τ), . . . , û(i − (m − 1)τ)], (5)

Xm+1(j) = [û(j), Xm(j − τ)], (6)

respectively, where (m − 1)τ + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N.

3. Encoding

The vectors Xm(i) and Xm+1(j) can be codified in decimal format as:

{Xm(i)}10 = û(i)ξm−1 + û(i − τ)ξm−2 + · · ·+ û(i − (m − 1)τ)ξ0 = wi, (7)

{Xm+1(j)}10 = û(j)ξm + {Xm(j − τ)}10 = zj, (8)

thus rendering each sequence of vectors Xm(i) and Xm+1(j) series of integer numbers wi and zj with
wi ranging from zero to (ξ − 1)∑m−1

i=1 ξ i, and zj ranging from zero to (ξ − 1)∑m
j=1 ξ j.

4. Probability estimation

Estimate the probability of each possible value for wi and zj by the corresponding frequency.

5. Calculation

Define CE by:
CE(m, τ) = SE

(
zj
)− SE(wi) + perc(m)SE(1), (9)

where SE(·) calculates the Shannon entropy of a specific distribution, perc(m) is the percentage of
patterns wi found only once in the data set, SE(1) the Shannon entropy of the quantized series û(i).

2.4.6. Algorithm of DistEn

Instead of quantifying only the probability of “similar vectors” in the state-space that has been
applied in SampEn, DistEn takes full advantage of the state-space representation of the time-series
by quantifying the distribution characteristics of the inter-vector distances. For the time-series
{u(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N}, DistEn can be estimated as follows [28]:

1. State space reconstruction

Form (N − (m − 1)τ) vectors X(i) by X(i) = {u(i), u(i + τ), · · · , u(i + (m − 1)τ)}, 1 ≤ i ≤
N − (m − 1)τ. Here, m indicates the embedding dimension and τ the time delay.

2. Distance matrix construction

Calculate the inter-vector distances (distances between all possible combinations of X(i) and X(j))
by di,j = max(|u(i + k)− u(j + k)|, 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − m. The distance matrix is
denoted as D =

{
di,j
}

.
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3. Probability density estimation

Estimate the empirical probability density function of the distance matrix D by the histogram
approach with a fixed bin number of B. The probability of each bin can be denoted as
{pt, t = 1, 2, · · · , B}. Note here elements with i = j in D are excluded in the estimation. Besides,
since D is always symmetric about the main diagonal, the estimation can be performed on only the
diagonal matrix (with the main diagonal excluded).

4. Calculation

The DistEn value of the time-series {u(i)} can be calculated by:

DistEn(m, τ, B) = − 1
log2(B)

B

∑
t=1

pt log2(pt). (10)

2.5. Entropy Analysis of HRV Time-Series

Before all calculations, the HRV time-series were first normalized by subtracting the corresponding
mean and then dividing the results by the corresponding standard deviation (SD), i.e., z-scored. Table 1
summarizes the assignments of input parameters for different entropies.

Table 1. Assignments of input parameters.

Interpretation

m τ r 1 B ξ

ReferencesEmbedding
Dimension

Time
Delay

Threshold
Value

Bin
Number

Quantization
Level

ApEn 2 1 0.2 × SD - - [24]
cApEn 2 1 0.2 × SD - - [31]

SampEn 2 1 0.2 × SD - - [24]
FuzzyEn-g 2 1 0.2 × SD - - [25,32]
FuzzyEn-l 2 1 0.2 × SD - - [25]
PermEn 3 1 - - - [34]

CE 2 1 - - 6 [27,33]
DistEn 2 1 - 512 - [28,35]

1 SD = 1 after normalizing the signals.

To explore the possible influence of nonstationary trend, we performed a linear detrending [31]
and a wavelet detrending, separately, on the HRV time-series and repeated all those calculations.
To perform the wavelet detrending, HRV were first evenly resampled to 4 Hz by spline interpolation.
A 6-level wavelet decomposition using the coif5 wavelet was then conducted. The approximation
coefficients on the 6th level were reconstructed to the original scale and were non-evenly “recovered”
by spline interpolation which resulted in the final trend that would be subtracted. The 6-level
decomposition was used so that the frequency band of the trend would be less than ~0.03 Hz.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

All results were first subjected to the Shapiro-Wilk W test to examine the normality. The null
hypothesis of this test is that the data under examined follow a normal distribution. A p value of less
than 0.05 rejects the null hypothesis and thus indicates a non-normal distribution. For a specific entropy
measure, paired t-test would be used to examine the difference between Rest and Walk protocols, if the
Shapiro-Wilk W test suggested a normal distribution for that measure; Wilcoxon signed-rank test of
each pair would be applied if otherwise. In addition, Cohen’s d static was calculated for statistically
significant observations to examine the effect size of the corresponding measure responding to the
stimuli of regular walking, no matter the measure was normally distributed or not. An effect size
d > 0.8 was considered large and was considered very large if d > 1.2 [36]. To further check the
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performance of those entropy measures, bivariate Pearson correlation analyses between each two
entropy measures were explored under Rest and Walk conditions, separately. Bonferroni criterion was
used to correct for multiple comparisons. Bonferroni corrected p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. All the statistical analyses were performed using the JMP software (Pro 13, SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA).

3. Results

An average of 375 (SD: 46; min: 307; max: 485) RR intervals were obtained from the 16 participants
during the Rest protocol. During the Walk protocol, the average length of HRV was 576 (SD: 49; min:
500; max: 699; p < 0.0001 vs. Rest). The Shapiro-Wilk W tests suggested normality for ApEn, cApEn,
and SampEn (all p > 0.2) while it refuted the normal distribution hypothesis for the rest measures
(all p < 0.05) except DistEn, for which p = 0.07. We here still considered DistEn non-normally
distributed partly because the distribution, as visually checked, was less likely to follow a normal
distribution and partly because of the relatively small sample size. Therefore, paired t-test was applied
to examine the differences in ApEn, cApEn, and SampEn between Rest and Walk protocols, whereas
for the rest five measures, Wilcoxon signed-rank test of each pair was applied.

Figure 1 shows the pair-wise changes of the eight entropy measures of HRV time-series before
detrending between Rest and Walk conditions, with the corresponding mean (or median if non-normally
distributed) and SD (or the 1st and 3rd quartiles) specified by short bars. Since eight tests were
performed, here a p value of ≤ 0.006 (0.05/8 ≈ 0.006) was considered statistically significant using the
Bonferroni criterion. The results show no significant changes between the Walk and Rest conditions
in ApEn (p = 0.1), cApEn (p > 0.1), and SampEn (p > 0.1) as suggested by the paired t-test, and no
significant changes in FuzzyEn-g and FuzzyEn-l (both p = 0.008), either, as indicated by the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. By contrast, CE and DistEn reduce significantly under Walk condition as indicated
by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (all p ≤ 0.006). Large or even very large effect sizes are observed
(i.e., d = 0.90 for CE; d = 1.7 for DistEn). PermEn however increases significantly under Walk condition
(p < 0.0001) with very large effect size (d = 1.9).
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Figure 1. The entropies of raw short-term heartbeat interval series. In order to show the changes, results
from the same participants were connected by lines. (A) ApEn; (B) cApEn; (C) SampEn; (D) FuzzyEn-g;
(E) FuzzyEn-l; (F) PermEn; (G) CE; (H) DistEn.

The results after linear detrending are shown in Figure 2. There is still no significant change in
ApEn (p > 0.1). Moreover, the observed changes in PermEn, CE, and DistEn become not significant
(all p > 0.05). However, the results show significantly reduced cApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn-g, and
FuzzyEn-l during Walk condition (all p < 0.006) with large effect sizes (all 0.8 < d < 1). Figure 3
shows the results after wavelet detrending. Surprisingly, ApEn shows a significant increase during
Walk condition (p < 0.0001; d = 1.9). Similar to the result after linear detrending, cApEn decreases
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significantly (p = 0.006; d = 0.8). However, all the rest entropy measures do not indicate significant
changes (all p ≥ 0.02).
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Figure 2. The entropies of short-term heartbeat interval series after linear detrending. In order to
show the changes, results from the same participants were connected by lines. (A) ApEn; (B) cApEn;
(C) SampEn; (D) FuzzyEn-g; (E) FuzzyEn-l; (F) PermEn; (G) CE; (H) DistEn.
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Figure 3. The entropies of short-term heartbeat interval series after wavelet detrending. In order to
show the changes, results from the same participants were connected by lines. (A) ApEn; (B) cApEn;
(C) SampEn; (D) FuzzyEn-g; (E) FuzzyEn-l; (F) PermEn; (G) CE; (H) DistEn.

The bivariate Pearson correlation analysis results are showed in Figure 4 (which shows the test
significance p) and Figure 5 (which shows the Pearson r). Results are summarized below.

1. For raw HRV time-series without detrending (upper panels in Figures 4 and 5)

Under Rest condition, cApEn is positively correlated with SampEn, FuzzyEn-g, and FuzzyEn-l;
SampEn is positively correlated with FuzzyEn-g and FuzzyEn-l; FuzzyEn-g is positively correlated
with FuzzyEn-l; PermEn is negatively correlated with DistEn; no significant correlations are observed
between all other pairs.

Under Walk condition, ApEn is positively correlated with FuzzyEn-g and FuzzyEn-l; c-ApEn is
positively correlated with SampEn; FuzzyEn-g is positively correlated with FuzzyEn-l; no significant
correlations are observed between the rest pairs.

Since many correlation results change during walking, those entropy measures are less likely
to reproduce each other. Their responses to change of conditions may also be different. In order to
illustrate this assumption, the bivariate correlation analysis between the pair-wise changes of entropy
measures from Rest to Walk was also performed and the results are superimposed on those for Rest
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and Walk conditions in Figures 4 and 5. The results are similar to those under Walk condition, except
that the difference of PermEn is negatively correlated with the difference of DistEn, which is the same
to that under Rest condition.

2. For HRV time-series after linear detrending (middle panels in Figures 4 and 5)

The results are similar to those for raw HRV data, except that the negative correlation between
PermEn and DistEn disappears. The results for Rest-Walk differences are the same to those for Rest
condition. However, under Walk condition, in addition to those significant pairs for Rest condition,
ApEn also shows positive correlations with cApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn-g, and FuzzyEn-l.

3. For HRV time-series after wavelet detrending (lower panels in Figures 4 and 5)

The results are exactly the same to those for HRV data after linear detrending except some changes
in p and r values.
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Figure 4. Bivariate correlation analysis results. The abscissa shows between which two entropy
measures the correlation analysis was performed. The codes A to H mean ApEn, cApEn, SampEn,
FuzzyEn-g, FuzzyEn-l, PermEn, CE, and DistEn, respectively. The label ‘A-B’ thus indicates the
correlation between ApEn and cApEn, and so do the rest labels. The p values are shown in logarithmic
scale in the ordinate, such that a significant test result is obtained if the corresponding p value is less
than the significant level, which is log
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after Bonferroni correction.
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Figure 5. Bivariate correlation analysis results. Results are shown in the same way as has applied in
Figure 4, except that the ordinate is showing the Pearson r.
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4. Discussion

Based on eight well-established entropy measures, we studied the within-subject changes of HRV
during walking with a regular speed of 5 km/h on a treadmill (the Walk protocol) compared to those
in a resting seated position (the Rest protocol). We also explored the potential effects of nonstationary
linear, or very low-frequency trend. Our main findings are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of findings.

HRV vs. Measures 1 A B C D E F G H

Raw - 2 - - - - ↑ 3 ↓ 4 ↓
After linear detrending - ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ - - -

After wavelet detrending ↑ ↓ - - - - - -
1 A: ApEn; B: cApEn; C: SampEn; D: FuzzyEn-g; E: FuzzyEn-l; F: PermEn; G: CE; H: DistEn; 2 No statistical
significance; 3 Statistically significant increase; 4 Statistically significant decrease.

Even though the significant observations in PermEn, CE, and DistEn disappeared after linear
or wavelet detrending, the changing directions were unchanged (i.e., walking leads to increased
PermEn while decreased CE and DistEn, see Figures 1–3). The insignificant results might be due to
lack of power because only 16 subjects were enrolled. This is one of our study limitations. However,
the within-subject design we applied may help improve the power. We are planning to enroll more
participants and use a field protocol to further investigate the effects of daily activity.

Those findings suggest that the information that PermEn, CE, and DistEn capture may easily
be “masked” by nonstationary trend which makes them less able to probe the changes in dynamics
that are beyond the trend. Besides, PermEn is considered to be highly sensitive to noise [37] while
few knowledge is known regarding the robustness of CE and DistEn against noise. The relative
contribution of noise is supposed to be augmented after trend removal (which reduces signal power
and thus reduces the signal-to-noise ratio). Noise in RR intervals may come from the tiny deviations
between the detected and real R peaks (random noise) because of fixed rate sampling or spikes because
of false positive or false negative detection, or ectopic beats. As we have mentioned in Method section,
we conducted a thorough visual inspection regarding detection error and confirmed that no ectopic
beats occurred. So only random noise may be considered as one of the factors that may affect our
results. Besides, we note that the sampling frequency of the device we used is relatively low (200 Hz)
which is considered to be another study limitation. The low sampling rate may lead to increased noise
power that exacerbates the adverse effects on entropy measures.

SampEn, FuzzyEn-g, and FuzzyEn-l showed significant decrease during walking after linear
detrending while the results became not significant again after wavelet detrending. Though seemingly
erratic, the results are actually consistent to some extent as all the changing directions remain the same
(Figures 1–3). These findings imply that a linear detrend may be considered prior to performing the
SampEn, FuzzyEn-g, and FuzzyEn-l analyses. The cApEn decreased significantly during walking after
both linear and wavelet detrending (Figures 2 and 3), which also suggests performing a detrend before
using this method, irrelative to detrend methods. The ApEn only showed a significant difference
between resting and walking conditions after wavelet detrending, suggesting ApEn highly sensitive
to nonstationary trend. As a result, removal of nonstationary, very low-frequency trend should be
performed before ApEn analysis.

However, there is little knowledge on whether or not the very low frequency trend contains useful
physiological information. Those suggestions, as described above, are thus purely observation-based.
Comprehensive studies on how nonstationary trend affects entropy analysis and further physiological
investigations on the meaning of HRV trend are warranted. Anyway, the interpretation does differ
from each other if different strategies are applied. For example, the insignificant ApEn observation on
raw HRV and HRV after linear detrending might be due to the biasness of the ApEn algorithm as it
includes self-matches [24], but ApEn became capable after wavelet detrending which seems to refute
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the possibility of biasness. However, considering the methodology, the number of similar vectors
indeed increases after removing the trend component which thus reduces the weight of self-matches.

One interesting finding is that the changing direction of ApEn was opposite of cApEn and the other
SampEn-based measures (i.e., SampEn, FuzzyEn-g, and FuzzyEn-l). Methodologically, both ApEn and
SampEn assess the creation of information, or the unpredictability, in a time series [24]. The cApEn is
basically a modified version of ApEn such that it is supposed to capture similar properties [31]. So does
FuzzyEn which is actually a modified version of SampEn based on fuzzy logic [25,32]. However,
the results come out to be that cApEn performs more similarly as SampEn does, instead of ApEn
itself. This is also supported by the correlation analysis which showed that cApEn was always highly
correlated to SampEn (i.e., r value is very close to 1). The correction algorithm in cApEn may actually
be equivalent to what SampEn applies. ApEn thus captures certain property hidden in the fluctuations
that is different from SampEn-based measures.

The other interesting finding is that PermEn also shows different changing direction as compared
to SampEn-based measures, CE, and DistEn. PermEn estimates the diversity of fluctuation patterns
which may reflect the randomness [26]. CE functions like SampEn except that it estimates the average
amount of information based on encoded time-series [27]. DistEn assesses actually the diversity of
vectors in the state-space representation of a time-series [28]. Based on these methodological differences,
the properties captured by different entropy measures may actually be intrinsically different or be
different aspects of the complexity of HRV.

Overall, several other reasons may also contribute to the observed discrepancies across these
entropy measures:

• All calculations were based on fixed input parameters which may not work well all the time.
In other words, some results might not be completely true because improper parameters were
applied. In the current study, we did not repeat our analyses using different combinations of
parameters partly because that it would make things rather cumbersome for real application.
Furthermore, there is no solid way to find out a proper choice for each individual case even though
different combinations are able to be traversed. Previous studies have explored how to define
parameters but the proposed approaches are mostly achieved retrospectively by maximizing the
pre-hypothesized group differences [38–40]. However, it is not necessarily be always true that
those hypothesized group differences exist.

• From the perspective of the underlying physiological mechanisms, it is still yet to be determined
which branch in the ANS (i.e., sympathetic or vagal nerves) actually becomes dominant during
walking at such a relatively lower but regular (for typical populations) speed. Some studies
indicated that vagal withdrawal is the dominant mechanisms during lower intensity, dynamic
exercise while others also points to a sympathetic HR modulation even at the onset of
exercise [13,15]. Studies also suggested that the relative role of the two drives may depend on the
exercise intensity [41]. It has been hypothesized that the withdrawal of parasympathetic (vagal)
modulation might already be obvious during low intensity exercise, whereas the sympathetic
increase may present at higher intensity exercises [17]. In addition, it is also controversial
whether sympathetic drive to the heart or vagal withdrawal is the main contributor of HR
complexity [21,31,42,43], let alone each specific complexity measure.

In term of sensitivity to the stimuli of regular walking, different measures actually indicate
different sensitivity regarding different strategies applied for detrending. When raw HRV without
detrending is used, PermEn and DistEn suggest the best sensitivity. The cApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn-g,
and FuzzyEn-l show comparable sensitivity for HRV after linear detrending. When wavelet detrending
is applied, ApEn, however, suggests the best performance.

CE was not correlated with any other entropies under both Rest and Walk conditions, suggesting
that it may capture a unique HRV nonlinear property. However, as shown in Figure 1G, CE under Rest
condition distributed more dispersedly even though an overall significant reduction was displayed.
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Besides, many CE results actually researched the theoretical lower limit and this floor effect might
introduce some bias in the estimation of effect size. This lack of robustness may thus deserve further
elucidations. By contrast, DistEn showed correlation with SampEn and PermEn under Rest condition
while under Walk condition no significant correlations were shown. Besides, no significant correlations
between DistEn and others were observed for HRV after linear or wavelet detrending during both
conditions. These results also render DistEn a unique role in analyzing HRV.

As a brief conclusion, when applying entropy analyses to short-term HRV data, we suggest:
(1) using PermEn or DistEn on raw short-term HRV data; (2) performing linear detrend before applying
SampEn-based measures; and (3) removing the very-low frequency trend before ApEn analysis. In
order to make results comparable and to help better interpret different observations, whether or not
detrend is performed as well as what detrending method is applied should be clearly specified.

With the rapid advances of technology and reduced cost, the use of wearable devices that are
able to monitor heart rate continuously will likely become rather commonplace. Our current study
shows that regular walking may acutely affect the commonly applied HRV entropies. The effect of
daily activities should therefore be taken into consideration when interpreting results from long-time
ambulatory recordings. Device developers may consider including event reporters in those devices for
users to track their activities throughout the day, which can be a useful reference for data analyses.
In our future studies, field protocols will be designed to examine the effects of real daily activities.
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Abstract: Cardiac activity is involved in the processes of organization of goal-directed behaviour.
Each behavioural act is aimed at achieving an adaptive outcome and it is subserved by the
actualization of functional systems consisting of elements distributed across the brain and the rest
of the body. This paper proposes a system-evolutionary view on the activity of the heart and its
variability. We have compared the irregularity of the heart rate, as measured by sample entropy
(SampEn), in behaviours that are subserved by functional systems formed at different stages of
individual development, which implement organism-environment interactions with different degrees
of differentiation. The results have shown that SampEn of the heart rate was higher during performing
tasks that included later acquired knowledge (foreign language vs. native language; mathematical
vocabulary vs. general vocabulary) and decreased in the stress and alcohol conditions, as well as at
the beginning of learning. These results are in line with the hypothesis that irregularity of the heart
rate reflects the properties of a set of functional systems subserving current behaviour, with higher
irregularity corresponding to later acquired and more complex behaviour.

Keywords: heart rate variability; irregularity; sample entropy; functional systems; individual
development; stress; alcohol administration; learning

1. Introduction

Studies of the physiological bases of behaviour do not often take into account the processes that
occur outside the anatomical borders of the brain. The mental processes, such as perceptions, thoughts,
and feelings, for a long time have been viewed without considering the physiological state of the body.
At the current stage of the development of cognitive sciences more attention is paid to the analyses of
“embodied cognition” and whole-organism integration that underpin behaviour and psychological
processes [1–4]; however, the mechanisms of such integration are still a debatable question.

From the physiological perspective, the interest in the “mind-body” relationship is becoming
obvious as the number of studies on autonomic regulation of processes involving internal organs is
increasing [5,6]. Some previous studies were focused on how different subcortical structures modulate
the activity of internal organs but now more attention is paid to the corticovisceral coordination [7–9].
In general, it appears important to develop an integrated approach to study the psychophysiological
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bases of behaviour organization that would take into account the significance of the impact of the
body’s physiological states. In this direction, the phenomenon of heart rate variability is of interest.

The heart beats with complicated oscillations in coherence with the functioning of the entire
body. Heart rate variability (HRV) denotes the change in the time intervals between adjacent
heartbeats and it is necessary to regulate the transport of resources through the body in order to
adapt to external challenges and achieve optimal performance [10]. Therefore, the cardiovascular
activity, and particularly, heart rate, are viewed in psychophysiological studies as related to relevant
behavioural processes.

From the physiological perspective, the primary origin of HRV is related to the activity of
the sympathetic and parasympathetic subdivisions of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) [11].
Higher HRV at rest supports a better performance at a number of tasks [12]. Several theories [13]
explain why large HRV is associated with physical fitness and youth, while physical and psychological
stress is associated with decreased HRV. However, such purely physiological models are limited
in explaining the HRV related to behaviour. Moreover, although it is clear how the activity of
ANS is reflected in HRV, the regulation of heart rate by cortical structures is still an unanswered
question [14–16]. Here, we address this problem from the positions of the system-evolutionary theory
and propose a model explaining HRV in relation to neuronal processes in the brain.

The system-evolutionary theory [3,4,17] was built upon the fundamentals of P.K. Anokhin’s theory
of functional systems [18], which suggests that morphologically different components of the body and
brain comprise functional systems, in which their co-operative activity leads to achieving adaptive
results within the organism-environment relations. P.K. Anokhin emphasized that breathing and blood
flow observed during performing different behavioural acts may seem the same, but they are actually
different, because their characteristics depend on the behavioural result that is being achieved by
means of performing this particular act [19]. The system-evolutionary theory considerably extends
this approach and proposes to view neurons and other body cells, as “organisms within the organism”,
i.e., the activity of each cell is aimed at satisfying its metabolic needs by means of interacting with the
environment and other cells [3]. Neurons and body cells joint cooperative activity leads to the adaptive
result that is a new relation between an organism and the environment. Each novel way of adaptive
organism-environment interaction underlies the formation of a new functional system represented
by the cells that were active when achieving this adaptive outcome. The subsequent actualization of
this functional system underlies the realization of this behavioural act, which can be considered as an
element of subjective experience. Thus, a functional system is understood as a dynamic organization
of activity of components across different anatomical localizations, both in the brain and the rest of the
body, which provides the achievement of an adaptive result for the whole organism.

When considered within the framework of the system-evolutionary theory, HRV originates
in cooperation of the heart with the other components of actualized functional systems, including
neuronal groups. This approach suggests that HRV depends on the behavioural results that were
achieved during the organism-environment interactions and, therefore, may differ between sequential
behavioural acts. The current study is aimed at analyzing and examining this dependency and
its implications.

It has been shown [2,3,20] that a newly formed complex instrumental behaviour is based on the
simultaneous activation of the corresponding “new” functional system with the older systems that
had been formed at previous stages of individual development. The older systems become involved in
many behavioural patterns as they belong to the elements of individual experience that are common
for various acts. Therefore, the system organization of behaviour represents the history of behavioural
development. Multiple systems are involved in behaviour, and each of them was formed at a certain
stage of development of the current behaviour [21].

The structure of experience becomes more complex and differentiated during individual
development. The formation of new functional systems results in growing complexity and the
degree of differentiation of organism-environment relations. A new functional system does not replace
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previously formed systems, but instead, it is “superimposed” on them [20]. Individual development
can be considered as the process of increasing differentiation along with the number of learned
behaviors [22,23]. Therefore, behaviour formed at later stages of individual development provides
a more differentiated (more detailed and accurate) organism-environment relation and supported
by a larger set of systems and links between them. From this view, heart activity depends on the
system characteristics of current behaviour and HRV is hypothesized to be higher when an individual
performs recently formed behaviour than behaviour formed at earlier stages of development. This is
the first hypothesis that is explored in our study.

Psychological and physiological stress along with other factors, such as alcohol intoxication,
lead to a temporary increase of the role of earlier formed systems in the organization of
behaviour [24,25]. This phenomenon of “system dedifferentiation” is usually accompanied by
increased emotional arousal, decreased cognitive control, less detailed perception and performance,
preference of intuitive strategies in decision making to rational ones, etc. On the neuronal level, it is
shown that alcohol decreases the number of activated cortical neurons specialized in relation to later
formed systems [26]. This implies that HRV would decrease in the context of system dedifferentiation,
which is the second hypothesis that is explored in this study.

Thus, the goal of the study was to examine the interrelations between the systems supporting
behaviour and the HRV during the performance of this behaviour. We hypothesized that a lower HRV
is observed during performing early-formed behaviour in comparison with behaviour formed more
recently, and HRV decreases in the contexts of system dedifferentiation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Statement

All of the participants gave written informed consent to take part in the study after receiving an
explanation of the procedures.

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Ethics Committee
of the Federal State-Financed Institution, Institute of Psychology, and Russian Academy of Sciences
(Moscow) approved the experimental protocols and the specific consent procedure used in this study,
and assessed it as safe for the participants’ psychic and physical health. All of the participants were
native Russian-speakers and were paid for their participation.

2.2. Heart Rate Measurement & Heart Rate Variability Analyses

In all of the experiments, RR-intervals (the time periods between consecutive heartbeats)
were measured using a miniature ECG sensor (HxM; sampling rate 250 Hz, Zephyr Technology,
Annapolis, MD, USA, www.zephyranywhere.com). Participants wore a special chest belt with two
plastic electrodes that were located in the first and second chest leads. Batch data transmission
from the sensor to a mobile device was carried out through the wireless protocol Bluetooth.
Connecting, data transmission and storage on the mobile device were performed using custom
software “HR-Reader” [developed by Kozhevnikov V.V.] for Android OS.

Acquired sequences of RR-intervals were pre-processed before proceeding to the analysis.
The sequences with abnormal beats and any artifacts (ectopic beats, coughs, and motion artifacts)
were excluded from the analyses. The artifacts were identified as RR-intervals that did not satisfy
the condition |RRi-RRi−1

∣∣ < 0.7 × (RRi-RRi−1)/2. Thus, we only analyzed sequences that were free
from artifacts.

For estimation of heart rate irregularity we used the sample entropy (SampEn) as a set of measures
of system irregularity reporting on similarity in time series. SampEn can be applied to relatively short
and noisy data; it is largely independent of record length and displays relative consistency under
circumstances. SampEn (m, r, N) is precisely the negative natural logarithm of the conditional
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probability that two vectors that are similar for m points remain similar at the next point, where
self-matches are not included in calculating the probability (1) [27].

SampEn(m, r, N) = − ln
A
B

, (1)

The parameter N is the length of the time series, m is the length of vectors to be compared,
and r is the tolerance for accepting matches. A is the number of pairs of vectors (x) for m points
that satisfy the condition d[xm(i), xm(j)] ≤ r, and B is the number of pairs of vectors (x) for (m+1)
points that satisfy the condition d[xm(i), xm(j)] ≤ r. Thus, a low value of SampEn reflects a high
degree of regularity. The parameters m and r were fixed: m = 2, r = 0.5 × SDNN (SDNN—standard
deviation of RR-intervals). It had been shown previously that higher values of r were accompanied by
lower dispersion of SampEn [27]. While a lot of studies use r = 0.2 × SDNN, we chose to use
a larger value of r to avoid extra dispersion in our small samples. It is important to note that
SampEn still reliably distinguishes the processes with different degrees of order when calculated
with r = 0.5 × SDNN [27]. Calculations were made using the cross-platform software that contained a
set of algorithms implemented in Python and PyQt5 as the UI rendering framework. The source code
is available in the open source repo (https://github.com/demid5111/approximate-enthropy) under
the MIT license.

Additionally the time domain indexes of HRV (mean (av-RR, ms) and standard deviation (SDNN,
ms) of RR-intervals) were calculated.

It is accepted that irregularity of heart rate (measured by SampEn) and its variability (measured
by SDNN) can correlate, but these correlations are not linear [28]. Therefore, we can face such
modes of heart activity which differ in irregularity and have the same variability, and vice versa.
For example, SDNN, as an index of HRV, is modulated by breathing, while SampEn is independent of
the characteristics of respiratory arrhythmia. Thus, SampEn and SDNN are both HRV indexes partly
complementing each other. In this work, we used SampEn as an index of irregularity, SDNN as an
index of variability, and av-RR as an index of frequency of the heart rate.

2.3. Experimental Protocols

The study included five experiments. In the beginning of each experiment, the participants filled
questionnaires about their demographics, health, and well-being during the past several days prior to
the experiment. Then, the participants were informed about the details of experimental procedures.

2.3.1. Experiment 1

The aim of Experiment 1 was to compare HRV during the realization of behaviour formed at
earlier stages of individual development with behaviour formed later in life (see Figure 1). Participants
performed a set of linguistic tasks either in native language (earlier formed), or foreign language
(later formed). It had been shown previously that foreign-language processing reduces the impact
of intuition and/or increases the impact of deliberation on individuals’ choices [29]. Using a foreign
language affects moral judgment by blunting emotional reactions that are associated with violation
of moral rules [30]. It has been shown in EEG studies that the latencies of event-related potentials
are longer when performing tasks in foreign language as compared to performing them in native
language, which has been viewed as an indicator of different degrees of automaticity and quantity of
the subprocesses that are involved in sentence comprehension [31]. Thus, solving tasks using a foreign
language can be considered as a later formed behaviour based on the activation of a wider distributed
neuronal subserving in the brain, as opposed to solving tasks using a native language [32].

Participants (N = 29, 25 females, 18 to 26 years old, mean = 20, median = 20) were native Russian
speakers recruited at the Nizhny Novgorod Linguistic State University, named after N.A. Dobrolubov,
where they were studying German as a foreign language. For some participants (N = 11), German was
a primary foreign language and they spent 6–18 (mean = 12.2; median = 13) years studying it, while for
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others (N = 18) it was a secondary foreign language which they studied for 1–5 years (mean = 2.6;
median = 2). We compared the number of mistakes, response times (ms), and heart rate indexes
during performing the tests in these two groups of participants. The number of mistakes in the
German-language test was lower in the group who had been studying German as a primary foreign
language for a longer period of time (6–18 years of studying: Med = 5, Q1 = 2, Q3 = 10; 1–5 years
of studying: Med = 12, Q1 = 6, Q3 = 13; U = 50, Z = 2.17, p < 0.03, Mann-Whitney test). Therefore,
we analyzed the data for these two groups separately.

Figure 1. Design of Experiment 1. Participants performed two computer tests: one in a foreign language
(German) and the other one in a native language (Russian). Participants’ heart rate was recorded.
Sample entropy (SampEn), mean (av-RR), and standard deviation (SDNN) values were calculated for
RR-intervals and compared between the periods of performing the German and Russian tests.

The participants performed two tests: one in German and one in Russian. The order of the tests
was counterbalanced. Both tests consisted of 25 sentences that were presented on a computer screen
one at a time in a randomized order. Each sentence had a missing word, which was always a noun.
The task was to complete the sentences. The time to perform the task was not limited.

Each participant was seated in a quiet room approximately 50 cm from a computer screen.
Sentences were presented in white letters against a black background in the center of the screen.
A standard computer keyboard was used. To type in a missing word, participants had to press
the spacebar and then press the appropriate keys on the keyboard, followed by pressing the Enter
key to proceed to the next sentence. The tests were presented using custom experiment software.
The cross-platform software was implemented in Java to support conducting experiments with wide
configuration capabilities. The source code is available in the open source repo (https://bitbucket.org/
ademidovskij/test_me_words) under the MIT license.

Participants’ test performance, response times (in ms), and heart rate were recorded.
Using Wilcoxon test, we compared SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN values calculated for RR-intervals
during the periods of performing the language tests in German and Russian.

2.3.2. Experiment 2

The aim of Experiment 2 was to compare HRV during behaviour that was formed at earlier
or later stages of individual development (see Figure 2). As opposed to Experiment 1, in this
case, we used a linguistic task presented in the participants’ native language (Russian) to avoid
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inter-lingual differences. The task included words that were typically learnt at a different age [33].
It has been shown that early-acquired words are recalled, read, and recognized faster than later acquired
words [34]. Early-acquired adjectives are also rated by participants as more emotional [22]. Therefore,
we considered using early-acquired words as related to earlier formed and less detailed behaviour.

Figure 2. Design of Experiment 2. Participants were asked to complete sentences with missing
words. Two groups of sentences included words with different age of acquisition: early acquired
commonly used words (“c-u”) and later acquired mathematical terms (“math”). Participants’ heart
rate was recorded while performing the task. SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN values were calculated for
RR-intervals and compared between the periods of using earlier and later acquired words.

Participants (N = 35, 5 females, 23 to 37 years old, mean = 27.78, median = 28) were professional
mathematicians with work experience of 1–10 years (median = 4.84 years). They were presented
with two types of tests. The first test consisted of 32 sentences, which contained mathematical
terms. These terms are usually learned at an undergraduate level (age of acquisition is 18–19 years
old). For example, “A normal is a vector that is perpendicular to a given object”. The second test
consisted of 32 sentences, which contained commonly used words that are familiar from childhood
(age of acquisition is 5–6 years old). For example, “Plasticine is a material for modelling figures”.
Sentences from the two tests had equal linguistic characteristics, such as the number of words, syllables,
letters and Fog’s index (a value of text’s complexity). Each sentence had a missing word and the
experimental task was to complete these sentences. The time to perform the task was not limited.
The task was organized in four sets, 16 items each: two of them contained mathematical terms and
the two others contained commonly used words. The presentation of the sets was counterbalanced.
The sentences in each set were mixed and presented one at a time in a randomized order.

Each participant was seated in a quiet room approximately 50 cm from a computer screen.
Sentences were presented in white letters against a black background in the center of the screen.
An underscored gap indicated a place for a missing word. A standard computer keyboard was used.
To type a missing word, the participants had to press the spacebar and then press the appropriate keys
on the keyboard, followed by pressing the Enter key to proceed to the next sentence. The tests were
presented using custom experiment software. The cross-platform software was implemented in Java
to support conducting experiments with wide configuration capabilities. The source code is available
in the open source repo (https://bitbucket.org/ademidovskij/test_me_words) under the MIT license.

Participants’ test performance, response times (in ms), and heart rate were recorded. SampEn,
av-RR, and SDNN values were calculated for RR-intervals during performing both sets of sentences.
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We averaged SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN values for the sentences containing mathematical terms and
the sentences containing commonly used words, and then these averaged SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN
values were compared using Wilcoxon test.

2.3.3. Experiment 3

The aim of Experiment 3 was to study the dynamics of HRV in the conditions of system
dedifferentiation that was induced by alcohol administration (see Figure 3). We compared the dynamics
of HRV after drinking an alcoholic beverage with the dynamics of HRV after drinking a non-alcoholic
beverage. As mentioned above (see Introduction), alcohol administration decreases the activity of
neurons that are specialized in relation to later formed behaviour and it does not significantly affect the
activity of neurons specialized in relation to earlier formed behaviour [32,35,36]. Therefore, behaviour
becomes less differentiated and detailed after alcohol administration.

Figure 3. Design of Experiment 3. Heart rate was recorded during a 30 min period while participants
were drinking a beverage and watching a video. SampEn was calculated for sequential 5 min sections
of RR-intervals. The dynamics of SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN values in the control (juice + water) and
experimental (juice + alcohol) conditions were compared.

Participants (N = 25, 5 females, 23 to 35 years old, mean = 26.82, median = 28) took part in the
experiment twice, once in an alcohol condition and once in a control condition, with the time interval
of 1–2 months. The order of the alcohol and control conditions was counterbalanced. In the beginning
of each experiment, the participants were weighed and given a glass of beverage, which they were
asked to drink within 30 min while watching an emotionally neutral video (BBC, “Planet Earth”).
An alcoholic drink was given in the experimental condition and a non-alcoholic drink was given in the
control condition.

The dose of alcohol was 1 g of ethanol (medical ethanol, 96%) to each 1 kg of a participant’s
weight. A measured amount of alcohol was mixed with apple juice to achieve an overall drink volume
of 750 mL. In the control condition, the participants drank apple juice mixed with water in the same
proportion as in the alcohol condition. We measured breath alcohol content (BrAC, mg/L) using
AlcoDigital AL7000 Pro Breathalyzer in the beginning and in the end of the experiment. BrAC was
always equal to zero in the control condition. In the alcohol condition, the average level of BrAC before
consuming an alcoholic drink was equal to zero and at the end of the experiment BrAC was equal to
0.72 ± 0.11 mg/L.
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Heart rate was recorded during all experimental sessions. The SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN were
calculated for sequential 5 min sections of RR-intervals during the drinking phase. The dynamics of
sequential SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN values was compared in the alcohol and the control conditions
using the Wilcoxon test.

2.3.4. Experiment 4

The aim of Experiment 4 was to study the dynamics of HRV in the condition of system
dedifferentiation induced by stress (see Figure 4). The state of stress is usually characterized
by high emotional arousal, reduced attention to details [37], preference to the most familiar
behavioural strategies and habits [38], as well as making decisions that are typical for earlier stages
of development [39]. Under stress, individuals tend to choose intuitive explanations, rather than
rational [40]. From the neurobiological perspective, the biochemical diversity in the brain comes to
three basic cascades during stress [41]. Overall, stress can be described as a state of temporal system
dedifferentiation, which arises as a bias to earlier ways of adaptation [42].

Figure 4. Design of Experiment 4. Public speaking was used as a model of social stress. Heart rate was
recorded for 5 min at rest 1–2 h prior to public speaking and for the duration of public speaking which
lasted 5–10 min. SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN were calculated for RR-intervals at rest and the period of
stress and were compared between the conditions.

Public speaking is part of the Trier Social Stress Test [43], which is widely used to model social
stress. Participants (N = 13, 7 females, 21 to 30 years old, mean = 24.14, median = 24) were students
of the Nizhny Novgorod State University, named after N.I. Lobachevski, who were taking part in
academic conferences with oral reports.

The participants’ heart rate was recorded when they spoke in public (5–10 min) and while they
rested (5 min) 1 or 2 h before their speech. SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN were calculated for the rest and
stress sections of RR-intervals and were compared between the conditions using Wilcoxon test.

2.3.5. Experiment 5

The aim of Experiment 5 was to analyze the dynamics of HRV during the process of learning.
The beginning of learning a new task usually involves novelty and mismatch between the existing
individual experience and current organism-environment relations. The same is observed when
an individual experiences stress or intense emotions [44]. Moreover, a similar pattern of hormonal
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changes, i.e., an increase in cortisol levels and concentration of endogenous opioids, is observed during
periods of learning, stress, and experiencing emotions [45]. Thus, we viewed the beginning stages of
learning as a period of system dedifferentiation, which could be manifested in specific changes of HRV.

Participants (N = 35, 14 females, 18 to 38 years old, mean = 25.4, median = 25) had to learn to play
a computer game. The task was to figure out the rules of the game. Before participants started to play,
they were briefly familiarized with the apparatus. Then, they read an instruction, which translates
as follows: “You are invited to play a computer game. The game has several levels and your general
aim is to pass as many levels as you can. You don’t know the rules so you have to figure them out by
yourself. All events of the game will take place on the screen and the only thing you will need is a
computer mouse. You have unlimited time. You can stop playing if you feel bored or get tired. If you
are ready to start, click “Play””. Participants played the game until they felt that they wanted to stop
or that they achieved the end of the game by passing the last level.

The computer game had been developed using “A-Ware” software (Sozinov A.A., Bokhan
A.I.) and was used previously to study behavioural characteristics and strategies in situations of
unpredictability, novelty, and mismatching during forming new experience [46]. The design of the
game involved a target object that was hidden within a playing field on the screen. The task was to
find the target object and to draw a rectangle around it with the cursor as closely to its borders as
possible. Good game performance was rewarded with points and players could see their points on the
screen after each trial. The maximum possible number of points was 10,000. Once a player achieved
10,000 points in three sequential trials, she/he progressed to the next level. The game consisted of
eight levels. The number of target objects (or their size) increased by one with each level passed.

The participant’s heart rate was recorded during the game (Figure 5). SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN
values were calculated for sequential RR-intervals with a running window (window length—was
100 points, the shift of running—10 points) from the start to the end of the game. To control for the
factor of motivation, participants were given an opportunity to stop the game at any time. Therefore,
the number of levels that participants passed was different (median = 3). Thus, we analyzed the
dynamics of SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN at the beginning (about 150 s from the start) of the first level,
which was passed by 26 participants. The heart rate indexes for the first section of RR-intervals from
the start of the game were compared with following sections, using the Wilcoxon test.

Figure 5. Design of Experiment 5. Heart rate was recorded while participants were learning to play
a computer game. SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN were calculated for sequential 100 points sections of
RR-intervals from the start of the game. The average dynamics of SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN values
during the game were analyzed.
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2.4. Data Analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using STATISTICA10 software (http://documentation.statsoft.
com/; STA999K347150-W; Expires 21.12.2021). For data used in statistical analyses, see Supplementary
Material.

Distributions of all the variables were tested for normality by Shapiro-Wilk’s test. We calculated
the medians and interquartile ranges and used nonparametric tests (Wilcoxon test and Mann-Whitney
test) to compare distributions different from the normal distribution. In other cases, we calculated mean
values and standard errors, and used parametric tests (t-test) to compare distributions. To evaluate the
dynamics of variables we used Friedman test. To check the correlations between variables, we used
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Significance was assumed when p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Dynamics of HRV During Performing a Linguistic Task Using Native and Foreign Languages
(Experiment 1)

We compared SampEn, SDNN and av-RR values during the periods of performing the linguistic
task in native (Russian) and foreign (German) languages in two groups of participants: those who
had been learning German for 1–5 years, and those who had been learning it for more than five years.
For descriptive statistics and results, see Table 1.

Table 1. Heart rate indexes during performing a language task in native (Russian) and foreign (German)
languages for groups of participants who had been learning the foreign language (German) for 1–5 years
and 6–18 years 1.

HR Index Group Language Med Q1 Q3 Comparison

SampEn
1–5 years German 1.30 1.14 1.36 T = 7, Z = 3.42, p < 0.01

Russian 1.12 1.08 1.17

6–18 years German 1.17 1.07 1.38 T = 16, Z = 1.51, p = 0.13
Russian 1.07 0.95 1.19

av-RR (ms)
1–5 years German 705 647 759 T = 78, Z = 0.33, p = 0.74

Russian 738 641 765

6–18 years German 713 584 749 T = 20, Z = 1.16, p = 0.25
Russian 695 579 756

SDNN (ms)
1–5 years German 49.39 40.12 57.50 T = 79, Z = 0.28, p = 0.78

Russian 48.81 42.25 62.55

6–18 years German 48.05 37.20 52.97 T = 25, Z = 0.71, p = 0.48
Russian 47.97 33.91 57.92

1 Median values (Med) and quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are presented along with the results of Wilcoxon test comparisons
between the periods of using native and foreign languages.

In the group of participants who had been studying German for 1–5 years, SampEn was
significantly lower when using Russian language as compared to using German language (Figure 6).
Av-RR and SDNN did not differ between the two conditions in this group. In the group of participants
who had been studying German for 6–18 years, SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN did not differ between the
two conditions.

The analysis of behavioral performance and response time (ms) showed that when the participants
of both groups were using foreign language, they made more mistakes and responded slower than
when they were using native language (Table 2).

These results show that irregularity of the heart rate is lower when participants perform a task in
their native language than when they perform the same task in a foreign language, if they have been
learning it for a comparatively short period of time (1–5 years). Irregularity of the heart rate did not
differ between the conditions when native and foreign languages were used in participants who had
been learning the foreign language for a considerable period of time (6–18 years). It is important to note
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that irregularity of the heart rate during behaviour, but not its frequency or variability, was associated
with the age when this behaviour had been formed.

  

Figure 6. Median values (quartiles and range) of SampEn compared between the periods of performing
the foreign (German) and native (Russian) language tasks by participants who had been learning
the foreign language (German) for 1–5 years (left graph) and 6–18 years (right graph). * p < 0.01,
Wilcoxon test.

Table 2. Task performance in native (Russian) and foreign (German) languages for groups of participants
who had been learning the foreign language (German) for 1–5 years and 6–18 years 1.

Variables Group Language Med Q1 Q3 Comparison

number of
mistakes

1–5 years German 12 6 13 T = 0, Z = 3.62, p < 0.01
Russian 0 0 0

6–18 years German 5 2 10 T = 0, Z = 2.93, p < 0.01
Russian 0 0 0

response time (ms)
1–5 years German 8166 6615 10,953 T = 0, Z = 3.62, p < 0.01

Russian 4271 3787 5191

6–18 years German 6803 3565 8412 T = 4, Z = 2.58, p < 0.01
Russian 3300 2579 3835

1 Median values (Med) and quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are presented along with the results of Wilcoxon test comparisons
between the periods of using native and foreign languages.

3.2. Dynamics of HRV When Using Mathematical and General Vocabulary (Experiment 2)

We compared SampEn, SDNN, and av-RR values during the periods when the participants were
using mathematical and general vocabulary. For descriptive statistics and the results of comparisons,
see Table 3. SampEn was significantly lower during performing the task involving general vocabulary
than the task involving mathematical vocabulary (Figure 7). Av-RR and SDNN did not differ
significantly between the two tasks.

Table 3. Heart rate indexes during performing a task using mathematical and everyday vocabulary 1.

HR Index Test Med Q1 Q3 Comparison

SampEn mathematical terms 1.09 0.98 1.15 t = 7.70, p < 0.01, t-test
general vocabulary 0.97 0.86 1.04

av-RR (ms)
mathematical terms 803 739 916 t = −1.79, p = 0.08, t-test
general vocabulary 814 754 922

SDNN (ms)
mathematical terms 57.30 45.41 76.68 T = 309, Z = 0.09, p = 0.92, Wilcoxon test
general vocabulary 56.66 44.52 78.32

1 Median values (Med) and quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are presented along with the results of Wilcoxon and t-test
pair-wise comparisons between the periods of using mathematical and everyday vocabulary.
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Figure 7. Mean values (±standard errors; range) of SampEn as compared between the intervals of
performing a task using mathematical vocabulary and everyday vocabulary. * p < 0.01, t-test.

The participants made more mistakes when using mathematical vocabulary (median = 6; Q1 = 4;
Q3 = 8) as compared to general vocabulary (median = 2; Q1 = 2; Q3 = 3) (Wilcoxon test T = 0,
Z = 4.7, p < 0.001). Response times were longer (Wilcoxon test T = 21, Z = 4.73, p < 0.001) when using
mathematical vocabulary (median = 4488 ms; Q1 = 3254 ms; Q3 = 6502 ms) than general vocabulary
(median = 3902 ms; Q1 = 2779 ms; Q3 = 5336 ms).

No significant correlation was observed between the HRV indexes and the behavioural
characteristics (see Table 4). Thus, the differences in SampEn between the tasks could not be accounted
for by the differences in performance.

These results indicate that the irregularity of the heart rate is lower when individuals are using
knowledge acquired earlier in their development than knowledge acquired later, i.e., heart rate
irregularity is associated with the age the current behaviour was formed. We did not observe such
association for the frequency or variability of the heart rate.

Table 4. Spearman correlation coefficients between the heart rate indexes and behavioural
characteristics when using mathematical and general vocabulary.

Mathematical Vocabulary SampEn av-RR (ms) SDNN (ms)

number of mistakes 0.07 0.06 −0.09
response time (ms) −0.27 0.13 −0.32

General vocabulary SampEn av-RR (ms) SDNN (ms)

number of mistakes 0.09 0.16 0.01
response time (ms) 0.11 −0.28 0.12

3.3. Dynamics of HRV During Alcohol Administration (Experiment 3)

We tested whether the dynamics of heart rate indexes during alcohol administration consisted of
non-random changes. Values of SampEn, SDNN, and av-RR for each 5-min section of RR-intervals
were compared pair-wisely in the alcohol and control conditions. The results of these comparisons are
shown in Tables 5–7.
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Table 5. SampEn values for consecutive 5 min sections of the heart rate during the alcohol and control
conditions 1.

Statistics Conditions
Time Period after the Start of Drinking

Friedman Test
5 min 10 min 15 min 20 min 25 min 30 min

Med
alcohol 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.90 0.88 0.85 X2 = 13.62, p < 0.03
control 1.07 1.02 1.09 1.04 1.11 1.04 X2 = 1.60, p = 0.90

Q1
alcohol 0.88 0.89 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.75
control 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.98 0.97 0.95

Q3
alcohol 1.06 1.07 1.02 1.05 1.07 0.99
control 1.14 1.13 1.18 1.12 1.18 1.15

Wilcoxon test
T = 121
Z = 1.12
p = 0.26

T = 127
Z = 0.96
p = 0.34

T = 71
Z = 2.46
p < 0.05

T = 46
Z = 3.14
p < 0.01

T = 79
Z = 2.25
p < 0.05

T = 73
Z = 2.41
p < 0.05

1 Median values (Med) and quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are shown along with the results of Friedman test and Wilcoxon
pair-wise comparisons between the alcohol and control conditions.

Table 6. Av-RR values (ms) for consecutive 5 min sections of the heart rate during the alcohol and
control conditions 1.

Statistics Conditions
Time Period after the Start of Drinking

Friedman Test
5 min 10 min 15 min 20 min 25 min 30 min

Med
alcohol 716 734 729 718 717 715 X2 = 23.52, p < 0.01
control 770 796 804 829 832 811 X2 = 40.63, p < 0.01

Q1
alcohol 680 676 649 659 657 632
control 697 736 745 752 739 748

Q3
alcohol 782 797 785 792 794 764
control 870 921 898 903 940 916

Wilcoxon test
T = 87

Z = 2.25
p < 0.05

T = 57
Z = 3.01
p < 0.01

T = 37
Z = 3.52
p < 0.01

T = 16
Z = 4.05
p < 0.01

T = 25
Z = 3.82
p < 0.01

T = 24
Z = 3.85
p < 0.01

1 Median values (Med) and quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are shown along with the results of Friedman test and Wilcoxon
pair-wise comparisons between the alcohol and control conditions.

Table 7. SDNN values (ms) for consecutive 5 min sections of the heart rate during the alcohol and
control conditions 1.

Statistics Conditions
Time Period after the Start of Drinking

Friedman Test
5 min 10 min 15 min 20 min 25 min 30 min

Med
alcohol 70.99 67.78 70.26 69.99 67.34 65.42 X2 = 8.90, p = 0.11
control 68.99 80.66 73.62 78.15 78.09 74.90 X2 = 4.69, p = 0.45

Q1
alcohol 54.32 52.34 46.61 46.03 48.47 49.35
control 54.55 65.01 59.90 58.90 69.42 58.87

Q3
alcohol 80.97 76.46 76.33 80.93 76.20 70.47
control 100.77 92.83 97.11 108.10 96.74 120.74

Wilcoxon test
T = 136
Z = 1.01
p = 0.32

T = 68
Z = 2.73
p < 0.01

T = 111
Z = 1.64
p = 0.101

T = 62
Z = 2.88
p < 0.01

T = 64
Z = 2.83
p < 0.01

T = 59
Z = 2.96
p < 0.01

1 Median values (Med) and quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are shown along with the results of Friedman test and Wilcoxon
pair-wise comparisons between the alcohol and control conditions.

SampEn values decreased significantly during the 30 min of drinking in the alcohol condition,
while there was no registered change in the dynamics of SampEn in the control condition (Figure 8).
In general, the SampEn values were lower in the alcohol condition as compared to the control condition
at 15, 20, 25, and 30 min periods after the beginning of the experiment.
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Figure 8. Median values (quartiles and range) of SampEn for consecutive 5 min sections of the heart rate
during the alcohol (square points) and control (triangular points) conditions. *—Wilcoxon pair-wise
comparisons, p < 0.05.

In the alcohol condition, av-RR increased during the period between 5 and 10 min after the
beginning of drinking, followed by a significant decrease at the end of the experiment. In the control
condition, av-RR significantly increased during drinking throughout the experiment. In general, av-RR
was significantly lower in the alcohol condition as compared to the control condition.

No non-random changes were observed in the dynamics of SDNN values in either alcohol or
control conditions. SDNN was significantly lower in the alcohol condition as compared to the control
condition at 10, 20, 25, and 30 min periods after the beginning of the experiment.

All in all, the results have shown that alcohol administration, as a factor inducing the system
dedifferentiation, reduced HRV and irregularity of the heart rate while increasing frequency of the
heart rate. The dynamics of SampEn during alcohol administration was more consequent and linear
than the dynamics of SDNN.

3.4. Dynamics of HRV During Public Speaking (Experiment 4)

We compared SampEn, SDNN, and av-RR values between the periods of rest (1–2 h before public
speaking) and stress (during public speaking). The results are summarized in Table 8. SampEn
was significantly lower during public speaking than at rest (Figure 9). The social stress condition
also involved a decrease of SDNN and av-RR. Thus, social stress, as a factor inducing the system
dedifferentiation, was accompanied by reduced irregularity of the heart rate, which was also observed
in the condition of alcohol administration.

Table 8. Heart rate indexes at rest and during social stress 1.

HR Index Period Med Q1 Q3 Wilcoxon Test

SampEn rest 0.77 0.64 1.07 T = 16, Z = 2.06, p < 0.05
stress 0.58 0.42 0.67

av-RR (ms)
rest 585 505 686 T = 8, Z = 2.62, p < 0.05

stress 470 411 531

SDNN (ms)
rest 56.14 47.99 69.28 T = 0, Z = 3.18, p < 0.01

stress 43.26 27.19 54.11
1 Median values (Med) and quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are presented along with the results of Wilcoxon pair-wise
comparisons between the periods of rest and social stress during speaking in public.
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Figure 9. Median values (quartiles and range) of SampEn at rest and during social stress. * p < 0.05,
Wilcoxon test.

3.5. Dynamics of HRV During Learning to Play a Computer Game (Experiment 5)

We analyzed the dynamics of SampEn, av-RR, and SDNN at the beginning of the first level of
the game. The heart rate indexes were calculated for the initial 100 RR-intervals followed by five
subsequent sections of RR-intervals with a step in 10 points from the beginning of the game: 1–100,
10–110, 20–120, 30–130, 40–140, and 50–150 points. The indexes were compared between the first
section (1–100 points) and five subsequent sections (10–110, 20–120, 30–130, 40–140, and 50–150 points).
For descriptive statistics, see Table 9.

Table 9. Heart rate indexes (means and standard errors) calculated for the initial 150 points of playing
a computer game.

HR Index
Point of Time from the Start of Playing the Game

100 110 120 130 140 150

SampEn 0.78 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02
av-RR (ms) 789 ± 19.02 793 ± 19.73 792 ± 20.12 792 ± 20.24 791 ± 20.21 791 ± 20.06
SDNN (ms) 58.91 ± 4.66 52.19 ± 4.01 50.79 ± 3.84 50.04 ± 3.71 49.88 ± 3.81 49.93 ± 3.52

SampEn calculated for the section of 1–100 points was significantly higher than the SampEn
calculated for the section of 10–110 points (t = 2.42, p < 0.05, t-test dependent samples) (Figure 10).
No other significant difference in SampEn was observed between the sections of RR-intervals during
the initial 150 points of learning to play the game. Av-RR that was calculated for the section of
1–100 points was significantly lower than 10–110 points (t = −2.11, p < 0.05, t-test dependent samples).
No other significant difference in av-RR was observed between the sections of RR-intervals during the
initial 150 points of learning to play the game. SDNN for the section of 1–100 points was significantly
higher than sections of 10–110 (t = 3.46, p < 0.01), 20–120 (t = 3.53, p < 0.01), 30–130 (t = 3.11, p < 0.01),
40–140 (t = 3.01, p < 0.01), and 50–150 (t = 2.74, p < 0.05, t-test dependent samples) points from the
beginning of learning to play the game.

These results showed that irregularity of the heart rate as well as its frequency decreased at the
beginning of learning. Variability of the heart rate also decreased at the beginning of learning and was
lower than at any further point of leaning analyzed in our study.
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Figure 10. Mean values (±standard errors; range) of SampEn calculated for the initial 150 points of
playing a computer game. *—p < 0.05, t-test for dependent samples.

4. Discussion

The aim of the current study was to explore how the system organization of behaviour can be
reflected in the irregularity of the heart rate, as measured by SampEn. In experiments reported in
this paper, we show that behaviour based on early-formed experience, related to native language as
opposed to foreign language, and general vocabulary as opposed to abstract mathematical vocabulary,
is associated with a lower irregularity of the heart rate. From the positions of system-evolutionary
theory, this can be viewed as a result of increasing of system differentiation in the organization of later
formed behaviour. Behaviour that is formed at later stages of individual development is based on
a larger set of functional systems that are represented in the brain by neuronal groups specialized in
relation to different acts comprising this behaviour, each formed at a certain point of an organism’s
life [2,17,20,47]. Therefore, the later formed behaviour is considered as more complex and detailed.
Our results show that the regularity of the physiological processes underlying such behaviour decreases
and their dynamics become more complex.

Heart rate irregularity, as a measure of non-linear dynamics of functional systems that are
involved in the organization of current behaviour, is higher when this behaviour was formed later
in individual development, but such differences were not observed for frequency of the heart rate,
which implies that the higher heart rate irregularity cannot be explained by differences in the intensity
of cognitive load engaging more internal recourses when performing later-formed behaviors. Therefore,
we argue that this effect is related to characteristics of the functional systems that are actualized in the
current behaviour.

It was shown that later-formed behaviour is subserved by the activity of a higher quantity of
neural networks [20,21,47]. Therefore, we assume that when an individual is performing a later formed
behaviour, his heart is involved in a more complex non-linear activity in order to achieve an adaptive
coordination with the activity of neuronal elements of functional systems. This results in a decreased
regularity of the heart rate.

We also show that irregularity of the heart rate is decreased during stress, alcohol administration,
and at the beginning of learning. From the positions of system-evolutionary theory, this can be
viewed as a result of system dedifferentiation in the organization of behaviour. In the context
of system dedifferentiation, the number of actualized functional systems declines as the organization
of behaviour becomes less complex [42], which is reflected in the reduced irregularity of the dynamics
of physiological processes, as shown in our study.
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The decrease in heart rate irregularity during public speaking shown in our study is in line with
similar results obtained for examination stress [48] and hemorrhagic shock [49]. A state of shock can
be considered as a higher degree of stress; heart rate irregularity that is observed in the state of shock
is four times lower than heart rate irregularity during stress. This suggests that a decrease in heart rate
irregularity may be quantitatively related to the degree of stress and system dedifferentiation induced
by the stress.

We have not found any other studies that would show the dynamics of heart rate irregularity
during alcohol administration, yet a decrease in heart rate variability, as measured by SDNN and HF
(power of the spectrum of heart rate in the high-frequency range), during alcohol administration had
been demonstrated previously [28].

A decrease of heart rate irregularity that was observed during the 30 min of drinking in the
alcohol condition comports with the dynamics of ethanol absorption for the initial 20–40 min of alcohol
intake reported in other studies [50]. At this initial stage of absorption, concentration of ethanol in
the bloodstream grows before it gradually transitions to the next stage of ethanol elimination, when
the concentration of ethanol in the bloodstream starts reducing. It is reasonable to assume that in
a case of a longer experiment with alcohol administration (about 3 h), one can expect a gradual
increase in heart rate irregularity, which would be slower than the initial decrease, as the stage of
elimination lasts longer than the stage of absorption. It is worth noting that a similar decrease of heart
rate irregularity, as measured by approximate entropy (ApEn), has been shown in experiments with
cocaine administration [51], which can be viewed as a possible factor of the system dedifferentiation.
Moreover, the cocaine-induced decrease in heart rate irregularity was dose-dependent. Therefore,
we assume that decreasing heart rate irregularity followed after alcohol administration reflects and
may be quantitatively related to the processes of system dedifferentiation.

The dynamics of heart rate irregularity at the beginning of learning can be viewed along with
data on the pattern of hormonal changes, i.e., an increase in cortisol levels and concentration of
endogenous opioids [45], typical for novel situations involving a mismatch between the existing
individual experience and current organism-environment relations. The initial stages of learning can
be described as a state of high emotional arousal, accompanied by a reduction in the actualization of
later-formed systems, when an individual goes back to the states of earlier developmental stages [23],
which could be viewed as an adaptive mechanism. Experiments with mathematical modelling have
shown that without such a reduction in differentiation of the system organization of behaviour at
the beginning of learning, it took animates a significantly longer time to find ways of solving a new
task [42]. Thus, a decrease of heart rate irregularity during the initial stages of learning can also be
viewed as a phenomenon that is associated with the processes of system dedifferentiation.

In addition, this view is supported by the results that were obtained in the studies of heart rate
irregularity and emotional arousal. G. Valenza and coauthors [52] compared heart rate indexes during
viewing the IAPS pictures, which elicited different levels of emotional arousal. They showed that
the heart rate irregularity, as measured by ApEn, was lower when participants were viewing the
pictures with a non-zero level of arousal than emotionally neutral pictures. I. Grossman and coauthors
found a positive correlation between heart rate variability and the number of decisions based on wise
reasoning about political and social problems [53].

It is important to note that we have not found any significant changes in the dynamics of av-RR
or SDNN when comparing them between behaviors that are formed at earlier and later stages of
individual development (Experiment 1 and 2). These results imply that different modes of heart
activity manifested in the dynamics of SampEn cannot be explained by the difference in intensity
of cognitive load, which demands unequal amounts of internal resources, cognitive control, and
efforts when performing early- and later-formed behaviors. Typical decreases of av-RR and SDNN
(Experiment 3 and 4) were observed during stress and alcohol administration, which had been reported
in many previous studies. However, we believe that decreasing SampEn in these situations can also
be explained by the dynamics of functional systems. For example, in Experiment 5 we observed
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decreasing SampEn and SDNN, accompanied by increasing av-RR. Thus, decreasing SampEn is not
always observed when av-RR and SDNN are also decreasing. This suggests that SampEn reflects not
only the basic states of general well-being of the organism, but can also be used to study the system
processes orchestrating behaviour.

In summary, we argue that heart rate variability originates from complex system processes
subserving behaviour, and it would be inaccurate to view it simply as a result of excitatory and
inhibitory commands from the structures of the central nervous system. In the framework of
system-evolutionary theory, behaviour is considered as an individual’s activity at the whole-organism
level. Therefore, changes in activity of the heart are viewed as a result of its coordination with other
elements of functional systems actualized in the current behaviour, particularly with changes in the sets
of activated neurons distributed across the cerebral cortex and sub-cortical structures and specialized
in relation to this behaviour. This coordination is subserved via a number of afferent and efferent nerve
fibers of the parasympathetic and sympathetic autonomic nervous system, as well as neurons of the
intracardiac nervous system tightly-distributed in the myocardium [54].

The results of this study allow for us to assume a positive correlation between the number
of functional systems and inter-system connections subserving current behaviour, which become
more complex in individual development, and heart rate irregularity observed during this behaviour
(Figure 11). The more functional systems actualized in the behaviour, the more elements the heart
coordinates its activity with in order to achieve a common whole-organism outcome, which is reflected
in higher heart rate irregularity.

 

Figure 11. Heart rate irregularity and the number of functional systems actualized in current behaviour.
The ovals depict functional systems formed at different stages of individual development. The selected
groups of ovals illustrate combinations of functional systems that provide realization of earlier (dotted
line) and later (solid line) formed behaviour. Heart rate irregularity, as measured by SampEn, increases
along with behavioural differentiation in the process of individual development.

Integrating results of the five experiments, the study proposes that SampEn of the heart rate can
be used as a new tool to study psychological processes and organization of behaviour. Many previous
studies had demonstrated the sensitivity of SampEn to physiological and behavioural dynamics,
which can be applied for diagnostics of optimal and extremal functional states [28,55], as well as
various clinical pathologies [28,56]. Our study has demonstrated the potential of using SampEn in
psychological research in order to study the system organization of behaviour.
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An important output of this study is that the dynamics of functional systems supporting current
behavior is reflected not only in activity of the brain, but also in the activity of the rest of the body.
Functional systems subserving behaviour are not entirely neuronal systems but they also consist of
elements located in different parts of the body. All elements of functional systems, neuronal and
non-neuronal, continuously change their activity in order to achieve an effective cooperation resulting
in an adaptive outcome relevant for the whole organism.

5. Conclusions

Heart rate irregularity is higher when an individual performs behaviour formed at later stages of
his development (e.g., using foreign language vs. native language and later acquired words vs. earlier
acquired words). The processes of system dedifferentiation (a reduction of the number of functional
systems subserving current behaviour) that were observed during stress, after alcohol administration,
and at the beginning stages of learning are accompanied by a decrease in heart rate irregularity. Thus,
irregularity of the heart rate reflects characteristics of the system organization of behaviour.
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4300/20/6/449/s1.
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Abstract: In view of the nonlinear characteristics of electroencephalography (EEG) signals collected in
the driving fatigue state recognition research and the issue that the recognition accuracy of the driving
fatigue state recognition method based on EEG is still unsatisfactory, this paper proposes a driving
fatigue recognition method based on sample entropy (SE) and kernel principal component analysis
(KPCA), which combines the advantage of the high recognition accuracy of sample entropy and the
advantages of KPCA in dimensionality reduction for nonlinear principal components and the strong
non-linear processing capability. By using support vector machine (SVM) classifier, the proposed
method (called SE_KPCA) is tested on the EEG data, and compared with those based on fuzzy entropy
(FE), combination entropy (CE), three kinds of entropies including SE, FE and CE that merged with
KPCA. Experiment results show that the method is effective.

Keywords: driving fatigue; sample entropy; kernel principal component analysis; support vector machine

1. Introduction

Driving fatigue is a phenomenon in which, due to continuous driving, drivers’ ability of
perception, judgment and operation appear to decrease [1]. Drivers are prone to driving fatigue
after long driving, and if they keep driving, their limbs will be stiff, their attention will decrease and
their judgment will decline. Driving fatigue may cause people to become delirious, and they may be
prone to traffic accidents [2]. Therefore, an effective driving fatigue state recognition method is the key
to construct the dangerous driving state warning system.

At present, a series of studies has been conducted on the recognition of driving fatigue status at
home and abroad. Guo et al. [3] explored the correlation between ECG indicators and driving fatigue
state based on ECG signals and constructed the driving fatigue state recognition model combined
with the SVM classifier. Yang et al. [4] conducted research on driving fatigue recognition on the
basis of the fusion of eye movement and pulse information. Zhao et al. [5] applied functional brain
networks to establish a fatigue recognition model based on EEG data and graph theory methods.
Zhao et al. [6] constructed a driving fatigue recognition model based on the human eye feature
by using a concatenated convolutional neural network. To judge whether the driver felt fatigue,
Zhang et al. [7] conducted research on driving fatigue recognition on the feature extraction of
the wavelet entropy of EEG signals. Moreover, Chai and Naik et al. [8] used entropy rate bound
minimization as a source separation technique, the autoregressive (AR) modeling as the feature
extraction algorithm and the Bayesian neural network as the classification algorithm for driving fatigue
recognition; they combined independent component by entropy rate bound minimization analysis
(ICA-ERBM) and EEG feature extraction components, which have not been explored previously
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for fatigue classification. Zeng et al. [9] proposed to use deep convolutional neural networks and
deep residual learning to predict the drivers’ mental states from EEG signals; they also developed
two mental state classification models that are the architecture of our CNN-based EEG classier
called EEG-Conv and combining EEG-Conv with residual learning called EEG-Conv-R. Chai and
Ling et al. [10] combined the AR modeling feature extractor with a sparse-deep belief networks
(sparse-DBN) classifier to constructed a driving fatigue recognition model, which have not been
explored previously for EEG-based driving fatigue classification. Hu et al. [11] conducted a driving
fatigue recognition model by the combination of the feature set that consisted of sample entropy, fuzzy
entropy, approximate entropy and spectral entropy and the gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT)
through the use of three different classifiers.

The literature mentioned above has enriched and extended the research of fatigue recognition
from different perspectives. EEG signals, with the highest sensitivity in driving fatigue detection
and recognition and the highly correlated relationship with the driver’s mental state, have been
studied more deeply [12]. There are many ways to analyze EEG signals, such as time domain analysis,
frequency domain analysis, multidimensional statistical analysis and nonlinear analysis [13]. However,
the recognition accuracy of the driving fatigue state obtained by using these methods is still not
satisfactory after the feature extraction of EEG signals. PCA and SVM were used to obtain better
recognition accuracy based on motion imagination EEG signals in [14]. However, because of the
nonlinear characteristics of EEG data, the internal model of the PCA is linear, the same with the
relationship among the principal components. PCA will lose its effectiveness when the principal
components of the study object are nonlinear. Therefore, this paper proposes a driving fatigue
recognition method based on sample entropy and kernel principal component analysis. There are
several advantages to using the sample entropy kernel principal component analysis (SE_KPCA)
method. On the one hand, the recognition of driving fatigue state based on sample entropy (SE) [15] is
more accurate. On the other hand, the result of dimension reduction in KPCA [16] is more positive
and has a strong non-linear processing capability. On the basis of the above, a driving fatigue state
recognition model is constructed with the combination of the support vector machine (SVM) [17]
algorithm to achieve effective recognition of the driver’s fatigue state.

2. Sample Entropy

The sample entropy (SE) calculation process is described as follows, given the original signal of
length N, denote it by x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N), and define the m-dimensional vector:

Xm(i) = {x(i), x(i + 1), . . . , x(i + m − 1)}; 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1 (1)

Calculate any two m-dimensional vectors:

D[Xm(i), Xm(j)] = max[x(i + k)− x(j + k)], 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1; i �= j, i, j ≤ N − m + 1 (2)

D[Xm(i), Xm(j)] is the maximum difference between Xm(i) and Xm(j). Given a threshold r,
calculate the total number of the maximum difference between any two elements that is less than
the threshold:

C =
N−m

∑
i=1

(D(i) < r) (3)

Define a ratio:
Bm

i (r) =
C

N − m
(4)

Bm
i (r) is the ratio of C to the total; calculate its mean:

Bm
(r) =

1
N − m + 1

N−m+1

∑
i=1

Bm
i (r) (5)
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where Bm
(r) is the proportion mean of the m-dimensional sequence. When the signal increases

to m + 1-dimension, repeat Equation (1) to Equation (4), and calculate the proportion mean of the
m + 1-dimensional sequence:

Am+1(r) =
C

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

Bm+1
i (r) (6)

Get the sample entropy of the sequence:

SanmEn(m, r) = lim
N⇒∞

{
−ln(Am+1(r)/Bm

(r))
}

(7)

When N is finite, Equation (7) can be expressed as follows:

SanmEn(m, r, N) = −ln(Am+1(r)/Bm
(r)) (8)

From Equation (8), it is known that the value of SanmEn is related to m and r. Pincus [18] pointed
out that the value of m is generally taken as two, when r is set to be 0.1- to 0.25-times the standard
deviation of the original EEG signal time series (0.1 to 0.25 SD; SD is the standard deviation). Thus,
m is set as two, and r is set as 0.25 SD in this paper.

3. Principal Component Analysis and Kernel Principal Component Analysis

3.1. Basic Principles of PCA

Suppose that the m-times extracted data matrix of n variables Xi, X2, . . . , Xm is X = (Xpq)m∗n.
The main steps of PCA analysis [19,20] are as follows:

1. Calculate the sample mean and standard deviation for each indicator X:

X =
1
n

m

∑
p=1

Xpq, Sq = 2

√√√√ 1
N − 1

m

∑
p=1

(Xpq − Xq)2, q = 1, 2, . . . , n (9)

2. Normalize Xpq and calculate its normalization matrix:

Ypq =
Xpq − Xq

m
, p = 1, 2, . . . , m, q = 1, 2, . . . , n (10)

3. Calculate the correlation coefficient matrix R according to the obtained standardized matrix
Y = (Ypq)m∗n:

rqk =
1

m − 1

m

∑
p=1

Ypq ∗ Ypk (11)

R = (rpq)mn, rqq = 1, rqk = rkq (12)

4. Get the eigenvalue of R, denoted as λ. Suppose λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λn > 0 and l1, l2, . . . , ln are the
corresponding feature vectors. Determine the range of K according to the cumulative variance
contribution as CVC > 90%, and define the CVC as:

CVC =
k

∑
q=1

λq/
n

∑
q=1

λq (13)

the K principal components are created, denoted as:

Zq = lqX (14)
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3.2. Basic Principles of KPCA

There are M samples in the input space, denoted as xk(k = 1, 2, . . . , M), xk ∈ RN , ∑M
k=1 xk = 0.

The nonlinear mapping function Φ is introduced to the algorithm, transforming the sample points
in the input space x1, x2, . . . , xM into sample points in the feature space as Φ(x1), Φ(x2), . . . , Φ(xM),
and the hypothesis:

M

∑
k=1

Φ(xk) = 0 (15)

Then, the covariance matrix in the feature space F is defined as:

C =
1
M

M

∑
j=1

Φ(xj)Φ(xj)
T (16)

Therefore, the solving equation of PCA in the feature space is:

λV = Cv (17)

λ is the eigenvalue, and v ∈ F\{0} is the eigenvector, so:

λ(Φ(xk) ∗ v) = Φ(xk) ∗ Cv, (k = 1, 2, . . . , M) (18)

Note that v can be expressed linearly by Φ(xi)(i = 1, 2, . . . , M) in the above formula.

v =
M

∑
i=1

aiΦ(xi) (19)

where a1, a2, . . . , aN is constant. Define an N ∗ N matrix satisfying the Mercer condition, denoted as K:

Kij = Φ(xi) ∗ Φ(xj) (20)

K is called the nuclear matrix, which can be obtained from Equation (16) to Equation (19)
as follows:

Mλa = Ka (21)

The required eigenvalues and eigenvectors are obtained by solving the formula Equation (21).
The projection of the test sample on the F-space vector Vk is:

(Vk ∗ Φ(x)) =
M

∑
i=1

ak
i (Φ(xi) ∗ Φ(x)) (22)

Supposed that Equation (15) is not valid. Then, the K in Equation (21) is replaced by K̃.

K̃ij = Kij − 1
M

M

∑
m=1

limKmj − 1
M

M

∑
n=1

Kinlnj +
1

M2

M

∑
m,n=1

limKmnlnj (23)

where lij = 1 (for all i, j).

3.3. Kernel Function Methods

At present, there are several forms of kernel functions that can be chosen, as follows:

1. Linear kernel function (special case):

K(x, xi) = x ∗ xi (24)
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2. P-order polynomial kernel function:

K(x, xi) = [(x ∗ xi) + 1]p (25)

3. Radial basis function (RBF):

K(x, xi) = exp(−||x − xi||
δ2 ) (26)

4. Multilayer perceptual (MLP) kernel function:

K(x, xi) = tanh[v(x ∗ xi) + c] (27)

The P-order polynomial kernel function, radial basis function and multilayer perceptual kernel
function are used in the model of this paper.

4. EEG Data Processing Method Based on Sample Entropy and Principal Component
Analysis/Kernel Principal Component Analysis

4.1. EEG Data Processing Method Based on Sample Entropy and Principal Component Analysis

Based on the above discussion about the method proposed in this paper, the algorithm that
combined sample entropy and principal component analysis (SE_PCA) can be divided into the
following three steps:

1. Collect the EEG signal, and preprocess it; then, extract the sample entropy characteristics of the
data by the formula Equations (1) to (8), and obtain a matrix Xm∗n;

2. Take the matrix Xm∗n into the formula Equations (9) to (14), then calculate its principal component;
3. Construct a model, and use SVM to classify.

4.2. EEG Data Processing Method Based on Sample Entropy and Kernel Principal Component Analysis

Based on the above discussion about the method proposed in this paper, the SE_KPCA algorithm
can be divided into the following four steps:

1. Collect the EEG signal, and preprocess the EEG signal; then, extract the sample entropy characteristics
of the data by the formula Equations (1) to (8), and obtain a matrix Xm∗n;

2. Select the kernel function K(x, xi), the matrix Xm∗n as an input of KPCA, and centralize it in high
dimensional space; then, calculate matrix K̃ according to Equation (23);

3. Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix K̃, as well as its nonlinear principal component;
4. Construct a model, and use SVM to classify.

5. Method Testing and Result Analysis

5.1. Test Environment and Test Data

Test environment: The platform environment used in the experiment includes a static simulator
(Beijing-China Joint Teaching Equipment Co., Ltd., ZY-31D vehicle driving simulator, Beijing, China),
and this includes three 24-inch monitors and a software teaching system for driving simulations
(ZM-601 V9.2). A 32-electrode EEG collecting cap, the computer system (windows 10 × 64), EEG
collecting and preprocessing software (Neuroscan 3.2) and EEG analysis software (MATLAB R2014b)
were used.

Test data description: The EEG signal data analyzed in this paper come from the EEG study,
which simulated car driving training. Twenty five normal subjects were tested for the current fatigue
level during the training, such as the sleep quality on the previous night, the diet on the day, etc.,
then two sets of experiment data were recorded by every subject, namely fatigue state and non-fatigue
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state. According to the precious experience in the fatigue-related experiment, each subject was asked to
drive for 40 min without a break, then they were asked to take a questionnaire to check their states [21].
The EEG data are 32-electrode, 600 s time series at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, which consisted of 300 s
of rest (non-fatigue) and 300 s of fatigue. After collecting a person’s EEG signal data, filtering and
processing them (artifact removal, removal of eye movement interference, signal correction, etc. [21])
were conducted. This paper conducted two sets of experiments. The first one was taking some data
from 10 individuals and 60 s for each person (the first 30 s in the non-fatigue state and the other
30 s in the fatigue state), which constructed a 600 ∗ 30 data matrix (for which 600 is 600 s, 30 is the
30 electrodes), as shown in Figure 1. The other one was taking some data from 15 individuals and
60 s of each person, which constructed a 900 ∗ 30 data matrix, as shown in Figure 2. At present, this
paper merely compares the experimental results of 30 s, due to less data being able to reduce the time
of experiment and the amount of data in 30 s being enough. However, the subsequent experiments
would enlarge the selection of different time bands for testing.

Figure 1. Sample entropy data matrix (10 individuals).

Figure 2. Sample entropy data matrix (15 individuals).

5.2. Driving Fatigue State Recognition Test Based on SE_PCA

Firstly, the SE_PCA method was used to analyze the contribution ratio of the 30 electrode principal
components. According to formula ∑n

q=1 λq mentioned in Section 3.1, the contribution rate of the
30 electrode principal components was calculated as shown in Table 1, in which i represents the
principal components (or principal elements) and Ci represents the contribution rate. From Table 1,
each principal element corresponds to two sets of contribution rate, and the former data are from the
first experiment and the latter from the second experiment. In the first experiment, the cumulative
contribution rate of the top 10 principal components reached 90.63%. As a result, the amount of
principal components was reduced from 30 to 10. Similarly, the cumulative contribution rate of
the top 14 principal components reached 95.08%, and the cumulative contribution rate of the top
23 principal components reached 99.10%. In the second experiment, the cumulative contribution rate
of the top eight principal components reached 90.14%. As a result, the amount of principal components
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was reduced from 30 to eight. Similarly, the cumulative contribution rate of the top 13 principal
components reached 95.17%, and the cumulative contribution rate of the top 23 principal components
reached 99.12%.

Secondly, we selected the main component through Equation (13) >90%. This article mainly
tests three kinds of situations where the contribution rates reach 90%, 95% and 99%, respectively.
The corresponding characteristic variables in the three cases were 10, 14 and 23 in the first experiment;
the corresponding characteristic variables in the three cases were 8, 13 and 23 in the second experiment.

Table 1. Contribution rates of each principal component.

i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci

1 0.5664 7 0.0275 13 0.0097 19 0.0043 25 0.0016
0.6286 0.0197 0.0068 0.0033 0.0017

2 0.0721 8 0.0209 14 0.0086 20 0.0038 26 0.0013
0.0960 0.0163 0.0060 0.0030 0.0014

3 0.0633 9 0.0191 15 0.0079 21 0.0031 27 0.0012
0.0470 0.0145 0.0056 0.0028 0.0012

4 0.0486 10 0.0154 16 0.0065 22 0.0027 28 0.0011
0.0350 0.0107 0.0050 0.0027 0.0009

5 0.0425 11 0.0138 17 0.0051 23 0.0023 29 0.0011
0.0322 0.0104 0.0046 0.0024 0.0008

6 0.0306 12 0.0125 18 0.0044 24 0.0018 30 0.0008
0.0266 0.0080 0.0040 0.0019 0.0007

Finally, according to the three contribution rates, the accuracy of the recognition in driving fatigue
was tested by the SVM classifier. This paper used a method based on k-fold cross-validation in which
k = 3. Seventy percent of the data were used as a training set, then the other thirty percent of the data
were used as a test set. The test results are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Compared with the driving fatigue
recognition accuracy rates, which only used the sample entropy, when the contribution rate reached
0.99, the SE_KPCA method improved the recognition accuracy of the driving fatigue state compared
with the SE method, and the time performance had also been reduced.

Table 2. Comparison of the sample entropy principal component analysis (SE_PCA) and SE methods
(10 individuals).

Contribution Rate
SE_PCA SE

Acc Time Acc Time

0.90 80.50% 7.68 s
0.95 81.83% 8.25 s 86.60% 14.87 s
0.99 88.00% 10.34 s

Table 3. Comparison of the SE_PCA and SE methods (15 individuals).

Contribution Rate
SE_PCA SE

Acc Time Acc Time

0.90 59.00% 20.18 s
0.95 66.33% 27.64 s 71.44% 39.66 s
0.99 73.78% 35.95 s

5.3. Driving Fatigue State Recognition Test Based on SE_KPCA

First of all, we analyzed the principal components contribution rates by the SE_KPCA method.
For example, when the kernel function chose a P-order polynomial kernel function and the parameter
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was set as P = 2, the calculation results were as shown in Table 4. As we can see, each principal
element corresponds to two contribution rates; the former data were from the first experiment, and the
latter data were from the second experiment, the same for Tables 5 and 6.

Then, we selected the main component, and the cumulative contribution rate calculation was
consistent with the PCA method. For example, the kernel function chose a P-order polynomial kernel
function testing for three cases with contribution rates of 90%, 95% and 99%. In the first experiment,
Table 4 shows the result when parameter P = 2, and the characteristic variables in the three cases were:
8, 12, 26. Table 5 shows the result when parameter P = 1, and the characteristic variables in the three
cases were: 9, 14, 23. Table 6 shows the result when parameter P = 0.5, and the characteristic variables
in the three cases were: 10, 14, 22. For the second experiment, Table 4 shows the result when parameter
P = 2, and the characteristic variables in the three cases were: 7, 12, 25. Table 5 shows the result when
parameter P = 1, and the characteristic variables in the three cases were: 8, 13, 23. Table 6 shows the
result when parameter P = 0.5, and the characteristic variables in the three cases were: 9, 13, 21.

Table 4. Contribution rates of each principal component of the P-order (P = 2) polynomial kernel function.

i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci

1 0.7026 7 0.0190 13 0.0059 19 0.0027 25 0.0013
0.7171 0.0156 0.0052 0.0024 0.0013

2 0.0534 8 0.0157 14 0.0057 20 0.0023 26 0.0013
0.0679 0.0131 0.0042 0.0023 0.0011

3 0.0412 9 0.0141 15 0.0048 21 0.0019 27 0.0011
0.0359 0.0118 0.0037 0.0020 0.0009

4 0.0318 10 0.0093 16 0.0037 22 0.0018 28 0.0010
0.0313 0.0089 0.0034 0.0019 0.0009

5 0.0269 11 0.0077 17 0.0034 23 0.0016 29 0.0009
0.0214 0.0070 0.0030 0.0017 0.0008

6 0.0213 12 0.0073 18 0.0030 24 0.0015 30 0.0008
0.0183 0.0064 0.0028 0.0016 0.0006

Table 5. Contribution rates of each principal component of the P-order (P = 1) polynomial kernel function.

i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci

1 0.5977 7 0.0257 13 0.0087 19 0.0034 25 0.0017
0.6255 0.0205 0.0066 0.0033 0.0016

2 0.0809 8 0.0208 14 0.0079 20 0.0030 26 0.0016
0.1035 0.0177 0.0055 0.0031 0.0013

3 0.0557 9 0.0197 15 0.0065 21 0.0026 27 0.0013
0.0456 0.0139 0.0046 0.0026 0.0012

4 0.0434 10 0.0127 16 0.0051 22 0.0022 28 0.0011
0.0390 0.0112 0.0046 0.0025 0.0009

5 0.0355 11 0.0104 17 0.0044 23 0.0021 29 0.0010
0.0288 0.0091 0.0042 0.0023 0.0008

6 0.0284 12 0.0097 18 0.0041 24 0.0019 30 0.0009
0.0255 0.0076 0.0042 0.0021 0.0006
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Table 6. Contribution rates of each principal component of the P-order (P = 0.5) polynomial kernel function.

i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci i Ci

1 0.5055 7 0.0314 13 0.0107 19 0.0041 25 0.0020
0.5343 0.0249 0.0081 0.0041 0.0020

2 0.1051 8 0.0250 14 0.0097 20 0.0036 26 0.0019
0.1374 0.0224 0.0069 0.0039 0.0016

3 0.0685 9 0.0238 15 0.0079 21 0.0032 27 0.0015
0.0562 0.0159 0.0061 0.0033 0.0014

4 0.0552 10 0.0157 16 0.0062 22 0.0027 28 0.0013
0.0476 0.0135 0.0058 0.0030 0.0011

5 0.0424 11 0.0128 17 0.0054 23 0.0025 29 0.0012
0.0366 0.0112 0.0052 0.0028 0.0009

6 0.0353 12 0.0128 18 0.0051 24 0.0023 30 0.0010
0.0330 0.0089 0.0051 0.0026 0.0007

Last but not least, the three selected principal components for driving fatigue recognition accuracy
were tested by the SVM classifier. The specific test was performed under three different principal
component contribution rates by using the KPCA method of the P-order polynomial kernel function,
radial basis function and multilayer perceptual kernel function, and every optimal parameters was
obtained through multiple experiments. The test results are shown in Tables 7–9. The data test results
of 15 people are shown in Tables 10–12. These tables also include the accuracy of the driving fatigue
state recognition based on SE_PCA under the same contribution rates.

Table 7. Comparison between the sample entropy kernel principal component analysis (SE_KPCA)
(P-order) method and the SE_PCA method (10 individuals).

Contribution Rate
SE_KPCA

SE_PCA
Parameter P = 2 P = 1 P = 0.5

0.90 Acc 74.50% 73.83% 73.33% 80.50%
Time 66.08 s 14.74 s 6.41 s 7.68 s

0.95 Acc 82.5% 82.33% 75.83% 81.83%
Time 83.25 s 15.70 s 7.40 s 8.25 s

0.99 Acc 93.17% 85.83% 75.83% 88.00%
Time 99.63 s 17.77 s 10.36 s 10.34 s

Table 8. Comparison between the SE_KPCA (RBF) method and the SE_PCA method (10 individuals).

Contribution Rate
SE_KPCA

SE_PCA
Parameter σ = 0.1 σ = 0.2 σ = 0.7 σ = 1

0.90 Acc 93.80% 98.33% 89.50% 81.80% 80.50%
Time 91.60 s 36.46 s 7.58 s 6.47 s 7.68 s

0.95 Acc 93.80% 98.33% 92.60% 85.80% 81.83%
Time 116.19 s 45.00 s 13.05 s 8.57 s 8.25 s

0.99 Acc 93.80% 98.33% 92.80% 86.30% 88.00%
Time 138.92 s 54.01 s 28.50 s 21.51 s 10.34 s

The test results from Tables 7–12 show that the SE_KPCA method was better than the SE_PCA
method at identifying and classifying driving fatigue. In particular, when KPCA’s kernel functions
chose a radial basis function with a parameter of 0.2 and a contribution rate of 0.9, the classification
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accuracy of the SE_KPCA method reached 98.33%, and the time performance was good. The subsequent
experiments in this paper all used the radial basis function, and the parameter σ was 0.2, while the
contribution rate was set as 0.9.

Table 9. Comparison between the SE_KPCA (MPL) method and the SE_PCA method (10 individuals).

Contribution Rate

SE_KPCA

SE_PCA
Parameter

c = 0.1 c = 0.2 c = 0.7 c = 1
v = 0.001 v = 0.01 v = 0.001 v = 0.01

0.90 ACC 70.60% 70.30% 70.67% 70.50% 80.50%
Time 4.03 s 3.83 s 3.97 s 3.81 s 7.68 s

0.95 ACC 79.10% 79.60% 79.10% 73.80% 81.83%
Time 14.15 s 13.82 s 14.05 s 13.48 s 8.25 s

0.99 ACC 88.00% 86.33% 88.00% 85.83% 88.00%
Time 7.09 s 7.10 s 7.07 s 6.80 s 10.34 s

Table 10. Comparison between the SE_KPCA (P-order) method and the SE_PCA method (15 individuals).

Contribution Rate
SE_KPCA

SE_PCA
Parameter P = 2 P = 1 P = 0.5

0.90 Acc 58.56% 56.89% 57.89% 59.00%
Time 235.78 s 40.49 s 19.09 s 20.18 s

0.95 Acc 66.78% 66.22% 57.223% 66.33%
Time 268.56 s 43.84 22.24 s 27.64 s

0.99 Acc 75.56% 72.11% 58.56% 73.78%
Time 325.98 s 65.78 s 35.64 s 35.95 s

Table 11. Comparison between the SE_KPCA (RBF) method and the SE_PCA method (15 individuals).

Contribution Rate
SE_KPCA

SE_PCA
Parameter σ = 0.1 σ = 0.2 σ = 0.7 σ = 1

0.90 Acc 91.44% 91.78% 80.89% 66.11% 59.00%
Time 411.60 s 259.83 s 50.80 s 41.20 s 20.18 s

0.95 Acc 91.44% 91.67% 83.89% 74.33% 66.33%
Time 416.19 s 361.75 s 72.98 s 43.39 s 27.64 s

0.99 Acc 91.56% 91.67% 84.44% 75.89% 73.78%
Time 458.92 s 395.39 s 239.60 s 99.86 s 35.95 s

Table 12. Comparison between the SE_KPCA (MPL) method and the SE_PCA method (15 individuals).

Contribution Rate

SE_KPCA

SE_PCA
Parameter

c = 0.1 c = 0.2 c = 0.7 c = 1
v = 0.001 v = 0.01 v = 0.001 v = 0.01

0.90 ACC 41.11% 40.78% 41.11% 40.33% 59.00%
Time 12.52 s 11.91 s 11.22 s 11.94 s 20.18 s

0.95 ACC 62.78% 61.78% 62.78% 61.33% 66.33%
Time 14.15 s 13.82 s 14.05 s 13.48 s 27.64 s

0.99 ACC 73.11% 71.78% 73.11% 71.56% 73.78%
Time 22.12 s 21.26 s 22.13 s 21.19 s 35.95 s
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5.4. Comparison Test between SE_KPCA and the Driving Fatigue Recognition Method Based on Fuzzy
Entropy/Combination Entropy

In order to verify the classification effect of the SE_KPCA method further, traditional methods
of feature extraction were used to compare the sample entropy, fuzzy entropy (FE) [13,22] and
combination entropy (CE) [16]. Take the samples of 10 and 15 individuals’ EEG signals as an example;
fuzzy entropy and combination entropy were used for feature extraction, and then SVM was applied
to identify the driving fatigue state; the test results are shown from Figures 3–6. After the comparison
and analysis of the figure, the conclusion was draw that SE_KPCA had significantly improved the
classification recognition rate compared with the traditional sample entropy, fuzzy entropy and
combination entropy, and the time performance was good.

Figure 3. Comparison of the recognition accuracy rates among the sample entropy, fuzzy entropy,
combination entropy and SE_KPCA methods (10 individuals).

Figure 4. Comparison of the time among the sample entropy, fuzzy entropy, combination entropy
and SE_KPCA methods (10 individuals).
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Figure 5. Comparison of the recognition accuracy rates among the sample entropy, fuzzy entropy,
combination entropy and SE_KPCA methods (15 individuals).

Figure 6. Comparison of the time among the sample entropy, fuzzy entropy, combination entropy
and SE_KPCA methods (15 individuals).

5.5. Comparison of the SE_KPCA Method Based on KPCA and Fuzzy Entropy/Combination Entropy for
Driving Fatigue Identification

5.5.1. Data Description

(1) The EEG data processing method based on KPCA and fuzzy entropy (FE_KPCA):

• Extract the features of fuzzy entropy from the collected EEG signals according to the fuzzy entropy
formula in the literature [22];

• Select the kernel function K(x, xi); centralize the fuzzy entropy data in the high dimensional space,
and then, calculate the matrix according to Equation (23);

• Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix K̃ ;
• Calculate its nonlinear principal component.

(2) The EEG data processing method based on the KPCA and combination entropy (CE_KPCA):
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• Extract the features of the combination entropy from the collected EEG signals according to the
combination entropy formula in the literature [21];

• Select the kernel function K(x, xi); centralize the combination entropy data in the high dimensional
space, and then, calculate the matrix according to Equation (23);

• Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix K̃;
• Calculate its nonlinear principal component.

5.5.2. Experimental Results

After verifying the validity of the SE_KPCA method in Section 5.4, this paper compares
KPCA combined with fuzzy entropy (FE_KPCA) with KPCA combined with combination entropy
(CE_KPCA). As shown from Figures 7–10, through the same method, the SVM was adopted for
classification and identification. After comparing and analyzing all the figures, our conclusion is that
the classification recognition rate of SE_KPCA was obviously higher than FE_KPCA and CE_KPCA,
and the temporal performance was lower.

Figure 7. Comparison of the recognition accuracy rates among the fuzzy entropy KPCA (FE_KPCA),
combination entropy KPCA (CE_KPCA) and SE_KPCA methods (10 individuals).
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Figure 8. Comparison of the time among the FE_KPCA, CE_KPCA and SE_KPCA methods (10 individuals).

Figure 9. Comparison of the recognition accuracy rates among the FE_KPCA, CE_KPCA and SE_KPCA
methods (15 individuals).
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Figure 10. Comparison of the time among the FE_KPCA, CE_KPCA and SE_KPCA methods (15 individuals).

As shown from Figures 3–10, it can also be seen that FE_KPCA and CE_KPCA have no higher
classification accuracy than traditional FE and CE, and the time performance is worse.

6. Conclusions

This paper studies the characteristics of EEG signals in two groups (fatigue state and non-fatigue
state). Firstly, feature extraction of the EEG signal was conducted by applying sample entropy,
then further feature extraction was made by using kernel principal component analysis, and the
SVM classifier was used to classify and identify the two states of fatigue and non-fatigue. Through
analysis and comparison of the experiment results that indicate when the kernel functions select the
radial basis function, the classification recognition rate performs excellently. Besides, when compared
with the traditional methods, the classification recognition rate is also significantly improved. This
paper mainly researched the experiment results of the entropy, PCA and KPCA, but the subsequent
experiments will introduce more methods for testing.
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Abstract: In this paper, a structural health monitoring (SHM) system based on multi-scale
cross-sample entropy (MSCE) is proposed for detecting damage locations in multi-bay
three-dimensional structures. The location of damage is evaluated for each bay through MSCE
analysis by examining the degree of dissimilarity between the response signals of vertically-adjacent
floors. Subsequently, the results are quantified using the damage index (DI). The performance of
the proposed SHM system was determined in this study by performing a finite element analysis of
a multi-bay seven-story structure. The derived results revealed that the SHM system successfully
detected the damaged floors and their respective directions for several cases. The proposed system
provides a preliminary assessment of which bay has been more severely affected. Thus, the effectiveness
and high potential of the SHM system for locating damage in large and complex structures rapidly
and at low cost are demonstrated.

Keywords: multi-bay; three-dimensional; structural health monitoring; multi-scale; cross-sample entropy

1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) has attracted considerable attention among engineers,
because structures are inevitably subject to internal or external factors that affect their service
lives. SHM enables early detection of any damage caused by factors such as the environment or
faulty construction, thus facilitating timely maintenance or repair jobs. Over the past two decades,
signal-processing techniques have mainly been applied in SHM methods to analyze the measured
displacement, velocity or acceleration signals of structures to obtain dynamic characteristics such as
basic vibration frequency (natural frequency) and damping. These characteristics contribute to the
diagnosis of damage, as well as its condition and possible location [1,2].

In 1999, Wahab and De Roeck [3] used the change in dynamic parameters between the undamaged
and damaged conditions of simply-supported and continuous beams to localize damage. In 2000,
Maeck et al. [4] identified the degree and location of damage in reinforced concrete beams according
to their modal characteristics for dynamic stiffness analysis. Subsequently, vibration-based SHM
algorithms and their application limitations were examined and summarized by Chang et al. [5].
The feasibility of using measured modal parameters for damage detection of steel towers through
Bayesian probability theory was examined by Lam and Yang [6]. Furthermore, Chen et al. [7] identified
bridge bearing damage by using beam modal information as the input to a neural network.

German physicist Clausius [8] first introduced the concept of entropy in 1865 to evaluate the
uncertainty of events in a thermodynamic system. Decades later, Shannon [9] proposed the influential
Shannon entropy in the field of information theory. Moreover, Kolmogorov [10] defined the notion of
entropy for a new class of dynamical systems; Sinai [11] then introduced a definition of entropy that
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can be applied to all dynamical systems. Jointly, the entropy defined in these two studies was called
KS entropy, which was used to measure the complexity of measured time series in D-dimensional
dynamic systems. Thereafter, research demonstrated that although KS entropy can be effectively
applied to low-dimensional chaotic systems, it cannot be applied to experimental data. The calculation
results are affected by various levels of noise that may be involved [12].

In 1991, Pincus [13] developed an analytical method called “approximate entropy” (ApEn) by
modifying the KS entropy formula. This method permitted the quantification of regularity in a time
series as a single number. The performance of ApEn was tested using clinical data, and the test results
demonstrated the predictive and diagnostic capabilities of ApEn. An and Ou [14] proposed the mean
curvature difference method based on the ApEn theory and successfully located the damage in the
shear frame structures. A modification of ApEn, called “sample entropy” (SampEn), was proposed by
Richman and Moorman [15] in 2000. The advantage of SampEn is that the entropy value obtained is
not affected by the length of the time series. Moreover, higher relative consistency can be achieved
under different parameters such as the threshold r, sample length m and signal length N. Richman and
Moorman also argued that comparing a dataset with itself is meaningless; therefore, SampEn does not
count self-matches and is free of any bias caused in the entropy estimation.

In 2002, multi-scale entropy (MSE) was proposed by Costa et al. [16,17] to measure the entropy in
physiological time series. Traditional entropy-based algorithms that use only a single time scale for
analysis may yield misleading results; therefore, a coarse-graining procedure was proposed to obtain
more accurate results during entropy calculation. The MSE method was verified by applying it to
heartbeat time series of healthy subjects, subjects with congestive heart failure and subjects with atrial
fibrillation. The results showed that on multiple scales, healthy heartbeats had the highest entropy
values; thus, diagnosing patients through the MSE method is feasible. MSE analysis has been used
not only in the medical field, but also in the area of mechanical engineering. The damage condition of
roller bearings has been successfully diagnosed through the MSE analysis of vibration signals [18,19].

Similar to ApEn, Cross-ApEn was introduced by Pincus and Singer [20] to analyze the degree
of asynchrony of two related time series. Subsequently, Richman and Moorman [15] proposed
Cross-SampEn as a superior alternative for the same purpose, because unmatched templates result
in undefined probabilities in Cross-ApEn. The performance of both methods was tested using
cardiovascular time series, demonstrating that the results obtained using Cross-SampEn had a higher
level of relative consistency than those obtained using Cross-ApEn.

In 2013, Fabris et al. [21] applied the SampEn and Cross-SampEn algorithms to electroglottogram
and microphone signals. The healthy patients and those with throat or vocal disorders can be identified
by quantifying the degree of asynchrony between time series. Subsequently, SHM systems based
on the MSE and MSCE algorithms introduced in [15–17] in the field of physiology have been
proposed to identify damage locations and directions on a single-bay structure [22,23]. The vertical
MSCE analysis was performed to identify the damaged floor, and planar MSCE analysis was
performed to identify the damage directions. The resulting MSCE curves indicated that a higher
degree of synchronicity between two signals yields lower entropy values. Furthermore, time
series with high complexity have high entropy values, indicating damage. Considering the higher
entropy values obtained for damaged floors, vertical and planar damage index (DI) values were
proposed for efficiently quantifying damage. A comparison of healthy and damaged signals revealed
positive DI values for damaged floors, whereas negative DI values were observed for healthy floors.
Moreover, the parameters of sample entropy and wavelet transformation were optimized to detect the
possible crack on a cantilever beam [24], and a cross-entropy optimization technique was also applied
to identify the damage of the shear structure component [25].

The aim of the present study was to implement the vertical MSCE analysis coupled with the
vertical DI on a large and complex three-bay bi-axial numerical model to identify the damaged floors
and damaged bays of the structure. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The proposed
SHM system is described in Section 2. In Section 3, a numerical evaluation of a three-bay, seven-story
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steel structure is presented. On the basis of the numerical results, the performance of the MSCE and DI
analyses is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions.

2. SHM Algorithm

2.1. SampEn

In this section, SampEn is first introduced to understand more clearly the methods used for the
SHM system [13]. As a statistical method for analyzing time series, SampEn estimates the entropy value
of a measured time series to quantify the complexity of a system. The results of SampEn, an unbiased
refinement of ApEn, are not affected by the time series length or calculation parameters.

For a time series {Xi} = {x1, . . . , xi, xN} with length N, a vector of m data points um(i) =

{xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+m−1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1 can be defined as the template. The combination of
all templates with length m is represented by the template space T of the signal; for example,
[xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+m−1] represents the i-th template of the time series. Various N − m + 1 templates
may constitute the time series. The template space T, which is the combination of all N − m + 1
templates with length m, is expressed as follows:

T =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1 x2 · · · xm

x2 x3 · · · xm−1
...

...
. . .

...
xN−m+1 xN−m+2 · · · xN

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

Let dij be the maximum distance between two templates i and j and r be a predetermined threshold.

dij = max{|x(i + k)− x(j + k)| : 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1} (2)

Next, the number of similarities nm
i (r) between templates um(i) and um(j) can be calculated

as follows:

nm
i (r) =

N−m

∑
j=1

d[um(i), um(j)] (3)

where similarity is defined as follows:

d[um(i), um(j)] =

{
1 dij ≤ r

0 dij > r
(4)

The distance between templates is calculated through Equation (2) and then substituted into
Equation (4) to define the similarity between the two. The two templates are determined to be similar
when the distance dij does not exceed the threshold r. By contrast, the two templates are dissimilar
when dij exceeds r. Different pattern templates can be substituted for comparisons with template i.
The degree of sample similarity Um

i (r) can then be calculated as follows:

Um
i (r) =

nm
i (r)

(N − m + 1)
(5)

The average degree of sample similarity can be calculated as follows after obtaining the degree of
sample similarity:

Um(r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

Um
i (r) (6)

Here, Um(r) represents the average degree of similarity between all templates of length m in the
template space T. Subsequently, a new template space is created by assembling templates with length
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m + 1. The average degree of similarity Um+1(r) of the new template space is calculated by repeating
the aforementioned steps. Consequently, the SampEn values of the time series with parameters m, r
and N can be obtained as follows:

SE(m, r, N) = −ln
Um+1(r)

Um(r)
(7)

2.2. MSE

MSE can extract much more information of a time series, compared with single scale-based entropy
methods. Briefly, a time series is subjected to a coarse-graining procedure to construct multiple time series
at different time scales [15,16]. The procedure is described as follows: A discrete time series x1, x2, . . . , xN
with length N is segmented into multiple time series with length τ, where τ(τ = 1, 2, . . . , N) is the
scale factor. Subsequently, a new time series {y(τ)j } is constructed by deriving the arithmetic mean of
each set of data values according to the following equation:

y(τ)j =
1
τ

jτ

∑
i=(j−1)τ+1

xi, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
τ

(8)

The length of each coarse-grained time series is N/τ, meaning that at scale 1, the coarse-grained
time series is the original time series. Moreover, the length of the coarse-grained time-series decreases
as τ increases. After the process is completed, SampEn is used to calculate the entropy values for each
coarse-grained time series {y(τ)j }. The obtained sample entropy values are the MSE of the time series
and are plotted as a function of the scale factor ( f (τ) = SE).

2.3. Cross-SampEn

With a similar procedure to SampEn, Cross-SampEn is used to evaluate the degree of dissimilarity
between two time series derived from the same system [20]. The estimation of Cross-SampEn can
be summarized as follows. Consider two individual time series {Xi} = {x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xN} and
{Yj} = {y1, . . . , yj, . . . , yN} with length N. The signals are segmented into the following templates of
length m: um(i) = {xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+m−1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1 and vm(j) = {yj, yj+1, . . . , yj+m−1}, 1 ≤
j ≤ N − m + 1. The template space Tx is presented as follows:

Tx =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1 x2 · · · xm

x2 x3 · · · xm−1
...

...
. . .

...
xN−m+1 xN−m+2 · · · xN

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)

Similarly, template space Ty is expressed as follows:

Ty =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
y1 y2 · · · ym

y2 y3 · · · ym−1
...

...
. . .

...
yN−m+1 yN−m+2 · · · yN

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (10)

The number of similarities between um(i) and vm(j), defined as nm
i (r), is calculated under the

following criterion:
d[um(i), vm(j)] ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ N − m (11)
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The similarity probability of the templates is evaluated using the following equations:

Um
i (r)(v‖u) =

nm(r)
(N − m)

(12)

Then, the average probability of similarity of length m is calculated as follows:

Um(r)(v‖u) =
1

(N − m)

N−m

∑
i=1

Um
i (r)(v‖u) (13)

where Um(r)(v‖u) is the degree of dissimilarity between the two time series when m points are
segmented. Subsequently, new template spaces Tx and Ty are created by assembling templates with
length m + 1. The steps above are repeated to obtain the average similarity probability Um+1(r)(v‖u),
and the Cross-SampEn values can be then derived as follows:

CSE(m, r, N) = −ln
Um+1(r)(v‖u)

Um(r)(v‖u)
(14)

2.4. MSCE and DI

The SHM system proposed in this study relies on MSCE analysis for identifying structural damage.
Because an extended three-bay model was analyzed in this study, it was also of interest to identify
the damaged bay. However, diagnosing the location of damage through a simple observation of the
obtained MSCE curves is typically difficult. Therefore, a DI based on [22,23] was proposed for rapidly
and efficiently diagnosing the damaged floor, axis and bay in the structure.

For the three-bay structure described in the following section, the SHM process is applied to
each bay separately to detect the possible damage, while the interaction between each bay has been
included in the measured signals. Thus, the following procedure is repeated three times. Two groups
of curves representing the healthy and damaged conditions of the structure are analyzed. For a biaxial
structure with N floors, the MSCE curves for the x- and y-axes under the healthy condition can be
expressed as matrices:

MSCEundamaged =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Hx

1
Hx

2
...

Hx
N

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ MSCEundamaged

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Hy

1
Hy

2
...

Hy
N

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (15)

Similarly, the MSCE curves for the x- and y-axes under the damaged condition are expressed
as follows:

MSCEdamaged =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Dx

1
Dx

2
...

Dx
N

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ MSCEdamaged

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Dy

1
Dy

2
...

Dy
N

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (16)

H and D represent the MSCE curves for the healthy and damaged conditions, respectively.
The superscripts x and y represent the analyzed axes, and the subscript depicts the analyzed floor.
For example, Hx

N is the x-axis MSCE of the signal in the analyzed N-th floor and the signal of the floor
beneath it under healthy conditions. This can be further expressed as follows:

Haxis
N = {CS 1

E HNaxis, CS 2
E HNaxis, CS 3

E HNaxis, . . . , CS τ
E HNaxis} (17)
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Similarly, Daxis
N can be arranged as follows:

Daxis
N = {CS 1

E DNaxis, CS 2
E DNaxis, CS 3

E DNaxis, . . . , CS τ
E DNaxis} (18)

where CSE denotes the Cross-SampEn value in each element, the superscript denotes the scale factor
τ, the first superscript denotes the health condition, the second subscript denotes the analyzed floor
and the third subscript denotes the analyzed axis. Subsequently, the following formulae can be used
to calculate the dual-axis DI per floor on a specific bay:

DINx =
τ

∑
k=1

(CS q
E DNx − CS q

E HNx) DINy =
τ

∑
k=1

(CS q
E DNy − CS q

E HNy) (19)

The DI is evaluated by calculating the difference between the MSCE values of the damaged and
healthy structures. Each bay of the structure has two DI values per floor: one on the x-axis and the
other on the y-axis. For a specific floor, a positive DI indicates that the floor has sustained damage,
whereas a negative DI indicates no damage on the floor, where the structure is under a more stable
condition compared to the original healthy state. As verified in previous research [22], the proposed
method can sustain the velocity changes for an approximately 10–20% noise level.

3. Numerical Simulation

To verify the feasibility of the SHM system proposed in this study, SAP2000 software (SAP2000
v9) was used to construct and analyze the three-bay, seven-story model, which is an extension of
the areal benchmark structure commonly used at the National Center for Research on Earthquake
Engineering (NCREE), for numerical simulation. The dimensions and characteristics of the numerical
model are outlined as follows: The model was a steel structure comprising seven stories and three
bays on the x-axis and a single bay on the y-axis. The height of each story was 1.06 m, and the widths of
the bays on the x- and y-axes were 1.32 and 0.92 m, respectively. The columns were steel plates measuring
75 × 50 mm2. The beams were steel plates of 70 × 100 mm2. All sides of the structure were fitted with
steel bracing chosen as L-shaped steel angles measuring 65 × 65 × 6 mm. Apart from the self-weight
of the structure, an additional 500-kg mass was added per bay on each story to simulate the actual
characteristics of a structure.

Time history and modal analyses were performed on the model. To perform the time history
analysis, white noise signals were first generated with a power intensity of 1 MW and selected
as the input accelerations to excite the numerical model as a simulation of ambient vibrations.
The direct integration time-history analysis was applied to solve the structural response for 150 s.
The response signals of the undamaged scenario under ambient vibrations shown in Figure 1 were
used as the reference of the SHM database for damage detection. Detailed setting of the finite element
model is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Numerical setting of the finite element model.

Parameter Setting

Constitutive equation Linear elastic
Material A36 steel

DOF of the foundation Fixed in 6 DOF
Finite element for column, beam and bracing Beam

Integration method Direct-integration time-history analysis
Duration 150 s

Ambient vibration White noise of 1 mW power
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Figure 1. The time history of the velocity response of the undamaged scenario.

Damage Database

The numerical model of the steel structure was fitted with diagonal braces on all directions of
every floor, implying that for the three-bay model, each floor had six braces on the strong (X) axis
and four braces on the weak (Y) axis. Structural damage was simulated by removing the installed
braces symmetrically; that is, two braces were removed on the x-axis to simulate damage on the strong
axis, and two bracings were removed on the y-axis to simulate damage on the weak axis.

After the SHM database was constructed by performing the time history and modal analyses on
the numerical model for each damage condition, biaxial velocity response data were extracted from
the center of each floor per bay. Figure 2 shows the data extraction points of the structure. The various
damage conditions along with their respective cases are presented in Table 2. The cases comprised
various combinations of single-story, two-story or multistory damage, paired with single- or multi-bay
and single- or multi-direction damage. The scenarios for the damage database were selected with
a broad spectrum of diverse damage locations. In total, the damage conditions were classified into
12 categories and 26 cases. Numbers in the case names indicate damaged floors; X and Y represent
the damaged axes; and L, C and R (left, center and right) denote the damaged bay. For example,
Case 9 (6X-L & 6Y-R) represents a case involving damage on the sixth floor, x-axis, left bay and sixth
floor, y-axis, right bay. Figure 3 illustrates the numerical model, with the dotted lines representing
the braces removed to exemplify the damaged bracing for Case 9. A list of the modal analysis for
all damage cases is shown in Table 3 to reflect the change of the global behavior of the numerical
model. As depicted, the fundamental frequencies of the first and second modes drop accompanying
the increase of damage level in both the X and Y directions. Significant changes are caused by damages
located in the lower floors.
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Figure 2. Signal extraction points.

Table 2. Damage cases for analysis.

Case Number Damage Group Damaged Floor, Direction and Bay

1
Single-story, single-bay, single-direction

5X-L
2 3Y-C
3 7Y-R

4 Single-story, single-bay, multidirectional 4XY-L
5 6XY-C

6 Single-story, multi-bay, single-direction 2X-L & 2X-C
7 5Y-L & 5Y-C & 5Y-R

8 Single-story, multi-bay, multidirectional 3X-R & 3Y-C
9 6X-L & 6Y-R

10 Two-story, single-bay, single-direction 3X-L & 6X-L
11 1Y-R & 5Y-R

12 Two-story, single-bay, multidirectional 4X-C & 7Y-C
13 2XY-R & 3XY-R

14
Two-story, multi-bay, single-direction

5X-R & 7X-L
15 2Y-C & 4Y-R
16 2X-L & C, 6X-C & R

17 Two-story, multi-bay, multidirectional 4X-R & 2Y-L
18 6XY-R & 7XY-L

19 Multistory, single-bay, single-direction 3X-L & 4X-L & 6X-L
20 1Y-R & 4Y-R & 7Y-R

21 Multistory, single-bay, multidirectional 4X-L & 5Y-L & 6Y-L
22 1XY-C & 3XY-C & 5XY-C

23 Multistory, multi-bay, single-direction 3X-L & 4X-C & 5X-R
24 6Y-L & 2Y-C & 7Y-R

25 Multistory, multi-bay, multidirectional 1X-R & 2X-R & 1Y-L
26 7XY-R & 4Y-L & 6Y-C
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional view of the numerical model. The dotted braces represent the damaged
bracing for Case 9 (6X-L & 6Y-R).

Table 3. Modal analysis of the numerical model.

Case No. Damage Case
Frequency (Hz)

Mode 1(X) Mode 2(X) Mode 1(Y) Mode 2(Y)

Undamaged (UN) 6.5 19.52 2.69 11.56

1 5X-L 6.41 18.84 2.69 11.56
2 3Y-C 6.50 19.53 2.65 11.55
3 7Y-R 6.50 17.97 2.68 11.02

4 4XY-L 6.12 18.69 2.60 11.32
5 6XY-C 6.44 18.58 2.68 11.15
6 2X-L & 2X-C 5.78 18.93 2.69 11.57

7 5Y-L & 5Y-C & 5Y-R 6.27 17.41 2.44 8.88
8 3X-R & 3Y-C 6.32 19.52 2.65 11.55
9 6X-L & 6Y-R 6.43 17.02 2.66 10.48

10 3X-L & 6X-L 6.29 18.81 2.69 11.57
11 1Y-R & 5Y-R 5.88 17.55 2.49 9.21
12 4X-C & 7Y-C 6.32 19.09 2.69 11.36

13 2XY-R & 3XY-R 5.41 18.23 2.39 10.86
14 5X-R & 7X-L 6.42 18.55 2.69 11.56
15 2Y-C & 4Y-R 6.3 19.16 2.55 11.02

16 2X-L & C, 6X-C & R 5.67 16.21 2.69 11.57
17 4X-R & 2Y-L 5.91 18.66 2.57 11.00
18 6XY-R & 7XY-L 6.43 15.50 2.66 10.19

19 3X-L & 4X-L & 6X-L 6.13 18.52 2.69 11.57
20 1Y-R & 4Y-R & 7Y-R 5.78 16.13 2.45 9.33
21 4X-L & 5Y-L & 6Y-L 6.29 17.56 2.59 9.96

22 1XY-C & 3XY-C & 5XY-C 5.92 18.07 2.57 10.54
23 3X-L & 4X-C & 5X-R 6.12 18.46 2.70 11.57
24 6Y-L & 2Y-C & 7Y-R 6.49 16.44 2.60 9.94

25 1X-R & 2X-R & 1Y-L 5.67 18.09 2.56 10.40
26 7XY-R & 4Y-L & 6Y-C 6.27 15.94 2.59 10.52
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4. Results and Discussion

For the undamaged case and every damage condition, the velocity signals for the long (X) and
short (Y) axes were extracted per bay from the center of each floor. Subsequently, the signals of two
vertically-adjacent floors under the same damage condition were processed through Cross-SampEn
at multiple scales (MSCE) to evaluate the dissimilarity between floors. After a series of optimization
searches [23], where different combinations of parameters were considered for the best performance on
damage detection accuracy, the parameters required for the calculation of Cross-SampEn, such as the
template length m, threshold r and signal length N, were selected as 4, 0.10× the standard deviation
(SD) of the time series and 30,000, respectively. In addition, Cross-SampEn was calculated across
25 scales (τ = 25).

After analyzing the undamaged case and the 26 damage cases through the MSCE method,
the results were compared and quantified per bay using the DI. When a specific floor sustains damage,
the structure experiences a loss of stiffness, which causes a rise in the complexity of the extracted
response signals for that specific floor. Time series with high complexity have high entropy values,
indicating damage. Thus, analysis of the changes in complexity or entropy of healthy and damaged
signals results in positive DI values for damaged floors and negative DI values for healthy floors.
Small positive values can be excluded by a predetermined threshold value of one, which was selected
by experimentation. Thus, the damaged floor and direction can be easily detected.

Figure 4a–f presents the MSCE diagrams obtained for the healthy condition in the X- and
Y-directions for the left, center and right bays; the diagrams of the X-direction are shown on the
left side, and those of the Y-direction are on the right side. In these figures, G-1F denotes the curve
for the first floor, 1F-2F denotes the curve for the second floor, 2F-3F denotes the curve for the third
floor, and so forth. The Cross-SampEn for Channel G-1F was calculated from the velocity signals of
the ground and the first floor.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Cont.
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(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4. MSCE diagrams for undamaged condition: (a) left bay, X-direction; (b) left bay, Y-direction;
(c) center bay, X-direction; (d) center bay, Y-direction; (e) right bay, X-direction; (f) right bay, Y-direction.

4.1. Single-Story, Single-Bay, Multidirectional Damage: Case 4 (4XY-L)

Figure 5 illustrates the MSCE diagrams for Case 4. In the X-direction, the rise of the curve for
the fourth floor is evident in the MSCE diagrams of all bays, whereas the remaining curves are in
similar positions as in the healthy condition. In the Y-direction, the rise of the fourth-floor curve and
the dropping of the remaining curves are also noticeable in the diagrams of all bays. Furthermore,
Figure 5b shows a large gap between the fourth-floor curve and the remaining curves at scale factors
ranging from 8–25. These results indicate damage on the fourth floor in both directions, with a higher
degree of damage possibly occurring on the left bay.

The DI analysis results shown in Figure 6 indicate that the fourth floor sustained damage in the X-
and Y-directions. Figure 6c,d enables a closer evaluation of the DI values of the fourth floor. In both
directions, the bar representing the left bay is higher than the remaining bars, indicating that this bay
could have sustained more damage. In the Y-direction, the DI values are shown to be higher, and the
differences among bays are shown to be more significant than those in the X-direction. Because the
analyzed model involved three bays in the X-direction and a single bay in the Y-direction, the removal
of bracings in the short (Y) axis could foster a larger impact on its stiffness; therefore, more significant
differences could be observed.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5. MSCE diagrams for Case 4: damage on fourth floor, left bay, X- and Y-directions: (a) left bay,
X-direction; (b) left bay, Y-direction; (c) center bay, X-direction; (d) center bay, Y-direction; (e) right bay,
X-direction; (f) right bay, Y-direction.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Damage index (DI) diagrams for Case 4: (a) X-direction; (b) Y-direction; (c) close up of DI
diagrams for the fourth floor in Case 4: X direction; (d) Y-direction.

4.2. Single-Story, Multi-Bay, Multidirectional Damage: Case 8 (3X-R & 3Y-C)

The results for the MSCE analysis of Case 8 are shown in Figure 7. In the X-direction, the MSCE
diagrams for the three bays are very similar to one another. The figure reveals that the curves for the
third floor are in higher positions than they are in the diagram for the healthy condition. Furthermore,
at scales ranging from 4–24, the third-floor curves are shown to maintain significantly higher positions
than the remaining curves. In the Y-direction, the curves for the third floor are also shown to rise
relative to their original positions in the diagram for the undamaged condition, with the difference
being slightly higher for the MSCE diagram for the center bay (Figure 7d). Case 8 was therefore
classified as involving damage in both directions of the third floor.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 7. MSCE diagrams for Case 8: damage on the third floor, right bay, X-direction and third floor,
center bay, Y-direction: (a) left bay, X-direction; (b) left bay, Y-direction; (c) center bay, X-direction;
(d) center bay, Y-direction; (e) right bay, X-direction; (f) right bay, Y-direction.

The DI diagrams for Case 8 are illustrated in Figure 8. In the X-direction, a positive DI value is
shown for the third floor, with the right bay bar revealing the highest DI. Although the second floor
also had a positive DI, it was excluded because the value fell under the threshold. Because damage
happened on the third floor, an effect on the adjacent second floor is natural due to the production of a
rigid body response. The DI diagram for the Y-direction also reveals a positive DI for the third floor.
In this case, the center bay bar is shown to be the highest. These results, which can be examined more
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closely in Figure 8c,d, confirm the MSCE analysis findings, with a further indication of the possible
damaged bay.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. DI diagrams for Case 8: (a) X-direction; (b) Y-direction; close-up of DI diagrams for the third
floor in Case 8: (c) X-direction; (d) Y-direction.

4.3. Two-Story, Single-Bay, Single-Direction Damage: Case 11 (1Y-R & 5Y-R)

The results obtained from the MSCE analysis of Case 11 are presented in Figure 9. In the
X-direction, the MSCE curves for all bays remain almost identical to those of the undamaged condition;
therefore, no damage occurred in the X-direction. Figure 9b illustrates the MSCE curves for the left
bay in the Y-direction, revealing that that the curve for the first floor is at a higher position than the
remaining curves at most scales. Furthermore, at scales of 5–15, a rise in complexity can be observed
for the fifth floor. The changes in the curves for the first and fifth floors are even more evident in the
MSCE diagrams for the center and right bays (Figure 9d,f). Therefore, the first and fifth floors were
damaged in the Y-direction. Additionally, the curve for the fifth floor in the right bay displays higher
entropy values than in the center bay for scales ranging from 10–25, suggesting a higher degree of
damage to the right bay.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 9. MSCE diagrams for Case 11: damage on first floor, right bay, Y-direction and fifth floor,
right bay, Y-direction: (a) left bay, X-direction; (b) left bay, Y-direction; (c) center bay, X-direction;
(d) center bay, Y-direction; (e) right bay, X-direction; (f) right bay, Y-direction.

The DI analysis results are shown in Figure 10, indicating no damage in the X-direction. Moreover,
in the Y-direction, the first and fifth floors are demonstrated to have positive DI values. Figure 10c
shows a close-up of the DI values obtained for the first and fifth floors in the Y-direction; the bars
representing the right bay exhibit the highest values. Therefore, the first and fifth floors were damaged
in the Y-direction, with the right bay sustaining a higher degree of damage. Hence, the MSCE analysis
results are confirmed for this case.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10. DI diagrams for Case 11: (a) X-direction; (b) Y-direction; (c) close-up of DI diagrams for the
first and fifth floors in Case 11 (Y-direction).

4.4. Two-Story, Multi-Bay, Single-Direction Damage: Case 16 (2X-L & C, 6X-C & R)

Figure 11 illustrates the MSCE curves obtained from the analysis of Case 16. The curves for the
second and sixth floors are shown to clearly separate and maintain a wide gap from the remaining
curves in the MSCE diagrams obtained from analysis of the three bays in the X-direction. The curves
for the second and sixth-floor reach their peaks at scales 5 and 7, respectively. In the Y-direction,
no evident changes are shown in the diagrams for any bay; therefore, damage was determined to have
occurred on only the second and sixth floor in the X-direction.

The DI diagrams for Case 16 are shown in Figure 12. In the X-direction, positive DI values are
shown for the second and sixth floors, thus resulting in these floors being classified as damaged. The DI
value of the second floor is higher than that in the sixth floor because the damage on the second floor
can relatively affect the global behavior of the structure compared with similar damage conditions.
In this particular case, the second floor was damaged on the left and center bays, whereas the sixth
floor was damaged on the center and right bays. The damaged bay could not be identified by the
DI during the analysis of damage to a single floor in adjacent bays; however, the results could still
indicate that the second and sixth floors received more damage in the left and right bays, respectively.
Figure 12c enables a closer observation of these results. Finally, the DI diagram for the Y-direction
indicates no damage on this axis.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 11. MSCE diagrams for Case 16: damage on second floor, left and center bays, X-direction and sixth
floor, center and right bays, X-direction: (a) left bay, X-direction; (b) left bay, Y-direction; (c) center bay,
X-direction; (d) center bay, Y-direction; (e) right bay, X-direction; (f) right bay, Y-direction.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 12. DI diagrams for Case 16: (a) X-direction; (b) Y-direction; (c) close-up of DI diagrams for the
second and sixth floors in Case 16 (X-direction).

4.5. Multistory, Multi-Bay, Single-Direction Damage: Case 23 (3X-L & 4X-C & 5X-R)

The MSCE diagrams for Case 23 are illustrated in Figure 13. For the three bays in the X-direction,
an increase in complexity is shown for the third and fourth floors. The fifth-floor curve is shown
to remain in an almost identical position as in the diagram for the healthy condition, whereas the
remaining curves are illustrated to decrease relative to their positions under the healthy condition.
Although the fifth floor was incorrectly classified as undamaged, the third and fourth floors were
determined as damaged in the X-direction. To determine the damaged bays, further examination was
required through DI analysis. No evident changes were observed in the Y-direction.

The DI diagrams for this case are presented in Figure 14, revealing positive DI values for the
third and fourth floors in the X-direction. The resulting diagram, a close-up of which is provided in
Figure 14c, suggests that the third floor sustained more damage in the left bay, whereas the bar is slightly
higher for the center bay on the fourth floor. The fifth floor was not identified as damaged. In the
Y-direction, small positive DI values are shown in the figure; however, these values were determined
to be negligible because they fell under the predetermined threshold of one, thereby confirming the
MSCE analysis results.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 13. MSCE diagrams for Case 23: damage on the third floor, left bay, X-direction; fourth floor,
center bay, X-direction; fifth floor, right bay, X-direction: (a) left bay, X-direction; (b) left bay, Y-direction;
(c) center bay, X-direction; (d) center bay, Y-direction; (e) right bay, X-direction; (f) right bay, Y-direction.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 14. DI diagrams for Case 23: (a) X-direction; (b) Y-direction; (c) close-up of DI diagrams for the
third and fourth floors in Case 23 (X-direction).

4.6. Multistory, Multi-Bay, Multidirectional Damage: Case 26 (7XY-R & 4Y-L & 6Y-C)

Figure 15 illustrates the MSCE curves for Case 26. In the X-direction, the curves for the seventh
floor for all bays are shown to increase and reach their peaks at scale 5. However, the curves for the
remaining floors are shown to drop or maintain their positions as in the diagrams for the healthy
condition. Therefore, the seventh floor was determined to have sustained damage in the X-direction.
In the Y-direction, the MSCE diagram for the left bay (Figure 15b), reveals that the curve for the
fourth-floor increases dramatically. The trend for the first floor also increases, albeit slightly erratically.
A slight increase in the curves for the sixth and seventh floors can be observed in the MSCE diagram
for the center bay (Figure 15d). Moreover, a change is observed in the fourth-floor curve, but to a lower
degree than that in the left bay MSCE diagram for the left bay. Regarding the MSCE diagram for the
right bay (Figure 15f), the curves for the first, sixth and seventh floors increase significantly. On the
basis of these results, the first, fourth, sixth and seventh floors sustained damage; however, this was
false for the first floor.

Figure 16 illustrates the DI diagrams obtained for this case, with a close-up presented in
Figure 16c,d. Positive DI values can be observed for the seventh floor in the X-direction, with the bar
representing the right bay having the highest DI value. The first, fourth, sixth and seventh floors were
determined to have sustained damage in the Y-direction. However, slightly erratic curves are shown in
the figure for the first floor, which may have caused its misclassification. The DI diagrams suggest that
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the fourth and seventh floors received more damage in the left and right bays, respectively. For the
sixth floor, the bar representing the right bay indicates the highest value, possibly because the damage
to the center bay also affected the right bay because the bracing was shared by both. The results
obtained in the DI analysis for this case demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed system.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 15. MSCE diagrams for Case 26: damage on seventh floor, right bay, X- and Y-directions; fourth
floor, left bay, Y-direction; sixth floor, center bay, Y-direction: (a) left bay, X-direction; (b) left bay,
Y-direction; (c) center bay, X-direction; (d) center bay, Y-direction; (e) right bay, X-direction; (f) right bay,
Y-direction.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 16. DI diagrams for Case 26: (a) X-direction; (b) Y-direction; (c) seventh floor, X-direction;
(d) fourth, sixth and seventh floor, Y-direction.

4.7. General Discussion

In this study, 26 damage cases classified into 12 categories were examined to verify the feasibility
of MSCE and DI analyses for damage detection in a complex three-bay structure. The complete results
are summarized in Table 4. The DI values are lower when there are more damaged floors as the
structural complexity is redistributed after different damage conditions. These were further analyzed
in two stages. First, the DI results obtained for the identification of the damaged floors and damage
directions were quantified through a precision and recall analysis. For the precision and recall analyses,
the DI results for the X- and Y-directions were first classified into four categories: true positives (TP),
representing damaged floors that have been correctly identified; false positives (FP), representing floors
that have been misclassified as damaged; true negatives (TN), representing undamaged floors that
have been correctly classified; and false negatives (FN), representing damaged floors that have been
misclassified as undamaged. Precision and recall can then be calculated as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
Recall =

TP
TP + FN

(20)
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Table 4. Classification results of DI analysis.

Case Number Damage Group Damage Case
Damage Index
(X-Direction)

Damage Index
(Y-Direction)

1 Single-story, 5X-L OK OK
2 single-bay, 3Y-C OK OK
3 single-direction 7Y-R OK 1F 1

4 Single-story, single- 4XY-L OK OK
5 bay, multi-directional 6XY-C 6F 2 OK

6 Single-story, multi- 2X-L & 2X-C 2F 2 OK
7 bay, single-direction 5Y-L & 5Y-C & 5Y-R OK 5F 2

8 Single-story, multi- 3X-R & 3Y-C OK OK
9 bay, multidirectional 6X-L & 6Y-R OK 1F 1

10 Two-story, single-bay, 3X-L & 6X-L OK OK
11 single-direction 1Y-R & 5Y-R OK OK

12 Two-story, single-bay, 4X-C & 7Y-C OK OK
13 multidirectional 2XY-R & 3XY-R OK 1F1

14 Two-story, 5X-R & 7X-L OK OK
15 multi-bay, 2Y-C & 4Y-R OK 1F 1 & 2F 2

16 single-direction 2X-L & C, 6X-C & R 2F 2 & 6F 2 OK

17 Two-story, multi- 4X-R & 2Y-L OK 1F 1

18 bay, multidirectional 6XY-R & 7XY-L OK 1F 1& 2F 1

19 Multistory, single- 3X-L & 4X-L & 6X-L 6F 3 OK
20 bay, single-direction 1Y-R & 4Y-R & 7Y-R OK OK

21 Multistory, single- 4X-L & 5Y-L & 6Y-L OK 1F 1 & 2F 1

22 bay, multidirectional 1XY-C & 3XY-C & 5XY-C 1F 3 & 5F 3 1F 3 & 3F 2

23 Multistory, multi-bay, 3X-L & 4X-C & 5X-R 5F 3 OK
24 single-direction 6Y-L & 2Y-C & 7Y-R OK 1F 1 & 2F 3

25 Multistory, multi-bay, 1X-R & 2X-R & 1Y-L 1F 3 & 2F 3 OK
26 multidirectional 7XY-R & 4Y-L & 6Y-C OK 1F 1 & 6F 2

1 Indicates that the floor has been misclassified as damaged; 2 indicates that the damaged bay has not been
successfully identified; 3 indicates that the damaged floor has not been detected.

4.7.1. Damage Location

High precision denotes few false positives, which represents the percentage of detecting the
damage location correctly, and a high recall indicates few false negatives, which indicates the reliability
of not missing the possible damage. The combined results for both directions are summarized in Table 5.
The derived precision and recall were 83% and 87%, respectively. These results indicate that 83% of the
floors and their respective directions classified by the DI as damaged were true positive. As most of
the damages were simulated along the X-direction, better performance was achieved in the X-direction
for 100% than the Y-direction, which is 73% in the study. Moreover, 87% of all actual damaged
floors and their respective directions were correctly classified as damaged. The high-percentage of
accuracy proves that the system can reliably detect any level of damage with only a small probability of
misdiagnoses, which are false negatives. The results have demonstrated the capacity of the proposed
SHM system to locate the damaged floor and direction of a large, three-bay numerical model.
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Table 5. Precision and recall analysis results (X- and Y-directions).

Direction True Positives False Positives True Negatives False Negatives Precision Recall

X 25 0 151 6 100% 81%
Y 30 11 139 2 73% 94%

Total 55 11 290 8 83% 87%

4.7.2. Damaged Bay Identification

A separate analysis of the identification accuracy of the damaged bays was then performed;
therefore, the results pertaining to the damaged bays were not considered for the precision and recall
analyses. Because the removal of bracings on a specific bay would inevitably affect those adjacent to it,
the calculated DI values would be fairly close. The combined results for both directions are shown
in Table 6, indicating an average identification accuracy of 75%. Better performance was achieved in
the Y-direction, as it only has one bay in the Y-direction. For the complicated damage combinations
in the X-direction, the accuracy dropped to 71%. Furthermore, the proposed system is limited when
more than one bay is damaged. Therefore, these results are merely a suggestion as to which bay might
have been affected more severely. With the support of the damaged bay identification, the proposed
method can be easily extended to any complex structure.

Table 6. Identification accuracy of damaged bays (X- and Y-directions).

Direction Damage Instances Correctly Identified Bay Accuracy

X 34 24 71%
Y 34 27 79%

Total 68 51 75%

5. Conclusions

In this study, the feasibility of detecting damage in a complex three-bay, seven-story numerical
model by SHM methods was examined. Through the proposed SHM system, damage locations
can be rapidly and effectively detected by only measuring the velocity response data of the model.
The ambient vibrations from the center of each floor before and after damage occurs were first recorded,
and subsequently, the complexity of the signals can be analyzed by the MSCE method. The reliability
and viability of the proposed SHM system were examined through the numerical analysis of 26 damage
cases in 12 categories representing several degrees of damage severity. The results of the analyses
were examined in two stages. First, the results pertaining to the damaged floor and direction indicate
that 83% of the floors and their respective directions were truly damaged. Furthermore, 87% of all the
actually damaged floors and their respective directions were correctly classified as damaged by the DI.
Subsequently, the identification of the damaged bays was analyzed, and an identification accuracy of
75% was obtained. Identification of the damaged bays through the proposed SHM system is limited,
especially when multi-bay damage exists on a single floor.

The obtained results verify the feasibility and further potential of the proposed SHM system for
the detection and localization of damage in large and complex structures.
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Abstract: Carbon markets provide a market-based way to reduce climate pollution. Subject to general
market regulations, the major existing emission trading markets present complex characteristics.
This paper analyzes the complexity of carbon market by using the multi-scale entropy. Pilot carbon
markets in China are taken as the example. Moving average is adopted to extract the scales due to the
short length of the data set. Results show a low-level complexity inferring that China’s pilot carbon
markets are quite immature in lack of market efficiency. However, the complexity varies in different
time scales. China’s carbon markets (except for the Chongqing pilot) are more complex in the short
period than in the long term. Furthermore, complexity level in most pilot markets increases as the
markets developed, showing an improvement in market efficiency. All these results demonstrate that
an effective carbon market is required for the full function of emission trading.

Keywords: complexity; entropy; carbon market; multi-scale entropy

1. Introduction

The carbon market is a market in which carbon emission allowances are traded. The price of
carbon emission allowances determined by demand and supply in the market is the carbon price.
The first carbon emissions trading scheme (ETS) was initiated by the European Union (EU) in 2005.
There were 19 ETSs by the end of 2017, which was more than three times of its number in 2012.
They covered over 15% of global carbon emissions which account for more than seven billion tons of
greenhouse gas emissions equivalent. The coverage would double as China introduced its national
carbon trading system in 2018 after more than four years of pilot work [1].

How well the carbon market performs is particularly important for traders, investors as well as
policymakers [2]. In a well-performed market, prices at any point in time can “fully reflect“ available
information. This is the essence of the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) given by Fama [3]. The EMH
has been extensively tested in various markets, such as stock markets, various commodity futures
markets, off-the-counter markets, bond markets, options markets [4]. However, the EMH has not been
well tested in carbon markets.

Research emphasis on carbon markets has been paid to the EU ETS. Newell et al. [5] sum up
the lessons of the carbon market and look ahead to global policy, pointing out that policymaking
is essential to the carbon market. Fan et al. [6] study the complexity of the EU carbon market and
concludes that the complexity of carbon market corresponds to the extreme socio-political events.
Most existing studies confirm the weak efficiency of EU carbon markets. The EU spot carbon market
is verified to be fully effective [7]. Yang et al. [8] believe the EU carbon trading market has been
characterized by weak-form efficiency. Adopting the variance ratio method, Alberto et al. [9] find the
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weak efficiency of EUA carbon market in the second stage. However, some authors reject the weak
market efficiency of three main exchanges under the EU ETS [10] and the Intercontinental Exchange
between 2008 and 2011 [11]. Charles et al. [12] point out that the lack of the cost-of-carry relationship
is the reason of inefficiency of main European carbon markets. However, the market efficiency is
found to be improved over the period [13]. The EUA future carbon market is found to be not efficient
by using event-study methodology [14] but is found to be efficient within one month [15]. Besides
the spot and future markets, the efficiency of the EUA options market is also studied [2]. As to the
China’s ETS, Lo [16] believes that the implementation of carbon trading in China is of great significance.
Zhao et al. [17] show that the market efficiency in China is not satisfactory although the country has
made a preliminary achievement in system designs. In a later research, Zhao et al. [18] find signs of
restoring market efficiency in four pilot carbon markets.

As known in the literature, there are many types of market efficiency, such as allocative efficiency,
operational efficiency, informational efficiency [19]. A market is informational efficient if the current
market price instantly and fully reflects all relevant available information. We limit the type of “market
efficiency“ to be “informational efficiency“ in this study.

We apply complexity characteristics to measure the efficiency of carbon markets. The reasons lie
in the following two aspects. Firstly, complexity characteristic of a nonlinear system not only embraces
or is at least closely connected to all other data features [20] but also determines the characteristics
of different internal factors and their relationships [21]. Secondly, the carbon market is regarded as
a complex system in which traders have different strategic choices and act in complicated ways with
mixed, and often intricate incentives [22].

Entropy, together with fractality and chaos, is generally taken as the measurement of
complexity [22]. The concept of entropy was originally developed from the classic Shannon
entropy [23]. There are various entropy measures such as approximate entropy [24], E-R entropy [25],
Kolmogorov–Smirnov entropy [26] and multi-scale entropy(MSE) [27]. MSE outperforms the previous
ones in that it considers the multi-scale property of the underlying system, thereby avoiding misguiding
results for complexity multi-scale system. It is pointed out that fuzzy entropy provides improved
evaluation of signal complexity [28]. However, this study still apply the sample entropy for the
continence to compare the complexity between Chinese pilots markets and the EU carbon market [6].

The modified MSE (MMSE) [29] is an improvement of the MSE. The implementation of MSE
consists of two steps: (1) Scale extraction and (2) entropy estimation. The coarse-grain procedure [26]
is used to determine the scales of data. The sample entropy (SampEn) is generally employed as
the entropy measure. It is pointed out that sample entropy estimation presents larger variance for
greater scale factor because the coarse-grained time series becomes shorter [30]. The moving average
algorithm [29] handles this issue in a good manner for short time series. Using this method, one can
estimate the entropy with a better accuracy or get less undefined entropy.

Before the end of 2013, China had already launched seven ETS pilots in five biggest cities of
Beijing, Chongqing, Tianjin, Shanghai, and Shenzhen, and two provinces of Hubei and Guangdong [1].
These seven pilots became fully functional before the end of 2015. Considering the relatively short
time of the establishment of the market, this paper studies the complexity of carbon market by the
modified MSE method. We describe the methods used in Section 2. Then we present the experiment
results and discussion in Section 3. The last section provides the overall conclusions.

2. Methods

The modified MSE (MMSE) depends on the calculation of the sample entropy in a certain range
of scales [29]. The essence of the modified multi-scale entropy method is trying to largely reserve the
data length by using a moving-average process. In this process, one generates the new time series
by moving a window with a length of the given scale point by point through the entire time series.
The system dynamics is now presented by the newly generated time series on different scales. Then the
sample entropy algorithm is applied to the generated time series and the MSE is obtained.
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2.1. Moving-Average

For the return series of carbon price P(i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N, the moving averaged time series x(i, τ)

at the scale factor τ is calculated as

x(i, τ) =
1
τ

i+τ−1

∑
j=i

P(j), 1 ≤ i ≤ N − τ + 1. (1)

2.2. Sample Entropy for Each Moving Average Time Series

Sample Entropy [31] is equal to the negative natural logarithm of an estimate of the conditional
probability that subseries of length m that match pointwise within some tolerance, r, will also match
when their length is increased by one.

Given the moving averaged sequence {x(i), i = 1, · · · , n = N − τ + 1} at the scale factor τ

(for clarity, we drop the symbol τ in this subsection), we first define a subseries of length m as

Xi = {x(i), x(i + 1), . . . , x(i + m)} i = 1, 2, . . . , n − m. (2)

Let the distance dm[Xi, Xj] between template vectors Xi and Xj with length m be the largest
absolute difference between their corresponding elements

dm[Xi, Xj] = max
0≤k≤m−1

|x(i + k)− x(j + k)|, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − m,i �= j. (3)

Then we denote Cm(r) and Cm+1(r) respectively the number of pairs of series of length m and
m + 1 having distance smaller than r.

Finally, the sample entropy is calculated by

SampEn(m, r, N) = − ln
Cm+1(r)

Cm(r)
. (4)

It is clear that SampEn(m, r, N) will be always non-negative. A smaller value of sample entropy
indicates less level of complexity or more self-similarity in a data set.

Empirically, the value of entropy is not very dependent on the specific values of m and r [32].
For small m, especially m = 2, estimation of SampEn can be achieved with relatively few points [24].
Considering the length of the sample in this study, we select the case m = 2 and only this one.
The literature uses r values between 0.1 and 0.25 of the standard deviation [24,33]. We use r = 0.15σ,
where σ is the standard deviation of the data points. This study calculates sample entropy values for
the scale factors from 1 to 60 (τ = 1, 5, 20, 60 represent scale of one day, one week, one month, and one
quarter respectively).

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. Data

We consider seven pilot carbon markets in China, namely, Beijing, Chongqing, Guangdong,
Hubei, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Tianjin market. These markets were established and functioned
sequentially during 2013 and 2014 with the presumed purpose of providing for experiences to its
future national scheme. The sample data are daily trading prices obtained from the Carbon Trading
Network (http://k.tanjiaoyi.com/), covering the period from the first trading date of each market
to the end of the year 2017. Because there are multiple vintage years of carbon allowances in the
Shenzhen market, 2014 Shenzhen carbon emission allowances, known as SZA-2014, is selected as the
representative carbon price for Shenzhen pilot. The return series xt = log(pt)− log(pt−1) is adopted
as the experiment data to calculate entropy value, where pt denote the carbon prices on day t.
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Figure 1 presents a graphical representation of the sample data. The price in Beijing market is the
highest in the most time and fluctuates around 50 Yuan per tonne. The carbon price in Guangdong
fluctuates the valiant, ranging from 7.53 to 77 Yuan. Hubei market has a small volatility while markets
in Chongqing and Shenzhen have many horizontal segments. The carbon price looks like a radome
walk in Beijing, Hubei, and Shenzhen markets while those show a declining trend in Chongqing,
Guangdong, and Tianjin markets. All these observations infer that those pilot markets develop at
different levels, with Beijing (Hubei and Shenzhen ) market be the relatively high-level of complexity
while others the low.

Figure 1. The daily carbon price in seven pilot markets

3.2. Complexity Analysis in Overall Time

We consider the complexity from the overall perspective, that is, using the classical sample entropy
of the time series without any coarse-grain procedures. For comparison, we consider a white noise
with the length to be the largest length of data in the seven pilots. Figure 2 shows the results. Entropy
in the pilot markets are all far smaller than that of the white noise ( less than a half). Six entropies out
of seven are smaller than one with the entropy of Chongqing close to zero and that of Hubei is close to
one, meaning that all pilot carbon markets present a low-level complexity. The low-level complexity
indicates that all the pilot markets are quite immature in lack of market efficiency. However, marked
differences exist among individual markets. It is obvious that Hubei isolates from other markets with
the highest entropy of 1.1674, while Chongqing market, accompanied with the market of Tianjin,
has the lower entropy around 0.1. We divide the range of the MSE of the pilots equally into three
intervals, namely, (0, 0.4], (0.4, 0.8] and (0.8, 1.2] and refer to them as small, medium and large entropy
interval respectively. The remaining markets show a medium value of complexity ranging from 0.4–0.8.
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Figure 2. Sample entropy for whole data dynamics.

3.3. Complexity Analysis in Multiple Scales

Multiple-scale entropy reflects the complexity from different time scales. Figure 3 reports the
results of the multi-scale entropy analysis. Compared with the multiple-scale entropy, the overall
perspective is the special case when the time scale is one. This is verified by the coincidence of values
in Figure 2 and those in Figure 3 with time scale τ = 1.

First, the entropy for every pilot market is monotonically decreasing with the time scale, indicating
a decline in complexity level. Second, the curves of the entropy almost level when the time scale is
greater than 20. This critical time scale was also found in the European carbon market [6]. These two
results suggest that there are different factors affecting the efficiency of the pilot carbon markets. Within
the small time scale (shorter than one month) , the inner market features might present more irregular
factors leading to the price fluctuations, while fluctuations in a larger time scale (longer than one
month) are more related to certain regular (conventional and not occasional) factors or smooth trends.

Third, the rank of complexity changes for some pilot markets. Shenzhen market ranks the
first in complexity level for most of short time scales (except for that Hubei ranks the first for the
smallest three scales) but is surpassed by Gongdong market for long time scales. Chongqing and
Tianjin markets always rank the last for both the short and long time scales. This result suggests that
Shenzhen market is the best one in short-term fluctuation while Guangdong market is the best in
long-term development, but both Chongqing and Tianjin markets perform the poorest, either in market
fluctuation or development.
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Figure 3. The behavior of multi-scale entropy.

3.4. Evolution of Complexity

To reflect the dynamics of local situations, rolling window technique is applied to analyze the
time-variation of complexity. We use a fixed window width Nw = 250, which is about a year. The step
length of the window is set as a single trading day. In detail, we compute the sample entropy of the
first window, covering the series from the first data point to the 250th point. Then, the window slides
forward by deleting the first point and adding the 251th point. Fixing a scale τ in the interval [2, 60],
we assign the entropy of the window to its middle point. The results are shown by color diagrams in
the lower panel of Figure 4, which also displays the graphes for the corresponding price return series.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Time dependency of the return series (upper panel) and the dependency of the sample
entropy to the time and scale (lower panel). (a) Beijing; (b) Chongqing; (c) Guangdong; (d) Hubei;
(e) Shanghai; (f) Shenzhen; (g) Tianjin.

There are several common features for the entropy diagrams in Figure 4. First, the diagrams are
primarily dominated by large part of small entropies (entropy < 0.4). This result confirms that all
the markets present a low-level complexity, in lack of mark efficiency. Second, larger entropy locates
in the lower part of the diagrams while smaller entropy the upper part. This confirms the finding
in Section 3.2 that these markets have a higher complexity in small time scale than in large scale.
Third, we note one or three narrow yellow peaks in each diagram. The peak values are higher than 0.8
for Beijing, Guangdong, Hubei, Shenzhen and around 0.7 in other markets. Near those yellow peaks,
there are larger regions of other peaks, lower (typically 0.4) than the yellow ones but significantly
higher than the other values. Except for Shenzhen and Tianjin markets, those yellow peaks appear
at the right end of the time axis, showing global increases in the multi-scale sample entropy with the
increase in Chongqing being the most obvious. Those increases indicate that the five markets have
improved their market efficiency recently. Fourth, we note a relative large area of yellow peaks for
Shenzhen and Hubei markets (Figure 4d,f), covering more than half of the time period at the lower part
of the diagrams. This indicates the relatively higher level complexity of the two markets than others.
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At last, entropy is positively correlated with fluctuation intensity rather than the amplitude of the
return series. The more intensive fluctuation, the greater entropy. An apprarent large MSE is observed
(Figure 4b) when the return series fluctuates highly after a certain date. Contrast to this, the entropy is
close to zero when the return series is mainly flat. Shenzhen and Hubei markets (Figure 4d,f) have
much higher entropy than Tianjin (Figure 4g) although amplitudes of their return series are only about
one thirds of that in Tianjin.

4. Conclusions

We presented a detailed investigation of the correlation of market performance on different time
scales. The modified multi-scale entropy by using moving average algorithm was applied to present
the complexity of pilot carbon markets in China due to the short length of the sample data.

Our analysis indicates an overall low complexity in those carbon markets, far smaller than that
of the Europe carbon market [6]. This inferior market efficiency to that in Europe may be caused
by the economic discourse of climate change and excessive state intervention in China’s carbon
trading political economy. However, the complexity role was verified in this study by the fact that the
complexity of the carbon market (except Chongqing) is higher in small time scales than in large scales.
A same critical time scale with the European carbon market was found. Our results also show that
complexity is improved as the pilot carbon markets developed while differences in complexity exist.

It is should be noticed that for the time series, the wavelet transform technique [34] may be more
efficient in many applications than the moving average technique. One might obtained some different
interesting results by using different method.

Results obtained in this study provide a robust basis for investment decisions and policy
arrangements. It is also quite important to establish a more consistent quantitative scenario of the
recent past.
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Abstract: Sample Entropy is the most popular definition of entropy and is widely used as a measure
of the regularity/complexity of a time series. On the other hand, it is a computationally expensive
method which may require a large amount of time when used in long series or with a large number of
signals. The computationally intensive part is the similarity check between points in m dimensional
space. In this paper, we propose new algorithms or extend already proposed ones, aiming to compute
Sample Entropy quickly. All algorithms return exactly the same value for Sample Entropy, and no
approximation techniques are used. We compare and evaluate them using cardiac inter-beat (RR)
time series. We investigate three algorithms. The first one is an extension of the kd-trees algorithm,
customized for Sample Entropy. The second one is an extension of an algorithm initially proposed
for Approximate Entropy, again customized for Sample Entropy, but also improved to present
even faster results. The last one is a completely new algorithm, presenting the fastest execution
times for specific values of m, r, time series length, and signal characteristics. These algorithms are
compared with the straightforward implementation, directly resulting from the definition of Sample
Entropy, in order to give a clear image of the speedups achieved. All algorithms assume the classical
approach to the metric, in which the maximum norm is used. The key idea of the two last suggested
algorithms is to avoid unnecessary comparisons by detecting them early. We use the term unnecessary
to refer to those comparisons for which we know a priori that they will fail at the similarity check.
The number of avoided comparisons is proved to be very large, resulting in an analogous large
reduction of execution time, making them the fastest algorithms available today for the computation
of Sample Entropy.

Keywords: Sample Entropy; algorithm; fast computation; kd-trees; bucket-assisted algorithm

1. Introduction

The use of conditional entropy to measure the regularity (or complexity) of time series or signals
has become quite popular. The two most commonly used measures of entropy are Approximate
Entropy (ApEn) and Sample Entropy (SampEn), which have been used extensively in biological
signals analysis over the last 20 years [1].

Approximate Entropy was first proposed by Pincus [2] as a measure of systems complexity.
It quantifies the unpredictability of fluctuations in a time series; the approximate part of its name
came from the fact that the index was derived from the estimate of Kolmogorov–Sinai [3,4]
entropy—a theoretical metric employed in the context of nonlinear dynamical systems. Many potential
applications [5–10] of this metric for biological signals analysis are found in the literature.

To date, hundreds of published papers have employed ApEn, first praising its quality but also,
over the years, evidencing its limits. A related index, Sample Entropy (SampEn), was introduced by
Richman and Moorman [11], and is actually a slightly different way to compute the metric. SampEn
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attempts to improve ApEn, being a less biased metric for the complexity of the system (at the price
of a larger variance of the estimates). This is obtained by evaluating the conditional Rényi entropy
of order 2, instead of the classical conditional entropy. Like ApEn, SampEn has also been used in
various scientific fields, such as neonatal heart rate signals analysis [12], effects of mobile phones
radiation on heart rate variability (HRV) [13], sleep apnea detection [14], epilepsy detection from
electroencephalogram (EEG) signals [15], detection of atrial fibrillation [16], in the analysis of human
postural data [17], etc.

The computation of each metric requires checking the similarity of small patterns (or templates
of size m), constructed from the series. The number of similarity checking, which is the most
computationally intensive part of their computations, increases quadratically when increasing the
series length N. The proposed study provides powerful algorithms which might be helpful for the
usage of SampEn in real-time applications from the computational point of view. Earlier stages of this
work have been presented in [18] and [19], where Approximate Entropy was investigated. This paper
focuses on Sample Entropy. The contribution of the paper can be summarized in the following points:

- an improvement to the kd-algorithm used by other researchers [20,21] for the fast computation of
Sample Entropy is introduced

- an algorithm computing Sample Entropy quickly is proposed, which is an extension to the
bucket-assisted algorithm [19] initially introduced for Approximate Entropy. This algorithm has
been customized to compute Sample Entropy, and has also been extended to present even faster
execution times by sorting the points inside the buckets and by tuning the size of the buckets

- a completely new algorithm is presented which is faster than any other algorithm when used for
specific values of m, r, and signal lengths

- finally, a comparison of all algorithms is presented, based on experimental results collected using
implementations of the algorithms in C programming language. The implementation in C allows
the programmer to optimize the code in a relatively low level, without heavy software layers
lying between the programmer and the hardware.

This paper assumes the classical definition of Sample Entropy, in which the maximum norm is
used as a distance between the vectors. Algorithms 1 and 4 can be easily modified to support some
other norms, instead of the maximum one. Algorithms 2 and 3 are not appropriate for other norms.
However, we must note that in almost all applications of Sample Entropy, the maximum norm is used
as the distance between two vectors.

2. Sample Entropy

Suppose a time series with N points is given:

x = x1, x2, · · · , xN , (1)

from which a new series �x of vectors of size m is constructed. Sometimes this series is also referred to
in the literature as pattern or template:

�x = �x1,�x2, · · · ,�xN−m+1, �xi = (xi, xi+1, · · · , xi+m−1). (2)

The two vectors �xi and �xj are considered similar if the maximum distance between all of their
corresponding elements is within a selected threshold r. This threshold is also termed the tolerance of
mismatch between two vectors; i.e.,:

|xi+k − xj+k| ≤ r, ∀{i, j}, 0 ≤ k≤m−1. (3)
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In the following, the notation ||�xi −�xj||m ≤ r will be used to express the similarity of two vectors
of size m. Given the distance r, the number of vectors of length m similar to �xi are given by nm

i (r):

nm
i (r) =

N−m

∑
j=1
j �=i

Θ(i, j, m, r), (4)

where:

Θ(i, j, m, r) =

{
1 : ||�xi −�xj||m ≤ r
0 : otherwise.

(5)

Similarly, for vectors of length m + 1:

nm+1
i (r) =

N−m

∑
j=1
j �=i

Θ(i, j, m + 1, r). (6)

In Equations (4) and (6), please note that j �= i, meaning that self-matches are excluded
(comparison of a vector with itself).

The measures of similarity Bm
i (r) and Am

i (r) between templates of length m and m+ 1, respectively,
are:

Bm
i (r) =

1
N−m

nm
i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N−m, (7)

Am
i (r) =

1
N−m

nm+1
i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N−m. (8)

The mean values of these measures of similarity are computed next:

Bm(r) =
1

N−m

N−m

∑
i=1

Bm
i (r), (9)

Am(r) =
1

N−m

N−m

∑
i=1

Am
i (r). (10)

Sample Entropy is given by the formula:

SampEn(m, r)

{
→ ∞, when A = 0
= ln B/A, otherwise.

(11)

3. The Straightforward Implementation

In the implementation of the definition presented above (Section 2), we need two variables A
and B to count the total number of similar points and a nested loop to compare all vectors with each
other. An algorithm computing Sample Entropy follows (Algorithm 1). This algorithm is based on
the definitions, and some basic improvements have been introduced that made the implementation
simpler and, at the same time, faster. wo
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Algorithm 1: Straightforward
01: A = B = 0 // initialize similarity counters
02: for i = 1 . . . N−m : // create all pairs of vectors
03: for j = i+1 . . . N−m :
04: for k = 0 . . . m−1: // check vectors i and j in m-dimensional space
05: if |xi+k − xj+k |>r then: break

06: if k = m then: // if found to be similar
07: B = B+1 // increase similarity counter
08: if |xi+m − xj+m|< r then: // check for similarity in m+1

dimensional space
09: A = A+1 // increase similarity counter
10: A = A/(N−m)2 ; B = B/(N−m)2 // counters become probabilities
11: if A = 0 then: SampEn → ∞
12: else: SampEn = ln B/A // SampEn is finally computed

The input time series is x, m is the embedding dimension, and r is the threshold distance.
The counters A and B (line 01) are initialized to zero. Then, all possible pairs of vectors are checked for
similarity (lines 02–03). The index j of the second for ranges from i+1 to N−m to avoid unnecessary
double checks: it is not necessary to check pair (�xj, �xi) when pair (�xi, �xj) has already been checked.
Additionally, self matching checks are avoided; i.e., vector �xi with vector �xi. In lines 04–05, each
pair of vectors in the m-dimensional space is checked for similarity. Please note that in the similarity
check, not all m comparisons between the elements are necessary. If one comparison fails, then the
similarity test stops immediately, exiting the loop. If the vectors are found to be similar (line 06),
the counter B is increased (line 07). Then, the similarity check is performed for the corresponding
vectors in the (m+1)-dimensional space. Since the similarity check for the m first elements has already
succeeded (lines 04–06), only the last elements of the two vectors need to be checked (line 08). In case
of success, A is increased (line 09). Next, the probability of two vectors being similar in the m and m+1
dimensional space is computed (line 10), even though this is not necessary, since the two denominators
will be simplified in division in the next step. Finally (lines 11–12), SampEn is returned as the logarithm
of the ratio of A and B, when A �=0. Otherwise, it is infinite.

Some implementation details: It is important to note that the code was optimized after several
tests. The use of break in C was proved to be the optimal solution, significantly affecting the overall
execution time. The same technique was selected for all algorithms, when this was possible.

4. Computation Using kd-Trees

A kd-tree is a binary tree, each node of which is a vector. The tree is organized like a binary tree.
However, when transversing it, we decide if we have to move towards the left or the right child by
comparing the kth element of the vector we are looking for, with the kth element of the vector stored in
the node. The value of k is computed from the level of the visited node: k = lv mod m, where lv is the
level of the visited node (the level of the root is considered as 0) and m is the size of the vector.

In our problem, the purpose of transversing is not to locate a specific node, but all nodes which
are similar to the given vector. We call this kind of searching range search. In range search it might be
necessary to visit both children, according to the value of r. For example, if the vector we are looking
for is (3,5,6), the vector in the node is (3,4,6), r=2 and lv=1, then we compare the second elements of
the vectors (i.e., 5 and 6) and we decide to move towards the right child. However, since r=2, nodes
with their second element equal to 3 are also candidates for being similar and are located under the
left child. Thus, in this example we have to visit both left and right children.

The algorithms [20,21] have been proposed for fast computation of Sample Entropy using kd-trees.
They first construct the kd-tree and then use range search for finding the similar vectors. Proposed
here is an algorithm which searches for similar points, before the final kd-tree is constructed. This is in
accordance with the definition of Sample Entropy which avoids self matches. It is also a trick to avoid
the comparison between the pair of vectors �xj and �xi, when the pair of vectors �xi and �xj has already
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been tested for similarity in a previous step. This improvement makes the algorithm two times faster,
compared to the descriptions given in [20,21]. The pseudocode follows (Algorithm 2):

Algorithm 2: kd-Tree Based
01: A = B = 0 // initializations
02: kd =empty

03: for i = 1 . . . N−m : // for every vector
04: tA, tB = range_search(kd, i) // count the similar vectors already in

the tree
05: A = A+tA ; B = B+tB // update the similarity counters
06: insertkd(kd, i) // and then insert the vector in the tree
07: if A = 0 then: SampEn → ∞
08: else: SampEn = ln B/A // SampEn is finally computed

The algorithm is simple. Similarity counters A and B are initialized to zero (line 01) and the
kd-tree to empty (line 02). Next, for every vector which is to be inserted in the kd-tree (line 03), we first
perform range search to find the similar vectors already in the tree (line 04), we update the similarity
counters A and B (line 05), and then we insert the vector in the tree (line 06). Sample Entropy is
computed at lines 07 and 08.

Some implementation details: Recursive functions were not used in order to avoid function call
delays. Instead, a stack was implemented, again without the use of functions for the stack operations.
For the kd-trees representation, three integer arrays were used, each of size N. The first had the indexes
of the vector in the time series, the second the indexes of the left children, and the third the indexes
of the right children, avoiding delays due to structure complexity, pointer handling, and dynamic
memory allocation for each tree node.

5. The Bucket-Assisted Algorithm

The bucket-assisted algorithm is an extension of the algorithm published in [19] for the
computation of Approximate Entropy. The algorithm has been adapted to the definition of Sample
Entropy and also improved to present even faster execution times. These two modifications speed up
the algorithm remarkably, and will be described in this section.

In [19], we proposed a fast algorithm for computing ApEn. In that algorithm, we used a series of
buckets, and we put the candidate points to be similar to each other in neighboring buckets.

The main idea was to integrate the given series x and create a new series X such that:

X = X1, X2, · · · , XN−m+1 (12)

where:
Xi = xi + xi+1 + · · ·+ xi+m−1. (13)

Consider a set of buckets:
B = {B1, B2, · · · , BhN}, (14)

which consists of hN buckets of equal size r, where

hN = �Xmax/r�. (15)

Now, point Xi is mapped into bucket Bh when h = �Xi/r�. When a point Xi, which corresponds
to the vector �xi, is mapped into the bucket Bh, then all points similar to Xi are mapped into one of the
buckets: Bh−m, Bh−m+1, · · · , Bh, Bh+1, · · · , Bh+m. Please see [19] for the proof.

A graphical explanation of the main idea of the bucket-assisted algorithm is shown in Figure 1,
where m=2 and the bucket size is 10 ms. Vectors in the bucket BC (solid lines) can be similar only to
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the vectors between lines A and D (dashed lines). However, it is not necessary to examine both pairs
(�xi,�xj) and (�xj,�xi) for similarity, as discussed above. Thus, the vectors in the bucket BC are checked
for similarity only with those vectors located between lines A and B, and then between lines B and C.

One of the main contributions of this work is an extension to the bucket-assisted algorithm,
which further speeds up the execution time. The modifications are the following:

- points in the buckets are sorted according to the first element of the vector
- buckets are divided again into smaller buckets (of size smaller than r).

Figure 1. Example of the bucket-assisted algorithm. The integrated signal is depicted here. Points
between the solid lines B and C can be similar only to those points laying between the dashed lines
A and D. However, it is sufficient to check for similarity only in those points located between lines
B−C and A−B.

These two modifications are enough for a significant speedup, as shown later in Section 7. Please
remember that the similarity test fails if the absolute value of at least one of the differences between
the corresponding elements of the examined vectors is larger than r; i.e.,:

||�xi −�xj||m ≤ r

⇔ |xi − xj| ≤ r, |xi+1 − xj+1| ≤ r, · · · , |xi+m−1 − xj+m−1| ≤ r . (16)

Thus, a reasonable approach would be to have the points in the buckets sorted according to the
first element of the vector, perform the comparison |xi − xj| ≤ r, and exclude the points that failed
this test from the following comparisons. A low overhead binary search O(n log n) algorithm could be
used. Then, the points could be sorted again based on the second element of the vector and perform the
comparison |xi+1 − xj+1| ≤ r until the last comparison |xi+m−1 − xj+m−1| ≤ r is reached. The points
that pass these tests can be considered as similar. However, this approach requires more sorting, since
for every examined point we have to sort up to m−1 times. This is relatively expensive, even when we
use a low overhead sorting algorithm such as quick sort O(n log n). Thus, the approach we selected
was to sort the points in the buckets only once and excluded from further comparisons only those
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points that failed the first of the above tests; i.e., |xi − xj| ≤ r. The algorithm continues by performing
the rest of the comparisons of Equation (16) by testing the corresponding elements of each pair of
vectors. It can be proved experimentally that the proposed modification adds a significant speedup to
the execution time of the algorithm.

Some more speedup (also significant) can be achieved by dividing the large buckets into smaller
ones. A finer-grained distribution of the points can be achieved by dividing large buckets into
smaller ones, avoiding even more comparisons, as shown in Figure 2. When using the large buckets
B1, B2, B3, B4 for m= 3, the point marked by a small circle belongs to bucket B4, must be compared
for similarity with every other point in buckets B1, B2, B3, B4. When using the smaller buckets
b1, b2, · · · , b20, the same point belonging in bucket b19 need to be compared only with points in
buckets b4, b5, · · · , b19. With this refinement, we can exclude a considerable number of smaller buckets
(4 out of 20 in our example) from the comparisons. The number by which a larger bucket is split into
smaller ones is a parameter for the problem. We will call it the split factor and symbolize it as rsplit.
The number of smaller buckets that can be excluded from the comparisons is determined by 1/rsplit of
the total number of the smaller buckets.

Figure 2. Splitting large buckets into smaller ones. Asterisks are points of the integrated signal.
This splitting of the buckets into smaller ones can lead to an increased number of avoided comparisons.
For example, for the point marked by the small circle belonging to the bucket b19, comparisons are
reduced by approximately 20%.

The algorithm in a detailed description in pseudocode follows (Algorithm 3). Again, x is the
input signal, m the embedding dimension, and r the threshold distance.
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Algorithm 3: Bucket-Assisted

01: for i = 1 . . . N−m : Xi =
m−1
∑

k=0
xi+k // integrated signal

02: Xmin = min(Xi)

03: for i = 1 . . . N−m : Xi = Xi−Xmin+1 // normalization
04: Nb = �max(Xi)/r/rsplit� // number of buckets
05: for i = 1 . . . N−m : bucketb = empty

06: for i = 1 . . . N−m : // fill in the buckets
07: b = �Xi/r/rsplit�
08: bucketb = bucketb ∪ { �xi }
09: for b = 1 . . . N−m : // sort vectors according to first element
10: bordered = { �xi ∈ bucketb : xi ≤ xi+1 }
11: bucketb = bordered
12: A = B = 0
13: for ib = 1 . . . Nb : // for every bucket
14: for jb = ib−m · rsplit . . . ib−1, jb0: // visit all buckets possibly containing

similar vectors
15: for �xi, �xi ∈bucketib :
16: candidates = { �xj ∈ bucketib : xj−r≤ xi ≤ xj+r, ij } ∪17:

∪ { �xj ∈ bucketjb : xj−r≤ xi ≤ xj+r } // exploit sorting to exclude some comparisons
18: for �xj, �xj ∈ candidates:
19: if ||�xi − �xj||m ≤ r then: // similarity check
20: B = B+1
21: if |xi+m − xj+m|≤ r then: A = A + 1
22: if A = 0 then: SampEn → ∞
23: else: SampEn = ln B/A // SampEn is finally computed

A less formal description of the algorithm follows. We first integrate the signal using a window of
size m (line 01). The integrated signal X is normalized so that min(Xi) = 1 (lines 02–03). The number
of buckets is equal to the maximum value of the integrated signal divided by the threshold distance r
and by the split factor rsplit (line 04). Next (line 05), we initialize the set of buckets bucket to the empty
set. To fill the buckets, we select the appropriate bucket for each vector �xi (line 07) and we add it in this
bucket (line 08). Next, we sort the vectors in each bucket according to their first element (lines 09–11).

For the similarity check, we need two counters. We use B for the m dimensional space and A for
the m+1 dimensional space. These two counters are initialized to zero (line 12). For every bucket
ib (line 13), we check for similar points in all jb buckets in which similar points are possible to be
found (line 14). For every point in the examined bucket ib (line 15), we find all points that are not
excluded from similarity due to the distance of their first elements (lines 16–17). Since points are sorted
according to their first element, this procedure is rapid with complexity only O(log n). In the next
step, we check for similarity all pairs of candidate points (lines 18–21) with the same method as it was
described in the simple algorithm. SampEn is computed at the two last lines of the pseudocode (lines
22–23).

6. A Lightweight Algorithm

Typically, values of the parameter m which are used for SampEn estimations are
m = 1, . . . , 3 [12,14,22]. However, recently in [23,24] it was recommended that m = 1 in short time
series keeps the variation smaller and improves the confidence of the estimates of entropy. Here, we
propose an algorithm for fast computation of Sample Entropy which is straightforward when m=1.
However, the algorithm is also fast for small signal lengths and other values of m. Since it has a simple
implementation, we will call it a lightweight algorithm.
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The algorithm reduces the number of comparisons between points by sorting the original series xi.
For this purpose, a fast sorting algorithm is used with O(n log n) complexity. Then, we consider only
those sequences for which the first elements are within the allowed tolerance: �xi and �xj, i.e., xj ≤ xi + r.
Since the original series is sorted, it is not necessary to consider those cases for which xj ≥ xi − r,
as they were already included. The pseudocode follows (Algorithm 4):

Algorithm 4: Lightweight
01: ordx = { xi : xi ≤ xi+1 } // sort x in ascending order
02: posx = { i : ordxi = xposxi

} // remember original positions
03: A = B = 0
04: for i = 1 . . . N−m :
05: candidatesi = { ordxj : ordxj ≤ ordxi+r } // points of the ordered series

matching other points within r
06: a = posxi

07: for ordxj ∈ candidatesi :
08: b = posxj

09: if ||�xa−�xb||m ≤ r then: // similarity check
10: B = B+1
11: if |xa+m − xb+m| ≤ r then: A = A+1
12: if A = 0 then: SampEn → ∞
13: else: SampEn = ln B/A // SampEn is finally computed

In the lightweight algorithm, the series is sorted (line 01) and the original positions of the elements
are stored for later reference (line 02). Similarity counters A and B are initialized to zero (line 03).
Then, for any sample xi of the ordered series, starting from its beginning, all those other samples xj
such that xj ≤ xi + r are included in the list of possible candidate matches (lines 04–05). The search
for candidates is performed on the sorted series, with a binary search, which at worst is O(log n).
The stored positions posx are used to locate the original locations a and b for xi and any of the xj
elements in the candidates list, respectively (lines 06–08). The vectors �xa, �xb of length m starting at a
and b are checked, and if ||�xa −�xb||m ≤ r, the counter B is incremented. If the two further elements
at positions a + m and b + m are closer than the threshold r, the counter A is also incremented (lines
09–11). Sample Entropy is finally computed at lines 12 and 13.

7. Experimental Results

In order to evaluate/compare the four algorithms, we performed four experiments with two
different datasets. Both datasets are publicly available from Physionet [25]. The first one consists
of 24 h of recordings of healthy subjects in normal sinus rhythm (nsr2 dataset). The second one
consists of 24 h of recordings of congestive heart failure patients (ch f 2 dataset). For both datasets,
the original electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings were digitized at 128 samples per second, and the
beat annotations were obtained by automated analysis with manual review and correction.

The two datasets present different signal characteristics. As expected, the mean value of the
ch f 2 dataset is lower than that of nsr2. Due to the large number of ectopic beats, the ch f 2 dataset
presents larger standard deviation. The existence of ectopic beats influences both the mean value and
the standard deviation of the signals. Thus, we removed the ectopic beats (a common practice in HRV
analysis) and created two more datasets with different characteristics. The resulting four datasets were
the basis for our comparisons. We will refer to them as nsr2, ch f 2, nsr2 f , and ch f 2 f , where the index f
comes from the word filtered. Average values for the mean and the standard deviation of each dataset
are presented in Table 1. It is not a surprise that the standard deviation of the ch f 2 f dataset is the
lowest of all, since it reflects the reduction of the complexity of the heart as a system, due to the heart
failure disease.
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Table 1. Signal characteristics of the examined datasets.

nsr2 ch f 2 nsr2 f ch f 2 f

mean 809 msec 681 msec 807 msec 667 msec
standard deviation 204 msec 369 msec 156 msec 45 msec

Experiments with all four algorithms were conducted on a 4-core desktop computer (3.6 GHz
Intel Xeon E5-1620 processor; 16 GB of RAM; Linux OpenSuse 42.2 x86_64 OS). Code was optimized as
much as possible for all algorithms, and the parameter −O3 was used in the GNU Compiler Collection
(GCC 4.8.5).

Ten signals were randomly selected from each dataset. The mean execution time for each algorithm
and each dataset was computed. Each experiment was performed 100 times, thus the reported
execution time is the mean value of 1000 runs.

In order to exclude overheads from the computation time, we first read all input data and stored
them into matrices. Then, inside the outer loop (which repeats the experiment 100 times), and before
the inner loop (which computes Sample Entropy for the ten signals), we started the timer by using the
C function call clock_tclock(void). We used the same call after the inner loop and accumulated all time
intervals of all 100 repetitions to estimate the total and then the execution time.

We will start with the experimental result collected from the nsr2 dataset, and then we will discuss
differences observed in the other datasets. Figure 3 shows execution times for all four algorithms
and the typical values m = 2 and r = 0.2. The straightforward implementation is the slowest of all,
becoming especially slow for large values of N. The improved version of kd-trees—as described earlier
in this paper—is faster, but not as fast as the other two algorithms. In this figure, the bucket-assisted
seems to present the best results, followed by the lightweight algorithm

Figure 3. Execution time of all algorithms for the typical values of parameters m and r (m = 2 and
r=0.2) and various signal lengths (N).

The parameter rsplit for the bucket-assisted algorithm was selected to be equal to 5. We did not try
to completely optimize it. We ran the code for several inputs and the typical parameters m=2 and
r=0.2, and selected a good and easy-to-remember value of rsplit for them. Since we did not want to
be less fair to the rest of the algorithms and not optimize the results of the bucket-assisted algorithm
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with an additional parameter, we kept the value rsplit = 5 the same for the rest of our experiments.
However, we also did some sensitivity analysis on the value of rsplit, which will be discussed at the
end of this section.

One can note that in Figure 3, it is difficult to see the behavior of the algorithms for low values
of N. For this reason, we added another figure, which gives the same information in a different way.
In Figure 4, the x-axis is in logarithmic scale. The values in the y-axis do not express execution time,
but speedup, dividing the execution time of each algorithm with respect to the straightforward one,
which we considered as a reference. Expressing the results in terms of a well-defined algorithm—also
implemented in a standard programming language, which introduces minimal overhead—allows
other researchers to compare their results easily with the ones given in this paper.

Thus, there are only three curves in this figure. The information is depicted in a clearer way.
Here, one can see that the bucket-assisted algorithm outperforms the other algorithms for values of N
approximately larger than 3000 beats. For signals smaller than 3000 beats, the lightweight algorithm
gives the lowest execution times.

Figure 4. Execution time of all algorithms as a speedup gained from the simple one. Typical values of
parameters m and r (m=2 and r=0.2) have been selected. The x-axis is in a logarithmic scale.

Since this kind of diagram seems more illustrative than the one in Figure 3, we will present the rest
of the diagrams in the same way. In Figure 5, speedups for the parameters m=1 and r=0.2 are shown.
One can note here that the lightweight algorithm is always faster. The kd-tree algorithm presents poor
results. In Figure 6, the speedups when m = 2 and r = 0.1 are presented. Here, the bucket-assisted
algorithm is always faster. The kd-tree algorithm again presents poorer results.
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Figure 5. Execution time of all algorithms as a speedup gained from the simple one, when m=1 and
r=0.2. The x-axis is in a logarithmic scale.

Figure 6. Execution time of all algorithms as a speedup gained from the simple one, when m=2 and
r=0.1. The x-axis is in a logarithmic scale.

The experiments with the three other datasets gave similar but interesting results, since they
helped us to make some additional conclusions. In all cases, the kd-tree algorithm was slower than
both the bucket-assisted and the lightweight algorithm. We will continue the comparison between the
two latter.

For large values of N (N > 10, 000) the bucket-assisted algorithm was always faster than the
lightweight one. As the value of N decreases, the lightweight algorithm presents lower execution times.

The removal of ectopic beats gave an advantage to the bucket-assisted algorithm. The lightweight
algorithm gave its best execution times for the ch f 2 dataset and then for the nsr2 dataset—the two
datasets with the higher variability. The removal of ectopic beats decreased this variability, and for the
same values of m, r, and N, the bucket-assisted significantly improved its performance, almost always
presenting better results with the ch f 2 f dataset (the one with the smallest variability).
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The relation of the input parameters, the characteristics of the input signals, and the performance
of the algorithms is difficult to predict or model. Some general conclusions can be made, but it is certain
that each algorithm has a different reason to be used. To give a more detailed image of the relation
of the input parameters, the characteristics of the signals, and the execution times, we added a table
presenting—for each value of m, r, and N—the number of datasets for which each algorithm performed
better. In Table 2, the first number is the number of datasets for which the bucket-assisted algorithm
was faster, while the second one is the number of datasets for which the lightweight algorithm was
faster. The table depicts only values of N≤10, 000.

Table 2. Comparison of bucket-assisted and lightweight algorithms.

m = 1 m = 2 m = 3

r = 0.1 r = 0.2 r = 0.3 r = 0.1 r = 0.2 r = 0.3 r = 0.1 r = 0.2 r = 0.3

N = 1000 3/1 2/2 1/3 3/1 3/1 1/3 2/2 1/3 1/3
N = 2000 3/1 1/3 1/3 3/1 3/1 1/3 2/2 1/3 1/3
N = 3000 3/1 1/3 1/3 4/- 3/1 2/2 4/- 4/- 1/3
N = 5000 3/1 1/3 2/2 4/- 3/1 2/2 4/- 4/- 4/-
N = 7000 3/1 1/3 2/2 4/- 3/1 2/2 4/- 4/- 4/-

N = 10, 000 3/1 2/2 3/1 4/- 3/1 3/1 4/- 4/- 4/-

A last issue to discuss is the question of which value should be selected for the rsplit factor.
We chose 5 for the reasons we mentioned earlier; however, this value is not necessarily the optimal
one. In order to perform a sensitivity analysis for the rsplit factor, we selected the typical values used
for Sample Entropy for the parameters m and r (m = 2, r = 0.2). We ran the algorithm for different
values of rsplit factor and for different values of N. The optimal value of the rsplit factor was selected
for each N. We noticed that the larger the value of N, the larger the value of rsplit factor that gave the
optimal results. For N<3000, the best values ranged from 2 to 5. For N20, 000, the optimal value was
close to 15. Despite the small values of N, the selection of the rsplit factor was not crucial, since there
was a plateau of values which presented similar execution times. If we try to explain this behavior,
a large number of samples would lead to overcrowded buckets. By splitting the buckets into smaller
ones, we can achieve a much better distribution, which leads to better execution times.

8. Discussion of Related Work

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first algorithm for fast computation of ApEn was
published in [26]. This algorithm is of O(N2) complexity, does not avoid comparisons, and also has a
O(N2) spatial complexity, even though it can be implemented with a spatial complexity of O(N).

Another algorithm for SampEn is available in [25]. The algorithm builds up templates matching
within the tolerance r until no match is found, and keeps track of template matches in counters Ak
and Bk for all lengths k up to m. Once all the matches are counted, Sample Entropy is computed. This
algorithm has been designed to compute Sample Entropy for all values of m at once. Thus, a straight
comparison with the proposed algorithms may not be fair, since the target of the algorithms is different.
However, the core of the algorithm is similar to the straightforward implementation we described.
Additionally, the modification of the proposed algorithms to target the computation of all values of m
is possible, but is not an aim of this paper.

In [20], apart from the algorithm for kd-trees, they also presented an algorithm for computing
Approximate and Sample Entropy for signals whose elements belong in a definite set of values. It is
also based on kd-trees, and exploits the fact that the height of the tree can be limited, and that more
than one vector can be stored in the tree node.

The authors of [21] made a theoretical study of the problem which leads to a lower complexity
algorithm again based on the kd-trees, which might perform better in very long signals. However, as
in [20], with the size of the signal we used, the overhead for constructing the kd-tree and the overhead
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introduced for a single comparison led to much larger execution times than those obtained with the
bucket-assisted or the lightweight algorithms. The same conclusion was drawn in a paper which
proposed a fast algorithm for fractal dimension estimation [27]—a similar problem with the one
studied here. This paper proposed an algorithm checking for neighboring points in an m-dimensional
space by separating the m-space into orthogonal subspaces and mapping m-dimensional points onto
these subspaces. It also compared this approach with another one, published before, which used
kd-trees for the same purpose [28] and concluded that the algorithm with the subspaces was faster. The
approach with the buckets reduces the complexity of handling m-dimensional spaces, since handling
m-dimensional subspaces requires a large amount of memory or alternatively significant overhead to
map the m-dimensional subspaces onto simpler structures and then manage these structures.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, three Sample Entropy computation algorithms were compared with each other, and
with an algorithm resulting directly from the definition of the method, in order to decide which one is
the fastest (and for which input parameters). The first algorithm was a modified version of an existing
one, based on kd-trees. The second one is an extension of another algorithm (the bucket-assisted
one), initially proposed for Approximate Entropy, but customized for Sample Entropy and extended
to provide even smaller execution times. The last one is a completely new algorithm, which we
call lightweight since it is “light-weight” compared to the kd-tree-based and the bucket-assisted one.
Despite the fact that it was improved, the kd-tree algorithm showed worse execution times than the
bucket-assisted and the lightweight algorithms. The lightweight one gave better execution times for
specific values of m and r, and for smaller values of N. Thus, the bucket-assisted algorithm and the
lightweight one act complementarily, and the one of choice must be selected according to the problem
at hand.
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Abstract: Approximate and sample entropy (AE and SE) provide robust measures of the deterministic
or stochastic content of a time series (regularity), as well as the degree of structural richness
(complexity), through operations at multiple data scales. Despite the success of the univariate
algorithms, multivariate sample entropy (mSE) algorithms are still in their infancy and have
considerable shortcomings. Not only are existing mSE algorithms unable to analyse within- and
cross-channel dynamics, they can counter-intuitively interpret increased correlation between variates
as decreased regularity. To this end, we first revisit the embedding of multivariate delay vectors
(DVs), critical to ensuring physically meaningful and accurate analysis. We next propose a novel mSE
algorithm and demonstrate its improved performance over existing work, for synthetic data and for
classifying wake and sleep states from real-world physiological data. It is furthermore revealed that,
unlike other tools, such as the correlation of phase synchrony, synchronized regularity dynamics are
uniquely identified via mSE analysis. In addition, a model for the operation of this novel algorithm
in the presence of white Gaussian noise is presented, which, in contrast to the existing algorithms,
reveals for the first time that increasing correlation between different variates reduces entropy.

Keywords: multivariate sample entropy; time series synchronization; structural complexity

1. Introduction

Multivariate data analysis tools are essential for characterizing the interaction between the variates
of complex systems; applications are wide-ranging and include those in biology [1], climatology [2]
and finance [3]. Standard methods for estimating interdependencies between multiple data channels
are almost invariably linear; typical examples are cross-correlation and coherence (correlation in the
frequency domain). More advanced methods, such as Granger causality [4], offer insight into the
temporal ordering of interactions and are widely used in, for example, neuroscience applications,
for which directionality information is of value. Partial directed coherence extends the concept of
Granger causality to the frequency domain [5].

While progress has been made on nonlinear extensions of the above second-order algorithms,
information-theoretic measures, such as mutual information and transfer entropy [6], are intrinsically
suited to cater for higher-order interactions. Traditional entropy methods are limited by their
requirements for large numbers of samples and sensitivity to noise [7]. To this end, the approximate
entropy (AE) algorithm [7] was developed to provide a statistically valid measure of entropy for
real-world univariate data that may be noisy and short. It represents the probability that similar
patterns (delay vectors—DVs) in a time series will remain similar once the pattern lengths are increased
(extended DVs), thereby providing a natural measure of the regularity of a time series. An extension,
the sample entropy (SE) algorithm [8], improves the bias issues experienced by AE by omitting
self-matches from the similarity calculation stage. In general, a stochastic time series is characterized
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by high AE/SE, while a regular signal exhibits low AE/SE. Additionally, multiscale extensions of the
algorithm (multiscale sample entropy—MSE) [9,10] have expanded its capabilities beyond regularity
estimation to evaluating the structural richness of a signal-generating system, its complexity. Both the
SE and MSE algorithms have been widely used in physiological applications [11–13].

Recently, two multivariate extensions of the SE and MSE algorithms have been developed to
evaluate the regularity and complexity for any number of data channels in a rigorous and unified
way [14,15]. The key difference between the two multivariate algorithms is the manner in which
multivariate DVs are extended. In the first extension, termed the naïve method [14], extended DV
subspaces are generated for each variate, and self-matches are computed for each subspace separately.
A shortcoming of the naïve method is its failure to account for inter-channel couplings, such as
correlation between the variates. This was reflected in the “full method” [15]. Critically, a multivariate
MSE (mMSE) method that caters fully for cross-channel dynamics enables the modeling of any
complexity that exists between the variates, offering greater insight for physical systems that are
typically multivariate and correlated. In [15], the benefits of a multivariate approach over univariate
algorithms were demonstrated for applications spanning the categorization of wind regimes and the
analysis of human gait recordings.

Despite the clear improvements of the full multivariate method over existing work, there are
several concerns regarding its operation. Firstly, the way in which the DVs are extended is such that
distances are directly calculated between elements of the different variates, potentially obscuring
the physical meaning of the analysis for heterogeneous data. Secondly, such inconsistencies in the
alignment of extended DVs can lead to inaccuracies. Finally, empirical results obtained using the full
method for white Gaussian noise (WGN) and 1/f noise imply that regularity decreases and complexity
increases with increasing correlation. However, viewing increased correlation between the variates as
a decrease in cross-channel regularity is not consistent with physical intuition, motivating this work.
It must also be noted that it has been suggested that the size of the time delay employed in the SE
algorithm can have an effect on the computed entropy [16]; however, for the purposes of consistency
across all analyses reported in this study, a unity time delay is employed.

To address these concerns, we propose a novel multivariate sample entropy (mSE) and its
multiscale extension for complexity analysis (mMSE). At the core of the algorithm is our novel
treatment of multivariate DVs, which ensures (i) element-by-element distances are not computed
directly between different variates, and (ii) alignments between multivariate DVs remain consistent
and independent of the number of data channels. Simulation results for WGN illustrate how the
proposed algorithm interprets increased correlation between the variates as an increase in regularity—a
missing result that is in agreement with physical intuition. To support this, we have derived a model
for the performance of the algorithm in the presence of bivariate WGN; its numerical outcomes are in
agreement with simulations. It is furthermore shown via a random alignment operation applied to the
variates that this makes it possible to comprehensively distinguish between within- and cross-channel
dynamics, thus providing additional insight into inter- versus intra-modal properties.

The algorithm is validated on synthetic and real data for biological applications. Through simulations,
we reveal a previously unstudied feature of multivariate SE algorithms—their ability to detect
synchronized regularity dynamics. Unlike other measures of synchronization, which assume temporal
locking of phase information (phase synchrony [17,18]) or the existence of a functional mapping
between the variates (generalized synchrony [19]), synchronized regularity can exist between time
series that are generated by independent processes.

2. Sample Entropy

Motivated by the shortcomings of standard entropy measures for short and noisy time series, the
approximate entropy technique was introduced in [7]. It characterizes the likelihood that similar
patterns within a time series, the signal DVs, will remain similar when the pattern lengths are
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increased. A robust extension, which neglects self-matches, called the SE, has been developed [8] and
is described below:

1. For lag τ and embedding dimension m, generate DVs:

Xm(i) = [xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+τ(m−1)] (1)

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,
(

N − τ(m − 1)
)
.

2. For a given DV, Xm(i), and a threshold, r, count the number of instances, Φm(i, r), for which
d{Xm(i), Xm(j} ≤ r, i �= j, where d{·} denotes the maximum norm.

3. Define the frequency of occurrence as

Φm(r) =
1

N − τ(m − 1) + 1

N−τ(m−1)+1

∑
i=1

Φm(i, r) (2)

4. Extend the embedding dimension (m → m + 1) of the DVs in step (1), and repeat steps (2) and (3)
to obtain Φm+1(r).

5. The SE is defined as the negative logarithm of the values for different embedding dimensions,
that is,

SE(m, r, τ) = −ln
[

Φm+1(r)
Φm(r)

]
(3)

In general, the less predictable or the more irregular a time series, the higher its SE. A block
diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

Multivariate
time series 

Generate DVs with 
embedding

dimension m

Calculate 
frequency of 
occurrence

Sample
entropy

Generate DVs with 
embedding

dimension m+1

Calculate 
frequency of 
occurrence

Figure 1. Block diagram of the multivariate sample entropy (mSE) algorithm.

2.1. Multiscale Sample Entropy

The MSE calculates the SE over multiple time scales in the data [9,10]. A key insight is given by the
fact that SE for WGN (which has no structure) decreases for increasing scale factors, while the SE for
1/f noise, which has a self-similar infinitely repeating behaviour (contains structure), remains constant
with scale. In this way, the multiscale extension reveals long-range signal correlations—dynamics
closely linked to the signal complexity. If the SE of a time series remains high over multiple scale
factors, it is said to exhibit high complexity.

3. Multivariate Sample Entropy

3.1. Existing Algorithms

Two multivariate extensions of the SE algorithm have been proposed in [14,15]. In both cases, the
un-extended multivariate DVs are generated on the basis of the approach outlined by Cao et al. [20].
Given a P-variate time series, xk,i where k = 1, . . . , P is the channel index and i = 1, . . . , N is the sample
index, the multivariate DVs are given by
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XM(i) = [x1,i, . . . , x1,i+(m1−1)τ1
,

x2,i, . . . , x2,i+(m2−1)τ2
,

. . . ,

xP,i, . . . , xP,i+(mP−1)τP
]

(4)

where M = [m1, m2, . . . , mP] is the multivariate embedding dimension vector and ø = [τ1, τ2, . . . , τP] is
the multivariate time-lag vector. Figure 2 shows a bivariate time series and its multivariate DVs with
embedding dimension M = [1, 1].

Figure 2. A bivariate time series (upper panel) and its delay vectors with embedding dimension
M = [1, 1] (lower panel).

To extend the multivariate DVs, the naïve approach in [14] generates P DV subspaces, in which
the length of a specific variate is extended but other variates are left unchanged. The extended DV
subspace for a variate k is given by

Xek
M(i) = [x1,i, . . . , x1,i+(m1−1)τ1

, . . . ,

xk,i, . . . , xk,i+(mk−1)τk
, xk,i+(mk)τk

,

. . . ,

xP,i, . . . , xP,i+(mP−1)τP
]

(5)

for i = 1, . . . , N and ek = e1, . . . , eP. For the bivariate case, this approach to DV extension is illustrated
in Figure 3. Distances are then calculated between DV pairs in each of the P subspaces to obtain P
estimates for the frequency of occurrence, and the final value is obtained by averaging the subspace
estimates. The next steps of the algorithm are the same as for the univariate case. A significant
shortcoming of the naïve method is that, by measuring distances between the DVs within separate
subspaces, it does not cater fully for inter-channel couplings. This was illustrated in [15], where the
naïve method could not distinguish between different degrees of correlated variates.

To address these issues, the full method was proposed in [15], in which pair-wise distances
are calculated between all DVs across all the subspaces, as described in Equation (5) and illustrated
for the bivariate case in Figure 3. This enables the enhanced modeling of inter-channel couplings,
as exemplified by its ability to distinguish between different degrees of correlation in the variates.
The two approaches are compared in Figure 4 for bivariate WGN with a length of 5000 samples; the
mSE parameters were M = [1, 1], τ = [1, 1] and r = 0.15, each of the variates was standardized to
unit variance and zero mean, and the correlation between the variates was ρ = 0.95. We observe
that while the naïve algorithm [14] cannot distinguish between correlated and uncorrelated WGN,
the full algorithm [15] exhibits different SE values for each scale factor. As the full algorithm
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described in [15] represents the most recent multivariate extension to date; in the sequel we refer to
it as the existing method.

Figure 3. The extended multivariate delay vectors (DVs) of the multivariate DVs shown in Figure 2
using existing techniques. The naïve method [14] calculates the pair-wise distances within the two
subspaces (P = 1 and P = 2) separately, while the full method [15] calculates the pair-wise distances
across all the delay vectors.

Figure 4. Multivariate sample entropy (mSE) estimate for bivariate white Gaussian noise (WGN),
correlated and uncorrelated, using the naïve method [14] (a); and the full or existing method [15] (b).
The error bars denote ± standard deviation. We observe that only the full/existing method can
distinguish between correlated and uncorrelated variates.

Despite providing clear improvements over the previous mMSE algorithms, there are still issues
regarding the existing method that need to be addressed:

1. Inability to cater adequately for heterogeneous data sources.
2. Inconsistencies in the alignment of DVs.
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3. Counter-intuitive representation of multivariate dynamics.

Concerning item 1, in the standard method, the DV distances are directly calculated between
elements of different variates. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for the bivariate case. If the variates are
heterogeneous, that is, if they reflect different components of a biological system (e.g., cardiac and
neural activity), then operations involving element-by-element comparisons will hinder the physical
meaning of the analysis.

Concerning item 2 above, Figure 3 shows that one of the distances calculated for the extended
DVs of a bivariate signal is between [x1,1, x1,2, x2,1]

T and [x1,2, x1,3, x2,2]
T . In this instance, as is also the

case in the operation of the univariate algorithm, the delays between corresponding elements are the
same (+1 in this instance). However, when the distances are calculated between [x1,1, x1,2, x2,1]

T

and [x1,1, x2,1, x2,2]
T , this results in different delays between the DV elements: 0 ({x1,1, x1,1}),

−1 ({x1,2, x2,1}) and +1 ({x2,1, x2,2}). This inconsistency in the alignment of the DV elements may
cause contradictory results and affect the accuracy of the analysis.

Concerning item 3 above, Figure 4 illustrates that the multivariate SE increases across all scale
factors for increasing correlation between the variates. Considering the algorithm output at the first
scale factor only, the result indicates that regularity decreases with increasing correlation—a result
that is not consistent with physical intuition. Instead, it is expected that as variates become more
independent, it will be characterized by a decrease in regularity. Likewise, considering the algorithm
output across all scale factors, the result indicates that complexity increases with increasing correlation.
No precise definition of complexity exists; however an intuitive expectation is that the number of required
mathematical descriptors for a system should increase with complexity. For this reason, it can be assumed
that as the variates become more correlated/dependent, the system will be characterized by a decrease
in complexity, the “complexity loss theory”.

3.2. Synchronized Regularity

The ability of multivariate SE algorithms to distinguish between coupled regularity dynamics
has so far been confined to correlated variates [15] (see also Figure 4). In such studies, the couplings
between the variates are static—they remain unchanged across time. Additionally, such relationships
are adequately modeled by correlation estimation, not requiring the unique capabilities of a
multivariate SE algorithm.

We instead propose a multivariate benchmark test in which the variates are generated from
independent random processes but their regularity is synchronized. In other words, the within-channel
regularity changes at the same time within each variate. We consider the bivariate signal

x1,i =λ
1
2
1,iv1,i + (1 − λ1,i)

1
2 u1,i (6)

x2,i =λ
1
2
2,iv2,i + (1 − λ2,i)

1
2 u2,i (7)

where i = 1, . . . , N, N is the number of samples, λ1,i and λ2,i ∈ [0, 1] are mixing parameters, v1,i
and v2,i are independent realizations of WGN (zero mean and unit variance), and u1,i and u2,i are
independent realizations of 1/f noise (zero mean and unit variance). We note that no correlation,
phase or generalized synchronization exists between the variates, as they are all independent. Instead,
the parameter λi enforces synchronized regularity; when λ1,i = λ2,i = 0, the SE in both variates is low
as each contains 1/f noise, and when λ1,i = λ2,i = 1, the SE in both variates is high as each contains
WGN. A dynamic mixing parameter can be generated by

λk,i =

{
1 if zi(β) > 0
0 if zi(β) < 0

(8)
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where k ∈ {1, 2}, i = 1, . . . , N and zi(β) is a random noise time series with a spectral distribution that
decays at rate β. When β = 0, the time series is WGN; when β = −1, it is 1/f noise; and when β = −2,
it is Brownian noise. Figure 5 shows a bivariate time series generated using the dynamic mixing
model described by Equations (6)–(8) with β = −2; we observe that the within-channel regularities
are synchronized.

Figure 5. A bivariate time series exhibiting synchronized regularity. (a): The mixing parameter,
which in this instance is the same for each variate. (b): The first variate. (c): The second variate.
We observe that when λi = 1 (Equations (6) and (7)), both variates exhibit 1/f-type structures (i.e., for
i = 7000, . . . , 7500), and when λi = 0 (Equations (6) and (7)), both variates exhibit WGN-type structures
(i.e., for i = 8000, . . . , 11,000).

The existing mMSE algorithm was applied to distinguish between the scenarios in which (i) the
variates are independent, that is, λ1,i �= λ2,i; and (ii) the regularity of the variates is synchronized, that is,
λ1,i = λ2,i. In both scenarios, β = −1.6 (see Equation (8)) was used to generate the mixing parameters.
The signal length was N = 15,000 samples; r = 0.4 and M = [1, 1]. Figure 6 shows the mMSE for each
scenario; a two-tailed two-sample t-test was applied to determine the degree of separation at each scale
factor (38 degrees of freedom). We observe that a statistically significant separation was determined at
scale factor 4 (p < 0.05) and at all subsequent scale factors. It is also noted that the synchronized regularity
caused a decrease in the mSE; this result is in agreement with physical intuition but contradicts results
obtained with the same algorithm for correlated variates (see Figure 4b), where coupled regularity
dynamics was found to increase the multivariate SE. As real-world processes can be expected to exhibit
different forms of coupled regularity dynamics simultaneously, this compromises the accuracy of the
algorithm in applications.
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Figure 6. Multivariate multiscale sample entropy (mMSE) extension using the existing algorithm for
signals with (i) independent mixing parameters, and (ii) synchronized mixing parameters; see model
described by Equations (6)–(8). The error bars denote ± standard deviation. A two-tailed two-sample
t-test was applied to determine the degree of separation between the two scenarios at each scale factor;
instances in which the distributions were found to overlap are denoted by “not-significant” (n.s.).

3.3. The Proposed Algorithm

At the core of the proposed algorithm, which addresses the above issues, is the manner in which
multivariate DVs are extended to calculate the SE. To avoid the direct calculation of distances between
the elements of different variates and DV misalignment, and to induce a desired mode-of-operation for
correlated data, generating an extended set of multivariate DVs from those in Equation (4) is proposed
in the following manner:

Xe
M(i) = [x1,i, . . . , x1,i+(m1−1)τ1

, x1,i+(m1)τ1
. . . ,

xk,i, . . . , xk,i+(mk−1)τk
, xk,i+(mk)τk

, . . . ,

xP,i, . . . , xP,i+(mP−1)τP
, xP,i+(mP)τP

]

(9)

for i = 1, . . . , N. For the bivariate case, the proposed DV extension is illustrated in Figure 7. We observe
that distances are only calculated between elements of corresponding variates, making the approach
perfectly suited for heterogeneous data.

Although the distances between DVs were not directly calculated between the elements of
different variates, the estimation of multivariate SE on the basis of the proposed approach can
still detect coupled regularity dynamics as well as existing methods, and in some instances, its
performance enables better separation (see the following section). To support the claim of a desired
mode-of-operation for correlated data, in the Appendix A, we present a model for the operation
of the proposed multivariate algorithm in the presence of bivariate WGN; the model reveals how
an increasing correlation between the variates reduces the multivariate SE. This is demonstrated in
Figure 8 for the multiscale operation of the algorithm for bivariate WGN. The algorithm was also
applied to time series with synchronized regularity between the variates generated using the same
mixing model as before (see Equation (8) with β = −1.6); the results are shown in Figure 9. We note
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that, unlike the existing algorithm, a significant separation between the two time series also exists at
the first scale factor (cf. Figure 4).

It is important to note an increase in the degree of coupling between the variates, either via
correlation or synchronized regularity; in both cases this causes a decrease in the SE. It is natural to
expect that real-world systems will exhibit different forms of coupling simultaneously and that an
algorithm that behaves in a consistent way for each form of coupling is better equipped to model
changes in multivariate regularity and complexity.

Figure 7. The extended multivariate delay vectors (DVs) of the multivariate DVs shown in Figure 2
using the proposed DV extension method (see Equation (9)).

Figure 8. Multivariate sample entropy (mSE) estimate for bivariate white Gaussian noise (WGN),
correlated and uncorrelated, using the proposed algorithm. The error bars denote ± standard deviation.
We observe that increasing correlation reduces the SE (cf. Figure 4).
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Figure 9. The multivariate multiscale sample entropy (mMSE) extension using the proposed algorithm
for signals with (i) independent mixing parameters, and (ii) synchronized mixing parameters (see model
described by Equations (6)–(8)). The error bars denote ± standard deviation. A two-tailed two-sample
t-test was also applied to determine the degree of separation between the two scenarios at each scale
factor; instances in which the distributions were found to overlap are denoted by “not-significant”
(n.s.). Compare with the existing approaches in Figure 6.

3.4. Multivariate Surrogates

For a given measure or index, it is common to employ signal surrogates to provide a baseline or
reference value. Surrogates are a set of time series that share certain characteristics of the original signal
but lack the property whose effect on the measure we wish to study [1]. For instance, in univariate
sample analysis, it is common to generate surrogates that retain the spectrum shape of the original
signal but that have randomized phase values, in this way creating similar signals with high irregularity
and no structure (low complexity). In the same way, for greater insight, the SE of the original signal
can be compared with the values obtained for the surrogates.

For the multivariate case, it is desirable to remove any interdependencies between the variates
in order to distinguish between within- and cross-channel regularity and complexity. We propose to
utilize the multivariate surrogate approach used in previous synchronization measures, for example,
in the study of asymmetry [21] and mutual information [22], whereby one of the variates is temporally
shifted with respect to the other (random alignment). Figure 10 shows the mSE, obtained with
parameters M = [1, 1], τ = [1, 1] and r = 0.15, for correlated bivariate WGN (ρ = 0.6; 5000 samples),
as well as the average values obtained for 30 surrogates created by randomly shifting the second
variate. We observe that the mSE of the original signal is significantly lower than that obtained for the
surrogates, indicating the presence of coupled dynamics between the variates.
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Figure 10. The multivariate sample entropy (mSE) for the original signal with correlated variates (black
circle) and its multivariate surrogates (red error bars, which denote ± standard deviation). In the
case of the surrogates, the interdependency (correlation) between the variates is removed and thus its
average mSE value is higher, indicating the presence of coupled dynamics in the original signal.

4. Simulations

The performance of the proposed algorithm was illustrated over the following case studies:
(i) detecting joint regularity dynamics between recordings of cardiac function, and (ii) classifying
multichannel recordings of brain function during wake and sleep states. In all cases, unless stated
otherwise, the time series were scaled to zero mean and unit variance prior to mSE analysis.

4.1. Detecting Synchronized Cardiac Behaviour

We firstly considered a real-world synchronized regularity scenario. A healthy male subject
(aged 32) performed a series of breathing exercises while his cardiac function was monitored via the
electrocardiogram (ECG); electrodes were placed on the chest and ECG data were recorded using the
gtec g.USBamp, a certified and U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-listed medical device, with
a sampling frequency of 1200 Hz. The time difference between R peaks, sharp dominant peaks in the
ECG waveform, was calculated and the R–R interval time series was generated using cubic spline
interpolation at regular time intervals of 0.25 s.

For a given 30 s period, the instruction was either to (i) breathe normally (unconstrained),
or (ii) breathe at a fixed rate of 15 breathing cycles (inhale/exhale) per minute aided by a metronome
(constrained). The instruction was alternated from period to period. The periods of constrained
breathing had the effect of inducing different regularity into the R–R interval through the phenomenon
of respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), the modulation of the cardiac output by the respiration
effort [23]. Two 300 s trials were recorded; in the first, the subject started breathing in a constrained
fashion, and in the second, the subject started breathing in an unconstrained fashion. Figure 11 shows
a segment of the trial in which the subject started breathing in a constrained fashion. Prior to analysis,
a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.1 Hz was applied to the R–R interval.

Figure 12 compares the results of the proposed algorithm (M = [1, 1], τ = [1, 1], and r = 0.4)
with those obtained by cross-correlation, with the aim to determine the degree of synchronization
between the two trials at different time-lags. Spectral analysis of the proposed mSE results revealed
that synchronized regularity occurred at 60 s intervals (approximately 1/60 = 0.0167 Hz)—this clearly
indicates joint regularity between the recording trials whenever the subject performed the same
breathing instruction every 2 × 30 s. Furthermore, the approach revealed the correct time-lag between
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the trials, with the minimum mSE value occurring at lag −32 s. We observe that the cross-correlation
approach was unable to reveal the synchronization in regularity; spectral analysis of the results showed
no peak at 0.017 Hz.

Figure 11. The R–R interval as the subject performed different breathing instructions (constrained/
unconstrained) every 30 s. As a result of the phenomenon of respiratory sinus arrhythmia, the breathing
instructions induced periods of different regularity into the R–R interval.

Figure 12. Multivariate sample entropy (mSE; (a)) and cross-correlation (b) results when applied to
detect synchronized activity between two trials of R–R interval recordings. In the upper corner of
each panel in red, the spectral analysis of each approach reveals the dominant synchronization period;
only the mSE approach reveals synchronized regularity dynamics at 0.017 Hz (1/60).
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4.2. Classifying Sleep States

The proposed algorithm was next applied to recordings of brain function during wake and sleep
states. The data, electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings extracted from whole-night polysomnography
recordings, were obtained from (http://www.tcts.fpms.ac.be/~devuyst/Databases/DatabaseSpindles/).
Each 5 s segment of the EEG was independently annotated by an expert according to the Rechtschaffen
and Kales criteria (wake; Rapid Eye Movement (REM); sleep stages S1, S2, S3 and S4). The task was to
distinguish between the wake state and the state of slow-wave sleep (stages S3 and S4). Eight 30 min
excerpts were available; however only four of these were considered. For two excerpts (2 and 7), there
were insufficient wake periods (no sustained wake periods exceeding 1 min); for another excerpt (3),
the sampling frequency was too low for meaningful analysis (50 Hz); and for another (8) there were
no periods of slow-wave sleep. The excerpts analyzed were 1, 4, 5 and 6; excerpt 1 had a sampling
frequency of 100 Hz, and the two channels of the EEG were obtained using the bipolar electrode
configurations C3-A1 and FP1-A1; excerpts 4, 5 and 6 had a sampling frequency of 200 Hz, and the
two channels of the EEG were obtained using the bipolar electrode configurations CZ-A1 and FP1-A1.

The multivariate SE was estimated (M = [1, 1], τ = [1, 1], and r = 0.4) between corresponding
EEG segments of length 2.5 s with a 50% overlap, with segments containing voltage values exceeding
±100 μV rejected to discard artefacts. The difference between the multivariate SE values for the states
of wake and slow-wave sleep were determined using the Bhattacharyya distance, given by

D =
1
4

ln
(

1
4

(
σ2

w
σ2

s
+

σ2
s

σ2
w
+ 2
))

+
1
4

(
(μs − μw)2

σ2
s + σ2

w

)
(10)

where μw and σw denote the mean and standard deviation of the feature values for the wake state,
and μs and σs are the same values for the slow-wave sleep state. The degrees of separation using
the existing and the proposed algorithm are shown in Table 1; we observe that for all excerpts, the
degrees of separation between the states of wake and slow-wave sleep were greater using the proposed
algorithm (the value of D is larger).

Table 1. The first two columns denote the degree of separation, calculated using the Bhattacharyya
distance (D; see Equation (10)), in multivariate sample entropy (mSE) using the existing and proposed
methods for bivariate electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings, between the states of wake (W) and
slow-wave sleep (SWS), as annotated by an expert. The last columns denote the percentage of the
entire recording annotated as wake (% W) and slow-wave sleep (% SWS).

Existing Proposed % W % SWS

Excerpt 1 D = 1.28 D = 1.66 14.5 19.9
Excerpt 4 D = 1.99 D = 3.54 27.1 6.5
Excerpt 5 D = 1.10 D = 2.06 10.8 28.6
Excerpt 6 D = 1.48 D = 1.61 3.3 32.3

5. Conclusions

We have introduced an mSE algorithm that, unlike existing approaches, caters for heterogeneous
data and yields improved insight into coupled regularity dynamics. This is exemplified, in part, by its
consistent treatment of correlation and synchronized regularity, both of which exhibit low mSE values;
this is in agreement with intuition concerning regularity and the complexity loss theory. Simulation
results for the proposed algorithm reveal greater separation between neural data during different sleep
stages. Unlike standard tools, which are invariably linear, it is also shown how the approach is sensitive
to higher-order synchronization. Multivariate surrogate-generation techniques have been shown to
enhance the significance of the results. The concept of synchronized regularity has been illuminated
and a benchmark test proposed, which opens a new avenue of research in a number of applications.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AE Approximate entropy
DV Delay vector
ECG Electrocardiogram
EEG Electroencephalogram
mMSE Multivariate multiscale sample entropy
MSE Multiscale sample entropy
mSE Multivariate sample entropy
RSA Respiratory sinus arrhythmia
SE Sample entropy
WGN White Gaussian noise

Appendix A. Multivariate SE for WGN

One of the key SE results is that for WGN. We here revisit the model for the operation of the
univariate algorithm, presented in [10], and then derive a model for the case of bivariate WGN.

In the case of the univariate algorithm when m = 1, the denominator in Equation (3) indicates the
probability that the distance between two data points is less than or equal to r, that is, |xi − xj| ≤ r,
which we denote by

P{m=1,r} = P(|xi − xj| ≤ r) (A1)

The physical meaning of the numerator in Equation (3) is the probability that the pair-wise
distance for DVs with embedding dimension m = 2, the extended DVs, is less than or equal to r. As the
elements in the DVs are independent random variables, the probability can be rewritten as follows (for
simplicity, we here assume τ = 1):

P{m=2,r} = P(|xi − xj| ≤ r)× P(|xi+1 − xj+1| ≤ r)

= P{m=1,r} P{m=1,r}
(A2)

Generalizing this result for any embedding dimension, for univariate WGN, the SE is given by

SE(m, r) = loge
P{m,r}

P{m+1,r}

= loge
P{m=1,r} P{m=1,r} · · · P{m=1,r}

P{m=1,r} P{m=1,r} · · · P{m=1,r}P{m=1,r}
(A3)

= − loge P{m=1,r}

Thus, the SE for WGN is defined by P{m=1,r}, which, for zero mean and unit variance, is given by
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P{m=1,r} = P(|xi − xj| ≤ r) =∫ ∞

−∞

{∫ xi+r

xi−r
p(xj)dxj

}
p(xi)dxi =

1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞

{∫ xi+r

xi−r
e−x2

j /2dxj

}
e−x2

i /2dxi =

1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞

{
erf
(

xi + r√
2

)
− erf

(
xi − r√

2

)}
e−x2

i /2dxi

(A4)

The term within curly brackets {·} denotes the probability that a point at xi is within distance r of
another randomly selected point. This is represented by the area under the normal curve in Figure A1.
Numerically evaluating the model for r = 0.15 gives 2.47, which matches the simulation result for the
same parameters (see first scale factor in Figure 4b).

Figure A1. The area under the Gaussian curve, centred at x̂i, denotes the probability that the distance
between this point and any other randomly selected point is less than or equal to r.

For the case of bivariate WGN, the proposed multivariate algorithm calculates the SE as

mSE(M, r) = loge
P{M,r}
P{Me ,r}

(A5)

where P{M,r} is the probability that the pair-wise distance for DVs with embedding dimension M is
less than or equal to r, and P{Me ,r} is the probability for the extended case as described by Equation (9).
Similarly to the univariate case, independence between the multivariate DVs can be assumed, and the
above can be rewritten as

mSE(M, r) = − loge P{M=[1,1],r} (A6)

where the probability is given by

P{M=[1,1],r} = P(|x1,i − x1,k| ≤ r, |x1,j − x1,l | ≤ r) =∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

{∫ x1,i+r

x1,k=x1,i−r

∫ x1,j+r

x1,l=x1,j−r
p(x1,k, x2,l)δx1,kδx2,l

}
(A7)

× p(x1,i, x2,j)δx1,iδx2,j

for which, assuming variates with zero mean and unit variance, the joint probability is given by

p(x1,i, x2,j) =

1
2π
√

1 − ρ2
e

(
− 1

2(1−ρ2)

[
x2

1,i+x2
2,j−2ρx1,i x2,j

])
(A8)
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and ρ is the correlation coefficient. Similarly to the univariate case, the term within curly brackets
{·} denotes the probability that a point at x1,i, x2,j is within distance r of another randomly selected
bivariate point; this is represented by the volume under the bivariate surface in Figure A2.

Figure A2. The volume under the surface of a normal bivariate distribution, centred at (x̂1,i, x̂2,j),
denotes the probability that the distance between this point and any other randomly selected point is
less than or equal to r.

Unlike the univariate case, however, a closed-form solution for the term enclosed in brackets does
not exist for ρ �= 0. However, it is possible to approximate the cumulative distribution function:

F(x̂1,i, x̂2,j; ρ) = P(x1,k > x̂1,i, x2,l > x̂2,j) (A9)

as follows [24]:

F(x̂1,i, x̂2,j) ≈ L(x̂1,i, x̂2,j; ρ) =

F(−x̂1,i)[F{ξ(x̂1,i, x̂2,j; ρ)} − 1
2 ρ2(1 − ρ2)−1 (A10)

ξ(x̂1,i, x̂2,j; ρ)p{ξ(x̂1,i, x̂2,j; ρ)}[1 + μ(x̂1,i)− μ2(x̂1,i)]]

where

ξ(x̂1,i, x̂2,j; ρ) =
ρμ(x̂1,i)− x̂2,j√

(1 − ρ2)
(A11)

and

μ(x̂1,i) =
x̂1,i

F(−x̂1,i)
(A12)

Using this approximation, for which the accuracy decreases for increasing ρ, we can derive an
approximation to the probability in Equation (A8) as

P{M=[1,1],r} ≈ Ra − (Rb + Rc) (A13)

where

Ra =

L(x̂1,i − r, x̂2,j − r, ρ)− L(x̂1,i + r, x̂2,j + r, ρ) (A14)

Rb =

L(x̂1,i − r, x̂2,j − r, ρ)− L(x̂1,i + r, x̂2,j − r, ρ) (A15)

Rc =

L(x̂1,i − r, x̂2,j − r, ρ)− L(x̂1,i − r, x̂2,j + r, ρ) (A16)
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The above expressions are illustrated in Figure A3. Combining the probability approximation
in Equation (A13) with Equation (A6), we obtain a model that approximates the behaviour of the
proposed algorithm for bivariate WGN for any correlation between the variates. A comparison of the
numerical evaluation of the model and simulation results (averaged over 100 realizations of bivariate
WGN; M = [1, 1] and r = 0.15; variate lengths of 3000 samples) for different correlation coefficient
values (ρ) is shown in Figure A4. We observe that the model results match the simulation results,
particularly for small values of ρ. However, the model is less accurate for larger values of ρ, as the
accuracy of the approximation of the cumulative distribution function from [24], on which the model
is based, decreases.

Figure A3. Approximating the bivariate cumulative distribution function at the locations shown can
be used to approximate P{M=[1,1],r} (see Equation (A13)).

Figure A4. Numerical evaluation of the derived model (Equation (A13)) and simulation results
for bivariate white Gaussian noise (WGN) with varying degrees of correlation (ρ). As expected,
the accuracy of the model decreases for larger correlation values.
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Abstract: The classification performance of passive sonar can be improved by extracting the features
of ship-radiated noise. Traditional feature extraction methods neglect the nonlinear features in
ship-radiated noise, such as entropy. The multiscale sample entropy (MSE) algorithm has been widely
used for quantifying the entropy of a signal, but there are still some limitations. To remedy this,
the hierarchical cosine similarity entropy (HCSE) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the hierarchical
decomposition is utilized to decompose a time series into some subsequences. Then, the sample
entropy (SE) is modified by utilizing Shannon entropy rather than conditional entropy and employing
angular distance instead of Chebyshev distance. Finally, the complexity of each subsequence is
quantified by the modified SE. Simulation results show that the HCSE method overcomes some
limitations in MSE. For example, undefined entropy is not likely to occur in HCSE, and it is more
suitable for short time series. Compared with MSE, the experimental results illustrate that the
classification accuracy of real ship-radiated noise is significantly improved from 75% to 95.63% by
using HCSE. Consequently, the proposed HCSE can be applied in practical applications.

Keywords: hierarchical cosine similarity entropy; multiscale entropy; sample entropy; feature
extraction; complexity

1. Introduction

Ship-radiated noise is the main signal source of passive sonar for underwater target detection
and recognition. Extracting useful features from ship-radiated noise can effectively improve the
performance of passive sonar. Thus, the research of feature extraction techniques has received
considerable attention [1–3].

The propulsion parts of a ship, such as engines, turbines and propellers, are the principal sources
of ship-radiated noise [4]. The emitted noise is propagated in the ocean channel and eventually
received by hydrophones. Because of the complicated production mechanism and the influence of
stochastic ocean medium, the received ship-radiated noise is usually nonstationary, non-Gaussian
and nonlinear. It is challenging to extract useful features from such a signal. The physical features,
such as the blade rate, propeller shaft frequency and the number of blades, have been studied in past
decades by utilizing frequency domain based techniques, such as the power spectrum density (PSD),
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and wavelet transform [5–8]. These traditional feature extraction
methods have achieved great effectiveness in practical engineering applications, but there are still
some limitations. For example, the PSD is not able to reflect local properties of a signal, while the
wavelet transform is limited by the selection of wavelet basis function, improper choice of wavelet
basis function may lead to distortion [3,7]. Moreover, physical features are not sufficient to classify
ships that have similar propulsion components [1].
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Although ship-radiated noise is nonlinear, this characteristic is neglected by traditional linear
processing techniques. Therefore, there is a growing demand to extract the nonlinear features of
ship-radiated noise [9]. Entropy is a powerful nonlinear analysis tool that can analyze complex
mechanical systems [10–12]. To date, various statistical entropy algorithms for quantifying the
complexity of signals have been developed, such as permutation entropy [13,14], approximate
entropy (ApEn) [15] and sample entropy (SE) [16]. One of the most commonly used structural
complexity estimators, SE, which is obtained by calculating the conditional probability of occurrences
of similar patterns, has attracted considerable attention in numerous fields such as biological signal
analysis [17], fault diagnosis [18] and acoustic signal processing [9]. However, despite its great success,
there exist some drawbacks: (I) High computational cost. Calculating SE needs to estimate the
probability of occurrence of similar patterns found in the reconstructed m and (m + 1) dimensional
phase-space, any two vectors in the phase-space are similar if their Chebyshev distance is lower than
a predefined tolerance rSE. The similarity checking can result in the computation cost quadratically
increasing as the data-length increases [19], which may limit the SE’s performance in some real-time
applications; (II) Sensitive to erratic noise [20]. In SE, the similarity checking is based on the
Chebyshev distance, which is amplitude dependent, leading to that high peaks existing in the time
series can directly affect the entropy estimates. Unluckily, the unwanted erratic noise is likely to
present in real data. For example, when a hydrophone is recording the underwater sound, it is
unavoidable to be influenced by waves, which will produce undesirable outliers; (III) Undefined
entropy value. The SE is effective when data-length is more than 10m [21], where m denotes the
embedding dimension. However, as the data-length decreases, SE may produce undefined entropy
value because of few similar patterns existing in the reconstructed m and (m + 1) dimensional
phase-space [22]; (IV) Single-scale based [16,19–21]. Since complex signals often show structures
on multiple temporal scales, the SE method is not able to estimate structural complexity of such a time
series comprehensively and precisely.

In order to overcome the above mentioned shortcomings, many efforts have been made. Recently,
there have been some solutions to compute SE quickly [19,23,24]. Furthermore, cosine similarity
entropy (CSE) [20] was proposed to deal with issue (II) and (III), whereby the angular distance
is employed instead of the Chebyshev distance, and the conditional entropy is replaced with the
Shannon entropy. Regarding the fourth issue, the multiscale entropy (MSE) was introduced by
Costa et al. [25–27] to measure complexity over a range of temporal scales. The method shows that
the entropy of white noise decreases as the scale factor increases, which agrees with the fact that the
white noise is not structurally complex. Therefore, the MSE algorithm offers a better interpretation of
the complexity of a signal. Even though, the MSE only takes the lower frequency components of a
time series into consideration, while the higher frequency components are ignored [28]. To remedy
this, a new multiscale decomposition technique, the hierarchical decomposition was developed
by Jiang et al. [28]. By further combining the hierarchical decomposition with SE, the scheme
(i.e., hierarchical sample entropy (HSE)) is capable of analyzing a signal more adequately than MSE.
Unfortunately, since SE is not perfect, its limitations are bound to be retained in HSE.

In this paper, the hierarchical cosine similarity entropy (HCSE) is proposed for feature extraction
of ship-radiated noise. The presented algorithm takes advantages of both hierarchical decomposition
and CSE. By analyzing synthetic signals, a set of parameters for computing the HCSE is recommended.
The simulation results indicate that HCSE overcomes some limitations in SE and MSE. By employing
HCSE to extract features of experimental data (see Section 4.2 for detailed description), the classification
performance is significantly improved. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a description of the proposed HCSE; parameter selection for HCSE is studied in Section 3;
the HCSE is employed to analyze synthetic signals and experimental data in Section 4; the paper is
concluded in Section 5.
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2. Hierarchical Cosine Similarity Entropy

2.1. Cosine Similarity Entropy

For a time series {xi}N
i=1, the CSE is computed as follows:

(1) Given embedding dimension m and time delay τ, the embedding vectors are constructed as:

x(m)
i =

[
xi, xi+τ, · · · , xi+(m−1)τ

]
(1)

(2) Calculate angular distance for all pairwise vectors. The angular distance is derived from the
cosine similarity and cosine distance. The cosine similarity of two diverse vectors x(m)

i and x(m)
j is

defined as:

CosSim(m)
i,j =

x(m)
i · x(m)

j∣∣∣x(m)
i

∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣x(m)
j

∣∣∣ . (2)

Notice that the value of cosine similarity is ranging from −1 to 1, the cosine distance is then
defined as CosDis(m)

i,j = 1 − CosSim(m)
i,j to provide a positive distance metric. However, both the cosine

similarity and the cosine distance violate the triangle inequality property, neither of them is a proper
distance metric [20]. The angular distance, which is defined as AngDis(m)

i,j = arccos(CosSim(m)
i,j )/π,

obeys the axioms of a valid distance metric and thus be an appropriate selection for measuring distance
of vectors. It is deserved to mention that the distance metric is one of the differences between SE and
CSE. In SE, the Chebyshev distance is used for quantifying distance of vectors, which can be written
as CheDis(m)

i,j = max(
∣∣∣x(m)

i (k)− x(m)
j (k)

∣∣∣), k = 1, 2, · · · , m. It can be concluded that the Chebyshev
distance is amplitude based and sensitive to outliers, while the angular distance is more stable.
(3) Given a tolerance rCSE, any two diverse vectors x(m)

i and x(m)
j are regarded as similar patterns

if AngDis(m)
i,j ≤ rCSE. Count the number of similar patterns of each vector P(m)

i , the local and global
probability of occurrences of similar patterns can be calculated as:

A(m)
i =

1
N − m

P(m)
i , (3)

A(m) =
1

N − m + 1

N−m+1

∑
i=1

Ai
(m). (4)

(4) The CSE is finally defined in the form of Shannon entropy:

CSE = −
[

A(m)log2

(
A(m)
)
+
(

1 − A(m)
)

log2

(
1 − A(m)

)]
. (5)

By employing Shannon entropy to estimate CSE, the entropy values of CSE range from 0 to 1.
It means that a time series is structurally complex when CSE approaches 1 and structurally simple
when CSE approaches 0. Unlike SE, undefined entropy value is unlikely to occur in CSE unless
A(m) = 0, which means that none vectors are similar.

2.2. Hierarchical Decomposition

The MSE algorithm only takes the lower frequency components of a time series into consideration,
while the higher frequency components are ignored. To remedy this, the hierarchical decomposition
was introduced by Jiang et al. [28]. For a time series {xi}N

i=1, where N = 2n, it can be decomposed by
following procedures:
(1) Averaging operator Q0 and difference operator Q1 are defined by:

Q0(x) :=
(

x2i−1 + x2i
2

)
, i = 1, 2, · · · , 2n−1, (6)
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Q1(x) :=
(

x2i−1 − x2i
2

)
, i = 1, 2, · · · , 2n−1, (7)

where the operator Q0 and Q1 are the low and high pass filters of the Harr wavelet [28], respectively.
For simplicity, Q0 and Q1 can be written in matrix form:

Qj =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
1
2

(−1)j

2 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 0 1
2

(−1)j

2 · · · 0 0

0 0 0 0 · · · 1
2

(−1)j

2

⎞⎟⎟⎠
2n−1×2n

, j = 1, 2. (8)

(2) Let e be a nonnegative integer and Lk equals to 0 or 1, where k = 1, 2, · · · , n. For a given e, there is
a unique vector [L1, L2, · · · , Ln] that fulfills Equation (9). Then, the hierarchical decomposition of a
time series can be defined by Equation (10):

e =
n

∑
k=1

Lk2n−k, (9)

xn,e = QLn ◦ QLn−1 ◦ · · · QL1(x), (10)

where xn,e denotes the hierarchical component (i.e., the subsequence) of the original time series.
To illustrate the decomposition process more clearly, the hierarchical components can be arranged
in a tree diagram (see Figure 1). In Figure 1, the original time series is represented as x0,0 at the root
node. After an average and difference operation, the root node x0,0 has a left child node x1,0 and a right
child node x1,1, which correspond to the lower and higher frequency components of x0,0, respectively.
Analogously, each node xn,e has the left child node xn+1,2e and the right child node xn+1,2e+1. In fact,
nodes x0,0, x1,0 and x2,0 are equal to the coarse-graining process (which is the multiscale decomposition
method used in MSE) at scale 1, 2 and 4, respectively. In other words, the hierarchical decomposition
not only preserves the advantages of coarse-graining, but also additionally focuses on the higher
frequency components in diverse scales. Hence, it is able to provide more information of the time
series than coarse-graining.

,x0 0

,x1 0 ,x1 1

,x2 0 ,x2 1 ,x2 2 ,x2 3

Figure 1. Hierarchical decomposition of x (scale = 3).

2.3. Hierarchical Cosine Similarity Entropy

Within the HCSE algorithm, only the hierarchical decomposition is required to proceed prior
to entropy estimation. Then, each subsequence at the node is served as an input of CSE to measure
its complexity.

3. Parameters Selection for HCSE

To compute the HCSE algorithm, parameters such as tolerance rCSE, embedding dimension m,
data length N and scale factor s must be properly selected. The selection of these parameters is studied
in the next subsections using uncorrelated random noise and long-term correlated noise: the White
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Gaussian noise (WGN) and the 1/f noise. Because time lagτ is analogous to down sampling to some
extent, it is typically set as τ = 1 for structural preservation [29].

3.1. Selection of Tolerance rCSE

Notice that the range of angular distance is from 0 to 1, the boundary values of rCSE should also
be 0 to 1. We varied rCSE from 0.01 to 0.99 with a step length of 0.02 to observe how CSE values change
against rCSE (see Figure 2). The results in Figure 2 were obtained by 30 independent trials, in which the
embedding dimension, time lag and data-length were chosen as the recommended m = 2, τ = 1 and
N = 10, 000, respectively [20,29]. It can be seen that the mean CSE values of both WGN and 1/f noise
are firstly increased with an increase in rCSE from 0.01 to 0.49, and then decrease as the rCSE increases
from 0.51 to 0.99. By comparing the mean CSE values of WGN with 1/f noise, it is found that they are
more discriminative between rCSE = 0.07 ∼ 0.21. Therefore, the tolerance should be selected within
the range, in this paper, rCSE = 0.07 is chosen for subsequent analysis.
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Figure 2. Selection of tolerance for CSE.

3.2. Selection of Embedding Dimension m

In this subsection, the relation of CSE values and a varied m is studied by conducting 30
independent trials. rCSE = 0.07, τ = 1 and N = 10, 000 were selected to calculate the CSE.
For comparison, the SE of WGN and 1/f noise were also computed with diverse m. Parameters
for computing SE were chosen as m = 2, τ = 1 and rSE = 0.15 · ρ [16–19], where ρ denotes the standard
deviation (SD) of the analyzed time series. The average entropy values with their SD error bar over
a varying embedding dimension are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a provides the results of the SE in
which the mean SE values remain constant for different m and the SD of SE values increases as the
m increases. It can be seen that only a small range of m = [1, 2, 3] and m = [1, 2, 3, 4] were plotted for
the WGN and the 1/f noise, respectively. This is because that the SE algorithm produces undefined
entropy beyond the above mentioned range.

In Figure 3b, the mean CSE values of both synthetic signals decrease as m increases. They
approach to 0 when m ≥ 6. In addition, the SD of entropies remains constantly small. The results
in Figure 3b can be explained by the conclusion in [30], that is, as the embedding dimension m
increases, the trajectory of phase-space tends to be more and more deterministic, meaning that lower
and lower complexity. The situation m = 1 is not given in Figure 3b, this is because that the angular
distance is valid for vectors with at least two elements. Therefore, m = 2 is the minimum embedding
dimension for calculating the CSE. By comparing Figure 3a with Figure 3b, it can be seen that the
CSE algorithm can provide more stable entropy estimation in a broader range of m than SE. Since the
CSE value approaches to 0 for a large m, a smaller embedding dimension, such as m = 2 and m = 3,
is recommended to compute the algorithm. We selected m = 2 for subsequent calculation.
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Figure 3. The mean entropy values with their SD error bar over a varying embedding dimension. (a)
the results of SE; (b) the results of CSE.

3.3. Selection of Data-Length N

We examined the relationship between CSE values and data-length in this subsection.
For comparison, the SE was also applied to compute the same synthetic signals. Parameters for
computing the SE and the CSE were selected as m = 2, τ = 1, rSE = 0.15 · ρ and rCSE = 0.07.
The average entropy values with their SD error bar over a varying data-length N are plotted in Figure 4.
The data-length N was varied from 10 to 2000 with a step length of 10. In Figure 4a, because of
producing undefined entropy, the SE of the WGN and the 1/f noise are invalid when N ≤ 200; when
200 ≤ N ≤ 700, both synthetic signals acquire unstable entropy estimates with a large SD; their
entropies become stable when N ≥ 700. The results in Figure 4a correspond well to that in [21], where
it is shown that the SE algorithm requires sufficient samples.
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Figure 4. The mean entropy values with their SD error bar over a varying data-length. (a) the results of
SE; (b) the results of CSE.

In Figure 4b, the CSE algorithm is valid even for 10 samples; when 100 ≤ N ≤ 200, the CSE
values of both synthetic signals have a large SD; their entropy estimates become stable when N ≥ 200.
Comparing Figure 4a with Figure 4b, it can be found that the WGN and the 1/f noise are more
distinguishable by employing the CSE rather than the SE. In contrast to SE, the CSE is more stable in
processing short-time series. Regarding the issue of selecting proper data-length N for computing the
CSE, it should be chosen according to actual needs as long as it is larger than 200.
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3.4. Selection of Scale Factor s

It is also necessary to determine the scale factor s appropriately. There is a doubling reduction in
the data-length when the scale factor increases by 1. Therefore, the selected s has to ensure that each
subsequence has a data-length larger than 200 (as discussed in Section 3.3). Without loss of generality,
s = 5 was chosen for multiscale analysis in the subsequent study.

4. Feature Extraction of Synthetic Signals and Real Ship-Radiated Noise

We applied the proposed HCSE to analyze synthetic signals and real ship-radiated noise, the MSE
was also utilized to compute the same signals for comparison. Parameters for computing the HCSE
and the MSE were set as m = 2, τ = 1, rSE = 0.15 · ρ, s = 5 and rCSE = 0.07. Considering that the
hierarchical decomposition demands a data-length of N = 2n, the data-length N was selected as 8192.

4.1. HCSE Analysis for Synthetic Signals

It is necessary to firstly apply the proposed HCSE method to analyze signals with known
characteristics and complexity levels. In this subsection, the uncorrelated WGN and the long-term
correlated 1/f noise were analyzed. The results are obtained from 30 independent realizations.

Figure 5 offers the mean HCSE values of WGN. It is shown that the mean HCSE value of
every node is approximately equal to 0.365, implying that each subsequence is as complex as the
original WGN.

Figure 5. HCSE analysis of the WGN. (the yellow bar and the red bar, respectively, represent the lower
and the higher frequency components, as is the same for the subsequent results).

Figure 6 depicts the HCSE analysis results of 1/f noise. In Figure 6, the 1/f noise is denoted by
f0,0, while its lower frequency components and higher frequency components at scale 2 are represented
by f1,0 and f1,1, respectively. In Figure 6a, as the scale factor s increases, the mean HCSE values of
node fs−1,0 remain constant at 0.517, while the other hierarchical components have an equal HCSE
value of 0.365, which is equal to the WGN. The subtrees with root node f1,0 and f1,1 are also plotted
in Figure 6b,c, respectively. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 6c, it can be observed that the subtree
of f1,1 looks pretty much like that of the WGN. Similar results can also be found by comparing
Figure 6a,b. Hence, Figures 5 and 6 verifies the assumption in [28] that f1,0 is still 1/f noise, while f1,1

is approximately equal to the WGN.
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Figure 6. HCSE analysis of the 1/f noise. (a) The results of original 1/f noise; (b) the results of f1,0;
(c) the results of f1,1.

The average SE values with their SD error bar over a varying scale factor are shown in Figure 7.
The WGN achieves the highest mean entropy value at scale 1. The entropy curve decreases as the scale
factor increases. Its SE value finally falls to 1.68 when s = 5. With respect to the 1/f noise, the mean
entropies remain constant between 1.89 and 1.98 for the whole range of scale factors.

Figure 7. MSE analysis for synthetic signals.

Comparing the MSE analysis result with that of the HCSE, it is shown that HCSE can provide
information of the higher frequency components of a signal, which is not provided by MSE. Hence,
HCSE is capable of extracting features of a signal more comprehensively and precisely. Furthermore,
the HCSE analysis result of the WGN corresponds well with the fact that the WGN is not structurally
complex and it also agree well with previous claim in [28] that different hierarchical components of
WGN are still WGN.
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4.2. Feature Extraction of Real Ship-Radiated Noise

We utilized the proposed HCSE to extract features of four types of ship radiated noise, which
were recorded in the South China Sea. The depth of the experimental area is about 4000 m, and the
seabed is approximately flat. The data acquisition was carried out under the level 1 sea state to avoid
serious influence of ocean ambient noise. The sensitivity and frequency response of the omnidirectional
hydrophone are 170 dB re 1 v/μpa and 0.1 Hz–80 kHz, respectively. The hydrophone, which was
carried by a research ship, was deployed at a depth of 30 m. In order to eliminate the self noise of
the research ship, its engines were shut down and its speed reduced to approximately zero. Then,
four different target ships, which were 2.5 km away from the research ship, moved towards the
hydrophone at an average speed of 10 knots. When one target ship was moving, the other ships were
rested. When its distance to the hydrophone is less than 1 km, the target ship would slow down and
stop. The data was recorded at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. It should be pointed out that four target
ships have different size, tonnage and propulsion equipment, so that they can be classified into four
categories. In the subsequent study, the radiated noise of four different target ships are represented
as type A, B, C and D, respectively. Each type contains 819,200 sample points, which are cut equally
into 100 pieces for analysis. Figure 8 depicts the normalized waveforms of four types of ship-radiated
noise. In order to show more details, detail view is also provided in each picture. Spectrograms of four
types of ship-radiated noise are given in Figure 9, which represents the energy distribution against
time and over frequencies, the amount of acoustic power is represented as the intensity at each time
frequency point. The spectrogram is a method to recognize diverse vessels, because different types of
ships may have different acoustic energy distribution against frequencies. It is found that type A and B
can be distinguished well, since type B have obvious higher energy in high frequency area (1.5–2 kHz).
However, the acoustic energy signatures of type C and D are too similar to discriminate them. Hence,
it is necessary to extract other features of the ship, such as entropy.
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Figure 8. Recordings of four types of ship-radiated noise. (a) type A; (b) type B; (c) type C; (d) type D.
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Figure 9. Spectrograms of four types of ship-radiated noise. (a) type A; (b) type B; (c) type C; (d) type D.

The feature extraction results of MSE are shown in Figure 10 and Table 1. The average SE values
with their SD error bar over a varying scale factor are plotted in Figure 10. It can be seen that, for all
four types, there is an increasing mean SE values as the scale factor increases. The MSE features seem
to be effective for classifying type A, B and C, because their entropies over diverse scales are visually
and statistically discernable. However, type C and D have a similar entropy distribution over different
scales, and the SE estimation for type D is unstable, they may not be distinguished well by using MSE.

Figure 10. Feature extraction results of the MSE.
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Table 1. Feature extraction results of the MSE.

Type
Mean SE Values

Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 Scale 5

A 0.907 1.486 1.827 2.03 2.130
B 0.467 0.654 0.764 0.917 1.058
C 0.683 1.150 1.496 1.738 1.893
D 0.599 0.977 1.366 1.620 1.757

Figure 11, Tables 2 and 3 provide the HCSE feature extraction results. Unlike MSE, the HCSE
results in decreasing entropies at nodes xs−1,0 with an increasing scale factor. As mentioned before,
the hierarchical components at nodes xs−1,0 are equal to the coarse-grained subsequences at scale 2s−1.
Thus, similar with the MSE analysis results, type C and D can not be recognized well by only observing
the CSE values at nodes xs−1,0. Fortunately, except for the lower frequency components, the HCSE is
able to provide information of the higher frequency components of a signal. Comparing Figure 11 with
Figure 5, it is seen that the subtrees with root node x1,1 of type A, B, and C (i.e., the bold represented
parts in Tables 2 and 3) look pretty much like that of the WGN, where the CSE values of every node is
approximately equal to 0.365. In the corresponding area, type D achieves obvious higher entropies at
nodes x1,1, x3,6, x4,8, x4,10, x4,12 and x4,14, where the CSE values are larger than 0.39. The result means
that type D has a more complex structure than the other 3 types. Type C and D are distinguishable by
comparing entropies in that area.
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Figure 11. HCSE analysis for real ship-radiated noise.

Table 2. Mean HCSE values for type A and B.

Type
Scales

Type
Scales

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

A

0.896 0.743 0.604 0.548 0.534

B

0.956 0.920 0.836 0.702 0.566
0.380 0.366 0.380 0.364 0.372 0.383 0.370 0.363

0.365 0.376 0.386 0.385 0.366 0.365
0.366 0.376 0.370 0.386 0.371 0.364

0.378 0.381 0.370 0.365
0.379 0.370 0.376 0.364
0.366 0.376 0.370 0.364
0.366 0.365 0.402 0.366

0.387 0.367
0.372 0.365
0.380 0.364
0.370 0.367
0.364 0.363
0.364 0.363
0.370 0.367
0.364 0.386
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Table 3. Mean HCSE values for type C and D.

Type
Scales

Type
Scales

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

C

0.870 0.714 0.553 0.447 0.411

D

0.856 0.680 0.504 0.401 0.378
0.402 0.370 0.371 0.384 0.489 0.385 0.368 0.400

0.370 0.370 0.391 0.389 0.367 0.411
0.366 0.370 0.365 0.377 0.385 0.371

0.370 0.392 0.367 0.417
0.374 0.367 0.387 0.373
0.365 0.368 0.394 0.407
0.365 0.362 0.379 0.370

0.398 0.417
0.368 0.374
0.370 0.410
0.362 0.371
0.363 0.442
0.363 0.373
0.363 0.392
0.365 0.367

4.3. Feature Classification

To test the validity of the proposed algorithm, the extracted features were input into the widely
used probability neural network (PNN) [31] for training and testing. 20 pieces of ship-radiated
noise were set as training samples and the other 80 pieces were used for testing. As shown in
Tables 4 and 5, the classification results agree well with the feature extraction results in Section 4.2.
For example, the MSE can perfectly classify type A, B and C, but no type D is correctly recognized,
and the classification accuracy turns out to be 75%. Compared with MSE, HCSE achieves a little lower
accuracy in classifying type A, but the classification performance of type D is remarkably improved.
The classification accuracy finally reaches 95.63%, which is 20.63% higher than MSE.

Table 4. PNN classfication results of MSE.

Type
Recognized as

Accuracy
A B C D

A 80 0 0 0 100%
B 0 80 0 0 100%
C 0 0 80 0 100%
D 0 15 65 0 0%

In total 80 95 145 0 75%

Table 5. PNN classfication results of HCSE.

Type
Recognized as

Accuracy
A B C D

A 69 0 11 0 86.25%
B 0 80 0 0 100%
C 0 0 80 0 100%
D 1 0 2 77 96.25%

In total 70 80 93 77 95.63%

5. Conclusions

The classification performance of passive sonar can be improved by extracting the features
of ship-radiated noise. Traditional feature extraction methods neglected the nonlinear features in
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ship-radiated noise, such as entropy. For the purpose of extracting useful nonlinear features of ship
radiated noise, the HCSE method is proposed in this paper. The presented algorithm takes strength of
both hierarchical decomposition and CSE. The advantages of the proposed method are as follows from
the simulation and experimental results:

(1) The undefined entropy is unlikely to occur in HCSE by utilizing Shannon entropy rather than
conditional entropy and employing angular distance instead of Chebyshev distance. As a
consequence, the HCSE method is valid when data-length N = 10, while the MSE method is
invalid when N ≤ 200.

(2) The HCSE is suitable for short time series. It can provide stable entropy estimation when N ≥ 200,
while the MSE demands N ≥ 700.

(3) The HCSE analysis result of the WGN is in consistent with the fact that WGN is not structurally
complex, and it also agrees well with claim that hierarchical components of WGN are still WGN.

(4) The HCSE method can extract the features of a signal more comprehensively and precisely,
because it takes both lower and higher frequency components into consideration. Compared
with MSE, the classification accuracy of real ship-radiated noise is significantly improved from
75% to 95.63% by using HCSE.
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Abstract: The evaluation of complexity in univariate signals has attracted considerable attention in
recent years. This is often done using the framework of Multiscale Entropy, which entails two basic
steps: coarse-graining to consider multiple temporal scales, and evaluation of irregularity for each of
those scales with entropy estimators. Recent developments in the field have proposed modifications
to this approach to facilitate the analysis of short-time series. However, the role of the downsampling
in the classical coarse-graining process and its relationships with alternative filtering techniques has
not been systematically explored yet. Here, we assess the impact of coarse-graining in multiscale
entropy estimations based on both Sample Entropy and Dispersion Entropy. We compare the classical
moving average approach with low-pass Butterworth filtering, both with and without downsampling,
and empirical mode decomposition in Intrinsic Multiscale Entropy, in selected synthetic data and
two real physiological datasets. The results show that when the sampling frequency is low or high,
downsampling respectively decreases or increases the entropy values. Our results suggest that, when
dealing with long signals and relatively low levels of noise, the refine composite method makes
little difference in the quality of the entropy estimation at the expense of considerable additional
computational cost. It is also found that downsampling within the coarse-graining procedure may
not be required to quantify the complexity of signals, especially for short ones. Overall, we expect
these results to contribute to the ongoing discussion about the development of stable, fast and
robust-to-noise multiscale entropy techniques suited for either short or long recordings.

Keywords: complexity; multiscale dispersion and sample entropy; refined composite technique;
intrinsic mode dispersion and sample entropy; moving average; Butterworth filter; empirical mode
decomposition; downsampling

1. Introduction

A system is complex when it entails a number of components intricately entwined altogether
(e.g., the subway network of the New York City) [1]. Following Costa’s framework [2,3], the complexity
in univariate signals denotes “meaningful structural richness”, which may be in contrast with regularity
measures defined from entropy metrics such as sample entropy (SampEn), permutation entropy,
(PerEn), and dispersion entropy (DispEn) [3–6]. In fact, these entropy techniques assess repetitive
patterns and return maximum values for completely random processes [3,5,7]. However, a completely
ordered signal with a small entropy value or a completely disordered signal with maximum entropy
value is the least complex [3,5,8]. For instance, white noise is more irregular than 1/ f noise (pink noise),
although the latter is more complex because 1/ f noise contains long-range correlations and its 1/ f
decay produces a fractal structure in time [3,5,8].

From the perspective of physiology, some diseased individuals’ recordings, when compared
with those for healthy subjects, are associated with the emergence of more regular behavior, thus
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leading to lower entropy values [3,9]. In contrast, certain pathologies, such as cardiac arrhythmias, are
associated with highly erratic fluctuations with statistical characteristics resembling uncorrelated noise.
The entropy values of these noisy signals are higher than those of healthy individuals, even though
the healthy individuals’ time series show more physiologically complex adaptive behavior [3,10].

In brief, the concept of complexity for univariate physiological signals builds on the following
three hypotheses [3,5]:

• The complexity of a biological or physiological time series indicates its ability to adapt and
function in an ever-changing environment.

• A biological time series requires operating across multiple temporal and spatial scales and so its
complexity is similarly multiscaled and hierarchical.

• A wide class of disease states, in addition to ageing, which decrease the adaptive capacity of the
individual, appear to degrade the information carried by output variables.

Therefore, the multiscale-based methods focus on quantifying the information expressed by the
physiological dynamics over multiple temporal scales.

To provide a unified framework for the evaluation of impact of diseases in physiological signals,
multiscale SampEn (MSE) [3] was proposed to quantify the complexity of signals over multiple
temporal scales. The MSE algorithm includes two main steps: (1) coarse-graining technique—i.e.,
combination of moving average (MA) filter and downsampling (DS) process—; and (2) calculation of
SampEn of the coarse-grained signals at each scale factor τ [3]. A low-pass Butterworth (BW) filter
was used as an alternative to MA to limit aliasing and avoid ripples [11]. To differentiate it from the
original MSE, we call this method MSEBW herein.

Since their introduction, MSE and MSEBW have been widely used to characterize physiological
and non-physiological signals [12]. However, they have several main shortcomings [12–14]. First, the
coarse-graining process causes the length of a signal to be shortened by the scale factor τ as a
consequence of the downsampling in the process. Therefore, when the scale factor increases, the
number of samples in the coarse-grained sequence decreases considerably [14]. This may yield
an unstable estimation of entropy. Second, SampEn is either undefined or unreliable for short
coarse-grained time series [13,14].

To alleviate the first problem of MSE, intrinsic mode SampEn (InMSE) [15] and refined composite
MSE (RCMSE) [14] were developed [15]. The coarse-graining technique is substituted by an approach
based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) in InMSE. The length of coarse-grained series obtained
by InMSE is equal to that of the original signal, leading to more stable entropy values. Nevertheless,
EMD-based approaches have certain limitations such as sensitivity to noise and sampling [16]. At the
scale factor τ, RCMSE considers τ different coarse-grained signals, corresponding to different starting
points of the coarse-graining process [14]. Therefore, RCMSE yields more stable results in comparison
with MSE. Nevertheless, both InMSE and RCMSE may lead to undefined values for short signals
as a consequence of using SampEn in the second step of their algorithms [13]. Additionally, the
SampEn-based approaches may not be fast enough for some real-time applications.

To deal with these deficiencies, multiscale DispEn (MDE) based on our introduced DispEn was
developed [13]. Refined composite MDE (RCMDE) was then proposed to improve the stability of the
MDE-based values [13]. It was found that MDE and RCMDE have the following advantages over MSE
and RCMSE: (1) they are noticeably faster as a consequence of using DispEn with computational cost
of O(N)—where N is the signal length—, compared with the O(N2) for SampEn; (2) they result in
more stable profiles for synthetic and real signals; (3) MDE and RCMDE discriminate different kinds of
physiological time series better than MSE and RCMSE; and (4) they do not yield undefined values [13].

The aim of this research is to contribute to the understanding of different alternatives to
coarse-graining in complexity approaches. To this end, we first revise the frequency responses
for the three main filtering processes (i.e., MA, BW, and EMD) used in such methods. The role
of downsampling in the classical coarse-graining process, which has not been systematically explored
yet, is then investigated in the article. We assess the impact of coarse-graining in multiscale entropy
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estimations based on both SampEn and DispEn. To compare these methods, several synthetic data and
two real physiological datasets are employed. For the sake of clarity, a flowchart of the alternatives to
the coarse-graining method in addition to the datasets used in this article is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the alternatives to the coarse-graining method and the datasets used in this study.

2. Multiscale Entropy-Based Approaches

The MSE- and MDE-based methods include two main steps: (1) coarse-graining process; and
(2) calculation of SampEn and DispEn at each scale τ. For simplicity, we detail only the DispEn-based
complexity algorithms. Likewise, the SampEn-based algorithms are defined.

2.1. MDE Based on Moving Average (MA) and Butterworth (BW) Filters with and without
Downsampling (DS)

2.1.1. Coarse-Graining Approaches

A coarse-graining technique with DS denotes a decimation by scale factor τ. Decimation is defined
as two steps [17,18]: (1) reducing high-frequency time series components with a digital low-pass filter;
and (2) DS the filtered time series by τ; that is, keep only one every τ sample points.

Assume that we have a univariate signal of length L: u = {u1, u2, . . . , ui, . . . , uL}. In the
coarse-graining process, the original signal u is first filtered by an MA—a low-pass finite-impulse
response (FIR) filter—as follows:

v�(τ) =
1
τ

τ−1

∑
k=0

u�+k, 1 ≤ � ≤ L − τ + 1. (1)

The frequency response of the MA filter is as follows [19]:∣∣∣H (ej2π f
)∣∣∣ = 1

τ

sin(π f τ)

sin(π f )
, (2)

where f denotes the normalized frequency ranging from 0 to 0.5 cycles per sample (normalized Nyquist
frequency). The frequency response of the MA filter has several shortcomings: (1) a slow roll-off of the
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main lobe; (2) large transition band; (3) and important side lobes in the stop-band. To alleviate these
problems, a low-pass BW filter was proposed [11]. This filter provides a maximally flat (no ripples)
response [19]. The squared magnitude of the frequency of BW filter is defined as follows:∣∣∣H (ej2π f

)∣∣∣2 =
1

1 + ( f / fc)2n , (3)

where fc and n denote the normalized cut-off frequency and filter order, respectively [11,19].
Herein, n = 6 and fc =

0.5
τ [11]. The original signal u is filtered by BW filter. In fact, the low-pass filters

eliminate the fast temporal scales (higher frequency components) to take into account progressively
slower time scales (lower frequency components).

Next, the time series filtered by either MA or BW is downsampled by the scale factor τ. Assume the
downsampled signal is x(τ) = {x(τ)j } (1 ≤ j ≤

⌊
L
τ

⌋
= N).

In this study, we consider the coarse-graining process with and without DS. MSE and MDE with
MA filter and without DS are respectively named MSEMA and MDEMA. MSEMA and MDEMA with DS
are termed MSE and MDE herein.

2.1.2. Calculation of DispEn or SampEn at Every Scale Factor

The DispEn or SampEn value is calculated for each coarse-grained signal x(τ) = {x(τ)j }. It is worth
noting that MDE is more than the combination of the coarse-graining [3] with DispEn: the mapping
based on the normal cumulative distribution function (NCDF) used in the calculation of DispEn [6]
for the first temporal scale is maintained across all scales. That is, in MDE and RCMDE, μ and σ of
NCDF are respectively set at the average and standard deviation (SD) of the original signal and they
remain constant for all scale factors. This approach is similar to keeping the threshold r constant fixed
(usually 0.15 of the SD of the original signal) in the MSE-based algorithms [3]. In a number of studies
(e.g., [3,20]), it was found that keeping r constant is preferable to recalculating the threshold r at each
scale factor separately.

2.2. Refined Composite Multiscale Dispersion Entropy (RCMDE)

At scale factor τ, RCMDE considers τ different coarse-grained signals, corresponding to different
starting points of the coarse-graining process. Then, for each of these shifted series, the relative
frequency of each dispersion pattern is calculated. Finally, the RCMDE value is defined as the Shannon
entropy value of the averages of the rates of appearance of dispersion patterns of those shifted
sequences [13]. The MA filter used in RCMDE and RCMSE may be substituted by the BW filter,
respectively called RCMDEBW and RCMSEBW here.

2.3. Intrinsic Mode Dispersion Entropy (InMDE)

Due to the advantages of DispEn over SampEn for short signals, intrinsic mode DispEn (InMDE)
based on the algorithm of InMSE is proposed herein. The algorithm of InMDE includes the following
two key steps:

1. Calculation of the sum of the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) obtained by EMD: In this step, the
original signal u is decomposed to IMFα (1 ≤ α ≤ τmax − 1) and a residual signal IMFτmax =

u − ∑τmax−1
α=1 IMFα. It is worth noting that the first IMF, IMF1, shows the highest frequency

component in a signal, while the last IMF, IMFτmax , reflects the trend of the time series. Next, the
cumulative sums of IMFs (CSI) for each scale factor τ are defined as follows [15]:

CSI(τ)(x) =
τmax

∑
λ=τ

IMFλ, (4)

where IMFλ denotes the λth IMF obtained by EMD. Thus, CSI(1) is equal to the original signal u.
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2. Calculation of DispEn of CSI(τ)(x) at each scale factor: The DispEn value is calculated at each
scale factor. Like MDE and RCMDE, μ and σ of NCDF are respectively set at the average and SD
of the original signal and they remain constant for all scale factors in InMDE.

It is worth noting that InMSE and InMDE do not downsample the filtered signals. That is, the
number of samples for each CSI(τ)(x) is equal to that for the original signal, leading to more reliable
results for higher scale factors. The complexity metrics for univariate signals and their characteristics
are summarized in Table 1. The Matlab codes used in this study are described in Appendix.

Table 1. Characteristics of the complexity metrics for univariate signals.

Methods Filtering Downsampling
Applicability of

Refined Composite

MSE [2] and MDE [13] Moving average yes yes
MSEMA and MDEMA Moving average no no

MSEBW [11] and MDEBW Butterworth yes yes
MSEBW [11] and MDEBW without downsampling Butterworth no no

InMSE [15] and InMDE Cumulative sums of IMFs no no

2.4. Parameters of the Multiscale Entropy Approaches

For all the SampEn-based methods, we set d = 1, m = 2, and r = 0.15 of the SD of the original
signal [3]. For all the DispEn-based approaches, we set d = 1 and c = 6. For more information about c
and d, please refer to [6,13].

For the DispEn-based complexity measures without DS, as the length of coarse-grained signals is
equal to that of the original signal, it is advisable to follow cm < L. For the SampEn-based complexity
approaches without DS, it is recommended to have at least 10m (or preferably 20m) sample points for
the embedding dimension m [21,22].

For the DispEn-based multiscale approaches with DS, since the decimation process causes the
length of a signal decreases to

⌊
L

τmax

⌋
, cm <

⌊
L

τmax

⌋
is recommended. Similarly, for the SampEn-based

complexity techniques with DS, 10m <
⌊

L
τmax

⌋
[3] is recommended.

On the other hand, in RCDME, we consider τ coarse-grained time series with length
⌊

L
τmax

⌋
.

Therefore, the total sample points calculated in RCMDE is τ ×
⌊

L
τmax

⌋
≈ L. Thus, RCMDE follows

cm < L, leading to more reliable results, especially for short signals. Likewise, it is advisable to have at
least 10m (or preferably 20m) sample points for RCMSE with embedding dimension m.

3. Evaluation Signals

In this section, the synthetic and real signals used in this study to evaluate the behaviour of the
multiscale entropy approaches are described.

3.1. Synthetic Signals

White noise is more irregular than pink noise (1/ f noise), although the latter is more complex
because pink noise contains long-range correlations and its 1/ f decay produces a fractal structure
in time [3,5,8]. Therefore, white and pink noise are two important signals to evaluate the multiscale
entropy techniques [3,5,8,23–25].

In order to investigate the change in the behavior of a nonlinear system, the Lorenz attractor is
used. Further details can be found in [26,27]. To evaluate the effect of filtering and downsampling
processes on different frequency components of time series, multi-harmonic signals are employed [16].
Finally, to inspect the effect of noise on multiscale approaches, white noise was added to the Lorenz
and multi-harmonic time series.
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3.2. Real Biomedical Datasets

Multiscale entropy techniques are broadly used to characterize physiological recordings [2,3,12,25].
To this end, electroencephalograms (EEGs) [28] and stride internal fluctuations [29] are used to
distinguish different kinds of dynamics of time series.

3.2.1. Dataset of Focal and Non-Focal Brain Activity

The ability of complexity measures to discriminate focal from non-focal signals is evaluated by
the use of an EEG dataset (publicly-available at [30]) [28]. The dataset includes five patients and, for
each patient, there are 750 focal and 750 non-focal bivariate time series. The length of each signal was
20 s with sampling frequency of 512 Hz (10,240 samples). For more information, please, refer to [28].
All subjects gave written informed consent that their signals from long-term EEG might be used for
research purposes [28]. Before computing the entropies, the EEG signals were digitally band-pass
filtered between 0.5 Hz and 150 Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth filter.

3.2.2. Dataset of Stride Internal Fluctuations

To compare multiscale entropy methods, stride interval recordings are used [29,31]. The time
series were recorded from five young, healthy men (23–29 years old) and five healthy old adults
(71–77 years old). All the individuals walked continuously on level ground around an obstacle-free
path for 15 min. The stride interval was measured by the use of ultra-thin, force sensitive resistors
placed inside the shoe. For more information, please refer to [29].

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Synthetic Signals

4.1.1. Frequency Responses of Cumulative Sums of IMFs (CSI), and Moving Average (MA) and
Butterworth (BW) Filters

To investigate the frequency responses of MA, BW, and CSI, we used 200 realizations of white
noise with length 512 sample points following [32,33]. The average Fourier spectra obtained by MA,
BW, and CSI at different scale factors (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10) are depicted in Figure 2. The results
show that BW, MA, and CSI can be considered as low-pass filters with different cut-off frequencies.
The results for MA and BW filters are in agreement with their theoretical frequency responses shown
in Equations (2) and (3), respectively. The results for CSI are also in agreement with the fact that IMF1

corresponds to a half-band high-pass filter and IMFλ (λ ≥ 2) can be considered as a filter bank of
overlapping bandpass filters [33].

The magnitude of the frequency response for BW, compared with MA, is flatter in the passband,
side lobes in its stopband are not present, and the roll-off is faster. Therefore, the filter’s frequency
response leads to a more accurate elimination of the components with frequency above cut-off
frequencies. This fact reduces aliasing while the filtered signals are downsampled. The behavior of
the frequency response for CSI is similar to that for BW. However, the cut-off frequencies obtained by
CSI are considerably smaller than those for BW. This fact results in very low entropy values at high
scale factors.
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(a) Moving average (MA) filter
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(b) Butterworth (BW) filter
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(c) Cumulative sums of IMF (CSI)

Figure 2. Magnitude of the frequency response for (a) MA, (b) BW, and (c) CSI at different scale factors
(τ =2, 4, 6, 8, and 10) computed from 200 realizations of white noise with length 512 sample points.

4.1.2. Effect of Different Low-Pass Filters on Multi-Harmonic and Lorenz Series

To understand the effect of MA, BW, and CSI on multi-harmonic signals, we use bi = cos(2π10i) +
cos(2π20i) + cos(2π50i) with sampling frequency 200 Hz and length 20 s. The first second of the
signal b is depicted in Figure 3. To show the frequency components of b and their amplitude
values, we used the combination of Hilbert transform and recently introduced variational mode
decomposition (VMD). VMD is a generalization of the classic Wiener filter into adaptive, multiple
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bands [16]. After decomposing the original signals into its IMFs using VMD, we employ the Hilbert
transform to find the instantaneous frequency of each IMF [16,34].

The frequency components of b and their corresponding amplitudes are depicted in Figure 3a.
The Hilbert transform of b filtered by 4-sample MA (Figure 3b) illustrates that the harmonic cos(2π50i)
is completely eliminated, in agreement with the fact that MA is a low-pass filter with cut-off
frequency fs

2τ and completely eliminates the frequency component fz at fs
τ (here at 50 = 200

4 ) based on
Equation (2) [11].
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(b) Signal b filtered by 4-sample MA without downsampling

Figure 3. Hilbert transform of the decomposed VMD-based IMFs obtained from (a) bi = cos(2π10i) +
cos(2π20i) + cos(2π50i) and (b) b filtered by 20-sample MA (scale 20).

The MDE values for b, depicted in Figure 4a, show that the largest changes in entropy values
occur at temporal scale 4 and 10 (based on 50 = 200

4 and 20 = 200
10 —please see the red double arrows in

Figure 4). In fact, the largest changes in entropy values are related to the main frequency components of
a multi-harmonic time series. To investigate the effect of noise on MDE values, we created gi = bi + η,
where η denotes a uniform random variable between 0 to 1. The MDE values for g, plotted in Figure 4b,
illustrate a decrease at temporal scales from 1 to 19 and then the entropy values become approximately
constant. This is in agreement with the fact that the smaller scale factors correspond to higher frequency
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components, whereas smaller scales correspond to lower frequencies [35]. Comparing Figures 4a
and b shows that after filtering the effect of white noise by MA, the profiles for b and g are very close
(temporal scales 19 to 25). This suggests that white noise affects lower temporal scales. It is worth
noting that the behavior of MDEBW and that of MDEMA is similar.
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(a) MDE of the signal b
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(b) MDE of the signal g

Figure 4. MDE values for (a) bi = cos(2π10i)+ cos(2π20i)+ cos(2π50i) and (b) gi = bi + η. The largest
changes in entropy values (the red double arrows) occur at temporal scale 4 and 10 (respectively
correspond to 50 = 200

4 and 20 = 200
10 ).

However, the effect of CSI at scale 2 on b is shown in Figure 5. The results, compared with those
for MA (see Figure 4b), illustrate similar behavior of CSI at scale 2 and MA at scale 4 in terms of
the elimination of the highest frequency component of b. This is in agreement with the fact that, at
a specific scale factor, the cut-off frequency for CSI is considerably lower than that for MA or BW
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 5. Hilbert transform of the decomposed VMD-based IMFs obtained from the signal b for CSI at scale 2.

We also generated the Lorenz signal o with length 10,000 sample points and sampling frequency
( fs) 300 Hz. To have a nonlinear behavior, λ = 10, β = 8

3 , and ρ = 99.96 were set [26,27]. The signal o

and o filtered by MA at scale 10 are shown in Figure 6. The MDE-based values for o are depicted in
Figure 7a. The Nyquist frequency of the signal is ( 300

2 = 150) Hz and is close to its highest frequency
component (around 150 Hz). Note that choosing a lower sampling frequency may result in aliasing.
As the main frequency components of this time series are around 20–30 Hz, the MA filter is not able to
completely eliminate the main frequency components of this signal at scale 10. It leads to the amplitude
values of the filtered signal at scale 10 (without downsampling) being very close to those of the original
time series o.
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(a) Lorenz signal o
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(b) Signal o filtered by MA at scale 10

Figure 6. Hilbert transform of the decomposed VMD-based IMFs obtained from (a) the Lorenz signal o

and (b) o filtered by MA at scale 10.
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(b) MDE of the signal q

Figure 7. MDE results for (a) the Lorenz signal o and (b) qi = oi + η.

To inspect the effect of additive noise on MDE values, we created qi = oi + η, where η is a random
variable between 0 to 1. The MDE values for q, plotted in Figure 7b, illustrate a decrease at low
temporal scale and then an increase at high time scale factors. It is also found that the MDE values of
o and q are approximately equal at scales between 18 to 25. This is also consistent with the fact that
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lower scale factors correspond to higher frequency components, whereas larger scales correspond to
lower frequencies [35].

4.1.3. Effect of Downsampling and Sampling Frequency on Multiscale Entropy Methods

To investigate the effect of downsampling (without low-pass filtering) on multiscale entropy
approaches, we created the signal si = cos(2πi) with length 300 sample points and sampling
frequency 10 Hz, and (b) wi = cos(2πi) with length 300 sample points and sampling frequency
100 Hz. The signals and their downsampled series by a factor of 12 are depicted in Figure 8.

When the sampling frequency of a time series is close to its main frequency components
(see s—Figure 8a), the downsampled signal may have a lower frequency component in comparison
with the original signal. It shows the effect of aliasing in the time series. Accordingly, the downsampled
signals are more regular (have smaller entropy values). It is confirmed by the fact that the DispEn of s

and its corresponding downsampled series are 2.0267 and 1.6058, respectively.
On the other hand, when the sampling frequency is high (see w—Figure 8b), the amplitude values

of downsampled signal are approximately equal to those of the original signal. However, as the number
of sample points decreases by 12, the rate of change along sample points is 12 times larger than that
for the original signal. Thus, the original signal is more regular than its corresponding downsampled
series. It is confirmed by the fact that the DispEn of w and its corresponding downsampled series are
respectively 1.9618 and 2.5539.
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(a) Signal si = cos(2πi) with sampling frequency 10 Hz
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Figure 8. Downsampling the signal (a) si = cos(2πi) with length 300 sample points and sampling
frequency 10 Hz, and (b) wi = cos(2πi) with length 300 sample points and sampling frequency 100 Hz.
The factor of downsampling is 12.

4.1.4. Multiscale Entropy Methods vs. Noise

All of the complexity methods are used to distinguish the dynamics of white from pink noise.
The mean and SD of results for the signals with length 8000 (long series) and 400 (short series) sample
points are respectively depicted in Figures 9 and 10. The results obtained by the complexity techniques
with DS show that the entropy values decrease monotonically with scale factor τ for white noise.
However, for pink noise, the entropy values become approximately constant over larger-scale factors.
These are in agreement with the fact that, unlike white noise, 1/ f noise has structure across temporal
scale factors [3,5]. The profiles for MDEMA and MSEMA without DS, MDEBW and MSEBW without DS,
InMSE, and InMDE decrease along the temporal scales as there is not a DS process to increase the rate
of changes to increase entropy values. It should be mentioned that, as the crossing point of profiles for
white and pink noise is at scale 23, τmax for the MA-based coarse graining is equal to 50. Furthermore,
τmax for InMSE and InMDE is 10, as the entropy values at high scales are close to 0.

Entropy values obtained by MSE, RCMSE, MSEBW, and RCMSEBW are undefined at high scale
factors. Comparing Figures 9 and 10 demonstrates that the longer the signals, the more robust the
multiscale entropy estimations. The results also show that InMDE, compared with InMSE, better
discriminates white from pink noise.
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Figure 9. Mean value and SD of results obtained by the complexity measures computed from 40
different realizations of pink and white noise with length 8000 samples. Red and blue demonstrate
white and pink noise, respectively.
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Figure 10. Mean value and SD of results obtained by the complexity measures computed from 40
different realizations of pink and white noise with length 400 samples. Entropy values obtained by
MSE, RCMSE, MSEBW, and RCMSEBW are undefined at several high scale factors. Red and blue
demonstrate white and pink noise, respectively.
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To compare the results obtained by the complexity algorithms, we used the coefficient of variation
(CV) defined as the SD divided by the mean. We use such a metric as the SDs of signals may increase
or decrease proportionally to the mean. The CV values at scale 10, as a trade-off between low and high
scale factors, for noise signals with length 8000 and 400 sample points are respectively illustrated in
Tables 2 and 3. Of note is that we consider scale 25 and 5 for the MSEMA and MDEMA, and InMSE and
InMDE profiles, respectively. The refined composite technique decreases the CVs for all the MSE- and
MDE-based algorithms, showing its advantage to improve the stability of results for short and long
noise. The smallest CVs for long pink and white noise are our developed MDEBW without DS and
RCMDEBW methods, respectively. The smallest CVs for short pink and white noise are achieved by
RCMDEBW and RCMDE, respectively. Overall, the smallest CVs are obtained by the DispEn-based
complexity measures.

Table 2. CV values obtained by the complexity measures at scale factor 10 for forty realizations of
pink and white noise with length 8000 sample points. Note that the scales 25 and 5 are considered for
MSEMA and MDEMA, and InMSE and InMDE, respectively.

Noise MDE RCMDE MDEMA (Scale 25) MDEBW RCMDEBW MDEBW without DS InMDE (Scale 5)

Pink 0.0058 0.0038 0.0069 0.0044 0.0038 0.0031 0.0091
White 0.0174 0.0124 0.0246 0.0166 0.0115 0.0182 0.0394

Noise MSE RCMSE MSEMA (Scale 25) MSEBW RCMSEBW MSEBW without DS InMSE (Scale 5)

Pink 0.0186 0.0105 0.0131 0.0176 0.0124 0.0130 0.0982
White 0.0201 0.0133 0.0135 0.0219 0.0203 0.0308 0.1330

Table 3. CV values obtained by the complexity measures at scale factor 10 for forty realizations of pink
and white noise with length 400 sample points. Note that the scales 25 and 5 are considered for MSEMA

and MDEMA, and InMSE and InMDE, respectively.

Noise MDE RCMDE MDEMA (Scale 25) MDEBW RCMDEBW MDEBW without DS InMDE (Scale 5)

Pink 0.0317 0.0194 0.0473 0.0320 0.0141 0.0204 0.0522
White 0.0726 0.0415 0.1116 0.0929 0.0876 0.0726 0.1435

Noise MSE RCMSE MSEMA (Scale 25) MSEBW RCMSEBW MSEBW without DS InMSE (Scale 5)

Pink undefined 0.1327 0.0434 undefined 0.2008 0.0822 0.2351
White 0.2385 0.0738 0.0605 0.2024 0.1736 0.1060 0.3779

4.1.5. Effect of Refined Composite on Nonlinear Systems without Noise

To understand the effect of the refined composite technique on nonlinear signals without noise, we
created 40 realizations of two Lorenz signals with lengths of 450 and 4500 sample points and sampling
frequency ( fs) 150 Hz. To have a nonlinear behavior, the values of λ = 10, β = 8

3 , and ρ = 28 were used
in the Lorenz system [26,27]. The results obtained by MSE, MDE, RCMSE, and RCMDE are depicted
in Figure 11 and are in agreement with [25,27]. Of note is that the entropy values for RCMSEBW and
RCMDEBW are similar to those for RCMSE and RCMDE, respectively. Thus, these results are not
shown herein.

To investigate the effect of the refined composite technique on the stability of results, the CVs for
the multiscale approaches at scale 5 are calculated. The smallest CVs, illustrated in Table 4 are obtained
by MDE and RCMDE approaches. The results also suggest that the refined composite does not improve
the stability of profiles for the signal with length 4500 samples (long signals). For the Lorenz series
with length 450 sample points, RCMSE and RCMDE lead to smaller CV values in comparison with
MSE and MDE, in that order, showing the importance of the refined composite method to characterize
small time series.
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Figure 11. Mean and SD of the results obtained by the MSE, MDE, RCMSE, and RCMDE for the Lorenz
series with lengths 450 and 4500 sample points.

Table 4. CVs of MSE, RCMSE, MDE, and RCMDE values for the 40 different realizations of the Lorenz
signals with length 450 and 4500 samples at scale five.

Signal Length MSE MDE RCMSE RCMDE

450 sample points 0.1000 0.0898 0.0700 0.0309
4500 sample points 0.1156 0.0310 0.1134 0.0312

4.2. Real Signals

4.2.1. Dataset of Focal and Non-Focal Brain Activity

For the focal and non-focal EEG dataset, the results obtained by MSE, MDE, RCMSE, RCMDE,
MSEBW, MDEBW, InMSE, and InMDE, depicted in Figure 12, show that the non-focal signals are more
complex than the focal ones. This fact is in agreement with previous studies [28,36].

The results for RCMSEBW and RCMDEBW were respectively similar to those for MSEBW and
MDEBW. Thus, they are not shown herein. Note that, for MDE and RCMDE, τmax and m, respectively,
were 30 and 3. It should also be mentioned that the average entropy values over two channels for
these bivariate EEG signals are reported for the univariate complexity techniques.

To compare the results, the CV values obtained by the univariate multiscale approaches, except
InMSE and InMDE, are calculated at scale factor 15. These are shown in Table 5. The CV values for
MDE, RCMDE, MSE, and RCMSE illustrate that the refined composite approach does not enhance the
stability of the MDE and MSE profiles. Overall, the smallest CV values are achieved by DispEn-based
complexity methods.

Table 5. CVs of MSE, RCMSE, MSEBW, MDE, RCMDE, and MDEBW values for the focal and non-focal
EEGs at scale 15.

Signals MSE RCMSE MSEBW MDE RCMDE MDEBW

Focal EEGs 0.0229 0.0229 0.0224 0.0083 0.0089 0.0083
Non-focal EEGs 0.0178 0.0191 0.0172 0.0111 0.0121 0.0109
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Figure 12. Mean value and SD of results obtained by the MSE, MDE, RCMSE, RCMDE, MSEBW,
MDEBW, InMSE, and InMDE computed from the focal and non-focal EEGs.

4.2.2. Dataset of Stride Internal Fluctuations

In Figure 13, the mean and SD of the RCMDEBW, RCMDE, MDEMA, MDEBW without DS, InMDE,
RCMSEBW, RCMSE, MSEMA, MSEBW without DS, and InMSE values computed from young and old
subjects’ stride internal fluctuations are illustrated. As the number of samples for these time series are
between 400 to 800 sample points, we do not use MSE, MDE, MSEBW, and MDEBW.

For each scale factor, the average of entropy values for elderly subjects is smaller than that for
young ones, in agreement with those obtained by the other entropy-based methods [37] and the fact
that recordings from healthy young subjects correspond to more complex states because of their ability
to adapt to adverse conditions, whereas aged individuals’ signals present complexity loss [3,5,38].
The results also suggest that, when dealing with short signals, the complexity measures without
downsampling (i.e., MSEMA, MDEMA, and MSEBW and MDEBW without DS) are appropriate to
distinguish different kinds of dynamics of real signals.

The CV values at those scales whose profiles do not have an overlap are illustrated in Table 6. It is
found that MDEBW without DS leads to the smallest CV values.
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Figure 13. Mean value and SD of results obtained by the complexity measures computed from the
young and old subjects’ stride interval recordings.

Table 6. CV values obtained by the complexity measures for the stride interval recordings for young
and old subjects.

Signals RCMDEBW RCMDE MDEBW without DS RCMSEBW

Young subjects 0.0355 0.0410 0.0334 0.0644
Old subjects 0.0517 0.0540 0.0449 0.0723

5. Time Delay, Downsampling, and Nyquist Frequency

According the previous complexity-based approaches [2,3,13,15], the time delay was equal to 1 in
this study. Nevertheless, if the sampling frequency is considerably larger than the highest frequency
component of a signal, the first minimum or zero crossing of the autocorrelation function or mutual
information can be used for the selection of an appropriate time delay [39].

Alternatively, a signal may be downsampled before calculating the complexity-based entropy
approaches to adjust its highest frequency component to its Nyquist frequency ( fs/2) [40]. Accordingly,
when the coarse-graining process starts, the low-pass filtering will affect the highest frequency
component of the signal at low temporal scale factors. It is worth noting that if the main frequency
components of the signal are considerably lower than its highest frequency component (e.g., the
signal o - please see Figure 7), the filtering process may make only a little change in the amplitude
values of the signal at even large scales.
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6. Future Work

Wavelet transform, which is a powerful filter bank broadly used for analysis of non-stationary
recordings, can be employed to decompose a signal to several series with specific frequency bands [41].
Accordingly, the wavelet-based filter bank could be used as a complexity approach. VMD can also be
used as an alternative to EMD in InMSE and InMDE. VMD, unlike EMD, provides a solution to the
decomposition problem that is theoretically well founded and more robust to noise than EMD [16].
A recent development in the field has tried to generalize multivariate and univariate multiscale
algorithms to a family of statistics by using different moments (e.g., variance, skewness, and kurtosis)
in the univariate and multivariate coarse-graining process [25,42–44]. It is recommended to compare
these techniques in the context of signal processing and to investigate their interpretations. As the
existing univariate and even multivariate coarse-graining processes filter only series in each channel
separately [38,43,45], there is a need to propose new multivariate filters dealing with the spatial and
time domains at the same time.

7. Conclusions

In summary, we have compared existing and newly proposed coarse-graining approaches for
univariate multiscale entropy estimation. Our results indicate that, as expected due to the filter bank
properties of the EMD [33] in comparison with moving average and Butterworth filtering, the cut-off
frequencies at each temporal scale τ of the former are considerably smaller than those for the latter.
Therefore, InMSE and our developed InMDE have entropy values very close to 0 for relatively low
values of temporal scales due to the exponential, rather than linear, dependency of the bandwidth at
each scale. We also inspected the effect of the downsampling in the coarse-graining process in the
entropy values, showing that it may lead to increased or decreased values of entropy depending on
the sampling frequency of the time series.

Our results confirmed previous reports indicating that, when dealing with short or noisy signals,
the refined composite approach [14,25] may improve the stability of entropy results. On the other hand,
for long signals with relatively low levels of noise, the refined composite method makes little difference
in the quality of the entropy estimation at the expense of a considerable additional computational cost.
In any case, the use of dispersion entropy over sample entropy in the estimations led to more stable
results based on CV values and ensured that the entropy values were defined at all temporal scales.

Finally, the profiles obtained by the multiscale techniques with and without downsampling led
to similar findings (e.g., pink noise is more complex than white noise based on all the complexity
methods) although the specific values of entropy may differ depending on the coarse-graining used.
This suggests that downsampling within the coarse-graining procedure may not be needed to quantify
the complexity of signals, especially for short ones. In fact, these kinds of techniques still eliminate the
fast temporal scales to deal with progressively slower time scales as τ increases and take into account
multiple time scales inherent in time series.

On the whole, it is expected that these findings contribute to the ongoing discussion regarding
the development of stable, fast, and less sensitive-to-noise complexity approaches appropriate for
either short or long time series. We recommend that future studies explicitly justify their choices
for coarse-graining procedure in the light of the characteristics of the signals under analysis and the
hypothesis of the study, and that they discuss their findings on the light of the behaviour of the selected
entropy metric and coarse-graining procedure.
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Appendix. Matlab Codes used in this Article

The Matlab codes of DispEn and MDE are available at https://datashare.is.ed.ac.uk/handle/10283/
2637. The codes of SampEn and MSE can be found at https://physionet.org/physiotools/matlab/wfdb-
app-matlab/. The code of EMD is also available at http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/patrick.flandrin/emd.html.
For the Butterworth filter, we used the functions “butter” and “filter” in Matlab R2015a.
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Abstract: Several entropy measures are now widely used to analyze real-world time series. Among
them, we can cite approximate entropy, sample entropy and fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn), the latter
one being probably the most efficient among the three. However, FuzzyEn precision depends on
the number of samples in the data under study. The longer the signal, the better it is. Nevertheless,
long signals are often difficult to obtain in real applications. This is why we herein propose a new
FuzzyEn that presents better precision than the standard FuzzyEn. This is performed by increasing
the number of samples used in the computation of the entropy measure, without changing the length
of the time series. Thus, for the comparisons of the patterns, the mean value is no longer a constraint.
Moreover, translated patterns are not the only ones considered: reflected, inversed, and glide-reflected
patterns are also taken into account. The new measure (so-called centered and averaged FuzzyEn)
is applied to synthetic and biomedical signals. The results show that the centered and averaged
FuzzyEn leads to more precise results than the standard FuzzyEn: the relative percentile range is
reduced compared to the standard sample entropy and fuzzy entropy measures. The centered and
averaged FuzzyEn could now be used in other applications to compare its performances to those of
other already-existing entropy measures.

Keywords: entropy; fuzzy entropy; sample entropy; irregularity; fetal heart rate; time series;
symmetrical m-patterns

1. Introduction

Approximate entropy (ApEn) and sample entropy (SampEn) algorithms are now widely used to
quantify the irregularity of experimental time series [1,2]. They both rely on the evaluation of vectors’
similarity. However, in both ApEn and SampEn, the vectors’ similarity is based on the Heaviside
function, a function that has rigid boundaries. Thus, the contributions of samples inside the boundary
are treated equally, but the samples outside the boundary are left out. However, in the real world,
boundaries between classes may be ambiguous: it is often difficult to determine if an input pattern
belongs totally to a class. To overcome this lack of reality in ApEn and SampEn algorithms, Chen et al.
proposed the fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn) algorithm [3]. In the latter case, the vectors’ similarity is defined
by the soft and continuous boundaries of a fuzzy function. Since its introduction, it has been reported
that FuzzyEn leads to better performance than ApEn or SampEn [4–6]. FuzzyEn presents a stronger
relative consistency and shows less dependence on data length than ApEn and SampEn [3].

Nevertheless, the number of samples in a signal still plays a role in the precision of FuzzyEn:
the shorter the signal, the lower the number of vectors, and thus, the lower the precision of
FuzzyEn (i.e., the larger the standard deviation). Therefore, to obtain more precise entropy values,
the longer the signal, the better it is. In practical situations (real data), this may be a challenge. Indeed,
it is often difficult to have long recordings, particularly in the biomedical field where patients may
have difficulty to stay still or to cooperate.

Entropy 2018, 20, 287; doi:10.3390/e20040287 www.mdpi.com/journal/entropy241
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This is why we herein propose a new fuzzy entropy measure that presents better precision than
the traditional FuzzyEn measure. This is performed by increasing the number of samples used in the
computation, without changing the length of the time series.

The paper is organized as follows. The original algorithm of FuzzyEn is first detailed in Section 2;
then the new entropy measure is described. The synthetic and biomedical data (fetal heart rate time
series) used in our work are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we first present, analyze, and discuss
the results obtained with the synthetic data. We then describe and interpret the results obtained with
the biomedical time series. We finally end with the conclusion.

2. Standard Fuzzy Entropy and the New Entropy Measure

In this section, we recall the FuzzyEn concept based on the use of a membership function. For this
purpose, the generalized Gaussian membership function is used since it allows the derivation of both
the rectangular function used in the calculation of SampEn and the standard Gaussian function used
in the calculation of FuzzyEn.

2.1. Fuzzy Entropy Algorithm

For a given discrete time series X = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N)} of length N, the algorithm to compute
FuzzyEn relies on the following steps [1]:

1. Split X into a series of subsequences Xm(i) of length m starting at x(i): Xm(i) = {x(i), x(i +
1), . . . , x(i + m − 1)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1.

2. For each vector Xm(i), compute the similarity degree Dm
ij of its neighboring vector Xm(j) using a

similarity function as:

Dm
ij = μp(d[Xm(i), Xm(j)], r), (1)

where the membership function μp reported in Figure 1 is defined ∀d ≥ 0 as:

μp(d, r) = exp(−(d/r)p), (2)

and where the distance function d is the maximum absolute difference d[Xm(i), Xm(j)] =

max0≤k≤m−1(|x(i + k)− x(j + k)|). For p = 2, we have the Gaussian function, and for p = ∞, we
have the rectangular function.

3. For each i (1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1), compute φm
i as:

φm
i (r) =

1
N − m − 1

N−m

∑
j=1,j �=i

Dm
ij . (3)

4. Construct ϕm and ϕm+1 as:

ϕm(r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

φm
i (r), (4)

ϕm+1(r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

ϕm+1
i (r). (5)

5. Fuzzy entropy is then calculated as:

FuzzyEn(m, r) = lim
N→∞

ln
[

ϕm(r)
ϕm+1(r)

]
, (6)
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which, for finite datasets, can be estimated by the statistic:

FuzzyEn(m, r, N) = ln
[

ϕm(r)
ϕm+1(r)

]
. (7)

Figure 1. Membership functions μp(d, r) = exp(−(d/r)p) with r = 0.1. Gaussian function (blue) with
p = 2; rectangular function (magenta) with p = ∞, for d ≥ 0.

As shown in Figure 2, the 2-pattern ‘1’ has only one similar 2-pattern among the 27 possible
2-patterns in the time series. From the time series reported in Figure 2, the total number of similar
2-patterns is 12: (‘1’,‘15’), (‘5’,‘21’), (‘7’,‘19’), (‘8’,‘20’), (‘13’,‘24’), (‘14’,‘25’).

As for ApEn and SampEn, the statistical stability of the FuzzyEn estimation depends on the length
N of the time series as reported in Equation (7). To decrease this length-dependency, several strategies
can be proposed.

Figure 2. Stochastic time series where 2-patterns are pointed out. Each number corresponds to the
place of the corresponding segment. No-centered 2-patterns are considered. The two 2-patterns ‘1’ and
‘15’ (black bullets) have the same mean value; they are similar. The total number of similar 2-patterns is
12: (‘1’,‘15’), (‘5’,‘21’), (‘7’,‘19’), (‘8’,‘20’), (‘13’,‘24’), (‘14’,‘25’).

2.2. New Approaches

As mentioned above, from a fixed number of samples N in the time series, a way to improve the
statistical stability of the entropy measurement consists in artificially increasing the number of similar
m-patterns taken into account in the entropy calculation. To do so, three different ways are proposed:

1. The first approach is inspired by [3,7]. In the latter studies, the interest in centering each m-pattern
has been shown. In this case, instead of limiting the search of m-patterns with the same mean
value, any pattern can be taken into account. Therefore, the number of similar patterns drastically
increases.
Therefore, in the first approach, a centered m-pattern Xcm(j) is compared to a reference centered
m-pattern Xcm(i). The similarity degree is calculated with Xcm(i) = {x(i), x(i + 1), . . . , x(i +
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m − 1)} − x0(i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1 and x0(i) = 1
m ∑

j=m−1
j=0 x(i + j), through a

similarity function:

Dcm
ij = μp(d[Xcm(i), Xcm(j)], r), (8)

with the same membership function as the one reported in Equation (2). The centered fuzzy
entropy FuzzyEnc is thus defined as:

FuzzyEnc(m, r, N) = ln

[
ϕm

c (r)
ϕm+1

c (r)

]
, (9)

with ϕm
c (r) =

1
N−m ∑N−m

i=1 φm
ci (r) and with φm

ci (r) =
1

N−m−1 ∑N−m
j=1,j �=i Dcm

ij .

As shown in Figure 3a, removing the mean value of 2-patterns increases the number of centered
similar 2-patterns since the number of centered 2-patterns similar to ‘1’ is six compared to one
when the centering approach is not used. From Figure 3b, the total number of centered similar
2-patterns is 25: (‘1’,‘9’,‘13’,‘15’,‘17’,‘24’), (‘2’,‘14’,‘25’), (‘3’,‘8’,‘20’), (‘4’,‘23’), (‘5’,‘7’,‘10’,‘19’,‘21’),
(‘11’,‘18’), (‘12’,‘16’), (‘22’,‘26’). The total number of similar centered 2-patterns is much larger
than no-centered 2-patterns.

2. The second approach is inspired by [8], where transformed patterns are compared to reference
patterns. Thus, in the second approach, a transformed m-pattern Γk[Xm(j)] (see below) is
compared to a reference m-pattern Xm(i). The similarity degree is calculated with the same
membership function as the one reported in Equation (2):

kDm
ij = μp(d[Xm(i), Γk[Xm(j)]], r). (10)

Four types of Γk[Xm(j)] operations with k = {T, R, I, G} are evaluated:

• ΓT [Xm(j)] = Xm(j + n) corresponds to a translation of n samples, k = T;
• ΓR[Xm(j)] = Xm(−j + n) corresponds to a reflection at the position n, k = R;
• ΓI [Xm(j)] = −Xm(−j + n) corresponds to an inversion at the position n, k = I;
• ΓG[Xm(j)] = −Xm(j + n) corresponds to a glide reflection of n samples, k = G.

At first sight, any type of operation could be used. However, from our point of view,
only isometries (translation T, reflection R, inversion I and glide reflection G) are suitable.
This statement is supported by the recent work reported in [8] where the concept of symmetry
was placed back on stage in the study of time series. Indeed, in [8], it was shown that the concept
of recurrences could be generalized by taking into account the symmetry properties of m-patterns.
As entropy can be derived from the recurrence concept (the recurrence plot [9] is defined as
RP = (N − m + 1)∑ Dij with μ∞(d, r)), from [8], four new kinds of entropy (ApEnT , ApEnR,
ApEnI , ApEnG or SampEnT , SampEnR, SampEnI , SampEnG or FuzzyEnT , FuzzyEnR, FuzzyEnI ,
FuzzyEnG) can be proposed. Finally, as our ultimate goal is to increase the precision of FuzzyEn,
it is more appropriate here to calculate the mean value of the four new fuzzy entropies. In this
case, the averaged fuzzy entropy FuzzyEna is defined as:

FuzzyEna(m, r, N) =
(FuzzyEnT + FuzzyEnR + FuzzyEnI + FuzzyEnG)

4
,

with:
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FuzzyEnk(m, r, N) = ln

[
ϕm

k (r)

ϕm+1
k (r)

]
,

with k = {T, R, I, G} for ϕm
k (r) = 1

N−m ∑N−m
i=1 φm

ki (r) and φm
ki (r) = 1

N−m−1 ∑N−m
j=1,j �=i

kDm
ij .

FuzzyEnT corresponds to the standard FuzzyEn measure when m > 1.
As shown in Figure 3b, the transformation of the 2-patterns increases the number of similar
2-patterns. From Figure 3b, for the 2-pattern (‘1’), four kinds of 2-patterns can be obtained:
2-patterns with translation (‘T’) in black (‘1’,‘15’), 2-patterns with vertical reflection (‘R’) in red
(‘7’,‘19’), 2-patterns with inversion (‘I’) in green (‘13’,‘24’) and 2-patterns with glide reflection (‘G’)
in blue (‘5’,‘21’). By considering all 2-patterns ranging from ‘1’–‘27’, the mean total number of
symmetrical 2-patterns is Nsym = 92 with NT

sym = 12, NR
sym = 30, NI

sym = 24, NG
sym = 26.

3. The last approach compares a centered m-pattern Xcm(i) to a transformed centered m-pattern
Γk[Xcm(j)]. In this case, the centered and averaged fuzzy entropy FuzzyEnca is defined as:

FuzzyEnca(m, r, N) =
(FuzzyEncT + FuzzyEncR + FuzzyEncI + FuzzyEncG)

4
,

with:

FuzzyEnck(m, r, N) = ln

[
ϕm

ck(r)

ϕm+1
ck (r)

]
,

with k = {T, R, I, G} for ϕm
ck(r) =

1
N−m ∑N−m

i=1 φm
cki(r) and φm

cki(r) =
1

N−m−1 ∑N−m
j=1,j �=i

kDcm
ij . kDcm

ij

is defined as kDcm
ij = μp(d[Xcm(i), Γk[Xcm(j)]], r).

As shown in Figure 3, one can observe that the combination of the centering and averaging
operations globally increases the number of m-patterns taken into account in the calculation of
the entropy measure. Furthermore, a centered m-pattern transformed by an inversion (‘I’) is
similar to a centered m-pattern transformed by a translation (’T’). The same remark applies for
glide and vertical reflection transformations of centered m-patterns.
From Figure 3c, regarding the 2-pattern (‘1’), two kinds of centered 2-patterns can be
obtained: 2-patterns (‘T’,‘I’) in black (‘1’,‘9’,‘13’,‘15’,‘17’,‘24’) and 2-patterns (‘R’,‘G’) in blue
(‘5’,‘7’,‘10’,‘19’,‘21’). By considering all 2-patterns ranging from ‘1’–‘27’, the mean total number
of symmetrical 2-patterns is Ncsym = 312 with NcT

sym = 86, NcR
sym = 70, NcI

sym = 86
and NcG

sym = 70.

The novelty of our method therefore relies on two main points: (i) the mean value of the patterns is
no longer a constraint in the computation as the patterns are centered; (ii) translated patterns, but also
reflected, inversed, and glide-reflected patterns are taken into account (in the standard sample and
fuzzy entropy measures, only translated patterns are considered). Therefore, for a given number of
samples N in the time series, we managed to increase the number of similar m-patterns taken into
account in the entropy calculation. In what follows, the new entropy measure will be applied to
synthetic 1/ f β time series and biomedical datasets. Its precision will be compared to the one of the
standard FuzzyEn.
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Figure 3. Stochastic time series with different types of 2-patterns. (a) Centered 2-patterns are considered.
Centered 2-patterns similar to ‘1’ are represented with magenta bullets; there are six patterns similar
to ‘1’. The total number of centered similar 2-patterns is 25: (‘1’,‘9’,‘13’,‘15’,‘17’,‘24’), (‘2’,‘14’,‘25’),
(‘3’,‘8’,‘20’), (‘4’,‘23’), (‘5’,‘7’,‘10’,‘19’,‘21’), (‘11’,‘18’), (‘12’,‘16’), (‘22’,‘26’). The total number of similar
centered 2-patterns is much larger than that of no-centered 2-patterns. (b) Regarding the 2-pattern (‘1’),
four kinds of 2-patterns can be obtained: 2-patterns with translation (‘T’) in black (‘1’,‘15’), 2-patterns
with vertical reflection (‘R’) in red (‘7’, ’19’), 2-patterns with inversion (‘I’) in green (‘13’,‘24’), 2-patterns
with glide reflection (‘G’) in blue (‘5’,‘21’). By considering all 2-patterns ranging from ‘1’–‘27’, the mean
total number of symmetrical 2-patterns is Nsym = 92 with NT

sym = 12, NR
sym = 30, NI

sym = 24, NG
sym = 26.

(c) Regarding the 2-pattern (‘1’), two kinds of centered 2-patterns can be obtained: 2-patterns (‘T’,‘I’)
in black (‘1’,‘9’,‘13’,‘15’,‘17’,‘24’), 2-patterns (‘R’,‘G’) in blue (‘5’,‘7’,‘10’,‘19’,‘21’). By considering all
2-patterns ranging from ‘1’–‘27’, the mean total number of symmetrical 2-patterns is Ncsym = 312 with
NcT

sym = 86, NcR
sym = 70, NcI

sym = 86 and NcG
sym = 70.

3. Data Processed

3.1. Synthetic Signals

In order to analyze the new fuzzy entropy measures and to compare their performances with the
ones of the standard FuzzyEn, we used 1/ f β time series, with different β values: β varied from −1 to
2 in steps of 0.2. For β > 0, the 1/ f β signals are persistent processes with long-term correlations [10].
However, for β < 0, the 1/ f β signals are anti-persistent processes with short-term anti-correlations [10].
From a theoretical point of view, the higher the value of β, the larger the number of correlations in
the time series and, therefore, the larger the number of similar samples used in the computation of
FuzzyEn. For each β value, 50 time series were simulated.

3.2. Biomedical Data

The new descriptors mentioned above were also applied to biomedical data and more precisely
to fetal heart rate (FHR) time series. The latter were acquired using a homemade pulse Doppler
system co-developed with Altaïs Technologies (Tours, France). This Doppler fetal monitor transmits
ultrasound waves of 2.25 MHz for an acoustic power limited to 1 mW/cm2 (for more details, see [11]).
It was developed to measure both the FHR and fetal movements (pseudo-breathing, limb movements).
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The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Clinical Investigation Centre for
Innovative Technology of Tours (CIC-IT 806 CHRUof Tours). Before acquisition, the consent of
each parent was obtained. All parents were over eighteen years of age, and pregnancies were single.
After locating the fetal heart with an echographic scanner, 18 Doppler recordings of 30 min each were
acquired at CHRU Bretonneau Tours, France. This corresponds to approximately 3600 heart beats
for each recording. In order to constitute homogeneous groups without spurious data, gestations
complicated by other kinds of disorders (hypertension, diabetes) were discarded. Two groups of fetuses
were selected: normal and those with severe intra-uterine growth retardation (IUGR). The severe IUGR
group included nine fetuses delivered prematurely by cesarean section. The normal group included
nine fetuses without disorders, delivered at term by spontaneous labor. For this clinical protocol,
the gestational ages of fetuses ranged from 30–34 weeks.

In what follows, the 30 min of data were processed, but also segments of 10 min and 20 min.
Our goal was thus to compare the results obtained as the data length decreases. Moreover, in order
to compare the results obtained between normal and IUGR groups, a Mann–Whitney test was used.
A p-value strictly less than 0.05 was considered to define statistical significance.

4. Results and Discussion

In all that follows, the value of r is set at 0.1 × the standard deviation of the time series.

4.1. Results for the Synthetic Signals

In order to validate our hypothesis (that is, the greater the number of similar m-patterns taken
into account in the computation, the more precise the entropy measure), we started by counting the
number of similar m-patterns from 50 synthetic time series.

From 1/ f β noises generated with N = 5000 samples with β ranging from −1 to 2, the median of
the mean number MN of similar 3-patterns and the median of the mean number MNca of centered
and averaged similar 3-patterns were evaluated and are reported in Table 1. As expected, the higher
the sample correlation in the time series, the higher the value of β and the higher the number of
similar 3-patterns. Indeed, from Table 1, when β increases from 0 to 2, MN goes from 1 to 162.
When symmetrical properties and the centering operation are taken into account, MNca goes from 21
to 9278 for β ranging from 0 to 2. From this, it can be claimed that the averaging and the centering
operations increase the number of similar patterns. Furthermore, whatever the m-value, we obtain
rising trends as β increases (data not shown).

In order to evaluate the performance of our new approaches, for a fixed m-value and for
50 1/ f β time series with different β values, different measures have been computed: the medians
MFuzzyEn, MFuzzyEnc, MFuzzyEna, MFuzzyEnca and the percentiles at 75% and 25% PFuzzyEn(75),
PFuzzyEn(25), PFuzzyEnc(75), PFuzzyEnc(25), PFuzzyEna(75), PFuzzyEna(25), PFuzzyEnca(75),
PFuzzyEnca(25) have been compared.

To quantitatively evaluate the gain brought by our new approaches in comparison with
FuzzyEn, two kinds of statistics have been evaluated: percentile ranges and relative percentile ranges.
The following percentile ranges have thus been computed:

• RF = PFuzzyEn(75)− PFuzzyEn(25);
• RFc = PFuzzyEnc(75)− PFuzzyEnc(25);
• RFa = PFuzzyEna(75)− PFuzzyEna(25);
• RFca = PFuzzyEnca(75)− PFuzzyEnca(25).

Finally, from the percentile ranges, the following relative percentile ranges have been evaluated:

• (RF − RFc)/RFc;
• (RF − RFa)/RFa;
• (RF − RFca)/RFca.
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The global results are presented in Tables A1–A3 reported in the Appendix and are shown in
Figure 4. We observe from the tables that SampEn leads to worse results than FuzzyEn, as already
shown by others. Moreover, we observe that the new approach leads to results that show a reduced
percentile range compared to the standard fuzzy entropy measure. Its precision is therefore better than
the other entropy measures. However, our work also has some drawbacks: the gain provided by the
method depends on the signal properties. The gain differs with β values.

Table 1. For the calculation of FuzzyEn and FuzzyEnca, the median of the mean number MN of
similar 3-patterns and the median of the mean number of centered and averaged MNca of similar
3-patterns obtained from 1/ f β noises (N = 5000 samples) with β ranging from −1 to 2. MNca =

(MNT
ca + MNR

ca + MNI
ca + MNG

ca), where MNk
ca is the median of the number of centered symmetric

similar 3-patterns obtained in the calculation of FuzzyEnca, k = {′T′, ‘R′, ‘I′, ‘G′}. For the computation,
m = 3 and r = 0.1× standard deviation of the time series.

β −1 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

MN 0.73 0.69 0.65 0.62 0.6 0.63 0.63 0.67 0.80 1.07 1.76 3.64 9.24 26.47 71.68 162.38

MNca 16.71 17.03 17.48 18.13 19.18 20.75 23.19 27.35 35.71 53.15 93.73 206.09 540.00 1580.67 4317.40 9277.86

Figure 4. Relative percentile ranges derived from Tables A1–A3 reported in the Appendix. (a) For β = −1,
relative percentile range values obtained for different m-values: for the centered fuzzy entropy compared
to the fuzzy entropy ((RF − RFc)/RFc), for the averaged fuzzy entropy compared to the fuzzy entropy
((RF − RFa)/RFa) and for the centered and averaged fuzzy entropy compared to the fuzzy entropy
((RF − RFca)/RFca); (b–d) similar to (a), but for β = 0, β = 1 and β = 2, respectively.
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4.2. Results for the Fetal Heart Rate Time Series

The results obtained from FHR time series for m = 2 are presented in Figure 5 for data lengths
of 10 min, 20 min, and 30 min. For the three data lengths, we observe that the normal fetuses show
a significantly higher entropy value than the pathological fetuses. This is true for the two entropy
measures: FuzzyEnca and the standard FuzzyEn. This means that FHR time series are more irregular
for the normal fetuses than for the pathological ones. We also observe that the p-value between the two
groups decreases as the data length increases. Therefore, the longer the data, the better the separation
between the two groups. However, we note that, whatever the length studied, the p-value is lower
for FuzzyEnca than for the standard FuzzyEn. Our new entropy measure is therefore more interesting
for this classification purpose than the standard FuzzyEn. Other data may now be processed; see,
e.g., [12–14].

Figure 5. Centered and averaged fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEnca) and standard fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn)
for normal (N) in blue and pathological fetuses (P) in green with m = 2. The results for three data
lengths are shown. � means statistically significant between the two groups.

5. Conclusions

A new entropy measure, FuzzyEnca, is proposed to improve the precision of the standard FuzzyEn.
The new measure relies on centering and averaging approaches that lead to a larger number of similar
patterns used in the computation of the entropy algorithm. This is performed by removing the
constraint of the mean value in the comparison of the patterns. Moreover, translated patterns are not
the only ones considered: reflected, inversed, and glide-reflected patterns are also taken into account.
The results obtained on 1/ f β time series reveal that FuzzyEnca shows a greater precision than FuzzyEn.
Moreover, when applied to FHR time series acquired from normal and pathological fetuses, FuzzyEnca

leads to a better discrimination between the two groups than the standard FuzzyEn. These findings
could allow one to obtain entropy-based relevant information by processing shorter datasets (we could
obtain the same precision as the standard FuzzyEn, but with less data). This is particularly interesting
for the biomedical field. FuzzyEnca now has to be applied to other datasets, and its performance has
to be compared to those of other already-existing entropy measures.
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Appendix A

Results reported in Tables A1–A3 show performances that differ with the β values. We observe
that the higher the β value, the lower the gain obtained in terms of relative percentile range. This is
probably due to the level of correlation between samples in the time series.
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